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ABSTRACT 

 

It is common knowledge that movements are based on ideologies that are considered to be the 

foundation of their methodologies and policies. Often, these ideologies are disseminated in letters, 

books or other publications that present them in the form of texts that are available to the public and 

become sources of information about these movements. 

The Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh is one of the movements that plays an important role in the sphere of 

Islamic Da‘wah (mission). This movement adopts some techniques of Da‘wah; one of the most 

important among them being Targhīb, which expounds the merits and benefits of virtuous deeds. 

This research studies one of the most popular books of the movement, titled in Urdu Tablīghī 

Nis�āb, which uses this sort of technique. It was written by the famous H�adīth scholar and the general 

supervisor of the movement, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī. The first publication of the 

book in Urdu was in (1374 H./1955 CE.). It has been translated into several different languages, and 

this reflects the importance of the book. 

The thesis falls into six chapters, including the introduction as chapter one and the conclusion 

as chapter six. Chapter two talks about the definition of weak Ah�adīth and its different types, criteria 

used to determine weak Ah�ādīth, different trends among the scholars regarding weak Ah�ādīth, the 

consequences of using and publicizing weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. Chapter three deals with the 

biography of the author of the Tablīghī Nis�āb, while chapter four focuses on the book itself, by 

specifying the original name of it and looking at the different editions and translations, and compares 

the original Urdu with the Arabic and English versions. The chapter also discusses the methodology 

of the author in his book. Chapter five is a critical study of the Ah�ādīth of the Tablīghī Nis�āb, whether 

found in the main text of the book or in the commentary to verify the Ah�ādīth in terms of their 

authenticity or weakness. 
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CHAPTER ( 1 ) INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH 

 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

It is common knowledge that movements are based on ideologies. These are considered the 

foundation of their methodologies and policies and often are disseminated in letters, books or 

other publications. One such contemporary international Islamic movement is the Jamā‘at Al-

Tablīgh, which has played an important role in the sphere of Islamic Da‘wah. This movement 

adopted some techniques of Da‘wah; one of the most important being Targhīb, which expounds 

the merits and benefits of virtuous deeds. The movement has proved greatly successful through 

this technique. 

 

One of the most popular books of the movement is the Tablīghī Nis�āb (in Urdu), which means, 

curriculum for the Islamic Da‘wah, but in some later editions the book has been entitled Fad�ā’il 

A‘māl. It was written by the famous H�adīth scholar and one of the prominent leaders of the 

Jama‘at Al-Tablīgh, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī. The book is a series of Kutub 
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Al-Fad�ā’il (books of virtues). It was originally printed in two volumes1, but in some editions2, it 

is condensed into one volume. 

 

The Tablīghī Nis�āb presents a set of Qur’anic verses, prophetic Ah�ādīth and sayings of the 

Companions on the virtues of prayer, the virtues of H�ajj, the virtues of Dhikr (glorification of 

Allah), the virtues of S�ad�aqāt (charities) and other. It also contains commentaries and notes by 

the author. This book is read constantly by members of the Tablīghī movement, and Dhikr 

sessions are incentives, for them, as a religious and emotional motivator to good deeds. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

The research problem is centred on the harsh criticism made against the book Tablīghī Nis�āb, 

which is considered by some critics as the source of promoting D�a‘īf (weak) and Mawd�ū‘ 

(fabricated) Ah�ādīth in addition to Bida‘ (i.e. unauthorized innovations in religion) and 

superstitions.3 Nevertheless, this book is one of the most essential and popular books for the 

Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh, which is considered one of the most important Islamic movements in the 

contemporary period. 

 

                                                 
1 See for example: The editions of Dār Al-Kutub. 'Dewsbury/UK' and ‘Imrān Book Depot. 'Delhi/India'. 
 
2 See for example: The editions of Dār Al-Ishā‘at. 'Karachi/Pakistan', and Kutub Khānah Majīdiyyah. 
'Multan/Pakistan'. 
 
3 See: Dahlawī, Saīf Al-Rahmān. Naz+rah ‘Ābirah I‘tibāriyah Fī Al-Jamā‘ah Al-Tblīghiyyah; 53, and Al-Tuwajirī, 
Humūd. Al-Qawl Al-Balīgh Fī Al-Tah�dhīr Min Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh; 11, and Al-Husayyen, Sa‘d. H�aqīqat Al-
Da‘wah Ilā Allah Ta‘ālā Wamā Ikhtas�at Bihī Jazīrat Al-‘Arab; 77, 80, 82, and Al-Hilalī, Salīm. Al-Jamā‘āt Al-
Islāmiyyah Fī D�aw’ Al-Kitāb Wa Al-Sunnah; 380, and Al-Sharqāwī, Muhammad. Al-S�ifāt Al-Sitt ‘Ind Jamā‘at Al-
Tablīgh; 25, and Al-Jarbu‘, Nizar. Waqafāt Ma‘ Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh; 10, and Al-Juhanī, Mani‘. Al-Mawsū‘ah Al-
Muyassarah Fī Al-Adyān Wa Al-Madhāhib Wa Al-Ah�zāb Al-Mfu‘ās�irah; 1/326. 
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1.3 Rationale for selecting this research topic 

The book Tablīghi Nis�āb is considered an intellectual source and spiritual motivator for the 

group members, as it drives them towards good deeds, especially in the field of Da‘wah. The 

reputation of the book and its popularity in many parts of the world by the members of the 

movement shows how important it is to the movement. It has been translated from Urdu – the 

original language of the book – into more than ten languages worldwide. 

 

The fame of the book's author as one of the chief ideologues of the movement, on one hand, and 

as one of the most distinguished H�adīth scholars, on the other, is another factor for the need to 

make a critical study of it. This might raise a big question about the harsh criticism of this book 

by some scholars, despite the distinction of the author in the field of H�adīth sciences. 

 

The scarcity of specialized academic studies on the intellectual and cognitive sources of the 

Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh is also one of the motivating factors. As far as we know, there is an obvious 

lack of a critical academic study of the book Tablīghī Nis�āb from H�adīthī perspective, despite 

its great popularity. 

1.4 The objectives of the research 

1- To clarify the reasons that led the author to compile this book, the natures of his sources. 

 

2- To verify statements of the H�adīth rulings of the author in the translated versions in both 

the English and Arabic languages. 
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3- To point out the negative effects of the weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. 

 

4- To deduce the proportion of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth from the valid ones listed in 

the book. 

 

5- To assess and investigate the Ah�ādīth mentioned in the book and expound the rulings of 

H�adīth scholars as to their validity and weaknesses. 

1.5 The scope and limitations of the research 

The scope of the research can be defined in the verification and study of the Ah�ādīth and 

narrations included in the book and comparing the original version of the book with the 

translated versions in Arabic and English. This will not include an explanation of the Ah�ādīth or 

a statement of the detailed jurisprudential rulings involved in those Ah�ādīth, except if there is 

need. Thus, it saves extending the research unduly and conforms to the limitations of the PhD 

thesis both in word count and time. 

 

For the Ah�ādīth, due to obvious problems of time and space, the research will confine itself to a 

selection from two key sections or parts of the book: Fad�ā’il Qur’ān and Fad�ā’il Namāz. 

1.6 Definition of terms 

There are some technical terms used in the body of the research that it may be useful to define 

and explain to help the reader understand them, and to make him/her become familiar with their 

splling, meaning and, more important, usage in this research. 
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Al-H�asan Li-Dhātih.  This is a H�adīth whose chain of transmission is linked to 
the narration of an authority with weak exactitude, but 
without eccentricity or blemish. 
 
 

Al-H�asan Li-Ghayrih.  This is H�adīth judged good by virtue of another H�adīth 
when its weakness is so slight that it can be raised through 
another chain to the level of good H�adīth. Therefore, being 
good is not on its own virtue, but by the way that renders it 
good. It could be called ‘supported Hasan’. 
 
 

Al-S�ah�īh� Li-Dhātih.  This is a H�adīth whose chain of narrators has been 
transmitted, from beginning to end, by truly pious persons 
who have been know for their uprightness and exactitude, 
and the H�adīth is free from eccentricity and blemish. 
 
 

Al-S�ah�īh� Li-Ghayrih.  This is a H�adīth deemed good on its own virtue in the case 
where it is narrated by one or more chains. 
 
 

Bid‘ah. (pl. Bida‘).  Innovation in religion; heretical practice. 
 
 

Fad�īlah (pl. Fad�ā’il).  Virtue or merit. 
 
 

‘Ilm Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth  The knowledge of H�adīth terminology: A collection of 
principles that distinguish the weakness from the strength 
of H�adīth narrators and text in terms of acceptance or 
rejection. 
 
 

Jarh�.  Invalidating Narrators: Rejecting the narrator's 
transmission because he does meets certain characteristics 
laid down by the scholars of H�adīth. 
 

 
Khurūj.  Spending a certain period away from home on missionary 

work with a group of people. 
 

 

Mutāba‘ah. (pl. Mutāba‘āt)  H�adīth Text-Related Appendage: A H�adīth whose wording 
or meaning is identical to another by the same narrator 
Companion. 
 



Shāhid. (pl. Shawāhid) 

S�īghat Al-Tamrīd�. (S�iyagh 
Al-Tamrīd) 

Tablīgh. 

Ta‘dīl. 

T4araf. (pl. At3rāf) 

Targhīb.  

Tarhīb. 

1.7 Literature review 

Generally speaking, there is a dearth of academic analysis of the 

specifically, its intellectual background. Nevertheless, we can classify the literature by taking 

into consideration a number of aspects about the book 

intellectual sources of the movement.

 H�adīth Text-Related Appendage: A H�ad
or meaning is identical to another, but the narrator 
Companion is different in both. 
 

 

 Uncertainty mood: using passive voice or other form to 
imply the H�adīth narration is weak, like saying: It has been 
told or mentioned that the Prophet
him). 
 

 

 To communicate Islamic missionary work.
 

 

 Validating Narrators: Accepting the narrator's transmission 
because he meets certain characteristics laid down by the 
scholars of H�adīth. 
 

 

 The Caption: A sentence quoted from the text of a 
including a saying, deed, approval or attribute of the 
Prophet  (peace be upon him) 
 

 

 Awakening of a desire or arousal of an interest.
 

 

 Intimidation. 
 

Generally speaking, there is a dearth of academic analysis of the Jamā‘at Al

specifically, its intellectual background. Nevertheless, we can classify the literature by taking 

into consideration a number of aspects about the book Tablīghī Nis�āb specifically and the other 

intellectual sources of the movement. 
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H�adīth whose wording 
entical to another, but the narrator 

ncertainty mood: using passive voice or other form to 
like saying: It has been 

Prophet  (peace be upon 

To communicate Islamic missionary work. 

Validating Narrators: Accepting the narrator's transmission 
because he meets certain characteristics laid down by the 

The Caption: A sentence quoted from the text of a H�adīth, 
including a saying, deed, approval or attribute of the 

Awakening of a desire or arousal of an interest. 

at Al-Tablīgh and, more 

specifically, its intellectual background. Nevertheless, we can classify the literature by taking 

specifically and the other 



• Kutub Fad�ā’il Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt

(2001). Lahore/Pakistan: Maktabat Khalīl.

 

The importance of this Urdu book is that it states clearl

point of view regarding certain criticisms and questions about his book, 

opinion, this is one of the main strengths of 

Zakariyyā himself in his book against some criticisms that he faced.

some weak Ah�ādīth and insists on maintaining them, despite numerous demands to remove them 

from the book of Tablīghī Nis�

 

The book included sixty-two questions on the different parts of

many of those questions related to 

questions, while Fad�ā’il Namaz

(virtues of remembrance of Allah

fasting) with seven questions, 

(virtues of praising the Prophet 

Fad�ā’il Qur’ān (virtues of the Holy 

found that the answers of Shaykh Muh

concept, defend a position, reply to criticism and/or emphasize an attitude

Nis�āb and so on. 

 

                                                
4 See: Kāndahlawī Muhammad Zakariyyā, 
 
 
 
 
 

ā’il Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt, by Muhammad Zakariyyā

Pakistan: Maktabat Khalīl. 

The importance of this Urdu book is that it states clearly Shaykh Muhammad 

point of view regarding certain criticisms and questions about his book, Tablīghī

opinion, this is one of the main strengths of Kutub Fad�ā’il is the defence of Shaykh Muh

himself in his book against some criticisms that he faced. For example, he defends 

and insists on maintaining them, despite numerous demands to remove them 

Nis�āb.4 

two questions on the different parts of the Tablīghī

many of those questions related to H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah (stories of the Companions

Namaz (virtues of prayer) with ten questions,

remembrance of Allah) with nine questions. Then, Fad�ā’il 

with seven questions, Fad�ā’il H�ajj (virtues of pilgrimage) with six, and 

praising the Prophet ) with six questions. Finally, there are ten questions each on 

the Holy Qur’ān) and Fad�ā’il S�ad�aqāt (virtues of 

found that the answers of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā to those questions were apt to clarify a 

concept, defend a position, reply to criticism and/or emphasize an attitude

         
See: Kāndahlawī Muhammad Zakariyyā, Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt
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Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī. 

ammad Zakariyyā's own 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. In our 

is the defence of Shaykh Muhammad 

For example, he defends 

and insists on maintaining them, despite numerous demands to remove them 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. A great 

(stories of the Companions) with fourteen 

with ten questions, and Fad�ā’il Dhikr 

 Ramad�ān (virtues of 

with six, and Fad�ā’il Darūd 

with six questions. Finally, there are ten questions each on 

virtues of charities). We 

to those questions were apt to clarify a 

concept, defend a position, reply to criticism and/or emphasize an attitude taken in the Tablīghī 

ā’l Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt; 122-123. 
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Muhammad Shāhid Sahāranpūrī, the editor of the book, wrote an introduction to the book in 

which he sketched the biography of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā and the bibliography5 of the 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. Moreover, he listed the different languages into which the Tablīghī Nis�āb had 

been translated, as well as the author's terms and conditions for further publication of the book. 

Therefore, this introduction contains valuable information that could be used in this research, 

especially in chapter four when we shed some light on the editions and translations of the 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. 

 

• Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Fad�āil Al-A‘māl, by Latīf Al-Rahmān Al-Bahrā’ijī. 

(2004). Dubai/United Arab Emirates: Maktabat Al-Haramayn Lil-Nashr Wa Al-Tawzī‘. 

 

The author explained that the motivation to write his book was “…to answer the bias of hatred 

against the book of Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl.6 According to him, the criticisms focus on two main 

points: first, the weak Ah�ādīth and second, the stories of miracles and the like. It is worth noting 

that the author states that weak Ah�ādīth and the stories of different miracles are a common topic 

in different books of Islamic heritage and not something specific to the book of Tablīghī Nis�āb. 

This clarifies his attitude and direction from the start. 

 

Al-Bahrā’ijī divides his book into four chapters. Chapter one is about the book of Tablīghī 

Nis�āb and the methodology and sources of the author. Chapter two is about different stories of 

                                                 
5 According to Al-Bahrā’ijī, this bibliography was made originally by Munshī Anīs Ahmad (one of the publishers 
of the Tablīghī Nis�āb), who added it to the introduction of the book, and Muhammad Shāhid Sahāranpūrī quoted 
from Munshī. See: Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Fad�āil Al-A‘māl; 20. 
However, whether Sahāranpūrī or anotherr scholar made this is not a big issue, but the problem is that the 
bibliography has been printed many times within the Tablīghī Nis�āb without modification or correction of the 
mistakes found in the bibliography. Therefore, we will point out some of those mistakes in chapter four of the 
thesis, sub-section (4.8). 
 
6 Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 13. 
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miracles and certain stories of Sufism. It seems that the author deliberately mentioned some 

stories of the H�anbalī scholars as a way of answering questions and defending the book of 

Tablīghī Nis�āb against accusations from some notables of the Wahhābī movement, who focused 

their criticism of the book on those stories, considering many of them to be superstitions.7 

 

In Chapter three he discusses the judgment of deeds with the weak Ah�ādīth, and the different 

opinions of scholars on this issue. He also gives different examples from books where weak 

Ah�ādīth were mentioned in the field of Al-‘Aqā’id (creeds), Al-Ah�kām (judgments) and Fad�ā’il 

Al-A‘māl. It seems that the author purposely mentions these examples here for two reasons: 

firstly, to show that some ‘Ulamā’ used these weak Ah�ādīth or referred to them and, secondly, 

to prove that the Tablīghī Nis�āb is not the only book to have used weak Ah�ādīth.8 

 

Chapter four is the core, as appears from the title of the book, where the author focuses on 

studying the different Ah�ādīth in the Tablīghī Nis�āb, but he does no get into trouble to preserve 

them in the same order, which was thematic. Rather, he uses a different method and classifies 

the Ah�ādīth into eight sections according to their strengths and weaknesses. He starts with the 

Ah�ādīth cited by both Al-Bukhārī and Muslim, then the Ah�ādīth by Al-Bukhārī alone, then those 

by Muslim alone. Following this, the Ah�ādīth that are named Al-S�ah�īh�ah Li-Dhātihā, then the 

                                                 
7 See for example: Dahlawī, Saīf Al-Rahmān. Naz+rah ‘Ābirah; 53, and Al-Tuwajirī, Humūd. Al-Qawl Al-Balīgh; 
11, and Al-Husayyen, Sa‘d. H�aqīqat Al-Da‘wah Ilā Allah; 77, 80, 82, and Al-Hilalī, Salīm. Al-Jamā‘āt Al-
Islāmiyyah; 380, and Al-Sharqāwī, Muhammad. Al-S�ifāt Al-Sitt; 25, and Al-Jarbu‘, Nizar. Waqafāt Ma‘ Jamā‘at 
Al-Tablīgh; 10, and Al-Juhanī, Mani‘. Al-Mawsū‘ah Al-Muyassarah; 1/326. 
 
8 Yet, if some scholars have mentioned or used some weak Ah�ādīth in their books, this does not necessarily mean 
that those Ah�ādīth became authentic once the scholars have mentioned them. On the other hand, it does not 
necessarily mean that their usage by some scholars in this regarda is the right approach. 
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Ah�ādīth, which are called Al-S�ah�īh�ah Li-Ghayrihā. After that, we see the Ah�ādīth of Al-

H�asanah Li-Dhātihā, then the Al-H�asanah Li-Ghayrihā, and finally, the weak Ah�ādīth. 

 

Due to the significant difference in the organization of the two books, it may take some time for 

the reader to know the level of a certain H�adīth during his reading in the original book (Tablīghī 

Nis�āb) in comparison with this one. It makes it even more complicated that the author did not 

put the Ah�ādīth into alphabetical order or list of them. On the other hand, the author restricted 

his study on the Ah�ādīth in the main text without the Ah�ādīth in the explanation of the book, 

saying that, “…it will take a long time to study them”.9 Therefore, his study does not cover all 

the Ah�ādīth of the book. However, we believe that, if Al-Bahrā’ijī had concentrated on all 

Ah�ādīth, whether these were in the main text of the book or those in the explanation, and did not 

discuss the issues of miracles, Sufism and the like, he would have produced a specialized and 

pioneering study in this field. 

 

To help understand the criticism levelled at the Tablīghī Nis�āb there is the need for a thorough 

study of the Ah�ādīth mentioned in it. That is, to examine them and differentiate between the 

weak Ah�ādīth and the valid ones, both in the main text and in the explanation of the book. We 

should keep in mind that critics of the book focus on a number of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth 

mentioned in the entire book and not only in the parts that were discussed by Al-Bahrā’ijī. 

 

Finally, it should be mentioned here that the author did not dedicate a specific part of his book 

to the biography of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā to introduce him to the reader, so we will 

cover the life of the Shaykh in a separate chapter of the thesis. 

                                                 
9 Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 31. 
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• Tablīghī Nis�āb Ek Mut3āla‘ah, by Tabish Mahdī. (n.d). (n.p). 

 

This book in Urdu is classified by the author as a critique of the Tablīghī Nis�āb. He deals with 

many issues, such as some disagreements of belief, exaggerations of Sufi stories and the like. 

Moreover, his discussion and objection to the methodology of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā's 

interpretation of certain verses of the Qur’ān is instructive. 

 

Although some of the author's criticisms may be true indeed, we may find that some of them are 

too harsh and exaggerated. It is worth noting that, in the introduction of the book, the author 

stated that he had been insulted and received threats to his life because of writing his book.10 

 

As for the issue of weak or fabricated Ah�ādīth, Mahdī criticizes the Tablīghī Nis�āb on the 

grounds that it has a lot of D�a‘īf or Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth and lists of some of them at the end of the 

book. However, the claim of the existence of many of those Ah�ādīth in the book needs a more 

thorough study, which is the goal of this research. 

 

It might be useful to mention that the method of Mahdī's discussion is to put a label on each 

issue, quote from the Tablīghī Nis�āb and then critique it to emphasize the label he placed upon 

the issue in question. This technique has a strong influence on the mind of the average reader as 

it confines the reader to this label and could lead them to agree with the author. 

 

                                                 
10 See: Mahdī, Tabish. Tablīghī Nis�āb Ek Mut3āla‘ah; 6-7. 
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We will also look at some studies which deal with the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh in general. These 

studies discuss some of the criticisms of the movement. One of these is the weak and fabricated 

Ah�ādīth in the book, which are our main concern in the thesis. The following is a short 

discussion of these studies. 

 

• The origins and the development of the Tablighi-Jama‘at 1920-2000, by Yoginder Sikand. 

(2002). New Delhi/India: Orient Longman Private Limited. 

 

This book is a published PhD thesis from the University of London. It contains seven chapters 

that examine the activities of the movement at the beginning of the Twentieth Century in 

northern India, where it originated. It proceeds to analyse the concepts (the six principles) and 

the strategy of the group. Finally, it makes a comparative study of the history, development, and 

activities of the Tablīghī group in three countries: India, Bangladesh and Britain. 

 

Sikand covers the important aspects of biographies of the most prominent leaders within the 

group, including Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā. He presents the importance of Zakariyyā's 

books for the movement as a religious motivator. He also discusses some criticisms of the 

movement. Some of those criticisms are about the Tablīghī Nis�āb. 

 

The negative attitude towards the book clearly emphasises the existence of the problem 

addressed by our research. One of the criticisms in Sikand's book relates to the issue of the weak 

and fabricated Ah�ādīth in the Tablīghī Nis�āb. Thus, we believe that there is a need for a critical 

and statistical study of the Ah�ādīth within the Tablīghī Nis�āb, to discover the truth behind the 

claim. 
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• Travellers in Faith: Studies of the Tabīlghī Jamā‘at as a Transnational Islamic Movement 

for Faith Renewal, compiled and edited by Muhammad Khalid Masud. (2002). Leiden/The 

Netherlands: Brill. 

 

This book is one of the most valuable comparative academic studies. It contains papers and 

essays in different languages that have been compiled, translated into English and edited in one 

volume. The introduction is followed by two parts. Part one is entitled, Tablīghī Jamā‘at: A 

Da‘wah Organization and contains four chapters by three writers, focusing on the growth and 

history of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh in India, as well as its ideology and legitimacy generally. 

 

The second part is entitled, Tablīghī Jamā‘at: A Transnational Movement, and contains seven 

chapters on the movement in the following nine countries: India, Pakistan, Britain, Germany, 

Belgium, France, Canada, South Africa and Morocco. This consists of papers presented at a 

conference of the Tablīghī Jamā‘at held in London under the auspices of the Institute for Social 

Science Research, New York. The editor wrote: 

 
These studies are not simply country reports; they are written by 
scholars well-acquainted with the Tablīgh work in each country and who 
have studied and written about the movement there. The essays address 
the Tablīgh's history, linkages, activities, structure, literature, and 
translations.11 

 

This volume offers various opinions relating to the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh and discusses the 

criticisms levelled at the methodology of the movement on different issues. One of these issues 

                                                 
11 Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; viii. 
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is the weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth in the Tablīghī Nis�āb, but, unfortunately, it does not give us a 

critical statistical study of all the Ah�ādīth in the book. 

 

In fact, it is distinctive in that it sheds light on the English translations of the Tablīghī Nis�āb. 

Furthermore, it explains some sides of the life of the author of the Tablīghī Nis�āb as a great 

doctrinal authority of the movement. Consequently, we acknowledge the importance of 

Travellers in Faith as one of the main academic references for this research. 

 

• Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh Fī Al-Qārrah Al-Hindiyyah, by Sayyid Talib Al-Rahmān. (1999). 

Islamabad/Pakistan: Dār Al-Bayān Li Al-Nashr Wa Al-Tawzī‘. 

 

The author focuses mainly on the critique of the ideologies of the Jama‘at Al-Tablīgh in India 

through the texts cited in the books of the Jama‘ah and its followers. Among the most important 

of these is the Tablīghī Nis�āb. Al-Rahmān's book is divided into two main parts. The first 

introduces the movement and its founder, while the second and major part focuses on the critical 

study of the movement's ideologies. This part contains sixteen chapters, but the last three 

chapters, starting from chapter fourteen, look at weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth, and includes a 

critical study of the six principles of the Jama‘ah. The last chapter contains some testimonies of 

some individuals against the group, whether they were ex-members of the movement or 

otherwise. 

 

What is most important in this book is the criticism regarding the weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. 

The author did not include all Ah�ādīth cited in the book, but concentrated on certain examples, 

which, in our view, is not satisfactory. 
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• Naz+rah ‘Ābirah I‘tibariyyah Fī Al-Jamā‘ah Al-Tablīghiyyah, by Shaykh Saīf Al-Rahmān 

Dahlawī. (1975). Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah/Saudi Arabia: Dār Al-Hadīth. 

 

This is a critical study of the movement based on its sayings, acts, books and beliefs. The 

advantages and disadvantages of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh are mentioned here. The author 

collected his information from some people who work within the movement. Amongst other 

topics, he talks about the leaders of the movement, its ideas, and the ways those ideas are 

spread. 

 

As far as we know, it is the first book of its kind to have been compiled in Saudi Arabia 

criticising the group. According to the author, the reason he compiled the book was to respond 

to many questions regarding the movement and to fulfil his duty in the field of Islamic Da‘wah. 

The book has now become a reference point for many people in Saudi Arabia who seek to 

criticise the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. 

 

The book was written in Al-Madinah before the government of Saudi Arabia officially put a 

stop to the activities of all movements in (1400 H./1979 CE.), including the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. 

For this reason, the book has an extra dimension. Had it been written immediately after the 

government banned the group's activities, the author's criticism of the group might have been 

influenced by a governmental body and would have lost some of its credibility. 

 

Shaykh Saīf Al-Rahmān Dahlawī considered the Tablīghī Nis�āb to be one of the main sources 

of the movement. He criticised some acts of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā that he regarded as 
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against the Islamic belief12 and also criticised the Tablīghī Nis�āb. He indicated that the book 

contains the weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. On the other hand, the author criticises the Tablīghī 

group regarding their negligence in narrating weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth in the field of Al-

Fad�ā’il and learning sessions. Yet, he did not give any examples of these Ah�ādīth in this 

respect. Therefore, we need to study the Ah�ādīth in the book to verify his claim. 

 

• Al-Qawl Al-Balīgh Fī Al-Tah�dhīr Min Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh, by Shaykh Humūd Ibn ‘Abd 

Allah Al-Tuwajirī. (1993). Riyadh/Saudi Arabia: Dār Al-Sumay‘ī. 

 

This is a critical study of the movement, its methods, beliefs, leaders and six principles. It is a 

summary of many books which criticize the Jamā‘ah and its missionary methods. It also 

genuinely reflects the opinions of some scholars in Saudi Arabia. The author depended on four 

main sources: Naz+rah ‘Ābirah I‘tibāriyyah Fī Al-Jamā‘ah Al-Tablīghiyyah, Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh 

‘Aqīdatuhā Wa Afkār Mashā’ikhiā, Al-Sirāj Al-Munīr Fī Tanbīh Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh ‘Alā 

Akht3āihim and H�aqā’iq ‘An Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. 

 

The author's criticisms concentrated on the issues of the movement's creed. He indicates that its 

faith is full of superstitions and corruption. Certainly, the Tablīghī Nis�āb has been criticized in 

this respect and the author argued that the book was full of the weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth, but 

he did not provide any proof for his claims. 

 

                                                 
12 See: Dahlawī, Saīf Al-Rahmān. Naz+rah ‘Ābirah; 47. 
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Shaykh Humūd Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Tuwajirī, is a famous Najdī Wahhābī scholar who has a good 

scholarly background and high position among the ‘Ulamā’ in Saudi Arabia. His books and 

ideas have wide acceptance among students in the Arabian Peninsula. This book is therefore 

widely available in Saudi Arabia, and can be found in many libraries and bookshops. The 

opponents of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh advise anyone who wants to find out more about the 

movement to read this book 

 

In our opinion, this book falls short of objectivity and is weak in its methodology. Despite its 

harsh criticism of the Jamā‘ah and its creed in particular, it does not consider any of the 

movement's merits and advantages. Even the testimonials in the book are all hostile to the 

movement. 

 

• Al-Jamā‘āt Al-Islāmiyyah Fī D�aw’ Al-Kitāb Wa Al-Sunnah, by Salīm ‘Eīd Al-Hilalī. (n.d). 

Alexandria/Egypt: Dār Al-Basīrah. 

 

The author discusses Islamic groups in general. In a short introduction, he examines the realities 

of the Muslim nation and sheds some light on the concept of Al-Firqah Al-Nāhiyah (survival 

group). There is a chapter on Sufism, tracing its origins, main trends, leadership and main 

ideas/principles. In another chapter, he ststes his pinion regarding the and another where he 

explors current major Islamic movements influenced by Sufism and their emergence, leaders, 

methods and activities. 

 

The author criticizes three Islamic movements, the Al-Ikhwān Al-Muslimūn, the H�izb Al-Tah�rīr 

and the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. He concludes with a discussion of the Salafī approach, its 
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fundamentals and concepts. He emphasizes that the Salafiyyah is not a party or a new 

movement, but rather a continuity of pure Islam from its early days.13 

 

As for the criticism of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh, the author focused on certain dimensions such as 

matters of belief, the Sufi influence on the movement and the mechanisms and methodology of 

Da‘wah. Two issues are of concern, one specific and one more general. The general issue 

regards the criticism that the movement spreads weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth among people. 

This is because the members of the movement, according to the author, do not care to 

distinguish between different types of Ah�ādīth, as they believe that weak Ah�ādīth are valid in the 

field of Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl. 

 

However, he discusses the issue briefly, clarifying the disagreement in their position, and takes 

the opposite attitude of non-validity of the weak Ah�ādīth, even in the field of Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl. 

The more specific issue is the criticism that the book is full of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth, 

even though the author does not conduct a thorough study of the Ah�ādīth to prove that the book 

is full of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. This remains a claim that needs to be studied 

academically to prove the truth behind it. 

 

• Waqafāt Ma‘ Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh: by Nizār Ibrāhīm Al-Jarbū‘. (1991). Riyadh/Saudi 

Arabia: Dār Al-Rāyah. 

 

The author briefly discusses the emergence of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh, its goals and Da‘wah 

methodology and phases. He then states the purpose of the study: to list the eight important 

                                                 
13 See: Al-Hilalī, Salīm. Al-Jamā‘āt Al-Islāmiyyah; 419-20. 
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mistakes committed by the movement. Some of these are concerned with the belief and Bay‘ah 

of Sufi orders, others with their methodology in Da‘wah. 

 

Al-Jarbū‘ includes some letters between one Saudi scholar and the Amīr of the Jamā‘ah, at that 

time Shaykh Muhammad In‘ām Al-Hasan Kāndahlawī, where the scholar brought to the Amīr's 

attention certain mistakes in some books of the movement. Among his criticisms, Al-Jarbū‘ 

noted the movement's usage and propagation of the weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. He also 

objected that the movement made the book of Tablīghī Nis�āb as its main source, even though it 

contained a lot of fallacies, superstitions and Sufism,14 in addition to the weak and fabricated 

Ah�ādīth. In his conclusion, the author listed some quotations from the Tablīghī Nis�āb relating to 

the mistakes in belief, yet he did not list examples of the weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. 

 

We believe that what distinguishes this book from others is the appendix containing 

correspondence in which the Amīr of the Jamā‘ah states that the author of Tablīghī Nis�āb cited 

some weak Ah�ādīth in his book.15 Yet the Amīr did not mention that the book is full of weak and 

fabricated Ah�ādīth, as claimed by its critics. This emphasizes the problem that needs academic 

investigation. 

 

                                                 
14 We find that the author is not just against the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh as a movement, rather he is against Sufism 
wholly as well. Thus, this opinion may give us a sample of some religious streams which have the same attitude 
(anti-Sufism). 
 
15 See: Al-Jarbū‘, Nizār. Waqafāt Ma‘ Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh; 53. 
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• Malfūz+āt H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Ilyās, by Shaykh Muhammad Manzūr Nu‘mānī. 

(n.d) Lahore/Pakistan: Idārah Nashriyyāt Islam. 

 

This book is very important because it contains the words of the founder of the Jamā‘at Al-

Tablīgh, Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās, on many topics. It consists of 214 sayings in eleven chapters 

that express Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās's faith, ideology and his method and aims of Da‘wah and 

his advice, guidance and so on. These sayings were collected by Shaykh Manzūr Nu‘mānī, one 

of the movement's most famous scholars and a close friend of Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās. 

 

We can see a clear picture of Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās's concern on ‘Ilm Al-Fad�ā’il in 

particular. His viewpoint was to stimulate and motivate people to do many good deeds.16 

Therefore, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā, the nephew of Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās, wrote some 

books on Al-Fad�ā’il such as virtues of prayer, of Dhikr, of Tablīgh and so forth, which were 

compiled in one book named Tablīghī Nis�āb. 

1.8 Research methodology and data collection 

We will adopt more than one research methodology to study this topic. We will use a historical 

and descriptive approach to describe the problem and the factors that led to the emergence of the 

problem and attempt an objective analysis of the problem. We will put forth suggestions and 

appropriate solutions for the problem. Furthermore, we will use the inductive approach to study 

the Ah�ādīth in the Tablīghī Nis�āb and subject them to scholarly verification to distinguish 

                                                 
16 See: Nu‘mānī, Muhammad Manzūr. Malfūz+āt H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Ilyās; 164. 
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between the authentic and weak or fabricated Ah�ādīth through ‘Ilm Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth17 (The 

knowledge of H�adīth Terminology). 

 

The data for this research will be collected from a range of sources. 

 
• Library research: It is to collect data from books, journals, magazines and working 

papers in Urdu, English and Arabic. 

•  The World Wide Web can also supply information. 

 

1.9 Difficulties 

We might encounter some difficulties in this research. Thus, we have to overcome and deal with 

potential problems in an appropriate manner before they occur. This will help us to achieve the 

aims of this study. The potential difficulties are listed below. 

 

1- The Tablīghī Nis�āb is a large book and contains many Ah�ādīth, with diverse sources 

amounting to more than 80 different references.18 It will require time and effort to trace 

all of them back and find the same references. Hence, we might find it difficult to obtain 

some references, particularly the ones written originally in the Urdu language. This is 

also one of the limitations of the study. 

 

                                                 
17

 ‘Ilm Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth means the knowledge of H�adīth Terminology, which is a collection of principles that 
distinguish the weakness from strength of H�adīth narrators and text in terms if acceptance or rejection. 
 
18 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 40-43. 
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2- This research requires referring back to varied sources in Urdu and Arabic, as well as in 

English. The difficulty resides in the Urdu language, of which we have limited 

knowledge. We will draw on the experience of other specialists in the field/language. 

 

3- It might be necessary to follow some members of the movement and attend their 

education sessions to find out how they deal with the Ah�ādīth and to measure the extent 

of their understanding of the H�adīth rulings and the like. This will require further time 

and effort. 

1.10 Structure of the thesis 

The research consists of six chapters. These chapters are as follows: 

 

Chapter One: Introduction. 

This is an introduction of the problem of the research, its rationale and objectives and the 

definition of key terms. It also presents the scope and limitations of the study, a literature review 

and a description of methods for data collection. 

 

Chapter Two: Theoretical foundation of the study. 

This chapter presents the definition of weak H�adīth, the different types and the criteria used to 

determine weak H�adīth. It also outlines different trends among the scholars regarding weak 

H�adīth, the consequences of using and publicizing weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth and questions 

relating to weak Ah�ādīth. 
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Chapter Three: Biography of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī. 

The author of the Tablīghī Nis�āb is the theme of this chapter. It includes the name, kin, birth, 

marriage and offspring of the Shaykh, and his academic background, mentors and students. It 

lists and discusses his areas of expertise and different publications. Moreover, it covers his 

activities in the field of Da‘wah and his position within the movement, his qualities, manners 

and the gratitude other spiritual mentors have shown towards him. This is a contextual chapter 

to enable us fully understand the Shaykh and help us evaluate his ideas fairly. 

 

Chapter Four: The Tablīghī Nis�āb in focus. 

This chapter sheds light on aspects of this key text. It starts by specifying the original name of 

the book and examining the motives for altering its. It looks at the different editions and 

translations, and compares the original Urdu with the Arabic and English versions. It also 

explores the ten parts of the book and discusses the author's methodology and the most 

important comments on that. 

 

Chapter Five: A critical H�adīth study of the Tablīghī Nis�āb. 

This includes a scholarly study for different Ah�ādīth, whether found in the main text of the book 

(Matn) or in the commentary (Sharh ). It deals with the narrators of those Ah�ādīth and their 

original sources to verify the Ah�ādīth in terms of their authenticity or weakness. Consequently, 

we may get the accurate proportion for the authentic Ah�ādīth in relation to the weak Ah�ādīth in 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. This chapter may be regarded as the core chapter of the research. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion. 

This includes the most important conclusions from the research and suggestions and 

recommendations for future investigations. 

1.11 Conclusion 

This chapter presented the introductory part of this study. It described the research problem, its 

rationale, objectives, scope and key terms. It reviewed a range of key texts to locate the present 

study and key issues. It outlined methods for data collection and their difficulties. It concluded 

with an outline of its contents. 
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CHAPTER ( 2 ) THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF THE 

STUDY 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we target various subjects and issues related to weak H�adīth. It works as the 

appropriate theoretical and scientific gateway for this study, which deals with D�a‘īf (weak) and 

Mawd�ū‘ (fabricated) Ah�ādīth in the book Tablīghī Nis�āb. Among the subjects addressed are: the 

definition of H�adīth and its kinds; the definition of weak H�adīth and its kinds; the method of 

reporting weak H�adīth, judgment on it and the most important rules with regard to it. 

 

The chapter also reviews the starting places (sources) of weak H�adīth, the negative effects of the 

proliferation of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth and preventive and corrective measures to counter 

those effects. There is a discussion on the views of scholars on acting in accordance with D�a‘īf 

H�adīth related to virtues, and other important issues. 

 



2.2 Definition of H�adīth 

H�adīth in the dictionary: antonym of old, means new because it happens one thing after another. 

It is also applied to talk and to news. The plural of 

 

The H�adīth in the terminology

the Prophet  (peace be upon him

his physical or moral description, even his movements whether he is awake or asleep bef

after the prophethood. This is one of the most comprehensive and accurate definitions of the 

concept of H�adīth, whenever it is spoken of, in the terminology of 

definition in fact, also applies to the concept of 

Muh�addithīn, though some of them believe that the concept of 

concept of Sunnah, while some others think the opposite.

 

                                                
19 See: Ibn Manzūr, Muhammad Ibn Makarm. 
Muhammad. Tāj Al-‘Arūs Fī Sharh� Al
 
20

 There are other definitions of H�ad
others. We preferred not to mention them in this rese
according to Muh�addithīn. 
See: Al-Khatīb, Muhammad ‘Ajjāj. 
Wahhāb. ‘Ilm Us�ūl Al-Figh; 36-37, and Al
 
21 There are some scholars who expand the definition of 
Sah�ābah (Companions of the Prophet 
specify H�adīth, whenever it is spoken of, with what is attributed to the Prophet 
ambiguity; in that case H�adīth is attributed to the Companion and Followers with its specification, so it is called: 
Al-H�adīth Al-Mawqūf when attributed to the Companion or 
 
22 For more details, see: Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al
1/14-15, 21, and Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al
Tahānawī, Muhammad ‘Alī. Mawsū
‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-
Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth

: antonym of old, means new because it happens one thing after another. 

It is also applied to talk and to news. The plural of H�adīth is Ah�ādīth.19 

ogy of Muh�addithīn (scholars of H�adīth):20 is all that is attributed to 

peace be upon him) whether it is his saying, or his act, or report about him, or 

his physical or moral description, even his movements whether he is awake or asleep bef

after the prophethood. This is one of the most comprehensive and accurate definitions of the 

, whenever it is spoken of, in the terminology of 

definition in fact, also applies to the concept of Sunnah according

, though some of them believe that the concept of H�adīth

, while some others think the opposite.22 

         
ūr, Muhammad Ibn Makarm. Lisān Al-‘Arab; 2/131-134, and Al
‘Arūs Fī Sharh� Al-Qāmūs; 5/205-214. 

H�adīth according to jurisprudents and scholars of the rules of jurisprudence and 
others. We preferred not to mention them in this research because our intention here is the concept of 

īb, Muhammad ‘Ajjāj. Us�ūl Al-H�adīth ‘Ulūmuhu Wa Mus�t3alah�u; 13-16, and Khallāf, ‘Abd Al
37, and Al-A‘zamī, Muhammad Mustafā. Dirāsāt Fī Al-H�ad

There are some scholars who expand the definition of H�adīth and add to it: “or statements and actions of the 
(Companions of the Prophet ) and Tābi‘īn (Followers of the Companions) ”. But it may be better

, whenever it is spoken of, with what is attributed to the Prophet  only, in order to clear any 
is attributed to the Companion and Followers with its specification, so it is called: 

hen attributed to the Companion or Al-H�adīth Al-Maqt3ū‘when attributed to the Followers.

Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al
Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Al-Yawāqīt Wa Al-Durar Fī Sharh� Nukhabat Al

Mawsū‘at Kashshāf Is�t3lih�āt Al-Funūn Wa Al-‘Ulūm; 1/627, 979
‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/31-43, 46-54, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn M

adīth; 15-17. 
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: antonym of old, means new because it happens one thing after another. 

is all that is attributed to 

) whether it is his saying, or his act, or report about him, or 

his physical or moral description, even his movements whether he is awake or asleep before and 

after the prophethood. This is one of the most comprehensive and accurate definitions of the 

, whenever it is spoken of, in the terminology of Muh�addithīn.21 This 

according to the majority of 

īth is broader than the 

4, and Al-Zabīdī, Muhammad Ibn 

according to jurisprudents and scholars of the rules of jurisprudence and 
arch because our intention here is the concept of H�adīth 

16, and Khallāf, ‘Abd Al-
H�adīth Al-Nabawī. 

and add to it: “or statements and actions of the 
(Followers of the Companions) ”. But it may be better to 

only, in order to clear any 
is attributed to the Companion and Followers with its specification, so it is called: 

when attributed to the Followers. 

Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 
Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 1/228, and Al-

; 1/627, 979-983, and Fallātah, 
ammad Ibn Muhammad. Al-



In this context, it is necessary to point out two terms which are frequently used by th

and have a close connection with the concept of 

the Muh�addithīn believe that both of these terms are synonyms of 

differentiate between them. Those who differentiate between

which has come from the Prophet 

the Companions and Followers. Some others feel that 

H�adīth. According to them, whatever came from

a Khabar or Athar.23 

 

In any case, there is considerable overlap between them in the meaning. That is why the scholars 

since olden days have frequently used these terms one in place of the other. More recently, t

is a trend amongst scholars, intellectuals and researchers (especially in the area of academic 

researches and educational journals) to differentiate between these terms. 

from the Prophet  and Khabar

Companions or Followers.24 

researchers and removes ambiguity or confusion for others

 

                                                
23 See: Al-Zarkashī, Badr Al-Dīn Muhammad. 
Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. 
Ibn Sultān. Sharh� Sharh� Nukhabat Al
Is�t3lih�āt Al-Funūn Wa Al-‘Ulūm; 1/98, 735, and ‘Itir, Nūr Al
Tahhān, Mahmūd. Taysīr Mus�t3alah� Al
 
24

 Al-Imām Al-Shāfi‘ī has often taken the approach of differentiating between 
See for example: Al-Shāfi‘ī, Muhammad Ibn Idrīs. 
218, 256, 4/28, 52, 54, 229, 255, 5/20, 107, 118, and also Al
Al-Shāfi‘ī, Muhammad Ibn Idrīs. Ikhtilāf Al

In this context, it is necessary to point out two terms which are frequently used by th

and have a close connection with the concept of H�adīth. These are Khabar

believe that both of these terms are synonyms of H�adīth

differentiate between them. Those who differentiate between them argue that 

which has come from the Prophet , while Khabar and Athar is what came from others like 

the Companions and Followers. Some others feel that Khabar and Athar

. According to them, whatever came from the Prophet  or Companions or Followers is 

In any case, there is considerable overlap between them in the meaning. That is why the scholars 

since olden days have frequently used these terms one in place of the other. More recently, t

is a trend amongst scholars, intellectuals and researchers (especially in the area of academic 

researches and educational journals) to differentiate between these terms. 

Khabar is often its synonym, while Athar is what came from the 

 In our view, this distinction is good as it makes things easy for 

researchers and removes ambiguity or confusion for others. 

         
Dīn Muhammad. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Muqaddimat Ibn Al-S�alāh

ān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/187-190,
� Sharh� Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 153-154, and Al-Tahānawī, Muhammad ‘Alī. 

; 1/98, 735, and ‘Itir, Nūr Al-Dīn. Manhaj Al-Naqd Fī ‘Ulūm Al
Taysīr Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 17. 

Shāfi‘ī has often taken the approach of differentiating between H�adīth and 
Shāfi‘ī, Muhammad Ibn Idrīs. Al-Umm; 1/140, 278, 288, 2/3, 172, 195, 230, 237, 3/94, 95, 

256, 4/28, 52, 54, 229, 255, 5/20, 107, 118, and also Al-Shāfi‘ī, Muhammad Ibn Idrīs. 
Ikhtilāf Al-H�adīth; 484. 
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In this context, it is necessary to point out two terms which are frequently used by the scholars 

Khabar and Athar. Some of 

īth, while some others 

them argue that H�adīth is the one 

is what came from others like 

Athar are broader than 

or Companions or Followers is 

In any case, there is considerable overlap between them in the meaning. That is why the scholars 

since olden days have frequently used these terms one in place of the other. More recently, there 

is a trend amongst scholars, intellectuals and researchers (especially in the area of academic 

researches and educational journals) to differentiate between these terms. H�adīth is what came 

is what came from the 

In our view, this distinction is good as it makes things easy for 

āh; 1/417, and Al-Sakhāwī, 
190, and Al-Qārī, Mullā ‘Alī 

Tahānawī, Muhammad ‘Alī. Mawsū‘at Kashshāf 
Naqd Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 28, and Al-

and Athar. 
1/140, 278, 288, 2/3, 172, 195, 230, 237, 3/94, 95, 

Shāfi‘ī, Muhammad Ibn Idrīs. Al-Risāla; 218, 508, and 
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Still one cannot overlook the importance of knowing the terminologies of scholars and their 

diversity in relation to those words and their meanings. This is because such knowledge helps us 

to understand and identify those terms used frequently in the books of H�adīth, jurisprudence or 

Qur'ān interpretation, for example. It is worth mentioning here that the context in which this or 

that term is used also leads us to determine the meaning intended from them. 

2.3 Definition of weak H�adīth 

According to established terms of Muh�addithīn, H�adīth can be divided into three major types in 

terms of its acceptance and rejection or its strength and weakness: S�ah�īh� (authentic)25, H�asan 

(good)26, D�a‘īf (weak). What concerns us here is the third type which is D�a‘īf H�adīth. 

 

D�a‘īf in the dictionary: has been derived from D�u‘f (weakness) antonym of strength and health. 

Weakness is sometimes perceptible and sometimes abstract. Here what is intended is the 

abstract weakness.27 D�a‘īf H�adīth in terminology: is the H�adīth which lacks one or more of the 

                                                 
25 S�ah�īh� H�adīth: is the H�adīth the Isnād (chain of reporters) of which is continued while being transferred by a just 
and fully accurate reporters from the beginning of Isnād till its end, without there being any anomaly or 
defectiveness. 
See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Nuzhat Al-Naz+ar Fī Tawd�īh� Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 58, and Tahānawī, Muhammad 
‘Alī. Mawsū‘at Kashshāf Is�t3lih�āt Al-Funūn Wa Al-‘Ulūm; 2/1066-1067, and Al-Qinnūjī, Muhammad Siddīq Hasan. Al-
H�it3t3ah Fī Dhikr Al-S�ih�āh� Al-Sittah; 103, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. Al-Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa 
Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 225. 
 
26 Hasan H�adīth: is the H�adīth the Isnād of which is continued while being transferred by a just and slightly lowly 
accurate reporter from the beginning of Isnād till its end, without there being any anomaly or defectiveness. 
See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Nuzhat Al-Naz+ar Fī Tawd�īh� Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 58-59, 65-66, and Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd 
Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī; 1/159-160, and Tahānawī, Muhammad ‘Alī. 
Mawsū‘at Kashshāf Is�t3lih�āt Al-Funūn Wa Al-‘Ulūm; 1/668-670, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. Al-
Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 268-269. 
 
27 See: Ibn Manzūr, Muhammad Ibn Makarm. Lisān Al-‘Arab; 2/131-134, and Al-Zabīdī, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. 
Tāj Al-‘Arūs Fī Sharh� Al-Qāmūs; 5/205-214, and Al-Tahhān, Mahmūd. Taysīr Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 52. 
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conditions of acceptance.28 And the conditions of acceptance stipulated by scholars are six and 

are described below. 

 

The conditions are: Firstly, justness; secondly accuracy, even if not full; thirdly, continuation of 

Isnād; fourthly, safety from anomaly; fifthly, safety from disparaging defectiveness and sixthly, 

presence of a considerable number of supporters, like a follow-up or a witness, when required 

(This is in case the weaknesses in H�adīth is repairable29 with this support, which can lift it to the 

level of H�asan H�adīth or even S�ah�īh� H�adīth).30 

 

Any H�adīth which lacks some or all of these conditions is generally considered as a weak 

H�adīth. However, its weakness may vary according to the lack of the conditions of acceptance, 

whether it is little or much, or depending on the type of the essential missing condition, like the 

justness of the reporter. With the lack of this essential condition in particular, though it is only 

one condition, the H�adīth may become weaker31 than if there was lack of any other condition of 

acceptance.32 Shaykh ‘Umar Fallātah clarifies this issue in his book Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth, 

saying: 

 
                                                 
28 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Ibn Al-S�alāh; 1/492, and Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Al-Yawāqīt 
Wa Al-Durar Fī Sharh� Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 1/336, and Bakkār, Muhammad Mahmūd. Asbāb Radd Al-H�adīth Wamā 
Yantuj ‘Anhā Min Anwā‘; 9. 
 
29 Because there is some kind of weakness that cannot be repaired with the presence of the H�adīth with some other 
similar weak or even weaker chain. Details about this will come later in this chapter, sub-section (2.4.2.2). 
 
30 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Ibn Al-S�alāh; 1/49, and Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-
Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/171, and Al-Jazā’irī, Tāhir Ibn Sālih. Tawjīh Al-Naz+ar Ilā Us�ūl Al-
Athar; 2/546, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. Al-Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 276, and ‘Itir, 
Nūr Al-Dīn. Manhaj Al-Naqd Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 286. 
 
31 Rather the H�adīth can sometimes be Mawdū‘if there is a liar in the Isnād. This description is one of the sternest 
discrediting against the justness of the reporter, and with it, the H�adīth is rejected under any circumstance. 
 
32 See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī; 1/179-180. 
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Its – i.e. Al-H�adīth Al-Mardūd (rejected H�adīth's) – rejection varies 
according to the lack of the conditions of acceptance, whether it is little 
or much. So, the one which lacks two or more conditions will be more 
liable for rejection than the one which lacks one condition. These 
conditions are varied, as the lack of some of them can be tolerated –like 
the lack of full accuracy – and the H�adīth will be accepted without it, but 
the lack of some others cannot be tolerated like discrediting against 
justness, and the H�adīth cannot be accepted with the lack of a condition 
like this.33 

 

2.4 Kinds of weak H�adīth with respect to the causes of weakness 

There are several kinds of weak H�adīth34 and are as diverse as the causes of weakness. That is 

why we find that the scholars give many of them particular titles or names. Some do not have 

particular titles and are known with the general title of weak. In any case, the causes of 

weakness – which result in various kinds of weak H�adīth – can be shortened or limited to two 

main reasons.35 

                                                 
33 Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/59. 
 
34 As we note, a difference among the scholars of H�adīth in determining the number of those kinds in which the 
weak H�adīth can be divided into, due to the presence of one or more causes of weakness. For example, Al-Imām 
Al-Irāqī believes that weak H�adīth can be divided into 42 kinds, while Ibn Hibbān divided it into 49 kinds, and Al-
Imām Zakariyyā Al-Ansārī dragged it to 63 kinds, and some of them even dragged it to 510 kinds. In any case, 
many of those divisions of weak H�adīth are considered hypothetical logically. In realistic practice, it does not reach 
this number. In addition, those hypothetical divisions require particular titles to differentiate between one kind from 
the other; therefore Al-Suyūtī has preferred not to engage in dragging those hypothetical divisions, citing the words 
of his Shaykh, Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī who says: “This is a needless tiredness”, and as he said, to continue 
with following up the hypothetical divisions and branches is considered as some sort of intellectual inquisitiveness 
and educational luxury that may not have a significant impact practically. 
See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī; 1/179, and Al-
Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/171-176, and ‘Itir, Nūr 
Al-Dīn. Manhaj Al-Naqd Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 287-288, and Ahmad, Al-Murtadā Al-Zayn. Manāhij Al-
Muh�addithīn Fī Taqwiyat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-H�asanah Wa Al-D�a‘īfah; 73-75. 
 
35 This is according to the opinion of Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī. And this, in fact, is a good opinion as it 
helps to understand the kinds of weak H�adīth and the different causes of weakness through its collection and 
limitation in these two main reasons, so that they can be utilized as an easy starting point to explain those kinds. 
Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Nuzhat Al-Naz+ar Fī Tawd�īh� Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 80-96, and Al-Sakhāwī, 
Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/175. 
 



2.4.1  Interruption in Isnād

This cause results in several kinds depending on the place where the interruption has occurred in 

the Isnād36 or depending on the number of reporters who have been dropped from it. The 

interruption is sometimes visible and sometimes hidden. Those which have been established in 

the terminology of later Muh�addith

 

• Al-Mu‘allaq (suspended): 

have been omitted at the source

 

• Al-Mu‘d�al (perplexing

have been omitted in the middle or end of the 

 

•  Al-Munqat3i‘ (disconnected): 

reporters have been omitted anywhere before the Companion.

 

• Al-Mursal (incompletely Transmitted

have been omitted after the Follower,

from the Prophet . 

                                                
36 Interruption in Isnād: is the break in the chain of 
beginning or end or middle of Isnād
by some reporters or unintentionally.
See: Al-Tahhān, Mahmūd. Taysīr Mus�t3alah� Al
H�ukm Al-I’h�tijāj Bih; 66. 
 
37 The earlier Muh�addithīn have overlapped the kinds.
 
38 NB: The Isnād of H�adīth has two sides. Its start is from the side of the narrator of 
lower side, and its end is at the side of Prophet 
 
39 The Followers may have omitted from the 
Follower and a Companion. 

Isnād 

This cause results in several kinds depending on the place where the interruption has occurred in 

or depending on the number of reporters who have been dropped from it. The 

interruption is sometimes visible and sometimes hidden. Those which have been established in 

�addithīn37 and been given certain titles. These a

(suspended): This is a H�adīth in which one or more consecutive reporters 

have been omitted at the source of Isnād,38 even if at the end of it. 

perplexing): This is a H�adīth in which two or more consecutive reporters 

omitted in the middle or end of the Isnād. 

(disconnected): This is a H�adīth in which one or more inconsecutive 

reporters have been omitted anywhere before the Companion. 

incompletely Transmitted): This is a H�adīth in which one

have been omitted after the Follower,39 or in other words, a H�adīth

 

         
: is the break in the chain of Isnād by the omission of one or more reporters from the 

Isnād whether the omission is visible or hidden and whether it was done deliberately 
by some reporters or unintentionally. 

Taysīr Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 54, and Al-Khidayr, ‘Abd Al-Karīm. 

have overlapped the kinds. 

has two sides. Its start is from the side of the narrator of H�ad
lower side, and its end is at the side of Prophet  or the Companion and it is the upper side.

ollowers may have omitted from the Isnād of H�adīth: the Companion alone or two Companions or another 
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This cause results in several kinds depending on the place where the interruption has occurred in 

or depending on the number of reporters who have been dropped from it. The 

interruption is sometimes visible and sometimes hidden. Those which have been established in 

and been given certain titles. These are: 

in which one or more consecutive reporters 

in which two or more consecutive reporters 

in which one or more inconsecutive 

in which one or more reporters 

īth reported by Follower 

by the omission of one or more reporters from the 
e or hidden and whether it was done deliberately 

Karīm. Al-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Wa 

H�adīth (author) and it is the 
or the Companion and it is the upper side. 

: the Companion alone or two Companions or another 
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The interruption in these four kinds is considered to be visible, as it is not hidden from the 

scholars who are experts in this area. This can be understood by even those who have least 

knowledge of the sciences of H�adīth, especially the science of Rijāl Al-H�adīth (study of the 

reporters of H�adīth), because this science deals with the dates of birth and death of reporters, the 

times of their education and journeys and names of people who they reported from and who 

reported from them and other information from which one can recognize the existence or non-

existence of interruption in Isnād. 

 

In the last two remaining kinds the interruption is hidden and may not be recognized by many of 

those involved in this science. It can be recognized only by scholars who are the experts and 

connoisseurs in this area and who are aware of the chains of H�adīth and defects of Isnād c; and 

therefore this kind of interruption actually requires deeper and greater efforts and hard work 

from the kind mentioned before.40 The last two kinds are: 

 

• Al-Mudallas (fraudulent): This is a H�adīth in which the defect has been hidden in such a 

way that it seems that there is no defect in it, looking at its outward appearance. 

 

• Al-Mursal Al-Khafī (hidden transmission): This is a H�adīth reported by the reporter from 

someone who was his contemporary, but he did neither hear from him nor did he meet 

him.41 

                                                 
40 See: Al-Qārī, Mullā ‘Alī Ibn Sultān. Sharh� Sharh� Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 414-415, and Al-Tahhān, Mahmūd. Taysīr 
Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 54, and Al-Khidayr, ‘Abd Al-Karīm. Al-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Wa H�ukm Al-I’h�tijāj Bih; 66-67, 98. 
 
41 NB: The difference between fraudulence and hidden transmission: is that the latter is when someone reports from 
whom he did not hear at all, while fraudulence is when someone reports from whom he met and heard some 
Ah�adīth, but in reality did not hear that particular H�adīth, pretending that he heard it. So, the point here is that in 
fraudulence, the reporter pretends that he heard what he actually did not. But in hurriedness, there is no pretence. 
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There is one thing common to these six kinds and that is the non-connectivity of the chain of 

Isnād and, this interruption is considered a major cause leading to the weakness of the H�adīth.42 

In any case, these kinds have minute details, different issues, various depictions and examples 

and H�adīth rules we have not mentioned here in order to make it brief. But the scholars have 

taken up these kinds with explanation and detail, and some of them have written complete books 

on some of these kinds, such as Al-Imām Al-‘Alā’ī in his book Jāmi‘ Al-Tah�s�īl Fī Ah�kām Al-

Marāsīl, Al-Khatīb Al-Baghdādī in his book Al-Tafs�īl Li-Mubham Al-Marāsīl, and Al-Hāfiz Ibn 

Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī in his book Ta‘arīf Ahl Al-Taqdīs Bi-Marātib Al-Mawsūfīn Bil-Taadlīs and 

others. 

2.4.2  Criticism the reporter 

Generally, criticism the reporter43 happens from two main perspectives: from the point of his 

non-justness44 and from the point of his non-accuracy.45 These two perspectives have ten sub 

                                                                                                                                                            
So, if the fraud clarifies that he did not hear the H�adīth from whom he forged, the H�adīth will become Mursal not 
Mudallas. 
See: Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/94, and Al-Tahhān, Mahmūd. Taysīr Mus�t3alah� Al-
H�adīth; 62, and Al-Khidayr, ‘Abd Al-Karīm. Al-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Wa H�ukm Al-I’h�tijāj Bih; 112. 
 
42 But in some cases, the H�adīth can be adjudged as S�ah�īh for it comes from another Mut3t3asil (continuous) Isnād 
which does not have an interruption in it, or for other reasons which lead to removing the weakness. 
 
43 Criticism the reporter: is wounding him through the tongue in such an effective way that it vilifies him and 
reveals his condition in terms of his justness, his religion, his accuracy, his memorization and his ability. 
See: Al-Tahhān, Mahmūd. Taysīr Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 70. 
 
44 Justness: is that which urges the person to adhere to piety and chivalry together, so much so that people become 
confident of the honesty of the reporter. 
See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Nuzhat Al-Naz+ar Fī Tawd�īh� Nukhabat Al-Fikar; 58, and Tahānawī, 
Muhammad ‘Alī. Mawsū‘at Kashshāf Is�t3lih�āt Al-Funūn Wa Al-‘Ulūm; 2/1166-1167. 
 
45 Accuracy: is that his memorization of what he hears is better that his non-memorization and his remembering of 
it is better than his forgetfulness and he does not get affected by occasional oblivion, forgetfulness and illusion, as 
these things happen to everybody. There are two types of accuracy: accuracy through heart (memorization by heart) 
and accuracy through writing (writing down things to be memorized). 
See: Al-‘Uthmānī, Zafar Ahmad. Qawā‘id Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 198, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn 
Muhammad. Al-Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 91-93. 



reasons which lead to criticism 

accuracy.46 

 

� First: Causes leading to criticism
 

1- Lying 

3- Immorality 

5- Ignorance 

 

� Second: Causes leading to 
 

1- Blunder 

3- Absent-mindedness 

5- Contradiction 

 

The blend of these two types of causes results in several kinds of weak 

with the presence of one of these causes. Those kinds can be summari

 

1- Al-Mawd�ū‘ (fabricated

 intentionally or mistakenly, whether an 

without an Isnād.48 

                                                
46 See: Al-Jazā’irī, Tāhir Ibn Sālih. Tawjīh Al
Al-H�adīth; 69. 
 
47 It is called H�adīth approvingly, considering that it looks like a 
account the pretension of the fabricator, otherwise it is actually not a 

 is false and unproved. Shaykh ‘Umar Fallātah has explained in detail the justifications
See: Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad
H�adīth; 301. 
 
48 There are several reasons for the emergence of fabrication in 
about Islam, political differences, seeking victory for one's faith, trying to gain approach to the rulers, kings, story
preachers and ascetics, prejudice against a sex, or tribe, or language, or country and so on.
Sٍee: Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad

criticism the reporter. Five are related to justness and five are related to 

criticism justness 

2- Accusation of lying

4- Heresy 

 

Causes leading to criticism accuracy 

2- Poor memory 

4- Multi-delusions  

 

The blend of these two types of causes results in several kinds of weak 

with the presence of one of these causes. Those kinds can be summarised as follows:

fabricated): This is a fictitious and forged H�adīth47 attributed to the Prophet

intentionally or mistakenly, whether an Isnād has been put together for it or it came 

         
Tawjīh Al-Naz+ar Ilā Us�ūl Al-Athar; 2/553, and Al-Tahhān, Mahmūd. 

approvingly, considering that it looks like a H�adīth with Isnād and Matn
account the pretension of the fabricator, otherwise it is actually not a H�adīth because its attribution to its sayer i.e. Prophet 

is false and unproved. Shaykh ‘Umar Fallātah has explained in detail the justifications of giving it this name.
Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/110-111, and ‘Itir, Nūr Al-Dīn. Manhaj Al

There are several reasons for the emergence of fabrication in H�adīth, including: atheism and s
about Islam, political differences, seeking victory for one's faith, trying to gain approach to the rulers, kings, story
preachers and ascetics, prejudice against a sex, or tribe, or language, or country and so on. 

Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/218-284. 
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to justness and five are related to 

Accusation of lying 

The blend of these two types of causes results in several kinds of weak H�adīth in accordance 

ed as follows: 

attributed to the Prophet 

has been put together for it or it came 

ān, Mahmūd. Taysīr Mus�t3alah� 

Matn mentioned, or taking into 
because its attribution to its sayer i.e. Prophet 

of giving it this name. 
Manhaj Al-Naqd Fī ‘Ulūm Al-

, including: atheism and spreading skepticism 
about Islam, political differences, seeking victory for one's faith, trying to gain approach to the rulers, kings, story-tellers, 
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2- Al-Matrūk (abandoned): This is a H�adīth which is reported solely by someone who is 

accused of lying in H�adīth and who violates the realities of Islam. Someone who is 

known for lying during talks with people will also be considered the same, even if his 

lying in H�adīth is not known; carelessness during talks with people may lead to 

carelessness in H�adīth. 

 

3- Al-Munkar (denounced): This is a H�adīth reported by a weak reporter in contradiction to 

a reliable reporter. In another definition: this is a H�adīth reported solely by someone who 

makes blunders or whose immorality, not including lying, has become evident. This 

definition is the same as the opinion of those who do not stipulate contradiction of the 

reporter of Munkar to a reliable reporter.49 

 

4- Al-Mu‘all (defective): This is a H�adīth in which some defect has been found that 

questions its authenticity, though it appears to be safe from any defect. 

 

5- Al-Mud�t3arib (shaky): this is a H�adīth which is reported by one or more reporters through 

dissimilar equal chains, none of which can be preferred to the other and there is no way 

to integrate them.50 

 

                                                 
49 Denouncement can happen in both Isnād and Matn. 
 
50 This dissimilarity is indicative of non-accuracy which is considered one of the signs of weakness. Shakiness can 
happen in Matn and in Isnād, the latter being on most occasions. 
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6- Al-Maqlūb (invert): This is a H�adīth where there has been a change occurring in its Matn 

(text) or its Isnād by replacement, advancing or delaying and so on. 

 

7- Al-Mudraj (interpolated): This is a H�adīth where an addition has been made in its Matn 

or its Isnād that is not part of it, in a way that it looks to be part of it. 

 

8- Al-Mus�ah�h�af (misspelled): This is a H�adīth where the contradiction has occurred in its 

Isnād or Matn by changing dots in the word, while the script image of the word remains 

the same. 

 

9- Al-Muh�arraf (corrupted): This is a H�adīth where the contradiction has occurred in its 

Isnād or Matn by changing the shape of the word, while the script image of the word 

remains the same. 

 

10- Al-Mazīd Fī Muttas�il Al-Asānīd (addition in connected chains): This is a H�adīth where 

the contradiction has occurred by adding one reporter in its Isnād, provided that the one 

who has not added is more proficient than the one who has added. 

 

11- Al-Majhūl (unknown): This is a H�adīth where the folly has occurred in its Isnād due to 

the presence of an unknown reporter51 or a reporter about whom no specific Jarh� Wa 

Ta‘dīl is known. 

                                                 
51 Like if a reporter of H�adīth says: ‘from a man’ keeping the name ambiguous. 
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12- Al-Shādh (irregular): This is a H�adīth reported by a reliable reporter in contradiction to 

someone who is more trustworthy or more reporters. 

 

This is a summary of the kinds of weak Ah�adīth that result from criticism the reporter either 

from the point of his justness or his accuracy. We have covered these kinds briefly without 

going deep into minor details, examples and rules associated with them. We have only 

mentioned the conventional definitions for each kind52, seeking to give a summary of the 

disparities and inequalities in the kinds of weak H�adīth in accordance with the causes of 

weakness. Perhaps that is what leads us to the conclusion that the weak H�adīth is one of two 

types: some are reparable when their weakness is removed and others are not reparable as their 

weakness is not removed. This is what we will address in the following section. 

2.5 Kinds of weak H�adīth as per the severity of weakness 

Since the weakness of weak H�adīth varies and does not remain on one degree of weakness, it is 

natural for the scholars to divide the weak H�adīth into two main kinds as per the severity of 

weakness. 

2.5.1 Reparable or removable weakness i.e. non-severe weakness 

If the weakness occurs due to imbalance in the memory of some of the reporters of H�adīth, or a 

defect in its Isnād, like breakage because of hurriedness or fraudulence and so on, the weakness 

in this case may be repaired or removed, if there are numerous chains of the H�adīth, that 

                                                 
52 For more details, see: Al-Khatīb, Muhammad ‘Ajjāj. Us�ūl Al-H�adīth; 220-230, and Thhān, Mahmūd. Taysīr 
Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 54-95, and Al-Khidayr, ‘Abd Al-Karīm. Al-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Wa H�ukm Al-I’h�tijāj Bih; 65-242. 
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connect the breakage or confirm the reporter's memorization of that H�adīth and balance of his 

accuracy. The H�adīth will become H�asan Li-Ghayrih (good due to others) with all its narrations 

and chains.53 

2.5.2 Non-reparable or non-removable weakness i.e. severe weakness 

If the cause of the weakness is discrediting the justness of the reporter, if he is immoral or 

accused of lying and so on, the weakness in this case may not be removed or repaired even if the 

H�adīth has come through other similar or inferior chains, because the weakness is severe.54A 

brief quotation from Shaykh Al-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah clarifies this issue and brings it closer to 

comprehension, as he says: 

 
To them – scholars of H�adīth -, weak is divided into ‘disregarded weak’ 
which is non-admissible, and ‘acceptable weak’, like the weakness of a 
person due to diseases is divided into alarming disease preventing 
donation from the capital, and insignificant disease that does not prevent 
from it.55 

 

Shaykh ‘Umar Fallātah has also addressed the issue of repairable and non-repairable weakness, 

and has dealt with it in detail in his book Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth. He explains: 

 

                                                 
53 See: Ibn Al-Salāh, Abū ‘Amr ‘Uthmān. ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 34, and Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-
Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/129, and Al-Jazā’irī, Tāhir Ibn Sālih. Tawjīh Al-Naz+ar Ilā 
Us�ūl Al-Athar; 1/362, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad. Al-Wasīt; 269. 
 
54 See: Ibn Al-Salāh, Abū ‘Amr ‘Uthmān. ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 34, and Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-
Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/130, and Al-Jazā’irī, Tāhir Ibn Sālih. Tawjīh Al-Naz+ar Ilā 
Us�ūl Al-Athar; 1/362-363, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad. Al-Wasīt; 269. 
 
55 Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Majmū‘ Al-Fatāwā; 1/251. 
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If the origin of the weakness is of the first type – discrediting the 
accuracy of the reporter – and the reporter has narrated from other chain 
also, having consistency with accurate memorizer reporters, we would 
know that he has remembered this narration and his accuracy has not 
been imbalanced. So the weakness will be removed and the H�adīth will 
be raised from the degree of weakness to the degree of H�asan Li-
Ghayrih because of the lightness of weakness and strength of repairer. 
Sometimes, the admissibility is with all the chains of the H�adīth and not 
with one. If the origin of the weakness is ignorance of the reporter, and 
the narration has come from other chains apart from the first chain, and 
the interruption in the Isnād is known, and the ambiguity has become 
clear, and the possibility of breakage has been refuted in Mursal, and the 
reporter is acceptable, the weakness will be removed and the H�adīth will 
be raised to the degree of H�asan or S�ah�īh� as per the conditions fulfilled 
in it. If the reason of the weakness is discrediting the justness of the 
reporter; thus, if the H�adīth has come through similar or inferior chains, 
the weakness will remain and will not be removed, and no follow-up or 
consideration of the severity of weakness and reticence of the remover 
will affect it. Yet, if the follow-up is stronger, the strong H�adīth will be 
taken and the H�adīth whose reporter's justness has been discredited 
would be left, because neither its conformity will benefit nor its 
contradiction will harm.56 

 

This detail, in fact, is considered as one of the delicate rules of the science of H�adīth57 that may 

sometimes be overlooked by some scholars, or some latter scholars may have been negligent to 

apply it scientifically; so they give weak H�adīth the status of H�asan only due to its multiple 

chains without differentiating between repairable and non-repairable weaknesses. So there are 

many weak Ah�ādīth out there that have several chains, but despite the plentiful chains, the 

weakness of those Ah�ādīth could not be repaired because of the severity of weakness in those 

                                                 
56 Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/67-68. 
 
57 For more details and depth about the issue of non-repairable H�adīth, repairable H�adīth, repairing conditions, 
methods, illustrations, examples etc., please see: Al-Juday‘, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. Tah�rīr ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 
2/1075-1100. 
 



chains and presence of disparaging defectiveness which prevents raising those 

degree of H�asan.58 

2.6 How to narrate weak H

The Weak H�adīth remains within the frame of weakness and probable uncertainty 

otherwise. In this case, it is difficult to att

is why scholars of H�adīth have been keen to choose a certain formula or method while narrating 

the weak H�adīth. It has two cases as stated by the scholars:

 

• First case: Narrating a weak 

In this case, the narrator or the presenter must not say: “The Messenger of Allah 

or did or ordered or forbade and so on”, using the words of certainty which may delude 

the reader or the listener that the

                                                
58 The examples of this include: “H�ad
my people”. 
See: Al-Zayla‘ī, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. 
Zarkashī, Badr Al-Dīn Muhammad. 
Ibn ‘Alī. Khulās�at Al-Badr Al-Munīr
 
59 But narrating fabricated H�adīth is not permissible under any circumstance except if it is stated th
fabricated and a warning is given, so that the narrator does not fall under the stern warning mentioned in the 
H�adīth. Al-Nawawī says: “Narrating the fabricated 
or thinks that it is most likely fabricated. So, whosoever narrates a 
probably it is so and he does not state while narrating it that it is fabricated, falls under this warning and will be 
considered among those who lied against the Messenger of Allah
“Whosoever narrates a H�adīth from me, knowing that it is a lie, is one of the liars”.
Al-Nawawī, Yahyā Ibn Sharaf. Sharh
Al-Shadhā Al-Faiyyah� Min ‘Ulūm Ibn Al
Khawās� Min Akādhīb Al-Qus�s�ās ; 69
Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 2/100-101.
 
60 Because the latter books written about the virtues of acts, awakening and intimidation, reward and punishment 
etc. have mentioned only the texts of 
 
 

araging defectiveness which prevents raising those 

H�adīth  

remains within the frame of weakness and probable uncertainty 

otherwise. In this case, it is difficult to attribute it certainly and firmly to the Prophet 

have been keen to choose a certain formula or method while narrating 

. It has two cases as stated by the scholars: 

First case: Narrating a weak H�adīth without Isnād – This is found the most nowadays.

In this case, the narrator or the presenter must not say: “The Messenger of Allah 

or did or ordered or forbade and so on”, using the words of certainty which may delude 

the reader or the listener that the H�adīth is S�ah�īh�. Rather he must use words that point or 

         
H�adīth of a bird”, and the H�adīth “The one who memorizedthe forty 

Zayla‘ī, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. Nas�b Al-Rāyah Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Al-H�idāyah
Dīn Muhammad. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Muqaddimat Ibn Al-S�alāh ; 1/328, and Ibn Al

Munīr; 2/145. 

is not permissible under any circumstance except if it is stated th
fabricated and a warning is given, so that the narrator does not fall under the stern warning mentioned in the 

Nawawī says: “Narrating the fabricated H�adīth is forbidden for anyone who is aware of its fabrication 
at it is most likely fabricated. So, whosoever narrates a H�adīth he knows is fabricated or thinks that most 

probably it is so and he does not state while narrating it that it is fabricated, falls under this warning and will be 
ied against the Messenger of Allah . This is also indicated by the previous 
from me, knowing that it is a lie, is one of the liars”. 

Sharh� S�ah�īh� Muslim; 1/71. For this issue, see also: Al-Abnāsī, Ibrāhīm Ibn Mūsā. 
ūm Ibn Al-S�alāh�; 1/223, and Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 

; 69-90, and Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rah
101. 

Because the latter books written about the virtues of acts, awakening and intimidation, reward and punishment 
etc. have mentioned only the texts of Ah�ādīth without their Asānīd for the sake of brevity.
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araging defectiveness which prevents raising those Ah�ādīth to the 

remains within the frame of weakness and probable uncertainty – until proved 

ribute it certainly and firmly to the Prophet .59 That 

have been keen to choose a certain formula or method while narrating 

This is found the most nowadays.60 

In this case, the narrator or the presenter must not say: “The Messenger of Allah  said 

or did or ordered or forbade and so on”, using the words of certainty which may delude 

. Rather he must use words that point or 

“The one who memorizedthe forty Ah�adīth for 

āyah; 1/359-360, and Al-
; 1/328, and Ibn Al-Mulaqqin, ‘Umar 

is not permissible under any circumstance except if it is stated that the H�adīth is 
fabricated and a warning is given, so that the narrator does not fall under the stern warning mentioned in the 

is forbidden for anyone who is aware of its fabrication 
he knows is fabricated or thinks that most 

probably it is so and he does not state while narrating it that it is fabricated, falls under this warning and will be 
. This is also indicated by the previous H�adīth: 

Abnāsī, Ibrāhīm Ibn Mūsā. 
ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tah�dhīr Al-

Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth 

Because the latter books written about the virtues of acts, awakening and intimidation, reward and punishment 
for the sake of brevity. 



indicate towards the weakness of the 

from Him , or it is mentioned, or it is stated, or it is said, and the like”, which 

known S�īghat Al-Tamrīd

form to imply the weakness of the

 

As for the H�adīth which has an uncertainty about its weakness or authenticity, or the one 

whose condition is unknown, it is better to narr

till its status becomes clear. If the 

with the words of certainty, and it is not likeable to narrate it with 

there be confusion for the listener or reader and he thinks that the 

while actually it is S�ah�

 

• Second case: Narrating a weak 

scholars, the H�adīth 

mention its weakness; because the narrator, by mentioning the 

the responsibility to the listener or the reader 

not the one who does not understand it 

its reporters. Scholars of 

                                                
61 See: Ibn Al-Salāh, ‘Uthmān Ibn ’Abd Al
Nawawī, Yahyā Ibn Sharaf. Sharh� S�ah�
Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī; 1/297
Funūn Mus�t�alah� Al-H�adīth; 121, and Shākir, Ahmad Muhammad. 
H�adīth; 274-275, and Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. 
 
 
 

indicate towards the weakness of the H�adīth, like he should say: “It has been reported 

, or it is mentioned, or it is stated, or it is said, and the like”, which 

Tamrīd  (Uncertainty mood or expression: using passive voice or other 

weakness of the H�adīth). 

which has an uncertainty about its weakness or authenticity, or the one 

whose condition is unknown, it is better to narrate such H�adīth with

till its status becomes clear. If the H�adīth is S�ah�īh� or like S�ah�īh�, it is better to narrate it 

with the words of certainty, and it is not likeable to narrate it with S

for the listener or reader and he thinks that the H�ad

�ah�īh�.61 

Second case: Narrating a weak H�adīth with Isnād – In this case, according to some 

 may be narrated with words of certainty wi

mention its weakness; because the narrator, by mentioning the Isnād

the responsibility to the listener or the reader – who understands Isnād

not the one who does not understand it – to research the authenticity of 

its reporters. Scholars of H�adīth famously say: “Whosoever mentions the 

         
alāh, ‘Uthmān Ibn ’Abd Al-Rahman. Muqaddimat Ibn Al-S�alāh� Fī ‘Ulūm Al

� S�ah�īh� Muslim; 1/71, and Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 
; 1/297-298, and Al-Qāsimī, Muhammad Jamāl Al-Dīn. 

; 121, and Shākir, Ahmad Muhammad. Al-Bā‘ith Al-H�athīth Sharh� ’Ikhtis�ār ‘Ulūm Al
275, and Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/75. 
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, like he should say: “It has been reported 

, or it is mentioned, or it is stated, or it is said, and the like”, which is the 

: using passive voice or other 

which has an uncertainty about its weakness or authenticity, or the one 

with S�īghat Al-Tamrīd 

, it is better to narrate it 

S�īghat Al-Tamrīd; lest 

H�adīth is not authentic 

In this case, according to some 

may be narrated with words of certainty without any need to 

Isnād of H�adīth, transfers 

Isnād and its science, 

uthenticity of H�adīth and track 

famously say: “Whosoever mentions the Isnād, transfers 

āh� Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 103, and Al-
ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-

Dīn. Qawā‘id Al-Tah�dīth Min 
īth Sharh� ’Ikhtis�ār ‘Ulūm Al-



the responsibility”; and consequently gets relieved from the obligation of the 

responsibility.62 

 

In fact, what some scholars of 

H�adīth, may be applied to the intellectuals and students who differentiate between those 

expressions, understand their meanings and know the differences between them. But the reality 

suggests that common people and even some intellectuals do not understand the fine distinctions 

between the two cases, they do not know the importance and connotations of those words, and 

they have no experience of the 

 

They only know that those are 

them whether those have been narrated with 

with this word or that word. Based on that, it is best to mention the weakness of 

cases, especially in our contemporary times when people's knowledge of the science of 

and its niceties has diminished. In this context, the scholar Ah

 
I think that mentioning the weakness of the weak 
any case, because skipping that will delude those who come across it 
that it is an authentic 
scholars of H�adīth
area.63 

 

                                                
62 See: Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. 
H�adīth; 376-377. 
 
63 Shākir, Ahmad Muhammad. Al-Bā‘ith Al
Some researchers agree with Ahmed S
understanding of the limited knowledge of the people and their realities in present times.
See for example: Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. 
and Al-Khatīb, Muhammad ‘Ajjāj. Us
 

the responsibility”; and consequently gets relieved from the obligation of the 

In fact, what some scholars of H�adīth have mentioned here about how to narrate the weak 

, may be applied to the intellectuals and students who differentiate between those 

expressions, understand their meanings and know the differences between them. But the reality 

n people and even some intellectuals do not understand the fine distinctions 

between the two cases, they do not know the importance and connotations of those words, and 

they have no experience of the Asānīd of H�adīth. 

They only know that those are Ah�ādīth attributed to the Prophet  and it does not matter to 

them whether those have been narrated with Isnād or not and whether those have been narrated 

with this word or that word. Based on that, it is best to mention the weakness of 

specially in our contemporary times when people's knowledge of the science of 

and its niceties has diminished. In this context, the scholar Ahmad Shākir says:

I think that mentioning the weakness of the weak H�adīth is mandatory in 
use skipping that will delude those who come across it 

that it is an authentic H�adīth, especially if the writer is from among the 
īth who are regarded as competent authorities in this 

         
See: Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/75, and Al-Khatīb, Muhammad ‘Ajjāj. 

Bā‘ith Al-H�athīth Sharh� ’Ikhtis�ār ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 278.
med Shākir in this opinion of his. Rather, perhaps this opinion is the best and most 

understanding of the limited knowledge of the people and their realities in present times. 
See for example: Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. Al-Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa Mus�t3al

Us�ūl Al-H�adīth; 377. 
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2.7 Reasons why some Imams of H�adīth narrate from weak reporters 

It may be better to begin the answer to this question with a quotation of Al-Imām Sufyān Al-

Thawrī, who says: 

 
I like to write the H�adīth in three ways; A H�adīth I write that I want to 
adopt as part of religion, and a H�adīth of a reporter I write and hold it 
up, neither do I throw it away nor do I adopt it as part of religion, and a 
H�adīth of a weak reporter I like to know it but I do not care about it.64 

 

This quotation of Al-Thawrī may be clarified more by what Al-Imām Al-Nawawī said in reply 

to a question he asked himself. He says: 

 
It is asked why those scholars narrated from those reporters despite 
knowing that their reporting is non-admissible? This question has 
several answers: 
Firstly; they narrated it to inform and explain about its weakness, lest it 
creates confusion sometime for them or others or they doubt about its 
authenticity. Secondly; the H�adīth of the weak reporter is written so that 
it is taken into consideration or quoted, as we mentioned in the chapter 
of follow-ups, but they are non-admissible individually. Thirdly; the 
narrations of weak reporters are sometimes authentic, sometimes weak 
and sometimes false. So, they write them so that experts and specialists 
of H�adīth distinguish from among those. This is easy and common for 
them. This is what Sufyān Al-Thawrī has drawn conclusion from when 
he forbade narrating from Al-Kalbī and he was told: “you narrate from 
him, so he replied: I know his lies and his truths”. Fourthly; they narrate 
from them Ah�ādīth of awakening, intimidation, virtues of acts, stories, 
Ah�ādīth of asceticism, good morals and so on, which are not related to 
H�alāl and H�arām and entire regulations. According to experts of H�adīth, 
some leniency may be shown with this kind of H�adīth and can be 
narrated and acted upon if they are not fabricated,65 because their roots 

                                                 
64 Al-Bājī, Abū Al-Walīd Sulaymān. Al-Ta‘dīl Wa Al-Tajrīh� Liman Kharraja Lahu Al-Bukhārī Fī Al-Jāmi‘ Al-
S�ah�īh; 1/290. 
 
65 In fact, scholars of H�adīth do not have consensus on permitting to act as per weak H�adīth on virtues of acts, but 
there is a difference of opinion among them on this issue, as it will become evident when we will address this issue 
in this chapter, sub-sections (2.15.1, 2.15.2 and 2.15.3). 
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are correct, established in Islām and are known to Muslims. In any case, 
the Imams do not narrate anything from weak reporters which they take 
into account individually in matters of regulations. This has not been 
done by any of the scholars of H�adīth or other researchers from among 
the scholars. As for what many or most of the jurisprudents have done as 
they have relied on it, it is not right and rather it is very bad, because if 
they knew the weakness of H�adīth, it was not allowed for them to take 
them into account, as there is consensus on it that weak H�adīth cannot 
be taken into account in matters of regulations and if they were not 
aware of the weakness, it was not allowed for them to rush to quote it as 
evidence without examining it if they were educated and ask the 
knowledgeable people about it if they were not educated. Allah knows 
the best.66 

 

2.8 Weakening of reporters and weakening of Ah�ādīth is discretionary 

It is well known among the scholars of H�adīth that the weakening of reporters and their 

authentication is discretionary. So, there can be certain cases where one particular reporter 

would be weak according to one Imam of Jarh� Wa Ta‘dīl and would be reliable according to 

another Imam.67 The same applies to H�adīth also because of its close association with the 

reporters in the Isnād of H�adīth. 

                                                 
66 Al-Nawawī, Yahyā Ibn Sharaf. Sharh� S�ah�īh� Muslim; 1/124-125. 
 
67 Therefore, the scholars of H�adīth have considered Al-Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl as a complete science in itself. They 
have made laws and certain rules and regulations for it. They have stipulated strict conditions and high level 
qualifications for the expert of Jarh (Jārih�). They have discussed the conditions of accepting the Jarh� Wa Ta‘dīl, its 
words, degrees, how the justness of the narrator and his discrediting will be proved, what to do when there is 
contradiction between Jarh� Wa Ta‘dīl, and similar other issues and rules elaborated in the books of sciences of 
H�adīth. The conditions for Jārih include his fairness and his non-prejudice or non-favoritism while judging the 
narrators. Al-Sakhāwī says about the acts of scholars of Jarh� Wa Ta‘dīl and their non-favoritism for anyone:  
“They have done Jarh� Wa Ta‘dīl, and have described the weakness and authenticity, but they did not favor any 
father or son or brother, and even when Ibn Al-Madīnī was asked about his father, he said: ‘Ask someone else 
about him. When they repeated the question, he bowed his head then raised it and said: It is the religion, he – his 
Father – is weak’ ”. 
See: Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 4/443. 
For more details about this issue, see also: Al-Laknawī, Abū Al-Hasanāt Muhammad. Al-Raf‘ Wa Al-Takmīl Fī Al-
Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl, and Al-‘Uthmānī, Zafar Ahmad. Qawā‘id Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 49-55, 167-287 and ‘Itir, Nūr 
Al-Dīn. Manhaj Al-Naqd Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 92-115, and Al-Al-Nadwī, Taqiyy Al-Dīn. ‘Ilm Rijāl Al-H�adīth; 
122-146. 
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reasons for this difference of opinion among the Imams, as he says:

 
It should be known that not one of the scholars is given general 
acceptance by the people if he deliberately violates the Messenger of 
Allah  in any of his 
insignificant; as there is a firm consensus on the compulsion of 
following the Prophet 
except the Messenger of Allah 
is found to be against an authentic 
excuse for his leaving it aside. And there are three categories of all the 
excuses: Firstly, his belief that the 
his belief that that particular issue was not intended by that saying. 
Thirdly, his belief that the particular decree was abrogated. These three 
categories have various reasons.
(After that, Ibn Taymiyyah has mentioned the first and second reasons 
and then says): 
…Third reason: 
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right or the other one is right or someone else is right, according to those 
who say: every Mujtahid
Firstly that someone thinks that the
the other thinks that he is reliable; then the right among them may be the 
one who believes of his weakness, because of his knowledge about a 
discrediting cause, or the right may be the other one because of his 
knowledge that that particular cause is not discrediting, either because it 
is of non-discrediting type or he had an excuse protecting him from the 
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he narrated, while some other believes that he heard it, because of some 
reasons mandating that. Thirdly, that the narrator has two states; state of 
authenticity and state of disorder, like if 
burnt. So what he narrated in the state of authenticity will be authentic 
and what he narrated in the state of disorder will be weak. So someone 
does not know from which state the 
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reporters like the jurisprudents have different opinions on several issues of jurisprudence as 

mentioned in jurisprudence books; therefore Shaykh Al-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah explains the 

reasons for this difference of opinion among the Imams, as he says: 

It should be known that not one of the scholars is given general 
ance by the people if he deliberately violates the Messenger of 

in any of his Sunnah, whether the Imam is great or 
insignificant; as there is a firm consensus on the compulsion of 
following the Prophet  and that everyone's saying is taken and left
except the Messenger of Allah . But if any saying of any one of them 
is found to be against an authentic H�adīth, there must have been an 
excuse for his leaving it aside. And there are three categories of all the 
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his belief that that particular issue was not intended by that saying. 
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categories have various reasons. 
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Third reason: The belief about the weakness of H�adīth
Ijtihād) someone has contradicted him on that, whether he is 

right or the other one is right or someone else is right, according to those 
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discrediting. This is a vast chapter and the scholars of reporters have 
some consensus on something and differences over others, the same as 
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authenticity and state of disorder, like if he got confused or his books are 

at he narrated in the state of authenticity will be authentic 
and what he narrated in the state of disorder will be weak. So someone 
does not know from which state the H�adīth is reported, while someone 
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else knows that what the narrator has narrated is from the state of 
authenticity. Fourthly, that the narrator forgot the H�adīth and could not 
remember later or denied that he narrated it. So, someone believed that it 
was a defect calling for leaving the H�adīth, while someone else believed 
that it was right to take that H�adīth into account. This issue is well 
known.68 

 

2.9 How to judge weak H�adīth 

Whoever narrates or mentions a H�adīth with weak Isnād, he should say: “this H�adīth is weak 

with this Isnād”. Thus, he restricts the weakness with that Isnād which lacked requirements of 

acceptance. He should not generalize his judgment by saying: “weak H�adīth”; because it is 

possible that there is another Isnād or chain for it which is acceptable to the scholars of this 

discipline, except if he knows or has proved after long research that the H�adīth is weak by its 

Isnād and Matn with all its chains, in a way that it cannot be held as admissible and the H�adīth 

only gets weaker, or that the H�adīth has only one Isnād or chain. On such occasions, one can 

generalize the judgment and say: “This is a weak H�adīth”. There is nothing wrong.69 

 

The discussion about this issue may lead us to two expressions used by some scholars in the 

context of judging a weak H�adīth in some cases, and a fabricated H�adīth in other cases. These 

two expressions are: 

                                                 
68 Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Raf‘ Al-Malām ‘An Al-A’imah Al-A‘lām; 8-9, 19-21. 
69 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Ibn Al-S�alāh; 2/887, and Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn 
Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī; 1/297, and Al-‘Uthmānī, Zafar Ahmad. Qawā‘id Fī ‘Ulūm 
Al-H�adīth; 198, and Al-Qāsimī, Muhammad Jamāl Al-Dīn. Qawā‘id Al-Tah�dīth Min Funūn Mus�t�alah� Al-H�adīth; 
121. 
 

NB: In contrast, if it is said: “H�adīth has authentic Isnād” or “H�adīth has trustworthy reporters”, it does not mean 
that the H�adīth is authentic, because sometimes the Isnād would be authentic and the defect would be in the Matn 
See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Ibn Al-S�alāh; 1/474, and Al-San‘ānī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
Tawd�īh� Al-Afkār Lima‘ānī Tanqīh� Al-Anz+ār; 1/234-235, and Abādī, Muhammad Shams Al-Haqq. ‘Awn Al-Ma‘būd 
Sharh� Sunan Abū Dāwūd; 2/311. 
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2.9.1 First expression 

Some scholars, by their statement, “H�adīth is not authentic”70 or “H�adīth does not stand”, means 

that the H�adīth is weak according to them or that it is a fabricated H�adīth at the least. On the 

other hand, we find that some of the scholars, while using such an expression, mean to deny the 

authenticity of H�adīth in the context of terminology only or that the H�adīth does not stand with 

an authentic chain. Consequently, it does not necessarily mean that the H�adīth is fabricated. 

Sometimes the H�adīth may be H�asan.71 

 

There is a third opinion with regard to this expression and other similar expressions. It has a 

great detail and the other opinions have been merged into it to some extent. Shaykh ‘Abd Al-

Fattāh Abū Ghuddah has mentioned it while commenting on Al-Imām Al-Tahānawī and others 

like Al-Laknawī, Al-Qāsimī and Al-Mu‘allimī. Abū Ghuddah says: 

 
And to clarify the above, their saying about the H�adīth: “not authentic” 
or “not steady”.... and similar expressions, if they said it in the books 
about weak, abandoned and fabricator reporters, or books of fabricated 
Ah�adīth, they mean by it that the H�adīth is fabricated and there is no 
quality of authenticity in it. If they have said it in the books of Ah�ādīth 
of regulations, they mean by their denial of authenticity or steadiness, 
the denial of authenticity in terminology, as it is possible that the H�adīth 
is good or weak.72 

 

                                                 
70 Ibn Al-Jawzī is one of the most prominent scholars who have used this expression frequently, and before him Ibn 
Hazm used it. 
 
71 See: Al-Zarkashī, Badr Al-Dīn Muhammad. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Muqaddimat Ibn Al-S�alāh ; 2/282-283, and Al-Qāsimī, 
Muhammad Jamāl Al-Dīn. Qawā‘id Al-Tah�dīth Min Funūn Mus�t�alah� Al-H�adīth; 122-123, and Al-‘Uthmānī, Zafar 
Ahmad. Qawā‘id Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 282-286. 
 
72 Al-‘Uthmānī, Zafar Ahmad. Qawā‘id Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 282. 
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In any case, the expression “H�adīth is not authentic” or “H�adīth does not stand” indicates that 

there is certain confusion in the H�adīth, and this confusion may increase in some cases driving 

out the H�adīth from the periphery of absolute authenticity and the H�adīth thus would be 

rejected. Sometimes, the confusion is minor and does not drive out the H�adīth from the 

periphery of acceptance;73 but it does drive it out from the range of comparative authenticity or 

genuineness in terminology, and the H�adīth would then be good or minutely weak which can be 

salvaged or supported. And probably, the context in which this expression appears, apart from 

good experience about the methods of Imams and their terminologies used in their books,74 as 

well as vast knowledge of the sciences of H�adīth, may help in determining the meaning intended 

by this expression. 

2.9.2 Second expression 

Some scholars use the expression “H�adīth Lā As�la Lahu” (H�adīth has no root) for several 

meanings; Its meanings include: Firstly: there is no Isnād of the H�adīth at all, neither in the 

books of H�adīth nor in any other book;75 and consequently the H�adīth has no value without an 

Isnād so it will be like a fabricated H�adīth. It is also possible that it is the word of some scholars 

                                                 
73 Therefore, Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī says: “H�adīth not being authentic does not mean that it is 
fabricated”. 
See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Al-Qawl Al-Musaddad Fī Al-Dhabb ‘An Musnad Ah�amad; 1/37. 
 
74 Ibn Al-Jawzī for example, when he uses the words “H�adīth is not authentic”, he means – most of times– that the 
H�adīth is fabricated. 
 
75 Like the H�adīth which has been mentioned by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī in his book Fad3ā’il 
Namāz (Virtues of Prayer). He has said after mentioning the H�adīth: “I did not find it in the books of H�adīth that I 
have”. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh; 37-38. 
 

However, what surprises us really is the selection of this specific H�adīth by the author – Shaykh Zakariyyā – even 
though it has no Isnād, from among the hundreds of authentic and dependable Ah�ādīth in the books of Islamic 
heritage, which have Asānīd. Thus, if he avoided mentioning this H�adīth in his book, it would have been better in 
our view. 



sages or virtuous people, which was attributed to the Prophet 

no authentic root for it i.e. the 

weak or even fabricated. 

 

Thirdly: it has no root elevated to the Prophet 

severed at the Follower level; so the 

there was no proof to that effect. Fourthly: there is no root of the 

particular reporter or with a particular word, but it is known from the side of another reporter or 

with another word.76 In any case, these and other meanings, no matter how diverse, indicate in 

one way or the other, that the expression “

confusion in the H�adīth.77 

2.10 Sources of weak H�ad

Some scholars have given attention to outlining the starting places of weak 

are those books or sources in most of which weak or severely weak and sometimes fabricated 

                                                
76 See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 
Judai‘, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. Tah�r
Tah�adīth Bimā Qīl Lā Yas�ih�h� Fīhi H�adīth
12/08/2008. 
 
77 Shaykh Muhammad Ibn Khalīl Al
Mars�ū’ Fīmā Lā As�la Lahu Aw Bi-As
He has collected some Ah�adīth in it about which scholars have said “It has no root” or “fabricated”. There are a 
total of 742 such Ah�ādīth. 
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In any case, these and other meanings, no matter how diverse, indicate in 

one way or the other, that the expression “H�adīth has no root” means that there is certain 

�adīth 

n attention to outlining the starting places of weak 

are those books or sources in most of which weak or severely weak and sometimes fabricated 

         
ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al

Tah�rīr ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 2/1062-1065, and Abū Zayd, Bakr Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
īth Bimā Qīl Lā Yas�ih�h� Fīhi H�adīth; 11-12, and http://www.ibnamin.com/idioms.htm

īl Al-Tarābulsī (died in 1305 H./1888 CE.) has written a book named 
As�lihī Mawd�ū‘ (Studded Pearl on Ah�ādīth with no root or with fabricated root). 

in it about which scholars have said “It has no root” or “fabricated”. There are a 
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Ah�ādīth have been abundantly mentioned intentionally78 or unintentionally.79 However, these 

books are not devoid of authentic Ah�ādīth which may be somewhat less in number compared to 

weak Ah�ādīth in some of those books. 

 

These sources are of three types; First type consists of those in which Ah�ādīth have been 

mentioned with their chains of reporters. The second type comprises those in which the Ah�ādīth 

have been mentioned without their chains of reporters seeking brevity. The last type involves 

those in which Ah�ādīth have been mentioned sometimes with their chains and sometimes 

without them. These sources with their three types, have been written on diverse or different 

subjects; some of them are written on interpretation of Holy Qur’ān,80 some others are on 

history especially history of cities in which those narrative Ah�ādīth are mentioned that belong to 

the people of those cities or outsiders who came there.81 Some others are written on virtues, 

                                                 
78 i.e. with the purpose of warning about it and revealing its status, as is the case with some books that will be 
outlined later. 
 
79 Perhaps the reason behind it is that the authors of those books were convinced that their narration of those 
Ah�ādīth with their Asānīd would relieve them from the obligation of their responsibility because the Asānīd are 
sufficient for the scholars of H�adīth to detect their status, or because some of the authors of those books were not 
aware of the weakness of those Ah�ādīth due to their little expertise in this science and its rules, or because those 
Ah�ādīth were not weak according to some other scholars, and other reasons. But the blame or criticism here 
probably falls on some of those books whose authors mentioned weak Ah�ādīth but did not mention their Asānīd. 
So, they neither warned of the weakness or fabrication of the Ah�ādīth, nor did they mention the Asānīd, which they 
should have done at least if they did not know their status. 
 
80 An example is what Shaykh Al-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah has said about some of the interpretations of Holy Qur’ān, 
thus: “The scholars of H�adīth have consensus that a H�adīth cannot be taken as admissible if it has been narrated 
merely by someone like Al-Tha‘ālibī, Al-Naqqāsh, Al-Wāhidī and other similar interpreters of Qur’ān, because of 
the frequency with which they narrate Ah�ādīth that are weak or even fabricated”. 
See: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Minh�āj Al-Sunnah Al-Nabawiyyah; 7/13. 
 
81 Such as Tārīkh Madīnat Dimashq (The History of Damascus) by Ibn ‘Asākir. Al-Imām Al-Dhahabī discusses the 
biography of Ibn ‘Asākir by saying: “He, with all his greatness and memory, narrates weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth 
and does not identify them. So were many other memorizers who came after the first centuries, except for some 
whom Allah willed. God will ask them about it. So, is there any use of the knowledge about reporters and books of 
history and Jarh� Wa Ta‘dīl, other than revealing the false Ah�ādīth and ripping them apart?”. 
See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Tārīkh Al-Islām Wa Wafayāt Al-Mashāhīr Wa Al-A‘lām; 40/82. 
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preaching, stories, Sufism and so on82 and some others are written on weak reporters. The last 

mentioned type of sources are unique from others, as the narrations of weak reporters are 

mentioned in it to warn on their weakness, and at the same time to prove the weakness of those 

reporters through those Ah�ādīth.83 In the same manner are those books also that are written on 

particular types of weak Ah�ādīth, like some books of defective and hurried Ah�ādīth and so on.84 

 

In the description and analysis of some of those books or sources provided by the scholar 

Ahmad Waliyy Allah Al-Dahlawī, one of the famous scholars of H�adīth in India, we might find 

an acceptable explanation that includes the answer to the question raised about the reason why 

these sources contain weak and even fabricated Ah�ādīth in a large number in such a way that 

they have become a starting place or a source for that kind of Ah�ādīth. Al-Dahlawī says: 

 

                                                                                                                                                            
In this connection, see also: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Minh�āj Al-Sunnah Al-Nabawiyyah; 7/40, 
312-313, and Ibn Kathīr, Ismā‘īl Ibn ‘Umar. Al-Bidāyah Wa Al-Nihāyah; 8/120, 122, and Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad 
Ibn Ahmad. Al-Ruwāt Al-Thiqāt Al-Mutakallam Fīhim Bimā Lā Yūjib Raddahum; 1/51. 
 
82 We can say that some books of this kind in particular are the ones in which weak and even fabricated Ah�ādīth are 
frequently mentioned, like the book Tanbīh Al-Ghāfilīn Bi-Ah�ādīth Sayyid Al-Mursalīn by Abū Al-Layth Al-
Samarqandī. Commenting on this book, Al-Dhahabī says: “In the book Tanbīh Al-Ghāfilīn, there are several 
fabricated Ah�ādīth”. 
See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Tārīkh Al-Islām Wa Wafayāt Al-Mashāhīr Wa Al-A‘lām; 26/583. 
 

In the same context, Muhammad Al-Bayrūtī says: “Let it be known that the book Al-Ih�yā’ by Al-Ghazzālī, despite 
his prominence, greatness and high status, is not trustworthy in H�adīth, because he has mentioned in the aforesaid 
book a number of fabricated Ah�ādīth. Also, the book Tanbīh Al-Ghāfilīn by Al-Samarqandī has several fabricated 
Ah�ādīth. Also the books of Al-Hakīm Al-Tirmidhī have a number of fabricated Ahādīth, so he cannot be trusted on 
Ah�ādīth only he has narrated. Ibn Abī Jamrah and Ibn Al-Qayyim say: ‘Al-Hakīm Al-Tirmidhī has laden his books 
with fabricated Ah�ādīth’. Also the book Al-Rawd� Al-Fā’iq by Al-Hurayfīsh has several fabricated Ah�ādīth. 
Similarly, the books of Sufism contain lot of fabricated Ah�ādīth”. 
See: Al-Bayrūtī, Muhammad Ibn Darwīsh Al-Hūt. Asnā Al-Mat3ālib Ilā Ah�ādīth Mukhtalifat Al-Marātib; 1/340. 
 
83 In our view, these types of books which are related to the weak reporters are of great value in reality, and it does 
not matter if they contain several weak or fabricated Ah�ādīth, because they describe the weakness of Ah�ādīth and 
reveal their status. 
 
84 For more details, see: Al-Khidayr, ‘Abd Al-Karīm. Al-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Wa H�ukm Al-I’h�tijāj Bih; 358-403, and 
Al-Laknawī, Abū Al-Hasanāt Muhammad. Al-Ajwibah Al-Fād�ilah Lil-As’ilah Al-‘Asharah Al-Kāmilah; 96-136, 
and Al-Qāsimī, Muhammad Jamāl Al-Dīn. Qawā‘id Al-Tah�dīth Min Funūn Mus�t�alah� Al-H�adīth; 121. 
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fabricated Ah�ādīth.87 But there remains an important question in this issue; and that is, can one 

say that the mere attribution of the H�adīth to any of these sources spares one from stating its 

weakness? Because we find that Al-Suyūtī, for example, has adopted this approach in his book 

Al-Jāmi‘ Al-Kabīr, and rather he has stated it in the introduction of the book after mentioning a 

number of books which he has considered as sources of weak H�adīth.88 

 

What appears to us in this case is that the issue is not without exception, because it is difficult to 

adjudge a H�adīth as weak for sure merely by its attribution to one of the books which are 

considered as sources of weak H�adīth; because on one hand, these books, actually, contain some 

authentic Ah�ādīth as well, and on the other hand, the weakness in the H�adīth may be with the 

Isnād mentioned in this or that book, while the same H�adīth has an authentic established Isnād 

in another book. 

 

But we can say that presence of a H�adīth in these types of books and its reputation from being in 

that book and not in any other famous and trusted books like Al-Masānīd, Al-Jawāmi‘, Al-

Mus�anafāt, Al-Sunan etc. is a probable sign of the H�adīth being weak. However, it cannot be 

adjudged as weak or fabricated until an exhaustive study is done which reveals its status and 

                                                 
87 On the other hand, we find that there are some other books which have been termed by the scholars of H�adīth as 
streams or sources of S�ah�īh or H�asan Ah�ādīth, which come after S�ah�īh� Al-Bukhārī and S�ah�īh� Muslim, like S�ah�īh� 
Ibn Al-Sakan, Al-Mukhtārah by Al-Diyā’ Al-Maqdisī, Sunan Al-Nasā’ī, Sunan Abū Dāwūd, Musnad Ah�mad and 
Muntaqā Ibn Al-Jārūd and so on. However, some of these books too, like Sunan Al-Nasā’ī, Sunan Abū Dāwūd, 
Musnad Ah�mad and others are not devoid of weak Ah�ādīth. But majority of the Ah�ādīth in these books are either 
S�ah�īh or H�asan. 
See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī; 1/105-116, 166-167, 
and Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/60-67, 133-136, 
and Al-Jazā’irī, Tāhir Ibn Sālih. Tawjīh Al-Naz+ar Ilā Us�ūl Al-Athar; 1/346-354, and Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn 
Muhammad. Al-Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 161-171. 
 
88 See: Al-Muttaqī, ‘Alī Ibn Husām Al-Dīn Al-Hindī. Kanz Al-‘Ummāl Fī Sunan Al-Aqwāl Wa Al-Af‘āl; 1/19. 
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clears its degree of acceptance or rejection. In this context, we find that the position of Al-

Shawkānī towards the opinion of Al-Suyūtī supports, to some extent, our view in this issue; as 

Al-Shawkānī says after citing the statement of Al-Suyūtī: 

 
I did not follow him, i.e. Al-Suyūtī, on this issue, as I have researched 
thoroughly about the Asānīd of these books the attribution to which Al-
Suyūtī has considered as announcement of weakness.89 

 

In any case, it may be useful at this point, to mention a set of books that are considered by 

scholars of H�adīth as sources of weak H�adīth. They are as follow: 

 
1- Al-Tārīkh, by Abū Muhammad ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Al-Jārūd Al-Naysābūrī (died in 

307 H./920 CE.). 

 
2- Nawādir Al-Us�ūl Fī Ma‘rifat Ah�ādīth Al-Rasūl, by Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī 

Al-Hakīm Al-Tirmidhī. (died in 320 H./932 CE.). 

 
3- Al-D�u‘afā’ Al-Kabīr, by Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr Al-‘Uqaylī. (died in 322 

H./934 CE.). 

 
4- Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addithīn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn, by Abū Hātim 

Muhammad Ibn Hibbān Al-Bustī. (died in 354 H./965 CE.). 

 
5- Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl, by Abū Ahmad ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Adī Al-Jurjānī. (died in 

365 H./976 CE.). 

 

                                                 
89 Al-Shawkānī, Muhmmad Ibn ‘Alī. Tuh�fat Al-Dhākrīn Bi‘uddat Al-H�is�in Al-H�as�īn; 1/8. 
We also find Al-‘Ajlūnī commenting on the act of Al-Suyūtī, as he says: “But it is limited to those which were not 
repaired with their multiple chains, otherwise they would become H�asan Li-Ghayrih and would be acted upon. 
Perhaps what he has mentioned is the majority, otherwise it is very far stretched that there would be a book which 
does not have a S�ah�īh or H�asan H�adīth. So think over it”. 
See: Al-‘Ajlūnī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muhmmad. Kashf Al-Khafā’ Wa Muzīl Al-Iltibās ‘Ammā Ishtuhira Min Al-Ah�ādīth 
‘Alā Alsinat Al-Nās; 1/10. 
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6- Tārīkh Naysābūr, by Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Hākim Al-

Naysābūrī. (died in 405 H./1014 CE.). 

 
7- Kutub Al-As�bahānī, by Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Asbahānī. (died in 430 

H./1038 CE.). 

 
8- Tārīkh Baghdād, by Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Al-Khatīb Al-Baghdādī (died in 463 

H./1072 CE.). 

 
9- Musnad Al-Firdaws, by Abū Mansūr Shahradār Ibn Shīrawayh Al-Daylamī (died in 558 

H./1163 CE.). 

 
10- Tārīkh Dimashq, by Abū Al-Qāsim ‘Alī Ibn Al-Hasan Ibn ‘Asākir Al-Dimashqī (died in 

571 H./1176 CE.). 

 
11- Dhayl Tārīkh Baghdād, by Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Al-Najjār Al-Baghdādī 

(died in 643 H./1245 CE.). 

 

There are some other books which were referred to earlier in the areas of Sufism, preaching, 

asceticism and slavery etc. about which the scrutinizers and specialists of scholars have warned 

that these books are not limited to mentioning authentic Ah�ādīth only, but they also contain a lot 

of weak and even fabricated Ah�ādīth. In any case, the criticism of some of these books leads us 

to two things: 

 

Firstly, no doubt that there have been books written before the book Tablīghī Nis�āb which have 

been criticized because it contained – as said – a lot of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth. Thus, 

Tablīghī Nis�āb is not the only book that has been criticized from this aspect, but the focus of 

criticism on it might be due to the reputation of the book in our contemporary period, 
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considering that it is one of the most important references for the Jamā‘at Al-Talīgh widespread 

not only in the Islamic but in the international arena as well. On the other hand, some Islamic 

streams opposition to the Jamā‘at Al-Talīgh, may contribute – in one way or the other– to 

aspersion the group through highlighting and focusing on criticism on this particular book.90 

 

Secondly, if the claim that Tablīghī Nis�āb contains a lot of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth, as the 

critics of the book say, perhaps the reason for it, in our view, is that the author has sometimes 

depended on some of those books which have been criticized by the specialists of scholars on 

this aspect as well.91 Or perhaps the author was sure that the Ah�ādīth he mentioned in his book 

were not severely weak or fabricated, but were minutely weak Ah�ādīth related with the Fad�ā’il 

Al-‘Amāl, especially, there is a group of scholars who believe that acting as per such type of 

Ah�ādīth is allowed, and the author could be one of those who had this belief. Therefore, the 

weak Ah�ādīth mentioned by him in his book seem to be in harmony with his position. 

 

However, it is necessary that the Ah�ādīth of the book are studied extensively, as the author may 

have actually been careless about mentioning fabricated and severely weak Ah�ādīth; in which 

case it will be difficult to accept his position in this situation.92 

                                                 
90 This criticism is what led us to choose this book to study it and know the reality of this criticism. 
 
91 Those books, depended upon by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā, include Tanbīh Al-Ghāfilīn Bi-Ah�ādīth Sayyid 
Al-Mursalīn, and Qurrat Al-‘UyūnWa Mofrih� Al-Qalb Al-Mah�zūn both by Abū Al-Layth Al-Samarqandī, and Rawd� 
Al-Rayāh�īn Fī H�akāyā Al-S�ālih�īn by ‘Abd Allah Al-Yāfi‘ī, and Al-Rawd� Al-Fā’iq Fī Al-Mawā‘idh Wa Al-Raqā’iq 
by Shu‘ayb Al-Hurayfīsh and the like. 
 
92 On the other hand, some critics of the book may have generalized it and exaggerated in their criticism. We do not 
agree with this exaggeration at all. But what determines the fact of the matter is an objective study of the book, and 
that is what we are trying to do. 
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2.11 Negative effects of proliferation of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth 

One of the most dangerous things that afflicted the Muslim nation, from the past times until the 

contemporary age, is the proliferation of severely weak or fabricated Ah�ādīth among different 

strata of the society. Many scholars, like Al-Imām Muslim, Ibn Hibbān, Ibn Al-Jawzī, Al-

Dhahabī and Al-Suyūtī etc., complained and warned against this scourge, down the ages. Al-

Imām Al-Sāghānī – a scholar of the 7th century of Hijrī – in the preface of his book, which he 

wrote to explain Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth, says about this issue: 

 
In our era, Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth became widespread. The storytellers narrate 
them in all gatherings and councils and fakirs (dervishes) and 
jurisprudents mention them in schools. They have become talk of the 
town, and are on every one's lips among the tribes for their lack of 
knowledge and deviance from the Sunnah. None of the scholars of 
H�adīth93 remained except for a group in ‘Ajfara town.94 

 

While the Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth became so widespread in the era of Al-Sāghānī despite the fact that 

scholars countered it, tooth and nail, we notice that the phenomenon of proliferation of this type 

of Ah�ādīth is considerably gaining ground in our era. We can say that this has even become 

more widespread more rapidly than ever. 

 

                                                 
93 We note in the words of Al-Sāghānī that he points towards lack of the scholars of H�adīth in his days i.e. nearly 
eight centuries ago. Rather Ibn Al-Jawzī and Ibn Hibbaan have pointed towards this even before Al-Sāghānī. Thus, 
what are we to say in our contemporary period, when the scholars have been significantly reduced not only in the 
science of H�adīth, but in various sciences of the religion? 
See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad. Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addithīn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 1/19, 
and Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Min Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Marfū‘āt; 1/7. 
 
94 Al-Sāghānī, Abū Al-Fadā‘il Al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad. Mawd�ū‘āt Al-S�aghānī; 1/24. 
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In our estimation, perhaps one of the most important reasons behind this phenomenon, 

prevailing so dangerously, can be attributed to the fact that some preachers, speakers, writers of 

books and articles and broadcasters negligently quote some Ah�ādīth considering them as true by 

relying on their memories or on books of Ah�ādīth which make no distinction between S�ah�īh and 

D�a‘īf Ah�ādīth. Hence, such Ah�ādīth get circulated through modern media – TV channels, radio, 

dailies, periodicals – or internet95 (which were not available in past). 

 

Thereinafter, common people widely and quickly catch them because of their ignorance of such 

type of Ah�ādīth and circulate them through their private or general gatherings or through 

modern and fast media like dialogue forums on internet or through electronic messages96 or 

mobiles. As a result, such Ah�ādīth become widespread among Muslim society like wild fire. 

 

Also, it should be noted here that majority of widely circulated Ah�ādīth which catch the eyes of 

the masses and common people belong to Wa‘z+ (preaching), stories, Targhīb and Tarhīb 

(invitation and intimidation) or Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl (virtues of deeds) and the like, given their 

captivating impact on the hearts and minds of people. Yet, there are also other Ah�ādīth of this 

kind which deal with specific issues of ‘Aqīdah (belief), or H�alāl (permissible) and H�arām 

(prohibited) according to Islamic law. 

                                                 
95 Indeed, we find that the Internet contributes in this age largely in providing information in a quick and easy way 
for all people; and therefore a lot of sites have come up on this wonderful network, containing huge number of 
books and magazines etc. that can be downloaded free of charge any time. Among those books are the ones that 
contain many fabricated and weak Ah�ādīth like: Tanbīh Al-Ghāfilīn by Al-Samarqandī and Al-Rawd� Al-Fā’iq by 
Shu‘ayb Al-Hurayfīsh and other similar books in this field. 
 
96 In fact, I personally receive on my email several messages frequently from some intellectuals, who are not 
specialists of the science of Ah�ādīth. Their messages contain some fabricated and false Ah�ādīth. Strangely, some of 
these people urge me to spread those Ah�ādīth and send them to whoever I know. This indicates that they are 
perhaps not aware of the reality of those Ah�ādīth; that is why I reply explaining the judgement on those Ah�ādīth and 
I warn them not to spread those Ah�ādīth because they are not authentic. 



In order to eliminate or at least contain this phenomenon 

from distortion – we stress the need for a comprehensive awakening campaign, utilizing all 

available means – through media or field work 

people against the danger of circulation of 

Ah�ādīth and the like and warn them against their adverse effects on Muslim society by citing 

various examples for such widespread 

 

The people should be cautioned regularly, every now and then. They 

to contribute to dissemination of 

Ah�ādīth they come across without ascertaining their authenticity; which is, in fact, in conformity 

with the H�adīth of Prophet 

thing that he hears”.97 

 

The phenomenon of circulation and promotion of extremely 

explaining their status or warning against them, may lead to many negat

harms. Some major negative effects and harms are mentioned below:

 

1- A person indulges in the spread and fabrication of lies against the Messenger 

infringes his personal right, on one hand, and his legal right, as a messenger sent

Almighty Allah for all human beings, as we worshipped Allah by following him and 

                                                
97 Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajj
 

Abū Hātim Ibn Hibbān says while commenting on this 
should not speak all that they hear till they know for sure that what they h
See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad. 

In order to eliminate or at least contain this phenomenon – in a bid to protect Islamic culture 

we stress the need for a comprehensive awakening campaign, utilizing all 

through media or field work – on official and public levels, to caution the 

people against the danger of circulation of Mawd�ū‘ (fabricated) and Wāhī

and the like and warn them against their adverse effects on Muslim society by citing 

various examples for such widespread Ah�ādīth. 

The people should be cautioned regularly, every now and then. They should also be encouraged 

to contribute to dissemination of S�ah�īh  Ah�ādīth, strictly adhere to them and not circulate any 

they come across without ascertaining their authenticity; which is, in fact, in conformity 

: “It is enough for a person to be a liar that he reports about every 

The phenomenon of circulation and promotion of extremely D�a‘īf or Mawd

explaining their status or warning against them, may lead to many negat

harms. Some major negative effects and harms are mentioned below: 

A person indulges in the spread and fabrication of lies against the Messenger 

infringes his personal right, on one hand, and his legal right, as a messenger sent

Almighty Allah for all human beings, as we worshipped Allah by following him and 

         
ajjāj; Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/10. 

Abū Hātim Ibn Hibbān says while commenting on this H�adīth: “In this H�adīth, people have been rebuked that they 
should not speak all that they hear till they know for sure that what they have heard is correct”.

ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad. Kitāb Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addithīn; 1/17. 
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in a bid to protect Islamic culture 

we stress the need for a comprehensive awakening campaign, utilizing all 

ial and public levels, to caution the 

Wāhī (extremely weak) 

and the like and warn them against their adverse effects on Muslim society by citing 

should also be encouraged 

, strictly adhere to them and not circulate any 

they come across without ascertaining their authenticity; which is, in fact, in conformity 

“It is enough for a person to be a liar that he reports about every 

Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth, without 

explaining their status or warning against them, may lead to many negative effects and great 

A person indulges in the spread and fabrication of lies against the Messenger  and 

infringes his personal right, on one hand, and his legal right, as a messenger sent by 

Almighty Allah for all human beings, as we worshipped Allah by following him and 

, people have been rebuked that they 
ave heard is correct”. 

 



abiding by his ways and methods

take it, and whatever he forbids you, abstain from it

lies against the Prophet Muh

than lying about other people. In a 

Prophet  says: “Verily, lying about me is not like about any one else; whosoever l

about me deliberately, let him take his place in the Hell fire”.

 

2- It may lead to Bid‘ah

among Muslims, as a lot of these invented matters will be based, in fact, on 

which have been falsely attributed to the Prophet 

Raghā’ib (hopes and wishes) at the night of first Friday of Rajab”,

“Application with (eyeliner) on the day of 

 

3- It will lead to introducing something i

a purpose of encouragement of people or intimidation of

relinquish it; like the 

famous H�adīth on every one's l

mentioned on national occasions and festivals through the media to rekindle national 

                                                
98

 Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/10. 
 
99 See: Al-Shātibī, Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm. 
Wa Al-Kitāb Biqawlihm Lam Yas�ih�h� Shay’ Fī Hāthā Al
Ismā‘īl. Al-Bā‘ith ‘Alā Inkār Al-Bida‘ Wa Al
 
100 See: Ibn Al-Qayyim, Muhammad Ibn Ab
‘Ajlūnī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muhammad. Kashf Al
Alsinat Al-Nās; 2/306-307. 

abiding by his ways and methods. Allah says: �And whatever, the Messenger gives you, 

take it, and whatever he forbids you, abstain from it� [Q. 59:7]. That is why, fabrica

lies against the Prophet Muhammad  is considered a severer sin and more dangerous 

than lying about other people. In a Mutawātir (continuously recurrent) 

“Verily, lying about me is not like about any one else; whosoever l

about me deliberately, let him take his place in the Hell fire”.98 

Bid‘ah (innovation in the religion) and the spread of invented matters 

among Muslims, as a lot of these invented matters will be based, in fact, on 

een falsely attributed to the Prophet , like the H

(hopes and wishes) at the night of first Friday of Rajab”,

“Application with (eyeliner) on the day of ‘Āshūrā’”.100 

It will lead to introducing something in Īmān (belief) which is not a part of it, either with 

a purpose of encouragement of people or intimidation of people, so that they should 

relinquish it; like the H�adīth: “Loving one's homeland is a part of 

on every one's lips, among all types of people alike. It is most often 

mentioned on national occasions and festivals through the media to rekindle national 

         
Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/434 N 1229, Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al

Shātibī, Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm. Al-I‘tis�ām; 1/224, and Al-Mawsilī, Abū Hafs ‘Umar. 
Kitāb Biqawlihm Lam Yas�ih�h� Shay’ Fī Hāthā Al-Bāb; 1/297, and Abū Shāmah, ‘Abd Al

Bida‘ Wa Al-H�awādith; 41-62. 

ammad Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-Manār Al-Munīf Fī Al-S�ah�īh� Wa Al
Kashf Al-Khafā’ Wa Muzīl Al-Iltibās ‘Amma Ishtuhira Min Al
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And whatever, the Messenger gives you, 

Q. 59:7]. That is why, fabricating 

is considered a severer sin and more dangerous 

(continuously recurrent) H�adīth, the 

“Verily, lying about me is not like about any one else; whosoever lies 

(innovation in the religion) and the spread of invented matters 

among Muslims, as a lot of these invented matters will be based, in fact, on Ah�ādīth, 

H�adīth of: “Prayer of 

(hopes and wishes) at the night of first Friday of Rajab”,99 and the H�adīth of 

(belief) which is not a part of it, either with 

people, so that they should 

“Loving one's homeland is a part of Īmān”. This is a 

ips, among all types of people alike. It is most often 

mentioned on national occasions and festivals through the media to rekindle national 

Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj; Al-

ī, Abū Hafs ‘Umar. Al-Mughnī ‘An Al-H�ifz+ 
; 1/297, and Abū Shāmah, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn 

īh� Wa Al-D�a‘īf; 1/111, and Al-
Iltibās ‘Amma Ishtuhira Min Al-Ah�ādīth ‘Alā 



spirit in the minds of people, though this 

also invalid, as there is

one's nation is an intrinsic matter in every human being like love of self, wealth, honour 

and dignity, no matter whether one is a believer or an unbeliever.

 

4- It constitutes Tah�līl (legalizati

like the H�adīth: “If one of you believes in a stone, it will benefit him”,

Maud�ū‘ H�adīth, which encourages worship of stones and indulgence in 

(polytheism, associating partners to

sin; and, on the other hand, it constitutes 

Allah has made H�alāl

market”,103 which is a false and ba

 

5- It leads to dissension and discord among Muslims by favouring certain races to the 

others or disgracing and derogating certain races and colours; as we see in some feeble 

Ah�ādīth which came about disparaging 

H�adīth: “there is no good thing in Abyssinian, when they feel hungry, they steal; and 

                                                
101 See: Al-‘Ajlūnī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muhammad. 
Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Mawd�ū‘ah ‘Alā Khayr Al
Qawā‘id Al-Tah�dīth Min Funūn Mus�t�alah�
 
102 See: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al
Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al
Al-Alsinah; 542. 
 
103 See: Ibn Al-Qayyim, Muhammad Ibn Ab
 
 

spirit in the minds of people, though this H�adīth is a Mawd�ū‘ H�adīth

also invalid, as there is no interconnection between homeland and 

one's nation is an intrinsic matter in every human being like love of self, wealth, honour 

and dignity, no matter whether one is a believer or an unbeliever.101

(legalization) of some Muh�arramāt (forbidden things), on one hand, 

“If one of you believes in a stone, it will benefit him”,

, which encourages worship of stones and indulgence in 

(polytheism, associating partners to Allah) which is the greatest and severest forbidden 

sin; and, on the other hand, it constitutes Tah�rīem of (declaring illegal) some of what 

�alāl (legal); like H�adīth: “Prophet  prohibited eating in the 

which is a false and baseless H�adīth. 

It leads to dissension and discord among Muslims by favouring certain races to the 

others or disgracing and derogating certain races and colours; as we see in some feeble 

which came about disparaging Abyssinians, blacks and Turks 

“there is no good thing in Abyssinian, when they feel hungry, they steal; and 

         
‘Ajlūnī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muhammad. Kashf Al-Khafā’; 1/413-414, and Khattār, Yūsuf. 

ū‘ah ‘Alā Khayr Al-Bariyyah; 141-144, and Al-Qāsimī, Muhammad Jamāl Al
īth Min Funūn Mus�t�alah� Al-H�adīth; 155. 

mad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Majmū‘ Al-Fatāwā; 11/513, 19/146, and Al
ān. Al-Maqās�id Al-H�asanah Fī Bayān Kathīr Min Al-Ah�ādīth Al

ammad Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-Manār Al-Munīf Fī Al-S�ah�īh� Wa Al
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ū‘ H�adīth and its meaning is 

and Īmān. Truly, love of 

one's nation is an intrinsic matter in every human being like love of self, wealth, honour 

101 

(forbidden things), on one hand, 

“If one of you believes in a stone, it will benefit him”,102 that is a 

, which encourages worship of stones and indulgence in Shirk 

Allah) which is the greatest and severest forbidden 

of (declaring illegal) some of what 

prohibited eating in the 

It leads to dissension and discord among Muslims by favouring certain races to the 

others or disgracing and derogating certain races and colours; as we see in some feeble 

and Turks etc. like the 

“there is no good thing in Abyssinian, when they feel hungry, they steal; and 

ār, Yūsuf. Al-Durr Al-Saniyyah 
Qāsimī, Muhammad Jamāl Al-Dīn. 

11/513, 19/146, and Al-Sakhāwī, 
ādīth Al-Mushtahirah ‘Alā 

īh� Wa Al-D�a‘īf; 1/130. 



when their appetite is satisfied, they commit adultery”.

Allah's saying: �The most honorable of you with Allah is that (be

(one who is pious)� [Q. 49:13].

distinguish it from the others, and he was sent for all human beings regardless of their 

races and colours. 

 

6- It may lead the people to be busy wit

and dependable Ah�ādīth

authenticity, out of ignorance; thus leading to a great confusion and corruption. In this 

vein, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Mahdī, 

disregard Ah�ādīth of weak narrators, says:

 
Scholars should not concentrate on writing the 
spent much time on them, they would miss more opportunity to write the 
authentic Ah�ādīth.

 

7- It leads to distortion of Islamic culture and paves the way for enemies of Islam to make a 

mockery of Islam and cast aspersions on the Prophet 

Muslims and also non

quotation of and reliance on such types of 

religion falsely and misleadingly, especially those which comprise exaggerations and 

                                                
104 See: Ibn Al-Qayyim, Muhammad Ibn Ab
Shawkānī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī. Al-
 
105 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. 
 
 

when their appetite is satisfied, they commit adultery”.104 This is a flagrant violation of 

The most honorable of you with Allah is that (believer) who has 

[Q. 49:13]. The Prophet  has not been sent for a specific race, to 

distinguish it from the others, and he was sent for all human beings regardless of their 

It may lead the people to be busy with Mawd�ū‘ and false Ah�ādīth

ādīth. Hence, some people may start practising it, trusting its 

authenticity, out of ignorance; thus leading to a great confusion and corruption. In this 

ān Ibn Mahdī, one of the scholars of H�ad

of weak narrators, says: 

Scholars should not concentrate on writing the weak Ah�ādīth. If they had 
spent much time on them, they would miss more opportunity to write the 

.105 

It leads to distortion of Islamic culture and paves the way for enemies of Islam to make a 

mockery of Islam and cast aspersions on the Prophet . It confuses and disturbs 

Muslims and also non-Muslims – who are drawing nearer to the religion 

quotation of and reliance on such types of Ah�ādīth, which have been attributed to this 

religion falsely and misleadingly, especially those which comprise exaggerations and 

         
ammad Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-Manār Al-Munīf Fī Al-S�ah�īh� Wa Al

-Fawā’id Al-Majmū‘ah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Mawd�ū‘ah; 414

Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 1/40-41. 
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is a flagrant violation of 

liever) who has Taqwā 

has not been sent for a specific race, to 

distinguish it from the others, and he was sent for all human beings regardless of their 

ādīth rather than authentic 

. Hence, some people may start practising it, trusting its 

authenticity, out of ignorance; thus leading to a great confusion and corruption. In this 

�adīth, urging people to 

If they had 
spent much time on them, they would miss more opportunity to write the 

It leads to distortion of Islamic culture and paves the way for enemies of Islam to make a 

It confuses and disturbs 

who are drawing nearer to the religion – due to the 

which have been attributed to this 

religion falsely and misleadingly, especially those which comprise exaggerations and 

īh� Wa Al-D�a‘īf; 1/101, and Al-
; 414-417. 

 



overstatements abhorred by Islamic 

is the H�adīth: “one who says there is no 

word, a bird, which has seventy thousand tongues, and every tongue has seventy 

thousand languages, and they ask for Allah's forgiveness”

sneezes while narrating a 

 

This is the tip of the iceberg. In fact, there are so many negative effects that result from the 

phenomenon of proliferation of 

mentioned some of those effects briefly.

2.12 Procedures adopted by 

Scholars of H�adīth realised, over the ages, the danger of such types of 

effects on the Ummah. They dealt efficiently and professionally with such 

reflects their extraordinary and outstanding efforts in this field. As the Prophet's 

the second source of the sources of Islamic 

                                                
106 See: Ibn Al-Qayyim, Muhammad Ibn Abī Bakr. 
Qaradāwī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al
 
107 See: Al-‘Ajlūnī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muh
Lu’lu’ Al-Mars�ū‘ Fīmā Lā As�la Laū Aw Bi
 
108 See: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al-Rah
Asrār Al-Marfū‘ah Fī Al-Akhbār Al-
Ibn Al-Qayyim says commenting on this 
and lie going along together. Even if one hundred thousand people sneeze while a 
Prophet , it will not be adjudged on the basis of the sneeze, and if they sneeze at the time of a false testimony, it 
will not become truth”. 
 
109 See: Ibn Al-Qayyim, Muhammad Ibn Ab
For more details about this phenomenon, see also: Al
‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf; 14, and ‘Abd Al
Al-‘Aqīdah; 10-20, and http://audio.islamweb.net/audio/index.php?page=FullContent&audioid=100915
10/03/2007. 

overstatements abhorred by Islamic Sharī‘ah, sense and language.

“one who says there is no god except Allah, Allah creates, from every 

word, a bird, which has seventy thousand tongues, and every tongue has seventy 

thousand languages, and they ask for Allah's forgiveness”107 and the 

sneezes while narrating a H�adīth, he is true”.108 

This is the tip of the iceberg. In fact, there are so many negative effects that result from the 

phenomenon of proliferation of D�a‘īf and Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth among the people. We have only 

mentioned some of those effects briefly.109 

dopted by H�adīth scholars to counter those effects

ed, over the ages, the danger of such types of H�ad

. They dealt efficiently and professionally with such 

y and outstanding efforts in this field. As the Prophet's 

the second source of the sources of Islamic Sharī‘ah – after the Holy 

         
ammad Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-Manār Al-Munīf Fī Al-S�ah�īh� Wa Al

Al-Muntaqā Min Kitāb Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī

‘Ajlūnī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muhammad. Kashf Al-Khafā’; 2/557, and Al-Tarābulsī, Muh
la Laū Aw Bi-As�lihi Mawd�ū‘; 194. 

Rahmān Al-Rāzī. ‘Ilal Al-H�dīth; 2/342, and Al-Qārī, Mullā ‘Alī Ibn Sult
Akhbār Al-Mawd�ū‘ah; 341. 

Qayyim says commenting on this H�adīth: “The sense says that it has been fabricated, becaus
and lie going along together. Even if one hundred thousand people sneeze while a H�adīth 

, it will not be adjudged on the basis of the sneeze, and if they sneeze at the time of a false testimony, it 

ammad Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-Manār Al-Munīf; 51. 
For more details about this phenomenon, see also: Al-‘Uthaim, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rah

; 14, and ‘Abd Al-Khāliq, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān; Athar Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘
http://audio.islamweb.net/audio/index.php?page=FullContent&audioid=100915
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, sense and language.106 A typical example 

god except Allah, Allah creates, from every 

word, a bird, which has seventy thousand tongues, and every tongue has seventy 

and the H�adīth: “One who 

This is the tip of the iceberg. In fact, there are so many negative effects that result from the 

among the people. We have only 

ffects 

�adīth and their negative 

. They dealt efficiently and professionally with such Ah�ādīth, which 

y and outstanding efforts in this field. As the Prophet's  Sunnah is 

Holy Qur’ān –, religious 

Wa Al-D�a‘īf; 50-57, and Al-
Mundhirī; 1/51-25, 55. 

arābulsī, Muhammad Ibn Khalīl. Al-

Qārī, Mullā ‘Alī Ibn Sultān. Al-

: “The sense says that it has been fabricated, because we see sneeze 
 is being narrated from the 

, it will not be adjudged on the basis of the sneeze, and if they sneeze at the time of a false testimony, it 

Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Qawl Bil-
D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Fī 

http://audio.islamweb.net/audio/index.php?page=FullContent&audioid=100915 , accessed on 



scholars left no stone unturned in order to purify this source, defend it and protect it from 

distortion, alteration, forgery and amendment. They even went the extra mile and adopted 

various remedial and preventive measures, like:

 

A- They took keen interest in the chain of transmission and compilation of 

were reported from the Prophet 

possible to distinguish authentic 

were compiled to exclusively record only authentic

Muslim. 

 

B- They set accurate rules and specific regulations in an unprecedented manner

which no nation before Islam had ever done 

critically analyze the Ah

Jarah  Wa Ta‘dīl (validation and invalidation of narrators or strengths and weaknesses).

 

C- They compiled separate and independent 

mentioned certain types of narrators like weak or 

be dismissed) or liars to distinguish them, expose them and explain their degrees, and 

recorded a large number of their 

impair their authenticity.

                                                
110 Those books include Al-D�u‘afā’ 
Ibn Shu‘ayb Al-Nasā’ī, Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al
by Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Al-Dhahabī etc. For more information about the books written on weak reporters, 
please see: Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. 
issue at length in more than 50 pages and revi
them. 

scholars left no stone unturned in order to purify this source, defend it and protect it from 

stortion, alteration, forgery and amendment. They even went the extra mile and adopted 

various remedial and preventive measures, like: 

They took keen interest in the chain of transmission and compilation of 

were reported from the Prophet , with their chains of transmission, so that it may be 

possible to distinguish authentic Ah�ādīth from inauthentic ones. Even, special books 

were compiled to exclusively record only authentic Ah�ādīth, as done by Al

les and specific regulations in an unprecedented manner

which no nation before Islam had ever done – in order to thoroughly examine and 

Ah�ādīth and their narrators and to explain their status in terms of 

(validation and invalidation of narrators or strengths and weaknesses).

They compiled separate and independent Ma‘ājim (directories) which exclusively 

mentioned certain types of narrators like weak or Matrūk (a person whose 

or liars to distinguish them, expose them and explain their degrees, and 

recorded a large number of their Ah�ādīth and exposed the ‘Ilall 

impair their authenticity.110 

         
 by Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl Al-Bukhārī, Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al

Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl by ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Adī Al-Jurjānī, 
Dhahabī etc. For more information about the books written on weak reporters, 

please see: Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 3/383-444. Fallātah in his book has dealt with this 
issue at length in more than 50 pages and reviewed the methods of the authors of this kind of book and compared 
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from inauthentic ones. Even, special books 

, as done by Al-Bukhārī and 

les and specific regulations in an unprecedented manner – something 

in order to thoroughly examine and 

and their narrators and to explain their status in terms of 

(validation and invalidation of narrators or strengths and weaknesses). 

(directories) which exclusively 

(a person whose Ah�ādīth are to 

or liars to distinguish them, expose them and explain their degrees, and 

 (hidden defects) that 

ā’ Wa Al-Matrūkūn by Ahmad 
Jurjānī, Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’ 

Dhahabī etc. For more information about the books written on weak reporters, 
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D- They compiled special books which exclusively mentioned the ‘Ilal of some Ah�ādīth and 

explained the illusions and errors committed by some narrators and their effects on the 

authenticity of Ah�ādīth.111 

 

E- A number of H�adīth scholars wrote commentaries on some famous books in Fiqh 

(jurisprudence), Tafsīr (interpretation of Qur’ān) etc. whose compilers mentioned only 

the Ah�ādīth, with no sense of concern for truth or validity and without distinguishing 

between authentic and weak Ah�ādīth. Therefore, the scholars of H�adīth documented 

those Ah�ādīth and distinguished the S�ah�īh� Ah�ādīth from D�a‘īf Ah�ādīth. Due to these 

efforts, optimum benefits from those books could be achieved without reservation.112 

 

F- Some H�adīth scholars wrote special books mentioning extremely weak, fabricated and 

baseless Ah�ādīth especially those which were on every one's lips; in order to distinguish 

them from authentic Ah�ādīth enabling people to easily recognize them and be on their 

guard. 

 

                                                 
111 Among the most famous books in this area, are Al-‘Ilal by ‘Alī Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Madīnī, Al-‘Ilal Wa Ma‘arifat 
Al-Rijāl by Ahmad Ibn Hanbal Al-Shaybānī and Al-‘Ilal Al-Wāridah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Nabawiyyah by ‘Alī Ibn 
‘Umar Al-Dārqutnī, which is the most comprehensive and most extensive. 
 
112 Among those scholars of H�adīth who have made great contributions in this area, are Al-Imām ‘Abd Allah Ibn 
Yūsuf Al-Zayla‘ī in his book: Nas�b Al-Rāyah Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Al-Hidāyah which he wrote to research and 
examine the Ah�ādīth mentioned in the book Al-Hidāyah authored by Al-Marghinānī in Hanafī jurisprudence, and 
Al-Hafiz ‘Abd Al-Rahīm Ibn Al-Husayn Al-‘Irāqī in his book: Al-Mughnī ‘An H�aml Al-Asfār Fī Takhrīj Mā-Fī Al-
Ih�yā’ Min Al-Akhbār which he wrote to examine the Ah�ādīth mentioned in the book Ih�yā’ ‘Ulūm Al-Dīn written by 
Al-Ghazzālī on etiquettes, morality and purification, and also Al-Hafiz Ahmad Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī in his book: 
Al-Kāfi Al-Shāff Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Al-Kashshāf which he wrote to examine the Ah�ādīth mentioned in the book Al-
Kashshāf written by Al-Zamakhsharī in the interpretation of the Holy Qur’ān, and other books which the scholars 
have taken up to research and the examine Ah�ādīth mentioned in them. On the pattern of those scholars, we hope to 
be able to study and examine the Ah�ādīth mentioned in the book Tablīghī Nis�āb that is the desired goal of this 
research. 
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Perhaps this last procedure is the most remarkable outcome of the efforts which scholars exerted 

to defend and preserve Prophet's Sunnah and purify them, so that they remain unblemished and 

flawless. Therefore, it is appropriate for us to shed some light on this procedure in the sub-

section. 

2.13 Ruling about reliance on D�a‘īf H�adīth in Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl 

It would now be appropriate for us to address the issue of reliance on D�a‘īf H�adīth regarding the 

virtues; as it is one of the delicate issues which has been a matter of intense discussion among 

the H�adīth and Fiqh scholars – previously and currently – especially in the books of science of 

H�adīth terminology. Even, some scholars and students in our contemporary age composed 

exclusive books and pamphlets to discuss this issue; especially after it became famous among 

many people that D�a‘īf H�adīth is acted upon in Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl unrestrictedly and 

unconditionally, believing that this is an undisputed issue. Hence they became extremely lenient 

with regard to it to the extent that when they heard or came across any D�a‘īf H�adīth, they 

hurriedly, acted upon it, without any precautions, though that H�adīth may be, in fact, very weak 

or even fabricated. 

 

Since the subject and essence of the book of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī – 

which is under study in this research – revolves around the Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl, we prefer to shed 

some light on this matter in view of its importance. However, before we start discussion on the 

ruling about reliance on the D�a‘īf H�adīth with regard to the Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl, we, should, first, 

briefly point out another issue of importance which is closely connected with our main issue; 

that is the issue of reliance on D�a‘īf H�adīth with regard to Ah�kām (ordinances, tenets and 
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commands of Islam). In this regard, we say that the authentic opinion, which the majority of the 

scholars hold, is that they do not use a D�a‘īf H�adīth, if it is alone, as an argument with regard to 

the Ah�kām. Therefore, Al-Imām Al-Nawawī says about this matter: 

 

The Imams do not narrate from the weak narrators any thing (H�adīth) 
which they use as argument, if that H�adīth is alone, in matters of Ah�kām. 
This is something that is neither done by a scholar of H�adīth scholars 
nor an expert from other scholars. As for reliance of many or majority of 
the Fiqh experts on it (D�a‘īf H�adīth), this is not a right thing, but it is a 
very shameful deed; because, if one is aware of its weakness, it is not 
permissible for him to use it as an argument; as the Islamic scholars 
unanimously agree that a D�a‘īf H�adīth cannot be used as an argument in 
Ah�kām. If he is not aware of its weakness, it is not permissible for him to 
use it as an argument without thorough examination. If he is a 
knowledgeable person, or by asking the scholars, if he is not a 
knowledgeable person, Allah knows the best.113 

 

Ibn Taymiyyah asserts what Al-Nawawī has said about this matter, thus: 

 
None of the Imams have ever said that it is permissible to make any 
thing obligatory or desirable by the virtue of a weak H�adīth; and one 
who said it, violated consensus.114 

 

What further substantiates the fact that scholars do not use the D�a‘īf H�adīth as proof in the 

matters of Ah�kām is what we notice in their scholarly responses to each other, as each of them 

                                                 
113 Al-Nawawī, Yahyā Ibn Sharaf. Sharh� S�ah�īh� Muslim; 1/126. 
Al-Nawawī warns at another place about carelessness of some jurisprudents in acting according to weak Ah�ādīth in 
the following words: “You should not be deceived by the large number of those showing negligence in acting 
according to weak Ah�ādīth and taking the rules therein as admissible, even if they were authors and Imams of 
jurisprudence etc. They have done this very much in their books, and if they are asked about it, they will reply that 
weak Ah�ādīth are not dependend upon”. 
See: Al-Nawawī, Yahyā Ibn Sharaf. Khulās�at Al-Ah�kām Fī Muhimmāt Al-Sunan Wa Qawā‘id Al-Islām;1/59-60. 
 
114 See: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Majmū‘ Al-Fatāwā; 1/251. 
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criticizes his opponent – who is rival in the opinion or school of thought – for his (opponent's) 

citing D�a‘īf H�adīth and every one leaves no stone unturned to expose and highlight the 

weakness of the H�adīth to refute his opponent's evidence by that H�adīth on which his 

jurisprudential judgment is based. This is very common in their books; and if they would have 

used D�a‘īf H�adīth as arguments, they would not have objected to each other in this manner.115 

However, here, a question arises; which is: if the scholars, in principle, were of the view that 

they should not use the D�a‘īf H�adīth as arguments in Ah�kām, then why did they report them, 

relying on them sometimes? The reply to this question is given in several ways below: 

 

• That they were not aware of the weakness of the H�adīth116or they did not believe in its 

weakness; as the opinions of the scholars may differ with regard to the D�a‘īf H�adīth as to 

whether they are H�asan or D�a‘īf, as the H�adīth may be D�a‘īf according to some scholars 

whereas the same H�adīth may be H�asan according to other scholars.117 

 

                                                 
115 See: Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Tah�qīq Fī Ah�ādīth Al-Khilāf; 1/22-23, and Al-Juday‘, 
‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. Tah�rīr ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 2/1105. 
 
116 Like if the one taking it as admissible is someone who cannot differentiate between accepted and rejected 
Ah�ādīth such as some jurisprudents especially the later ones, after knowledge became divided into different 
disciplines. Therefore Abū Al-Hasanāt Al-Laknawī comments saying: “Allah has created people for all the arts, and 
has made words for every occasion. We must put them in their places and give them their due repect. So, if the 
significant number of jurisprudents are not much knowledgable about criticism of H�adīth, their narrations would 
not be accepted if they mention them without Asānīd till they are researched by experts of H�adīth, and if the 
narrators of H�adīth are not much knowledgable about jurisprudence, their words on jurisprudence would not be 
accepted the same way as the words of esteemed jurisprudents. And so on and so forth you can correlate experts of 
all the arts with each other”. 
See: Al-Laknawī, Abū Al-Hasanāt Muhammad. ‘Umdat Al-Ri‘āyah Fī H�al Sharh� Al-Wiqāyah; 1/13. 
 
117 See: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Raf‘ Al-Malām ‘An Al-A’imah Al-A‘lām; 19-21, and Al-
‘Uthmānī, Zafar Ahmad. Qawā‘id Fī ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 49-55, and Bāzamūl, Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar. Al-Id�āfah: 
Dirāsāt H�adīthiyyah; 241. 
 
 
 
 



 

• That some scholars's reasoned effort might have led

H�adīth as argument, like those who use 

(of un-known status) and the like

 

• The H�ādīth may not be severely weak and there is no 

stronger than it in that subject matter; and at the same time no 

also, there are other points which substantiate it (

narration, or Companions' deeds, or it is in conformity with the obvious

Qur’ān and the like.120

H�adīth, in such case, will be considered, in fact, as acting upon 

Ghayrih (good by virtue of another 

                                                
118 Al-‘Alā’ī, Salāh Al-Dīn Khalīl. 
‘Abd Al-Halīm. Minh�āj Al-Sunnah Al
Ibn Al-S�alāh; 2/546-565. 
 
119 Muhammad Bāzamūl has a nice word and logical explanation with regard to this point. He says: “It appears that: 
acting upon a weak H�adīth here, is for the one who believes in its wea
weakness would take it as admissible and would not consider it as weak. So, his acting upon the 
come under the case of acting upon a weak 
something would not act upon it, and believe at the same time that the act of the one, whose 
accept it, is an act upon weak H�adīth
weak H�adīth which is taken as admissible by some people and stating the correctness of this admissibility by them 
or otherwise, or putting in necessary restrictions for it; because 
wrong at some other times”. 
See: Bāzamūl, Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar. 
 
120 For more details about this point, see: Āl Taymiyyah, ‘Abd Al
247-249, and Ibn Al-Qayyim, Muhammad Ibn Ab
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Ibn Al
‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al
 
121 Therefore, we find that Ibn Taym
on weak H�adīth a lone, as he says: “Whosoever has reported from Ah
that is neither S�ah�īh  nor H�asan, has made a mistake, as it wa
scholars before him that H�adīth was of two kinds: Authentic and weak. The weak was divided according to them 
into abandoned weak that is not taken as admissible, and acceptable weak, same like the weakness o
disease is divided into alarming disease preventing donation from the capital, and insignificant disease that does not 

That some scholars's reasoned effort might have led them to use certain type of the 

as argument, like those who use Mursal H�adīth118 or narration of 

known status) and the like119 as arguments. 

may not be severely weak and there is no H�adīth from the Prophet 

stronger than it in that subject matter; and at the same time no H�ad

also, there are other points which substantiate it (H�adīth): like it has many chains of 

narration, or Companions' deeds, or it is in conformity with the obvious

120 Some experts and scholars are of opinion that acting upon the 

, in such case, will be considered, in fact, as acting upon the 

(good by virtue of another H�adīth).121 

         
Dīn Khalīl. Jāmi‘ Al-Tah�s�īl Fī Ah�kām Al-Marāsīl; 33-49, and Ibn Taymiyyah, Ah

Sunnah Al-Nabawiyyah; 7/435-436, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. 

āzamūl has a nice word and logical explanation with regard to this point. He says: “It appears that: 
here, is for the one who believes in its weakness. But the one who does not believe in its 

weakness would take it as admissible and would not consider it as weak. So, his acting upon the 
come under the case of acting upon a weak H�adīth. And the one who believes in the weakness of 
something would not act upon it, and believe at the same time that the act of the one, whose 

īth. One can say something precisely in this regard only by studying each kind of 
which is taken as admissible by some people and stating the correctness of this admissibility by them 

or otherwise, or putting in necessary restrictions for it; because Mujtahid (scholar) can be right sometimes and 

amūl, Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar. Al-Id�āfah: Dirāsāt H�adīthiyyah; 240. 

For more details about this point, see: Āl Taymiyyah, ‘Abd Al-Salām et al. Al-Musawwadah Fī Usūl Al
ammad Ibn Abī Bakr. I‘lām Al-Muwaqqi‘īn ‘An Rabb 

Nukat ‘Alā Ibn Al-S�alāh; 1/385-403, 2/566-567, and Al-
Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 1/147-150, 2/153-155. 

Therefore, we find that Ibn Taymiyyah objects to the one who reports from Ahmad Ibn Hanbal that he depends 
a lone, as he says: “Whosoever has reported from Ahmad that he took as admissible a weak 

, has made a mistake, as it was in the common sense of Ah
was of two kinds: Authentic and weak. The weak was divided according to them 

into abandoned weak that is not taken as admissible, and acceptable weak, same like the weakness o
disease is divided into alarming disease preventing donation from the capital, and insignificant disease that does not 
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them to use certain type of the D�a‘īf 

or narration of Majhūl Al-H�āl 

from the Prophet  

�adīth contradicts it; and, 

): like it has many chains of 

narration, or Companions' deeds, or it is in conformity with the obvious meaning of the 

Some experts and scholars are of opinion that acting upon the 

the H�adīth of H�asan Li-

49, and Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn 
Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Al-Nukat ‘Alā 

āzamūl has a nice word and logical explanation with regard to this point. He says: “It appears that: 
kness. But the one who does not believe in its 

weakness would take it as admissible and would not consider it as weak. So, his acting upon the H�adīth would not 
. And the one who believes in the weakness of the H�adīth due to 

something would not act upon it, and believe at the same time that the act of the one, whose Ijtihād led him to 
. One can say something precisely in this regard only by studying each kind of 

which is taken as admissible by some people and stating the correctness of this admissibility by them 
(scholar) can be right sometimes and 

Musawwadah Fī Usūl Al-Fiqh; 
Muwaqqi‘īn ‘An Rabb Al-‘Ālamīn; 1/31, and Al-

-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn 

mad Ibn Hanbal that he depends 
mad that he took as admissible a weak H�adīth 

s in the common sense of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and 
was of two kinds: Authentic and weak. The weak was divided according to them 

into abandoned weak that is not taken as admissible, and acceptable weak, same like the weakness of man due to 
disease is divided into alarming disease preventing donation from the capital, and insignificant disease that does not 
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• That the jurisprudential verdict is established by an evidence other than the D�a‘īf H�adīth; 

thus D�a‘īf H�adīth has been mentioned as a support, not as the focus of argumentation; 

and some scholars leniently mention such H�adīth.122 

 

Nevertheless, the principle, as we have mentioned, is that D�a‘īf H�adīth cannot be used as arguments 

in Ah�kām. However, there may be some exceptions to this rule, as it is said “every rule has an 

exception”. Now, let us come to our main issue which we wanted to throw some light on; and that is 

the issue of reliance on the D�a‘īf H�adīth in the virtues of various acts of worship and Targhīb Wa 

Tarhīb and the like. The scholars differed in this issue between the two opinions: 

2.13.1  First opinion 

The majority of the later scholars, including Ibn ‘Abd Al-Bar, Ibn Qudamah, Al-Nawawī, Ibn 

Kathīr, Al-Irāqī, Ibn Nāsir Al-Dīn, Al-Sakhāwī, Al-Suyūtī, Ibn Hajar Al-Haytamī, Ibn ‘Ābidīn, 

Mullah ‘Alī Al-Qārī and Al-Laknawī and other scholars are of opinion that it is permissible to be 

lenient with regard to D�a‘īf H�adīth in matters of Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl with different conditions which 

will be mentioned later on soon. 

                                                                                                                                                            
prevent from it. The first person known to have divided H�adīth into three kinds: S�ah�īh , H�asan and D�a‘īf, was Abū 
‘Īsā Al-Tirmidhī in his Jāmi‘ (book). The H�asan H�adīth according to him; is the H�adīth which has multiple chains 
and there is no accused reporter in it and it is not irregular. This type of H�adīth is named by Ahmed as weak and it 
is taken as admissible. That is why Ahmad likened the weak H�adīth which is taken as admissible with the H�adīth of 
‘Amr Ibn Shu‘ayb and H�adīth of Ibrāhīm Al-Hajrī etc”. 
See: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Majmū‘ Al-Fatāwā; 1/251, 18/25. 
 

NB: Several scholars have agreed with Ibn Taymiyyah on this analysis, including Al-Qādī Sharf Al-Dīn Al-Bārzī, 
Ibn Al-Qayyim, Ibn Rajab Al-Hanbalī, Al-Shātibī, Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī and others. Rather, we find that Ibn Al-
Jawzī, who was before Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn Rajab, has a similar opinion with regard to this point, as he says in 
the context of the degrees of H�adīth: “Fourth kind: Which has possible relative weakness. This is H�asan and it is 
right to take it as admissible and act upon it. Ahmad used to prefer weak H�adīth over analogy”. 
See: Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Min Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Marfū‘āt; 1/14. 
And see also: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halīm. Minh�āj Al-Sunnah Al-Nabawiyyah; 4/341-342, and Al-
Zarkashī, Badr Al-Dīn Muhammad. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Muqaddimat Ibn Al-S�alāh; 2/318-319, and Ibn Rajab, ‘Abd Al-
Rahamān Al-Hanbalī. Sharh� ‘Ill Al-Tirmdhī; 2/576, and Al-Shātibī, Ibrāhīm Ibn Mūsā. Al-I‘tis�ām; 1/226-227. 
 
122 See: Al-Juday‘, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. Tah�rīr ‘Ulūm Al-H�adīth; 2/1104. 



This opinion is also reported from a number of previous scholars

Allah Ibn Al-Mubārak, ‘Abd Al

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal – in one of his two opinions 

previous scholars in this regard are approximately the same.

Al-Imām ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Mah

 
When we narrated from the Prophet 
and Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl
with regard to the reporters. But when we narrated pertaining to 
Wa H�arām, we were strict in 

 

                                                
123 In fact there is an important question related to this point and that is: Does the negligence of those earlier experts 
mean their negligence only in narrating weak 
as there is no explanation in their texts on acting upon it as per what appears at least from their texts? Or that their 
negligence is not confined to narration only but goes on to acting upon the weak 
with majority of later scholars? 
In the words of Ibn Taymiyyah, there seems to be a hint that the meaning of negligence in the text of Ah
Hanbal and others, is their negligence in narration. This is what has been understood by, from among the 
contemporary scholars, Al-Mu‘allimī, 
objection may be made on this understanding that a large number of scholars of 
oldest being Al-Bayhaqī, have understood from the texts of earlier au
would be more so understood; because the narration is a means and prelude to acting, and acting is the intention and 
target, otherwise what is the use of negligence, as per their view, in the 
if the objective is not to facilitate acting upon it? As for only narrating the weak 
quoting it in books of Sunnah, it is very much prevalent and common among the experts of 
 

For more detiles about this issue, see: 
Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Hal
Bakr Al-Dimashqī. Al-Tarjīh� Lih�adīth S�alāt Al
Anwār Al-Kāshifah Limā Fī Kitāb Ad�wā’ ‘Alā Al
Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�
Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al-Muntaqā Min Kitāb Al
‘Ajjāj. Us�ūl Al-H�adīth ‘Ulūmu Wa Mus�t3alah�u
 
124 See: Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al
Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 
Muhammad Ibn ‘Abduh. Al-‘Amal Bil
Karīm. Al-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Wa H�ukm Al
 
125 For their statements, see: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al
and Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Allah Al-Jurjānī. 
Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī. Al-Kifāyah Fī ‘Ilm Al
 
126 Al-Hākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
‘Abd Allah. Al-Madkhal Ilā Kitāb Al

This opinion is also reported from a number of previous scholars123 like Sufyān Al

Mubārak, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Mahdī, Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah, Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn,

in one of his two opinions – and other scholars.124 

previous scholars in this regard are approximately the same.125 Yet, we, in this place, quote what 

ān Ibn Mahdī has said, to this effect that: 

When we narrated from the Prophet  about reward and punishment, 
A‘māl we were lenient with regard to Asānīd and tolerant 

with regard to the reporters. But when we narrated pertaining to 
we were strict in Asānīd and we criticized the reporters.

         
In fact there is an important question related to this point and that is: Does the negligence of those earlier experts 

mean their negligence only in narrating weak Ah�ādīth with their Asānīd in virtues of acts etc. and not acting upon it, 
explanation in their texts on acting upon it as per what appears at least from their texts? Or that their 

negligence is not confined to narration only but goes on to acting upon the weak H�adīth

In the words of Ibn Taymiyyah, there seems to be a hint that the meaning of negligence in the text of Ah
anbal and others, is their negligence in narration. This is what has been understood by, from among the 

Mu‘allimī, Al-Albānī, Al-Qaradāwī, Muhammad ‘Ajjāj Al-Khat
objection may be made on this understanding that a large number of scholars of H�adīth and jurisprudence etc., the 

Bayhaqī, have understood from the texts of earlier authors, negligence in acting, so the narration 
would be more so understood; because the narration is a means and prelude to acting, and acting is the intention and 
target, otherwise what is the use of negligence, as per their view, in the Asānīd of weak Ah
if the objective is not to facilitate acting upon it? As for only narrating the weak Ah�ādīth

, it is very much prevalent and common among the experts of 

s about this issue, see: Al-Bayhaqī, Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Dalā’il Al-Nubuwwah
Halīm. Majmū‘ Al-Fatāwā; 18/66, and Ibn Nāsir Al-

Tarjīh� Lih�adīth S�alāt Al-Tasbīh; 36, and Al-Mu‘allimī, ‘Abd Al
Kāshifah Limā Fī Kitāb Ad�wā’ ‘Alā Al-Sunnah Min Al-Zalal Wa Al-Tad�līl Wa Mujāzafah

S�ah�īh� Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 19-21, and 
Muntaqā Min Kitāb Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 1/47-52, Al
īth ‘Ulūmu Wa Mus�t3alah�u; 374-376. 

Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al
ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī

‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Fī Fad�ā’l Al-A‘māl; 11-18, and Al
īf Wa H�ukm Al-I’h�tijāj Bih; 272-285. 

For their statements, see: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Muhammad. Al-Jarh� Wa Al
Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 1/366, 6/334, 7/52, and Al

Kifāyah Fī ‘Ilm Al-Riwāyah; 133-34. 

ākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al-Mustadrak ‘Alā Al-S�ah�īh�ayn; 1/66, and Al
Madkhal Ilā Kitāb Al-Iklīl; 29, and Al-Bayhaqī, Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Dalā’l Al
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like Sufyān Al-Thawrī, ‘Abd 

ān Ibn ‘Uyaynah, Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn, 

 The statements of the 

Yet, we, in this place, quote what 

about reward and punishment, 
and tolerant 

with regard to the reporters. But when we narrated pertaining to H�alāl 
and we criticized the reporters.126 

In fact there is an important question related to this point and that is: Does the negligence of those earlier experts 
in virtues of acts etc. and not acting upon it, 

explanation in their texts on acting upon it as per what appears at least from their texts? Or that their 
īth in virtues, as is the case 

In the words of Ibn Taymiyyah, there seems to be a hint that the meaning of negligence in the text of Ahmad Ibn 
anbal and others, is their negligence in narration. This is what has been understood by, from among the 

Khatīb and others. But an 
and jurisprudence etc., the 

thors, negligence in acting, so the narration 
would be more so understood; because the narration is a means and prelude to acting, and acting is the intention and 

Ah�ādīth and their narration 
ādīth with their Asānīd and 

, it is very much prevalent and common among the experts of H�adīth. 

Nubuwwah; 1/34-35, and Ibn 
-Dīn, Muhammad Ibn Abī 

Mu‘allimī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Yahyā. Al-
īl Wa Mujāzafah; 87-88, and Al-

21, and Al-Qaradāwī, Yūsuf 
52, Al-Khatīb, Muhammad 

� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 2/151-153, and 
Nawāwī; 1/297, and Al-Abyadī, 
18, and Al-Khidayr, ‘Abd Al-

� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl; 1/6, 10, 2/30, 
, 7/52, and Al-Khatīb Al-Baqdādī, 

; 1/66, and Al-Hākim, Muhammad Ibn 
Dalā’l Al-Nubuwwah; 1/34. 
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Al-Imām Al-Dhahabī, in a precise statement, summarises this opinion as follows: 

 
Most of the Imams are strict with regard to Ah�ādīth of Ah�kām; and see 
permissibility, in some cases, not in all cases, with regard to Al-Fad�ā’il 
and Al-Raqā’iq (emotional exhortation), as they accept those (Ah�ādīth) 
whose chains are weak, not those (Ah�ādīth) whose narrators are accused; 
and they pay no attention to the Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth and extremely severe 
Ah�ādīth, but they narrate them to warn against them and expose their 
status. So if one conceals them (the defects in the chain etc) and veils 
them (these Ah�ādīth,) he (in fact) flouts the Sunnah and he is disloyal to 
Allah and his Messenger; and if he did so, out of ignorance, he may be 
excused because of ignorance, but (he should remember this that) you 
should ask Ahl Al-Dhikr (people of knowledge) if you do not know.127 

 

Al-Dhahabī's aforementioned statement suggests that the leniency or permissibility of these 

Imams with regard to the Ah�ādīth of virtues is of the ‘relative’ type, and is not a general rule; 

and in this regard, they have set specific rules and conditions – which will be mentioned in the 

points below -. If it had been the practice of the Imams and critics of H�adīth to take from the 

Ah�ādīth all whatever was reported by each and every person (reporter), then their Jarah� Wa 

Ta‘dīl would have been of no avail. 

2.13.1.1 Conditions of acting according to weak H�adīth in the matters of Fad�ā’il Al-

A‘māl  

 
There are specific conditions and rules regarding the permissibility of acting upon D�a‘īf Ah�ādīth 

in Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl and the like. Perhaps the most important conditions, which are famous 

                                                 
127 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Siyar A‘lām Al-Nubalā’; 8/520. 
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among the scholars and students, are three conditions, which Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī128 

has collected and summarised for us. 

 

There are also other conditions which some scholars have mentioned, for the purpose of more 

precautions, details or clarifications. It should be noted that some scholars have commented and 

objected to some of the conditions especially the first well-known three conditions. We, 

therefore, will mention each condition and review the discussions which were held about each 

of them, in the following points. 

 

1- First condition: The H�adīth should not be very weak, in a manner that it is reported alone 

by a liar, or one accused of lying, or by one who is often mistaken and negligent and the 

like. 

 

With regard to this condition, Shaykh Ashraf Ibn Sa‘īd excellently commented saying: 

 
As for the first condition, it is must be for one, who wants to utilize any 
of those Ah�ādīth, to distinguish between what is ‘extremely weak’ and 
what is ‘slightly weak’; or he should depend on a person who is 
competent for making that distinction; and here I feel there is a problem 
in this condition; as knowledge of the grade of weakness about any 
H�adīth is more difficult than mere knowledge of D�a‘īf H�adīth from the 
S�ah�īh� H�adīth. Therefore, this (task) is undertaken by the specialist 
scholars only. Also this is something in which opinions may differ, as 
may be, a H�adīth is very weak in the opinion of Zayd, but it may be a 
probable D�a‘īf H�adīth in the opinion of ‘Amr; and, thus, it may pave the 
way for negligence in the judgment with regard to the Ah�ādīth, and in 

                                                 
128 See: Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 2/154-155, and 
Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī; 1/298, and Al-Sakhāwī, 
Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Qawl Al-Badī‘ Fī Al-S�alāt ‘Alā Al-H�abīb Al-Shafī’; 472-473, and Al-Suyūtī, 
‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tuh�fat Al-Abrār Binukat Al-Adhkār; 25. 
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this way every D�a‘īf H�adīth may be acted upon, under the pretext that its 
weakness is slight; and even Mawd�ū‘, Munkar and Matrūk Ah�ādīth may 
also be acted upon; Allah is All-assisting.129 

 

2- Second condition: That H�adīth should fall under a ‘common principle’ (As�l ‘Ām) in a 

manner that it should not be barred by evidence, which is more particular than that 

generality (common principle). 

 

Some scholars dealt with this condition from different aspects. Some are of opinion that this 

condition is ceremonial rather than factual, as it is the ‘common principle’, not the D�a‘īf 

H�adīth,130 which will be acted upon; whereas some others are of view that this condition may 

serve as a excuse and gateway for the innovations in the religion, especially in case the 

condition is applied liberally without adhering to certain rules and regulations; as some 

innovations131 may fall under a ‘common principle’.132 

 

To explain this last point, it may be said that the weak H�adīth may fall under a ‘common 

principle’, which constitutes no problem. However, the problem lies in case the D�a‘īf H�adīth 

                                                 
129 Sa‘īd, Abū Al-Yusr Ashraf. H�ukm Al-‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Fī Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl; 55. 
For more comments about this condition, see: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 1/53-
56, and Fallātah, ‘Umar Ibn Hasan. Al-Wad�‘u Fī Al-H�adīth; 1/73, and Al-‘Uthaym, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz Ibn ‘Abd Al-
Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Qawl Bil-‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf; 50. 
 
130 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 1/56. 
 
131 This type of heresies are known as Bid‘ah Id�āfiyyah (additional heresy), and it is the one for which there is 
evidence originally, but there is no evidence about the methods, situations, or other details, even though they are 
required. In other words, it is what is originally allowed but its description is not available like Al-Adhkār Al-
Jamā‘iyyah (collective supplications), as supplication is originally legal but it has not been described to be 
collective. 
See: Al-Shātibī, Ibrāhīm Ibn Mūsā. Al-I‘tis�ām; 1/286-287, and Wazārat Al-Awqāf Wa Al-Shu‘ūn Al-Islamiyyah. 
Al-Mawsū‘ah Al-Fiqhiyyah; 8/32-33. 
 
132 See: Sa‘īd, Abū Al-Yusr Ashraf. H�ukm Al-‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Fī Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl; 55. 
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comprises a great deal of detail or specification, or a figure or a specific method, which are not 

covered by that principle, like desirability of prayer, for example, at a certain time, in a certain 

way by a certain supplication,133 and all this may be said to be falling under a common principle 

i.e. encouragement for the prayer in broad sense. 

 

Yet, this specification, determination and a particular method etc are, in fact, considered as 

‘excess’ by that D�a‘īf H�adīth; and thus the argumentation, in this case, is based on the D�a‘īf 

H�adīth, not on the legal principle or S�ah�īh� H�adīth, and therein lies the problem.134 Al-Imām Al-

Shātibī, in his book Al-I‘tis�ām, has provided excellent detail, in almost four pages, specifically 

about this point, which we are unable to mention here because it is too long.135 

 

However, on the other hand, some scholars look at the second condition from other perspective 

and interpret it positively. For example, Abū Al-Hasanāt Al-Laknawī, commenting on this 

condition, says: 

 
If what it – i.e. D�a‘īf H�adīth – suggests, falls under the realm of Sharīah 
principles, not contradicting them, then its validity is proved by those 
principle, and the D�a‘īf H�adīth, which suggests that, will assert it, and 
same applies to Istih�bāb (desirability); as the permissible things, if done 
with a good intention, become a worship; then why not if there is 
something which possibly implies Istih�bāb.136 

                                                 
133 Such as S�alāt Al-Raghā’ib (the prayer of wishes) in Rajab month, S�alāt Al-Nis�f Min Sha‘bān (prayer on the 
night of 15th Sha‘bān month, S�alāt Birr Al-Wālidayn (prayer of honouring one's parents) etc. Such prayers are 
heresies. Several scholars have termed them as heresies including Ismā‘īl Al-Harawī, Al-Nawawī, Ibn Taymiyyah, 
Al-Shātibī, Ibn Rajab and Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī. 
 
134 See: Al-‘Uthaym, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Qawl Bil-‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf; 51-57. 
 
135 See: Al-Shātibī, Ibrāhīm Ibn Mūsā. Al-I‘tis�ām; 1/227-230, and see also: Ibn Taymiyyah, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-
Halīm. Majmū‘ Al-Fatāwā; 18/66-68. 
 
136 Al-Laknawī, Abū Al-Hasanāt Muhammad. Z4afar Al-Amānī Bi-Sharh� Mukhtasa�r Al-Sayyid Al-Sharīf Al-Jurjānī 
Fī Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 199. 



3- Third condition: That while acting on such a 

authentic; so as to avoid attributing to the Prophet 

but one should be on his prudence

 

If we examine the last condition, we find there are two opinions which the scholars have 

adopted: First opinion: the condition is theoretical rather than practical; as it is difficult to 

imagine reconciliation between not believing that the Prophet 

because if a person does not believe that it has come from the

upon it? This is in addition to the fact that if the 

the people may forget – with the passage of time 

H�adīth. The matter may further aggravate as the people may believe in the authenticity of that 

D�a‘īf H�adīth and at that time the 

will be attributed to the Prophet 

ambiguity and deceit; and this will be quite a contrast to the intention of those 

this condition.137 

 

As for the second opinion, this is sharply at variance with the first one; as, they say, it ensures 

accuracy, in the sense that if the ‘aspect of probability’ (in an assumption) does not 

predominate, then it is correct not t

                                                
137 See: Al-Zarkashī, Badr Al-Dīn Muhammad. 
Al-Hamīd. H�awāshī Al-Sharwānī ‘Alā Tuh�fat Al
Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�agh
Qawl Bil-‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf
Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl; 64. 
 
 

hat while acting on such a H�adīth, it should not be believed that it is 

authentic; so as to avoid attributing to the Prophet  anything which he has not said, 

his prudence. 

If we examine the last condition, we find there are two opinions which the scholars have 

adopted: First opinion: the condition is theoretical rather than practical; as it is difficult to 

imagine reconciliation between not believing that the Prophet  has said it and acting upon it; 

because if a person does not believe that it has come from the Prophet 

upon it? This is in addition to the fact that if the D�a‘īf H�adīth is acted upon, quite commonly, 

with the passage of time – that the origin of this act is based on a 

. The matter may further aggravate as the people may believe in the authenticity of that 

and at that time the H�adīth as well the deed which is associated with the 

will be attributed to the Prophet  without verification and precaution. This may lead to 

ambiguity and deceit; and this will be quite a contrast to the intention of those 

As for the second opinion, this is sharply at variance with the first one; as, they say, it ensures 

accuracy, in the sense that if the ‘aspect of probability’ (in an assumption) does not 

predominate, then it is correct not to believe in an assumption which has been attributed to the 

         
Dīn Muhammad. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Muqaddimat Ibn Al-S�alāh ; 2/310, Al

Sharwānī ‘Alā Tuh�fat Al-Muh�tāj Fī Sharh� Al-Minhāj; 1/240, and 
�aghīr; 1/56, and Al-‘Uthaym, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz Ibn ‘Abd Al
īf; 58-59, and Sa‘īd, Abū Al-Yusr Ashraf. H�ukm Al-‘Amal Bil
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, it should not be believed that it is 

anything which he has not said, 

If we examine the last condition, we find there are two opinions which the scholars have 

adopted: First opinion: the condition is theoretical rather than practical; as it is difficult to 

has said it and acting upon it; 

, then why will he act 

is acted upon, quite commonly, 

that the origin of this act is based on a D�a‘īf 

. The matter may further aggravate as the people may believe in the authenticity of that 

as well the deed which is associated with the H�adīth 

without verification and precaution. This may lead to 

ambiguity and deceit; and this will be quite a contrast to the intention of those who laid down 

As for the second opinion, this is sharply at variance with the first one; as, they say, it ensures 

accuracy, in the sense that if the ‘aspect of probability’ (in an assumption) does not 

o believe in an assumption which has been attributed to the 

; 2/310, Al-Sharwānī, ‘Abd 
; 1/240, and Al-Albānī, Muhmmad 

‘Azīz Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-
‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Fī 



Prophet . Similarly, if the 

correct not to negate attributing it to the Prophet 

attribution) exists, positively and negatively.

 

When we draw a parallel between the two opinions, we can notice that the first opinion enjoys a 

realistic and practical approach with regard to the practice of the condition and that is 

significant; whereas we see a philosophical aspect that clearly marks the second opinion.

 

Shaykh Yūsuf Al-Qaradāwī makes an excellent comment on the aforementioned three 

conditions by saying: 

The three conditions stipulated by those who permitted the narration of 
D�a‘īf in the matters of 
have not been – unfortunately 
Most of those who busy themselves with the 
(Asceticism) and Raqā’iq
and what is very weak; and they also do not thoroughly examine a
whether the H�adīth
Qur’ān or S�ah�īh� Sunnah
said – obsessed with the reports of sensation and exaggeration, though 
they may be extremely strange or they
fabrication.139 

 

Well, the aforementioned three conditions are very famous among the 

scholars. Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar collected and summari

students reported these condit

                                                
138 See: Mamdūh, Mahmūd Sa‘īd. Al
 
139 Al-Qaradāwī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
 
 
 

. Similarly, if the (aspect of delusion or error) does not predominate, then it is also 

correct not to negate attributing it to the Prophet . In both cases, the possibility (of 

on) exists, positively and negatively.138 

When we draw a parallel between the two opinions, we can notice that the first opinion enjoys a 

realistic and practical approach with regard to the practice of the condition and that is 

philosophical aspect that clearly marks the second opinion.

āwī makes an excellent comment on the aforementioned three 

The three conditions stipulated by those who permitted the narration of 
in the matters of Targhīb Wa Tarhīb and Raqā‘iq and the like, 

unfortunately – fulfilled, from practical point of view. 
Most of those who busy themselves with the Ah�ādīth 

Raqā’iq etc. make no distinction between what is weak 
and what is very weak; and they also do not thoroughly examine a

īth fall under a Sharī‘ah principle established by
Sunnah; and perhaps, they are – as I have previously 

obsessed with the reports of sensation and exaggeration, though 
they may be extremely strange or they have apparent signs of 

Well, the aforementioned three conditions are very famous among the H�ad

āfiz Ibn Hajar collected and summarised them from other scholars. Then, his 

students reported these conditions from him. Yet, there is a fourth condition 

         
Al-Ta‘rīf Bi-Awhām Man Qassama Al-Sunan Ilā S�ah�īh� Wa D�a‘īf

Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al-Muntaqā Min Kitāb Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil
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does not predominate, then it is also 

. In both cases, the possibility (of 

When we draw a parallel between the two opinions, we can notice that the first opinion enjoys a 

realistic and practical approach with regard to the practice of the condition and that is 

philosophical aspect that clearly marks the second opinion. 

āwī makes an excellent comment on the aforementioned three 

The three conditions stipulated by those who permitted the narration of 
and the like, 

fulfilled, from practical point of view. 
 of Zuhd 

etc. make no distinction between what is weak 
and what is very weak; and they also do not thoroughly examine as to 

principle established by the 
as I have previously 

obsessed with the reports of sensation and exaggeration, though 
have apparent signs of 

�adīth scholars and Fiqh 

ed them from other scholars. Then, his 

ions from him. Yet, there is a fourth condition – to be mentioned 

Sunan Ilā S�ah�īh� Wa D�a‘īf; 1/137-138. 

Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 1/50. 



later – as Ibn Hajar himself pointed out to it in his booklet 

Rajab. However, this, unlike other conditions, could not earn fame. Strangely, we find that

Sakhāwī and Al-Suyūtī – the most eminent students of Ibn H

conditions from him – have not mentioned the fourth condition, which their Shaykh has 

mentioned in his booklet along with those conditions.

 

4- Fourth condition: Tha

upon, in a way that something, which is not a 

might be some ignorant people see this act; then believe that it is a 

 

We can say that this condition is of a vital importance and great advantage, if it is applied 

practically; as it will lead to non

society. If we examine Ibn Hajar's statement, “…that he should not propagate

H�adīth may not be acted upon…”, it leads us to the understanding that Ibn H

significant dimension to the character and quality of the person who acts upon the 

because he says before this sentence, “…yet, 

that H�adīth, should believe that the 

 

                                                
140 This was the text of Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar Al
here the remaining part of his quote after hi
“This meaning has been stated by Abū Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al

coming under the saying of Prophet 
the liars’. So how about one who acted upon it? And there is no difference in acting upon a 
H�adīth about virtues, as all of it is Sharī‘ah
See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. 
 
 

ajar himself pointed out to it in his booklet Tabyīn Al-‘Ajab Bimā Warad Fī Fad�l 

. However, this, unlike other conditions, could not earn fame. Strangely, we find that

the most eminent students of Ibn Hajar – who reported the three 

have not mentioned the fourth condition, which their Shaykh has 

mentioned in his booklet along with those conditions. 

hat one should not propagate it, so that a D�a‘

upon, in a way that something, which is not a Shara‘ (Law), is deemed 

might be some ignorant people see this act; then believe that it is a S

hat this condition is of a vital importance and great advantage, if it is applied 

practically; as it will lead to non-proliferation of D�a‘īf and Munkar Ah�ādīth

ajar's statement, “…that he should not propagate

may not be acted upon…”, it leads us to the understanding that Ibn H

significant dimension to the character and quality of the person who acts upon the 

because he says before this sentence, “…yet, it must be stipulated that the person who acts upon 

, should believe that the H�adīth is weak”. 

         
āfiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī in his booklet Tabyīn Al-‘Ajab. It will be better to mention 

here the remaining part of his quote after his stating of this condition, as he says: 
“This meaning has been stated by Abū Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Salām and others; in order to warn people from 

coming under the saying of Prophet  ‘Whosoever narrates a H�adīth from me, knowing that it is a lie, is one 
the liars’. So how about one who acted upon it? And there is no difference in acting upon a 

Sharī‘ah”. 
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn Hajar. Tabyīn Al-‘Ajab Bimā Warad Fī Fad�l Rajab; 11. 
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‘Ajab Bimā Warad Fī Fad�l 

. However, this, unlike other conditions, could not earn fame. Strangely, we find that Al-

who reported the three 

have not mentioned the fourth condition, which their Shaykh has 

�a‘īf H�adīth is not acted 

(Law), is deemed Sharī‘ah; or it 

S�ah�īh� Sunnah.140 

hat this condition is of a vital importance and great advantage, if it is applied 

ādīth among the Muslim 

ajar's statement, “…that he should not propagate it so that a D�a‘īf 

may not be acted upon…”, it leads us to the understanding that Ibn Hajar attaches 

significant dimension to the character and quality of the person who acts upon the D�a‘īf H�adīth; 

it must be stipulated that the person who acts upon 

. It will be better to mention 

Salām and others; in order to warn people from 

from me, knowing that it is a lie, is one of 
the liars’. So how about one who acted upon it? And there is no difference in acting upon a H�adīth about rules or 



In this way, Ibn Hajar imposes a condition on such a person that he should, initially, believe in 

weakness of such H�adīth before acting upon it, 

person to have a cultural and social awareness and thus should not propagate that 

or his act, so that it may not spread among the common people or ‘ignorants’ 

describes them – who may also start acting upon it believing that it is a 

matter is not so.141 

 

Subsequently, something, which is not a part of 

attributing this act to the Prophet 

fact that the H�adīth is weak. Thus, Ibn H

of acting on the basis of weak 

certain types of people who may understand the meaning of the 

the acting upon it; and of course, it is not the case that every person enjoys such an 

understanding.142 

 

After, stating the four conditions which Al

indicate that there are some other conditions which some scholars have mentioned for the purpose of 

further precautions or clarifications. We will briefly mention them here:

 

                                                
141 Therefore, we find Al-Imām Muslim warning in the foreword of his book from spreading weak and denounced 
Ah�ādīth, as he censures those who spread such type of 
between authentic and weak Ah�ādīth
See: Al-Qushayrī Muslim Ibn Al-Hajj
 
142 For more discussions and comments about this condition, see: 
Minnah Fī Al-Ta‘līq ‘Alā Fiqh Al-Sunnah
D�a‘īf Fī Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl; 55,66. 

ajar imposes a condition on such a person that he should, initially, believe in 

before acting upon it, and at the same time he demands from that 

person to have a cultural and social awareness and thus should not propagate that 

or his act, so that it may not spread among the common people or ‘ignorants’ 

also start acting upon it believing that it is a S�ah�

Subsequently, something, which is not a part of Sharī‘ah, may be deemed as 

attributing this act to the Prophet  is a ‘probable assumption’, which is not proved, given the 

is weak. Thus, Ibn Hajar, with this condition, wants to minimize the scope 

of acting on the basis of weak H�adīth in the matters of Fad�ā’il and the like, and restricting it to a 

may understand the meaning of the D�a‘īf H�ad

the acting upon it; and of course, it is not the case that every person enjoys such an 

After, stating the four conditions which Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar has mentioned about th

indicate that there are some other conditions which some scholars have mentioned for the purpose of 

further precautions or clarifications. We will briefly mention them here: 

         
Imām Muslim warning in the foreword of his book from spreading weak and denounced 

, as he censures those who spread such type of Ah�ādīth among common people who do not distinguish 
ādīth and act upon it due to their unawareness about its status.

ajjāj; Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/7-8, 27. 

For more discussions and comments about this condition, see: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
Sunnah; 37-38, and Sa‘īd, Abū Al-Yusr Ashraf. H�ukm Al
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ajar imposes a condition on such a person that he should, initially, believe in 

and at the same time he demands from that 

person to have a cultural and social awareness and thus should not propagate that D�a‘īf H�adīth 

or his act, so that it may not spread among the common people or ‘ignorants’ – as Ibn Hajar 

�ah�īh� Sunnah, while the 

, may be deemed as Sharī‘ah, as 

is not proved, given the 

ajar, with this condition, wants to minimize the scope 

and the like, and restricting it to a 

�adīth and conditions of 

the acting upon it; and of course, it is not the case that every person enjoys such an 

āfiz Ibn Hajar has mentioned about this issue, we must 

indicate that there are some other conditions which some scholars have mentioned for the purpose of 

Imām Muslim warning in the foreword of his book from spreading weak and denounced 
among common people who do not distinguish 

upon it due to their unawareness about its status. 

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Tamām Al-
�ukm Al-‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-
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• One of those conditions is that it (D�a‘īf H�adīth) should not contradict a S�ah�īh� H�adīth or any 

evidence stronger than it (D�a‘īf H�adīth).143 

 

Perhaps there was no need to stipulate this condition as it is already known to the H�adīth scholars 

that the D�a‘īf H�adīth, in case of contradicting S�ah�īh� H�adīth, is considered Munkar, which suggests 

that the H�adīth is severely weak and, thus, cannot be used, in principle, as argument in this case.144 

It is worth mentioning that the Science of ‘Ilal serves as a guarantee for exposing such types of 

Ah�ādīth in which a violation or eccentricity may occur; but, unfortunately, every person is, in fact, 

not excellent in this fine science. 

 

• Another condition is that the D�a‘īf H�adīth should not contain details, estimates and 

specifications, in excess of what has been proved in S�ah�īh� H�adīth.145 

 

If we thoroughly examine this condition, we will find that this, in fact, is in conformity with the 

points discussed in the second condition; hence there is no need to repeat them here;146 and perhaps 

some of these scholars deliberately stipulated it as an independent condition as a reminder and 

reconfirmation. 

                                                 
143 See: Abū Shahbah, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. Al-Wasīt3 Fī ‘Ulūm Wa Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 278, and Al-Qaradāwī, 
Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al-Muntaqā Min Kitāb Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 1/56, and Al-Khidayr, ‘Abd Al-
Karīm. Al-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Wa H�ukm Al-I’h�tijāj Bih; 274. 
 
144 To know one or two examples of the Ah�ādīth in the areas of Targhīb Wa Tarhīb and Fad�ā’il Al-A‘mal, in which 
contradiction has taken place, please see: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj; Al-Tamyīz ; 206-207, and Al-Qaradāwī, 
Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al-Muntaqā Min Kitāb Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 1/56. 
 
145 See: Al-‘Alwān, Sulaymān Ibn Nāsir. Al-I‘lām Bi-Wujūb Al-Tathabbut Fī Riwāyat Al-H�adīth Wa H�ukm Al-‘Amal Bil-
H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf; 61, and Sa‘īd, Abū Al-Yusr Ashraf. H�ukm Al-‘Amal Bil-H�adīth Al-D�a‘īf Fī Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl; 55. 
 
146 See pages 122-124 of this chapter. 
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2.13.2  Second opinion 

Some scholars are of opinion that it is not permissible to act or rely on the weak Ah�ādīth in 

Fad�ā’il Al-A‘mal or Targhīb Wa Tarhīb and the like; and this opinion has been reported from 

some previous scholars like Al-Imām Ahmad Ibn Hanbal – according to the second opinion, 

though the first opinion is famous147-, as well as Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn – as Ibn Sayyid Al-Nās148 has 

stated, and also Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj Al-Qushayrī.149 It is also attributed to Muhammad Ibn 

                                                 
147 See: Ibn Muflih, Abū ‘Abd Allah Al-Maqdisī. Al-Ādāb Al-Shar‘iyyah Wa Al-Minah� Al-Mar‘iyyah; 2/289. 
 
148 See: Ibn Sayyid Al-Nās, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad. ‘Uyūn Al-Athar Fī Funūn Al-Maghāzī Wa Al-Shamā’il Wa Al-
Siyar; 1/65. 
Yet, it may be objected on Ibn Sayyid Al-Nās that Al-Sakhāwī has attributed in Fath� Al-Mughīth to Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn, 
negligence towards weak H�adīth in virtues etc. like the majority of Imams. Strangely, some of those who have written on 
the judgement to act upon weak H�adīth, when they mention Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn among those who believe in non-
negligence in Ah�ādīth of virtues, depend on Ibn Sayyid Al-Nās only. Perhaps, they may have missed to quote or comment 
on what Al-Sakhāwī has said about Ibn Ma‘īn being from among those who believe in negligence, though they quote 
from Al-Sakhāwi in the same context, the opinion of Abū Bakr Ibn Al-‘Arabī Al-Mālikī about non-negligence. 
See: Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyat Al-H�adīth; 2/151-154. 
 
149 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj; Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/28. 
Ibn Rajab Al-Hanbalī says: “Apparently, what Al-Imām Muslim has mentioned in his foreword, requires that Ah�ādīth of 
Targhīb Wa Tarhīb are narrated only from whom Ah�ādīth of rules are narrated”. 
See: Ibn Rajab, ‘Abd Al-Rahamān Al-Hanbalī. Sharh� ‘Ill Al-Tirmdhī; 2/373. 
 

NB: In this context, since we have pointed the position of Al-Imām Muslim on this issue, it may be appropriate to 
mention the position of his teacher Al-Imām Al-Bukhārī also. And why not, when the scholars have given him the title of 
Amīr Al-Mu’minīn (leader of believers) in H�adīth? As a matter of fact, we find that there are two viewpoints of scholars 
about the actual position of Al-Imām Al-Bukhārī. The first view, which is the most famous, that is attributed to Al-
Bukhārī is rejection of negligence on weak H�adīth in any case, based on the stern conditions set by him in his S�ah�īh, � 
where he disentangle it from any weak or even H�asan Ah�ādīth. This is what has been highlighted by Shaykh Muhammad 
Al-Qāsimī and Al-Kawtharī and several other scholars have followed them on this view. 
 

The second view is that it is attributed to Al-Imām Al-Bukhārī to have negligence in Ah�ādīth of virtues and harshness in 
Ah�ādīth of rules, like most of the scholars believe. Their argument on it is the fact that Al-Bukhārī has mentioned some 
weak Ah�ādīth in his book Al-Adab Al-Mufrad, which is considered a complete book on virtues, awakening and 
intimidation etc. This view has been adopted by Shaykh ‘Abd Al-Fattah Abū Ghuddah and before him, Zafar Ahmad Al-
‘Uthmānī who has been followed by a group of students too. The second view, it seems, has strong argument and logical 
reasoning. But with that, it should be noted that Al-Bukhārī did not mention the weak Ah�ādīth without their Asānīd, but 
stated their Asānīd, and it is known that whoever mentions the Isnād, gets freedom from the obligation of his 
responsibility. This is for those who understand the meaning and objective of Isnād, not for those who do not understand 
it. In any case, this issue requires more debate and a look at those weak Ah�ādīth mentioned in the book Al-Adab Al-
Mufrad, as it may be that Al-Bukhārī did not see weakness in them or their weakness is not severe, while quotes of a 
Companion or so are there to support it. 
See: Al-Qāsimī, Muhammad Jamāl Al-Dīn. Qawā‘id Al-Tah�dīth Min Funūn Mus�t�alah� Al-H�adīth; 113, and Al-Kawtharī, 
Muhammad Ibn Zāhid. Maqālāt Al-Kawtharī; 58-59, and Al-Tahānawī, Muhammad ‘Alī. Mawsū‘at Kashshāf Is�t3lih�āt Al-
Funūn Wa Al-‘Ulūm; 1/426, and Al-Laknawī, Abū Al-Hasanāt Muhammad. Z4afar Al-Amānī Bi-Sharh� Mukhtasa�r Al-
Sayyid Al-Sharīf Al-Jurjānī Fī Mus�t3alah� Al-H�adīth; 182-186. 
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another H�adīth), because (in such a case) there is a ‘probability’ that it 
may be true and authentic from the Shāri‘ (lawgiver).154 

 

2.13.3  Review and preference between the two opinions 

Now, after having reviewed the two opinions about this controversial issue, it appears to me that 

the first opinion is an opinion of moderation, if it is possible to practically implement the 

conditions of acting upon weak H�adīth with strict conformity. This is because the weak H�adīth 

varies in terms of its weakness and levels, on one hand; and on the other hand, it cannot be 

overlooked, as the criteria to judge a H�adīth as weakness varies from scholars to scholar and 

their Ijtihād differs based on specific considerations – as previously stated. 

 

Therefore, scholars of this opinion treated D�a‘īf H�adīth in a manner that suited it – from their 

points of view . Hence, they neither rejected D�a‘īf H�adīth completely, like Mawd�ū‘ H�adīth, nor 

accepted it completely, like S�ah�īh� H�adīth. However, they demonstrated leniency with regard to 

accepting it in some specific fields, if its weakness was not severe and it was not contradicted by 

what is stronger than it, and if other rules and conditions; which they stipulated, were fulfilled. 

 

On the other hand, a significant question arises here as to what would be the case if these 

conditions are not adhered to? And that is what virtually happened and still continues to happen. 

                                                 
154 Al-Shawkānī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī. Irshād Al-Fuh�ūl Ilā Tah�qīq Al-H�aqq Min ‘Ilm Al-Us�ūl; 93. 
In another place, we find Al-Shawkānī, after mentioning the words of Ibn ‘Abd Al-Barr Al-Mālikī “Scholars 
collectively are negligent in Ah�ādīth of virtues, as they narrate them from everyone. But they are strict in the 
Ah�ādīth of rules”; comments on him saying: “The rules of Sharī‘ah are equal and there is no difference among 
them. So, nothing of it can be proved except through what is admissible, otherwise, it would be purporting on Allah 
of what He has not said”. 
See: Al-Shawkānī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī. Al-Fawā’id Al-Majmū‘ah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Mawd�ū‘ah; 283. 
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In this case, we say that adoption of the second opinion, which strictly forbids any leniency with 

in matters of Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl and the like, may be perhaps the more 

suitable and cautious opinion out of the aforementioned two opinions especially in this era; in 
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The fact that several speakers and preachers even some scholars do not abide by these 

conditions or violate some of them has led them to be lenient in quoting extremely weak 

Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth under the pretext that they pertain to the matters of 

; thus confusing the common people, who believe that those 

are authentic and attribute them to the Prophet , which is categorically unacceptable.

Also, leniency with regards to the virtuous acts may further lead to leniency with regard 

Aqīdah and Ah�kām, which may pose a great danger to the religion. 
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Al-A‘māl, and Targhīb

Ah�ādīth in this subject.

 
S�ah�īh� Ah�ādīth reported by trustworthy and satisfactory narrators are 
more than enough to the extent that there is no need to report from those 
who are not trustworthy and satisfactory.

 

2.14 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we discussed the introduction of 

D�a‘īf H�adīth and its kinds based on various considerations which altogether come up to 20 

kinds, in addition to the method of narration of 

important rules pertaining to it. Then we 

reviewed, at length, the negative effects which may be caused by the spread of 

Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth, in addition to the remedial and preventive measures and efforts exerted by the 

H�adīth scholars and Imams in order to counter those effects.

 

Finally, in the close of the chapter, we have mentioned the conditions of acting upon the 

Ah�ādīth in the matters of virtuous acts and opinions of the scholars regarding the same, in 

addition to our opinion about this issue.

the study, we will deal in the next chapter

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyy

                                                
155 Al-Khatīb, Muhammad ‘Ajjāj. Us
156 Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajj

We have a marvelous treasury of S�ah�īh� Ah�ādīth of the Prophet 

Targhīb Wa Tarhīb and definitely we can dispense with narration of 

in this subject.155 Therefore, Al-Imām Muslim says: 
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in the next chapter with the biography of the author of 
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Us�ūl Al-H�adīth; 374. 
ajjāj; Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/28. 
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CHAPTER ( 3 ) THE BIOGRAPHY OF MUHAMMAD 

ZAKARIYYĀ  

  

  

  

3.1 Introduction 

As the main theme of research focuses on the book titled Tablīghī Nis�āb, it is logical for us to 

first get acquainted with the author of the book itself and review his biography from different 

aspects. It will serve as a good approach for studying his book. What further led us to the 

importance of studying author's biography in this chapter; is the fact that we found some people 

confused about the name of the author of the book. Some think that he is Muhammad Yūsuf Al-

Kāndahlawī, the author of the book H�ayāt Al-S�ah�ābah, while some others believe that he is 

Muhammad Ilyās Kāndahlawī, the founder of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah. It seems that the origin of 

this confusion is perhaps the family name of Kāndahlawī, which is shared by all, as the author's 

name is Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī. In fact, all of three aforementioned scholars belong 

to one family. Moreover, they are associated with one group i.e. Tablīghī Jamā‘ah. 
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This chapter will first deal with the era in which the author lived, then his name, lineage, title 

and birth. Thereinafter, it will review his educational upbringing, teaching career, Da‘wah and 

Tablīgh works and his efforts with the Tablīghī movement. The chapter will also touch upon his 

pilgrimages and tours to the Two Holy Mosques (Makkah and Al-Madinah), his daily activities, 

in addition to his physical and moral attributes and his marriage and offspring. Finally, we will 

conclude his biography by mentioning the names of his famous students, then his books and 

death. 

3.2 Author's era 

Before we study the biography of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī, we must shed a 

brief light on the era in which he lived. This was last century (14th Century H.) corresponding to 

(20th Century CE.). The author was born in almost early Twentieth Century and he passed away 

in the last quarter of that century. 

 

In fact, the Twentieth Century is considered a unique and extraordinary century, which is not 

only different from the century that preceded it, but also from the other past centuries. This 

century witnessed a great momentum of the political and economic events, socio-ideological 

transformations in addition to the discoveries, inventions and scientific achievements at a very 

rapid pace which have been unprecedented in the history before the Twentieth Century. This 

century saw a dramatic change in the characteristics of human race and all other things which 

the mankind was accustomed to, during past centuries. 
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Politically and even geographically, the world's map changed at an extraordinary pace in this 

century, because of the fall of some great powers and empires which used to control and 

influence world decision. This century witnessed the fall of the Islamic Ottoman Empire, which 

took place, as a result of the conspiracy of the international foreign and imperialistic powers in 

addition to Arab and non-Arab internal revolts played a great role. With its fall, the Islamic 

Caliphate was abolished for the first time in the history of Islam and Muslims. The Muslims 

were thrown into disorder and divided into several small countries – as per the current map – 

under the dominion and influence of imperialistic powers which distributed the Ottoman estate 

and heritage among themselves. Shortly after that period, the author saw the beginning of the 

collapse of another empire, before the second half of the Twentieth Century, as the sun of 

Britain – that far – flung empire about which it was said: ‘the sun never sets on the British 

Empire’ – set. As a result, several countries attained their independence157, successively, from 

the occupation of the British Crown whose size dwindled with the end of the century.158 

 

On the other hand, new powers, which imposed their domination and will on the world, 

emerged. In the farthest west, Unites States of America, which came into existence almost two 

centuries ago, emerged. It was established on the principle of capitalism. In the farthest east, a 

new star Soviet Union which was based on the principle of communism-socialism, rose. But, the 

                                                 
157

 India is one of those countries which gained independence from British Empire. India attained independence in 
(1366 H./1947 CE.), and it was divided into two independent parts: India and Pakistan after they were previously a 
single country geographically and politically. 
 
158 Grant, Neil. Illustrated History Of 20th Century Conflict: 5-9, and Al-Zamal, Nāsir Ibn Muhammad. Mawsū‘at 
Ah�dāth Al-Qarn Al-‘Ishrīn; 1/5-10, and Kan‘ān, Ahmad. Dhākirat Al-Qarn Al-‘Ishrīn; 10-12, 77-79, 96, 163-166, 
and "history, philosophy of." Encyclopedia Britannica. 2010. Encyclopedia Britannica 2006 Ultimate Reference 
Suite DVD, and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_century , accessed on 17/06/2009. 
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rise of this star had claimed the lives of millions of people in a barbaric and brutal manner in a 

few years.159 Also, some new powers of different kinds emerged. They wanted to enjoy a 

distinguished position on the contemporary world map, not in the military and warfare, but 

rather in the field of science, economic knowledge and technological advancement. 

 

Though this century marked the grant of Nobel Prize160 for International Peace, for the first time 

in the history, it also witnessed two ugliest world wars. The sparks of these wars spread out in 

all directions throughout the world. Fatal weapons of mass destructions and atom bombs etc. 

were used. During a few years, they claimed the lives of millions of people and destroyed 

hundreds of the cities and villages including schools and factories.161 

 

Also, the Twentieth Century witnessed a lot of various types of wars (about 200 wars), like civil 

wars, international disputes, military coups and bloody revolts, which reflected different 

manifestations of barbarism and brutality of human being towards each other, in a manner 

which is unprecedented in the history of the mankind. Even, the man himself became a suitable 

                                                 
159

 Interestingly, Soviet Union, despite its scientific achievements especially in the field of space and weapon, 
witnessed a political downfall, due to deteriorating social and economic conditions. This finally led to its collapse 
and disintegration in early last decade of the twentieth century, i.e. around one entire decade of the death of the 
author. 
 
160

 This prize was named after Alfred Nobel (died in 1314H./1896 CE.), the Swedish chemical engineer who 
invented dynamite. In his will, he stated that total assets, which he earned from the invention, should be used to 
establish the Nobel Prize. The prize is awarded in different fields including physics, chemistry, medicine, literature 
and world peace. 
See: http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/ , accessed on 25/11/2007, and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_Prize , 
accessed on 25/11/2007. 
 
161 See: Kan‘ān, Ahmad. Dhākirat Al-Qarn Al-‘Ishrīn; 96, 163. 
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object of the scientific experiments as advanced and new weapons were tested on him, to gauge 

their effectiveness and devastative power.162 

 

Also, The Twentieth Century – as a result of those wars and disputes of different types, whether 

they are ideological, economic, ethnic or international.– witnessed signing of a lot of agreements 

and treaties (such as the Treaty of Versailles and the Geneva Conventions). Furthermore, it 

witnessed the establishment of several international political organizations in a unprecedented 

manner, with a view to address the major political issues and resolve them through peaceful 

means – as they allege – (such as the United Nations Security Council and the International 

Court of Justice). However, the pressure of ‘dictatorships’, on one hand, and conflicting 

interests of some ‘Super Powers’, on the other hand, prevented – in different cases – those 

organizations from performing the duties assigned to them. 

 

This century also witnessed formation of many ‘International Humanitarian Organizations’ for 

development, health, culture, education and family with the purpose of empowerment of the 

humanity and development of the mankind (such as the International Labor Organization the 

United Nations Educational and the Scientific and Cultural Organization). However, the efforts 

of those organizations, sometimes, failed to live up to the expectations and ambitions for which 

they were established. 

 

                                                 
162 See: Al-Zamal, Nāsir Ibn Muhammad. Mawsū‘at Ah�dāth Al-Qarn Al-‘Ishrīn; 1/6. 
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On the other hand, some consider the Twentieth Century to be the century of discoveries, 

inventions, industries, scientific and medical achievements, technology, revolution of 

information and intermingling of cultures. Also, it is considered as the century of fast and 

unique diversity of different means of communications, transportations, equipments and other 

fields which contributed to the development of the humanity and care for the human being in the 

health, cultural and social aspects. 

 

In the field of medicine, for example, the physicians discovered new inoculations and managed 

to eradicate fatal diseases which used to claim the lives of great number of peoples at a blow, in 

the past centuries. Also, the average ages increased and average deaths declined remarkably. In 

the field of transports, humankind – for the first time – left the land and headed for space to 

travel from one place to the other, with an extraordinary speed and complete freedom. Hence, 

the Twentieth Century can be considered as the century of miracles and great transformations, 

as if it had contained centuries, not decades only.163 

3.3 Author's name, lineage and title 

He is Muhammad Zakariyyā 164Ibn Muhammad Yahyā Ibn Muhammad Ismā‘īl Ibn Ghulām 

Husayn Ibn Karīm Bakhsh Ibn Ghulām Muhyī Al-Dīn Ibn Muhammad Sājid Ibn Muhammad 

                                                 
163 Al-Zamal, Nāsir Ibn Muhammad. Mawsū‘at Ah�dāth Al-Qarn Al-‘Ishrīn; 1/5-10, and Kan‘ān, Ahmad. Dhākirat 
Al-Qarn Al-‘Ishrīn; 10-12, 77-79, 96, 163-166, and Grant, Neil. Illustrated History Of 20th Century Conflict: 5-9, 
and "history, philosophy of." Encyclopedia Britannica. 2010. Encyclopedia Britannica 2006 Ultimate Reference 
Suite DVD, and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_ , accessed on 17/06/2009. 
 
164

 The author was also named, at birth, Muhammad Mūsā. However, his name Muhammad Zakariyyā prevailed 
over the other, and he became famous among the people by this name. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwatta’ Al-Imām Mālik Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ 
Al-Imām Mālik; 1/131-132, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad 
Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 50. 
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165

 See: Aslem, Mayan Muhammad. 
 
166

 Referring to Kandhla – hometown and birthplace of the author 
Nagar in the State of Uttra Pradesh. This village is situated approximately 80 kilometers northeast of the capital 
New Delhi. 
 
167

 The author migrated from India to Al
settle down there. Finally he settled down there till he passed away and was buried in Al
mentioned, in detail, subsequently. 
 
168

 Hanafī, related to the school of Al
 
169
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 Suhrawardī, related to Suhrawardiyyah Sūfī order that belong to Abū 
Al-Suhrawardī who is the establisher of this order. (died in. 563 H./1168 CE.).
 
171

 Chishtī, related to Chishtiyyah Sūfī order that founded by Abū Ishāq Al
H./940 CE.). 
 
172

 Naqshabandī, related to Naqshabandiyyah Sūfī order that belong to the founder of this order, Khawājah Bahā’ 
Al-Dīn Muhammad Naqshabandī. (died in. 791 H./1389 CE.).
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the sciences of H�adīth as he excelled all his peers in this field.174 Perhaps this distinction was the 

main reason behind his Shaykh's decision to select Muhammad Zakariyyā to assist him in 

compilation of his book Badhl Al-Majhūd Fī Sharh� Sunan Abū Dāwūd.175 Shaykh Zakariyyā was in 

his twenties at that time – as it will be mentioned subsequently-. We also came to know that he 

acquired another title Rayh�ānat Al-Hind (Sweet Basil of India) which is more common and popular 

among the members of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah. However, it might be the first title is more famous, 

comprehensive and meaningful than the other. 

3.4 Place of birth and family 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā was born at around 11:00 p.m. on Thursday, 11th Ramad�ān, 1315 H., 

corresponding to 2nd February 1898 CE., in the village of Kandhla, North of India. When the news 

of his birth reached the Mosque of his family, some of dignitaries of the family and a number of the 

people of the locality were about to finish S�alāt Al-Tarāwīh� (optional night prayer)176. Immediately 

after the prayer, they rushed to the house where he was born and offered their congratulations on this 

auspicious occasion of birth and then returned to their houses.177 

 

                                                 
174

 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 131-134, and Barnī, ‘Abd Al-
Rahmān. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 139-140. 
 
175

 The compilation of this book took around 10 years. Shaykh Khalīl Ahmad completed it in Al-Madinah in (1345 
H./1926 CE.). It was printed in 20 volumes – in some of its editions -. It has footnotes of his distinguished student 
Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
176 S�alāt Al-Tarāwīh: It is a special prayer performed after the Evening Prayer during the month of Ramad�ān. The consist 
of eight to twenty Rak‘ats offered two by two with a short break after each two Rak‘ats. 
 
177

 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/23, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 69, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 
1/131-132, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 49. 
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He was born into a religious and Sufi family, which was well-known for its religious scholarship, 

knowledge, uprightness, piety, abstinence, its keenness on memorization of the Holy Qur’ān and its 

recitation and Daw‘ah in the way of Almighty Allah.178 His father Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā Ibn 

Muhammad Ismā‘īl Kāndahlawī (died in 1334 H./1916 CE.) was one of the distinguished scholars 

of H�adīth and other Islamic ‘Ulūm Naqliyyah (revealed/ transmitted sciences) and ‘Ulūm 

‘Aqliyyah179 (intellectual/ acquired sciences). 

 

  

                                                 
178

 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik 
Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/34, and Al-Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn ‘Āshiq Ilāhī. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 136-137. 
 
179

 Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā Kāndahlawī taught H�adīth – without remuneration – in the school of Mazāhir Al-‘Ulūm 
in Saharanpūr. He also established a commercial library whose income was allocated to him and his family. He was very 
passionate about studying different sciences. He pursued a special approach in teaching his students. He was one of the 
strongest opponents of the system of education prevailing in the regular schools. Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā, was one of 
the most famous and favorite students of the Shaykh Rashīd Ahmad Gangohī. He collected the dictations (Al-Amālī) of 
his Shaykh Rashīd which he had dictated while teaching Al-Kutub Al-Sittah (the Six Books of H�adīth). Some of these 
dictations were printed with keen interest along with the footnotes of his pious son Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā. He 
died in Sahāranpūr after he was infected with Cholera. At that time, his age was 46 (died in 1334 H./1916 CE.). 
 

For detailed biography of the father of the author please see: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth 
Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 40-48, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ 
Al-Imām Mālik; 133-135, and Al-Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn ‘Āshiq Ilāhī. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 97-100. 
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Figure  3.1: A map of the north India (Place of the author birth) 
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His uncle Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās Kāndahlawī (died in 1363 H./1944 CE.)180, was the famous 

Dā‘iyah (Islamic Preacher) and founder of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah. Among the notables of his family 

include his cousin and son-in-law Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf Ibn Muhammad Ilyās Kāndahlawī 

(1384 H./1965 CE.)181, the second Amīr of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. In this context, Shaykh Abū Al-

Hasan Al-Nadwī says about the family of the author: 

                                                 
180

 Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās is the third son of his father Shaykh Muhammad Ismā‘īl. He was almost 16 years younger 
than his brother Muhammad Yāhyā. His brother supervised his primary education especially in the field of H�adīth. His 
brother would take him to the sessions of Shaykh Rashīd Gangohī until he gave Bay‘ah (oath of allegiance) to him 
(Shaykh Gangohī) into the four Sufi orders. Then he renewed Bay‘ah to Shaykh Khalīl Ahmad Sahāranpūrī and others. 
Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās completed his education at the school of Dār Al-‘Ulūm in Deoband – which later on 
transformed into a big and famous university called: The University of Dār Al-‘Ulūm. He was thereinafter appointed a 
teacher at the same school in which his brother was teaching. He also contributed to the establishment of several Katātīb 
(elementary schools) in his region. 
He established his Tablīghī movement – which later was known as Tablīghī Jamā‘ah or Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh – in Mewat 
region, North of India, in the year of (1345 H./1926 CE.) after he returned from his second H�ajj. He established his 
movement on six principles. The most famous principle was: ‘Going out (Khurūj) for Da‘wah and Tablīgh and change of 
the environment’. This was the principle which became a hallmark of the Jamā‘ah among other Islamic movements until 
it became one of the largest and most popular movements in the entire world. 
He headed the movement for almost 18 years since its establishment until his death. He was also assisted, in supervising 
the movement for a long period of time, by his nephew Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā through his prominent scholarly 
and intellectual personality and his useful books. 
When he reached the age of 60, he passed away – after an illness which he suffered from during the last days of his life – 
he was buried near the grave of his father in the south-eastern side of the mosque of Nizamuddin Village in New Delhi 
(died in 1363 H./1944 CE.). It is worth-mentioning that Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās was not known, among his peers, as a 
prolific writer and a scholar with abundant knowledge, as was the case with his brother and nephew. He was in fact 
famous for his religious Da‘wah works to which he devoted his maximum time. Therefore most of the books and articles, 
while dealing with his personality, introduce him as one of the preachers and callers of religious reform. 
 

For more information about his biography and his Tablīghī movement, please see: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat 
Mawlānā Muh�ammad Ilyās Awr Un Kī Dīnī Da‘wat; 3-127, and Sikand, Yoginder. The origins and development of the 
Tablighi-jama‘at; 16-85, and Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in faith; 26-95, and Gaborieau Marc, ‘Tablīghī 
Jama'at’ The Encyclopedia of Islam, New Edition, edited by The Bianquis et al; Vol.X, pp .38-39, and Jābir, Husayin. Al-
T4arīq Ilā Jamā‘at Al-Muslimīn; 297-315, and Al-Juhanī, Mani‘. Al-Mawsū‘ah Al-Muyassarah Fī Al-Adyān Wa Al-
Madhāhib Wa Al-Ah�zāb Al-Mu‘ās�irah; 1/326 and others sources. 
 
181

 Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf took over as Amīr of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh for almost 21 years immediately after the 
death of his father. He clearly proved his capability to head the movement. He expanded its activities in India after his 
father had established it there. He managed to overcome many ordeals and the political battles and situations which 
prevailed at the time of division of India in (1366 H./1947 CE.) as well as the repercussions which followed. He also 
managed, with the grace of Almighty Allah, to expand the scope of the movement, transforming it from a regional 
movement covering India and Pakistan into an international movement covering Asia, Africa and Europe etc. His book 
H�ayāt Al-S�ah�ābah is one of his most famous books which were well received and circulated by the scholars and students 
of knowledge. He passed away in Lahore during his Tablīghī trip at the age of around 48. His body was transported to 
and buried in Delhi in the vicinity of the grave of his father (died in 1384 H./1965 CE.). Interestingly, his grandson 
Muhammad Sa‘d Ibn Muhammad Hārūn is occupying, today, a high position in the hierarchy of the leaders of the 
movement. 
 

For more detailed biography of Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf please see: Al-Hasanī, Muhammad Al-Thānī. Al-Shaykh 
Muh�ammad Yūsuf Al-Kāndahlawī, H�ayātuh Wa Manhajuh Fī Al-Da‘wah; 77-579, and Al-Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn 
‘Āshiq Ilāhī. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 222-228. 
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He – Muhammad Zakariyyā – was born in a house which was deep-rooted 
in scholarship, knowledge and religion. Its people and predecessors were 
marked by high spirit, lofty ambition, great struggle and strict adherence to 
the religion. Most famous among the forefathers was Shaykh Allamah 
Muftī Ilāhī Bakhsh Al-Kāndahlawī182(died in 1245 H./1829 CE.), student of 
Shaykh ‘Abd Al-A‘zīz Ibn Waliyy Allah Al-Dahlawī183, and successor of 
famous Mujāhid (fighter/struggler) Sayyid Ahmad Al-Shahīd Al-Barīlwī.184 
The most famous among the later dignitaries of his family is – the 
internationally renowned preacher (Islamic Caller) – his uncle Shaykh 
Muhammad Ilyās Ibn Muhammad Ismā‘īl Al-Kāndahlawī (died in 1363 
H./1944 CE.), the founder of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah. Several other members 
of his family, also, pursued the profession of teaching and performed Jihād 
in the way of Almighty Allah. His grandfather Shaykh Muhammad Ismā‘īl 
(died in 1315 H./1889 CE.)185, is among those who were undisputedly 
famous for their sincerity, piety and abstinence.186 

                                                 
182

 He is one of the grandfathers of the author from his paternal grandmother's side. His full name is: Ilāhī Bakhsh 
Ibn Shaykh Al-Islām Ibn Al-Tabīb Qutub Al-Dīn Kāndahlawī Al-Siddīqī. He assumed Iftā’ (giving religious edict, 
ruling) duties. Hence, he was known as 'Muftī'. Moreover, he was well-versed in the field of medicine and its 
practice. 
For his biography, please see: Al-Hasanī, ‘Abd Al-Hayy Ibn Fakhr Al-Dīn. Nuzhat Al-Khawāt3ir Wa Bahjat Al-
Masāmi‘ Wa Al-Nawāz+ir; 921-922. 
 
183 He was granted the title of Sirāj Al-Hind, meaning (the Lamp of Inida). His lineage connects to the second 
Caliph ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattāb ط. He is one of the Imams of H�adīth and senior symbolic figures in the Indian 

subcontinent in 12th Century H./18th Century CE. Allah revived the science of H�adīth in India by him, his father and 
his students. Shaykh ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz Al-Dahlawī had compiled several books in the field of belief, Qur’ān 
Interpretation and H�adīth. (died in 1239 H./1824 CE.). He was 80 years old (when he passed away). He was buried 
in the vicinity of the grave of his father in Delhi. 
For his biography please see: Al-Hasanī, ‘Abd Al-Hayy Ibn Fakhr Al-Dīn. Nuzhat Al-Khawāt3ir Wa Bahjat Al-
Masāmi‘ Wa Al-Nawāz+ir; 1014-1018, and Al-Ziriklī, Khayr Al-Dīn Ibn Mahmūd. Al-A‘lām, Qāmūs Tarājim Li-
Ashhar Al-Rijāl Wa Al-Nisā’ Min Al-‘Arab Wa Al-Musta‘ribīn Wa Al-Mustashriqīn; 4/14-15. 
 
184 Ahmad Ibn ‘Irfān Al-Hasanī, well-known as Al-Shahīd (died in 1246 H./1831 CE.), as he was martyred in 
Balakot Valley after several battles with Sikhs and others. His Jihād-oriented Daw‘ah movement had a strong 
impact on the minds of the Muslims in India. He managed to establish an Islamic Emirate in Peshawar. 
Surprisingly, some of his enemies had attributed his methodology of Daw‘ah to Shaykh Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-
Wahhāb and described his followers as Wahhābīs. 
For his biography, please see: Al-Hasanī, ‘Abd Al-Hayy Ibn Fakhr Al-Dīn. Nuzhat Al-Khawāt3ir Wa Bahjat Al-
Masāmi‘ Wa Al-Nawāz+ir; 899-902. 
 
185 Shaykh Muhammad Ismā‘īl – the grandfather of the author – was a Sufi scholar who was mostly devoted to 
Dhikr, worship and recitation of the Holy Qur’ān. He was a diligent person in teaching the Holy Qur’ān to the 
people of his village, Nizamuddin, which is situated in Delhi. When he received glad tiding of the birth of his 
grandson (the author), he was overwhelmed with joy. But, his happiness could not last for a long time, as he passed 
away just about one month after the birth of his grandson (the author). He was buried in one side of the Premises of 
the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah in Nizamuddin. 
For the biography of Syakh Muhammad Ismail, please see: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-
H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 34-37, and Al-Hasanī, Muhammad Al-Thānī. Al-Shaykh 
Muh�ammad Yūsuf Al-Kāndahlawī, H�ayātuh Wa Manhajuh Fī Al-Da‘wah; 45-50. 
 
186 Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik 
Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/35. 
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Interestingly, not only the males of this family were distinguished by knowledge, religiousness 

and piety. Its women also shared these good qualities with the men, as they were keen on 

memorization of the Holy Qur’ān, its recitation, preservation of Adhkār and Sufi Awrād (a set 

portion of the Qur’ān, or any other specific act of worship, which the worshipper commits 

himself or herself to recite or perform) and performing Qiyām Al-Layl (late night prayer), 

especially in the month of Ramad�ān. 

 

Among the most prominent women of this family was the author's paternal grandmother: 

Safiyyah Ibnat Zahīr Al-Hasan Kāndahlawī, who was a memorizer of the Holy Qur’ān and was 

well-known for her worship, piety and abstinence.187 In this educational and religious 

environment, Muhammad Zakariyyā was born and brought up and received his first education. 

All this, indeed, created an impact on his religious and intellectual personality. 

3.5 Author's upbringing and knowledge seeking 

In his early childhood188, specifically when he was about two and half years of his age, this child 

(Muhammad Zakariyyā) moved, along with his mother, from Kandhla to Gangoh189, which was 

                                                 
187 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Ilyās Awr Un Kī Dīnī Da‘wat; 51-52, and Hasanī, 
Muhammad Al-Thānī. Al-Shaykh Muh�ammad Yūsuf Al-Kāndahlawī, H�ayātuh Wa Manhajuh Fī Al-Da‘wah; 41-42. 
 
188 With regard to his early childhood, we can say that he lived a blissful life and enjoyed it – to an extent – before he 
reached 7. The statement of the author himself about this period is a testimony of this fact, as he says: 
“I have heard that as a child at that time I was so naughty that my main enjoyment as play was to break and tear things. 
My grandmother used to give me many pots, buckets and small clay pots, which were made by potter-girls in those days 
and sold as toys for small children. I used to sit on the balcony and throw those cups and pots down from on top. And on 
seeing them being smashed I became very Happy”. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 69. 
 
189 Gangoh is a village that falls under District Sahāranpūr in the state of Uttra Pradesh. It is situated in South-West side 
of Sahāranpūr city. It is about 42 kilometers away from Saharanpūr. Also it is located about 67 kilometers north of 
Kandhla village. It is located almost 152 kilometers away from New Delhi. 
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gangoh , accessed on 8/12/2007. 
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a center of ‘Ulamā’ (scholars) at that time. His father had been living there for a long period of 

time as he was attending the Majālis (special gatherings/programs) of his Shaykh Muhammad 

Rashīd Gangohī (died in 1323 H./1905 CE.)190 in the science of H�adīth and other sciences. The 

students of knowledge, including the father191 of the author, would desire, with keen interest, to 

learn the knowledge from Shaykh Gangohī and give Bay‘ah to him. Therefore, Shaykh 

Muhammad Yahyā took his son to his favorite Shaykh to receive his blessings and enjoy his 

care, sympathy and fatherly compassion. When the author was 8 years of his age, Shaykh 

Gangohī passed away in the year of (1323 H./1905 CE.) after he stayed with him for around five 

and half years.192 

 

Muhammad Zakariyyā enjoyed special care and attention from his father, who keenly 

endeavored to nurture him with good manners and Islamic morals and decencies and asked him 

not to intermingle with the people lest he be swayed away from seeking knowledge and 

                                                 
190

 The lineage of Shaykh Rashīd Ahmad Ibn Hidāyat Ahmad Gangohī connects to the Companion Abū Ayyūb Al-
Ansārī ط – according to some sources. He was one of the great scholars of H�adīth in India. He was well-versed in 

the four schools of thought in Islamic Fiqh. He was one of great Sufi leaders in the four famous Sufi orders in 
India. Shaykh Gangohī also participated in establishment of the school of Dār Al-‘Ulūm in Deoband. One of the 
most prominent and great hallmarks of his biography is that he participated in the Mutiny of the year (1274 H./1857 
CE.) against the British imperialism. Because of this, he was jailed for 6 years. He had numerous students 
numbering over three hundred. The most famous among them were Shaykh Muhammad Yayhā Kāndahlawī, a 
favorite student, who stayed constantly with him for almost 12 years, Shaykh Habīb Al-Rahmān Deobandī, the 
former chancellor of the Dār Al-‘Ulūm University in Deoband, and Hakīm Al-Ummah Ashraf ‘Alī Al-Tahānawī. 
He passed away at 79 in Gangoh (died in 1323 H./1905 CE.). 
For his biography, please see: Al-Hasanī, ‘Abd Al-Hayy Ibn Fakhr Al-Dīn. Nuzhat Al-Khawāt3ir Wa Bahjat Al-
Masāmi‘ Wa Al-Nawāz+ir; 1229-1231, and Al-Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn ‘Āshiq Ilāhī. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 63-69. 
 
191

 As it goes to the credit of Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā that he preserved the knowledge of his Shaykh Gangohī. 
He collected a number of his dictations (Al-Amālī) which he had dictated while teaching S�ah�īh� Al-Bukhārī, Jāmi‘ 
Al-Tirmidhī and other Six Books of H�adīth. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā attached great importance to those 
dictations, commented on them and supervised over their printing. 
 
192

 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-
Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/33-36, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad 
Ilyās Awr Un Kī Dīnī Da‘wat; 51-53, and Al-Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn ‘Āshiq Ilāhī. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 136-137. 
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accompanying the religious scholars and pious and righteous persons. Also, the keen desire of 

Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā himself to attend the Majālis Al-‘Ulamā’ Wa Al-S�ālih�īn (sessions of 

scholars and pious persons) played a great role in nurturing the behavior and conduct of his son and 

made him fully devoted to the knowledge and scholars from his early age.193 

 

However, Muhammad Zakariyyā started learning the alphabets and studying the Holy Qur’ān after 

he reached the age of seven. This was a delayed beginning – to an extent – according to the 

prevailing tradition of the family of the author, as the children in this family used to start learning 

normally in the age of four or five. Even the father of the author himself, for example, had begun 

memorizing the Holy Qur’ān before he reached the age of four, and completed the memorization of 

the Holy Qur’ān at the age of seven. 

 

However, his son started memorizing the Holy Qur’ān only after he reached the age of seven, 

though he possessed a sharp mind and strong memory and had an innate disposition towards the 

knowledge.194 Perhaps the reason, in this regard, can be attributed to his father's desire to give his 

son more time to enjoy his childhood. Specially, this was also due to the fact his father could not 

enjoy such an opportunity, as he had started learning and memorizing the Holy Qur’ān at a very 

early age. This might have had an impact on the way Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā has set out for 

nurturing, raising and educating his son and choosing the proper timing for the same from his view 

point, though some of his senior family members of his family might not have agreed with him on 

this point. 

                                                 
193

 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-
Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/35-36. 
 
194

 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 53-54, 
and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 70-71, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad 
Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/132-133. 
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Therefore, Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā replied to the objection of his mother who categorically 

disliked the idea that her grandson should start learning195 at a later age, as he said: 

 
When it is time for him to play let him play. Once he gets busy with 
studies it will be full swings.196 

 

Muhammad Zakariyyā started learning the alphabets and reading Al-Qā‘idah Al-

Baghdādiyyah197 from the Physician ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Muzaffarnagrī198 – one of the well-

wishers and companions of Shaykh Rashīd Gangohī. He read the Holy Qur’ān from his father 

who was directing him to read hundred times all what he memorizes from the Qur’ān. When he 

reached the age of ten in (1325 H./1907 CE.), he started learning some Persian and Urdu books 

from his uncle Muhammad Ilyās. He also read from him, at the age of twelve, some Arabic 

primary books. He read some other books from his father as well.199 

 

                                                 
195

 As she was saying to her son Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā: “O Yahyā! The father should not love his son blindly. 
You memorized the entire Qur’ān at the age of 7, and see your son Zakariyyā is roaming here and there. Do you 
want him to become a shoemaker, tanner, bathroom cleaner or street sweeper or what? 
See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 54. 
 
196

 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 71, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad 
Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/73. 
 
197

 Al-Qā‘idah Al-Baghdādiyyah is a simplified Arabic elementary booklet about the alphabets, with a 
distinguished method of pronunciation and phonetics which makes it easy for students to read the Holy Qur’ān and 
memorize it. This is, in fact, the goal of the book. This book is very famous and popular in the Katātīb, mosques 
and circles of memorization of the Holy Qur’ān in the Asian Subcontinent, especially in non-Arab countries like 
India and Pakistan and other neighboring countries. Similarly there is one more book of this type, which is called 
Al-Qā‘idah Al-Nūrāniyyah. 
 
198

 And also (he studied) under the wife of the Physician ‘Abd Al-Rahmān, according to what Shaykh Muhammad 
Zakariyyā himself narrated. He enjoyed great care and special attention of the Physician and his wife. 
 
199

 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/73-74, 79, 82-83, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Aap Beti; 71-72, 75, 78-79, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth 
Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 54-55. 
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Almost in mid year (1328 H./1910 CE.), Muhammad Zakariyyā moved, along with his father, to 

Sahāranpūr200, the great educational center, after Shaykh Khalīl Sahāranpūrī insisted upon his 

(author's) father to move to it for assuming teaching responsibilities in the school of Mazāhir Al-

‘Ulūm. His son joined the school for study. Under his father, Zakariyyā finished here study of 

the Arabic books like Arabic Grammar – Syntax and Morphology, Poetry and Literature with 

special emphasis on memorization of the texts like Alfiyyat Ibn Mālik as well as memorization 

of the poems like Al-Mu‘allaqāt Al-Sab‘ah and Al-Burdah and so on. 

 

Also, Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā wanted his son to read books in Logic and Philosophy. 

Therefore, Muhammad Zakariyyā studied some of these books under his father and some other 

books under other teachers of the school like Shaykh ‘Abd Al-Wahīd Al-Sanbuhlī and Al-Hāfiz 

‘Abd Al-Latīf Al-Barqadawī (died in 1373 H./1954 CE.), who was the headmaster of the 

Madarsah at that time.201 

 

Having completed the study of most of the fundamental sciences which the beginners students 

of knowledge needed, Muhammad Zakariyyā – at the age of around 17 – embarked upon a new 

phase of educational march, which played great and effective role in determining his scientific 

specialty in which he, thereinafter, became prominent among the scholars and students of 

                                                 
200

 Sahāranpūr is the key city of District Sahāranpūr. It is located some 168 kilometers north of New Delhi. It is 83 
kilometers away from Kandhla. 
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saharanpur , accessed on 8/12/2007. 
 
201

 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/84-102, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 79-94, and Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 138. 
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knowledge. On 7th Muh�arram, 1332 H., corresponding to 6th December 1913 CE., he started 

studying H�adīth and its sciences from his father – who took a bath and performed two Rak‘ats. 

Then he (author's father) read the Khut3bah (sermon) and preface of the book Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh 

compiled by Al-Khatīb Al-Tībrīzī. Then he prayed to Almighty Allah for himself and his son, for a 

long time. Since then, the sciences of H�adīth became a cherished goal and foremost occupation of 

his son, until he was known as Shaykh Al-H�adīth which prevailed over his name.202 Shaykh 

Zakariyyā himself remembers the supplication of his father and that of himself, as he says: 

 
He offered prayer for about fifteen to twenty minutes. I am not aware of 
what things he prayed for. I know that I only had one prayer in my heart: 
“The study of hadeeth for me had started quite late. Ya Allah keep this 
knowledge with me till my death”. Thanks to Allah, in spite of my 
weakness and iniquity, Allah has accepted this prayer of mine, so that from 
1332 Hijri onward until 1390 Hijri203 no time passed when I was not busy 
with some aspect or other of hadeeth studies.204 

 

In the same year, he read from his father the H�adīth book Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh , and also the book 

Sharh� Ma‘ānī Al-Āthār of Al-Imām Abū Ja‘far Al-Tahāwī. Then, in the year of (1333 H./1915 CE.) 

approximately, Muhammad Zakariyyā started extensive Dawrat Al-H�adīth (the intensive 

programme for H�adīth) with true desire and keen interest, as he studied under his father some of Al-
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/103, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the 
book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/36. 
 
203

 But, the author continuously busied himself with the H�adīth and its sciences even after the date which he mentioned, 
until shortly before his death, as he wrote aforementioned statement in (1390 H./1970 CE.), while he lived almost one 
decade after that date. During this period also, he remained busy with H�adīth. 
 
204

 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 95. 
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As for Sunan Ibn Mājah, he read it from Shaykh Thābit ‘Alī. During th

not study S�ah�īh� Muslim, despite the fact he had been always preoccupied with the study of 

H�adīth books all the time and he would not sleep more than 3 hours daily. It was Muh

Zakariyyā's habit that he would not read any 
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On 10th Dhul Qa‘dah of the year 1334 H., corresponding to 8

Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā passed away. The father's death delivered a severe blow to his son 
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For a comparison between what has been mentioned in some of the books and what has been stated by Shaykh 
Muhammad Zakariyyā himself with regard to this issue, please see:
Al-Bannūrī, Muhammad Yūsuf, his Introduction on the book's 
Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/19, and Al
Awwal Min Al-Qarn Al-Khāmis ‘Ashar
Zakariyyā Al-Kāndahlawī Wa Āthāruh Fī ‘Ilm Al
119, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā
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Muhammad Zakariyyā, who felt deeply grieved, as he was not only a father but also a brotherly 

figure, a mentor, educator and teacher as well. However, his father's death did not deter him 

from pursuing knowledge and attending the Majālis Al-‘Ulamā’. How would he have turned 

away from this, when he was raised on love for knowledge? 

 

Therefore, Muhammad Zakariyyā started another Dawrah of H�adīth at the hand of Shaykh 

Khalīl Ahmad Sahāranpūrī after his return from H�ajj in (1334 H./1916 CE.). This Dawrah 

continued several years in which Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā enjoyed close company of his 

Shaykh for a long period of time and even during his travels, as he was assisting his Shaykh in 

compilation of the commentary on Sunan Abū Dāwūd. In the beginning, he studied under him 

S�ah�īh� Al-Bukhārī, thereinafter Sunan Al-Tirmidhī and then remaining of the Six Books of 

H�adīth, the last of which was Sunan Ibn Mājah. He also studied under him (Shaykh Khalīl) 

Muwat3t3a’ Muh�ammad Ibn H�asan Al-Shaybānī and Sharh� Ma‘ānī Al-Āthār.208 

 

It appears to us that Muhammad Zakariyyā's help to his Shaykh in compiling the book Badhl Al-

Majhūd Fī Sharh� Sunan Abū Dāwūd – which took almost a whole decade – was a valuable 

golden opportunity, during which he acquired the experience of writing and compilation from 

his Shaykh in the early age of nineteen.209 He also got an opportunity to get acquainted with a 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/108-114, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 99-104, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad 
Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 62-65. 
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 This experience bore the fruits as Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā started, in (1345 H./1926 CE.), writing his 
largest ever book comprising several parts of Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik, at the age of around 
twenty nine. He took almost 30 years in collecting, organizing and compiling this book. It was printed in 17 
volumes (last edition). While writing this book, he had also compiled many other books. Moreover, he would also 
be preoccupied with teaching, on one hand, and with Daw‘ah and supervision over the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah, on the 
other hand. 
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great deal of books on Islamic heritage in different scientific fields which proved helpful in 

compilation of the book.210 

 

It is no wonder if we say that Muhammad Zakariyyā had perhaps benefitted from his Shaykh 

more from assisting him (in compilation of the Badhl Al-Majhūd) than studying under him. It is 

interesting here to mention what Shaykh Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī Al-Nadwī said about Shaykh 

Zakariyyā's contributions to compilation of the book Badhl Al-Majhūd and its positive impact 

on him. He said: 

 

It was a blessing of Almighty Allah for him that his Shaykh expressed 
his keen desire to compile a commentary on Sunan Abū Dāwūd and 
sought his help in this regard as his right-hand man as well as a writer. 
This was a source of pleasure and good fortune for him as well as a route 
to excellence. His work earned him a special position with his Shaykh. 
Shaykh Khalīl Ahmad would direct him towards the texts and religious 
sources to which he could refer for the subject matter. Shaykh 
Muhammad Zakariyyā would collect the information and present them 
to his Shaykh, who would then select from the collection whatever he 
wanted and left whatever he did not. Thereafter, he would dictate them 
to Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā who would write them down. This 
paved the way for his innate disposition for compilation and 
commentary and sharpened his insight in the science of H�adīth. He 
undertook the task of publishing his Shaykh's book Badhl Al-Majhūd Fī 
Sharh� Sunan Abū Dāwūd in the Indian press and devoted his attention to 
its correction, publishing it with sincerity and great efforts. He earned 
the pleasure of his Shaykh and won his trust.211 
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 To learn more about the examples of many such books in different sciences to which Shaykh Muhammad 
Zakariyyā referred and from which he benefitted, please see the following source: Al-Sahāranpūrī, Khalīl Ahmad. 
Badhl Al-Majhūd Fī Sharh� Sunan Abū Dāwūd; 1/40-43. 
 
211

 Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-
Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/36-37. 
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3.6 Teaching career 

Having completed his studies, Muhammad Zakariyyā was appointed as a primary teacher at the 

school of Mazāhir Al-‘Ulūm on 1st Muh�arram 1335 H., corresponding to 27th October 1916 CE. 

He was then around twenty years old. He was one of the youngest teachers. He assumed the 

duty of teaching, at a meager salary of not more than 15 Rupees. He was assigned to teach 

books which were normally not assigned to the teachers of his age. However, he proved his 

capability, talent and educational excellence in teaching the books212 assigned to him. 

 

The first book he taught in the school was Us�ūl Al-Shāshī of Abū ‘Alī Ahmad Al-Shāshī in the 

Science of Us�ūl Al-Fiqh (Principles of Jurisprudence) – which was earlier taught by his uncle 

Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās. He was also assigned to teach some elementary books in Arabic 

Grammar – syntax, literature, logic and Fiqh. He continuously advanced step by step in this 

field until he was assigned, in (1341 H./1923 CE.), to teach Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh and some parts 

of S�ah�īh� Al-Bukhārī under the directive of his Shaykh Khalīl Sahāranpūrī. He was twenty six 

years old at that time. 

 

The young teacher proved his proficiency, talent and ability in the field of teaching until he 

became head of the teaching staff of this school after a short period of time. Not only this, but 

finally with him the era of leadership in teaching H�adīth ended and he deserved the title of 

                                                 
212

 Therefore, only after a short period of time, the headmaster of the School acknowledged his success in teaching 
the higher books assigned to him. He said: “O Zakariyyā you made me regret what I doubted with regard to your 
capability to teach these books and you compelled me to acknowledge you and your capability to teach and 
understand these books”. 
See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 67. 
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Shaykh Al-H�adīth. He also taught Sunan Abū Dāwūd, Muwat3t3a’ Muh�ammad Ibn H�asan Al-

Shaybānī and other books of H�adīth.213  

 

However, he often kept himself busy with teaching Sunan Abū Dāwūd, in view of his long 

experience and association with this book. Moreover, he taught the second half of the S�ah�īh� Al-

Bukhārī. Then he was asked to teach the entire S�ah�īh� Al-Bukhārī after the death of Al-Hāfiz 

‘Abd Al-Latīf Al-Barqadawī. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā continued teaching for a long 

period of time, until he gave up in (1388 H./1968 CE.), after he became old and felt extremely 

tired, as he decided to migrate and settle down in Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah. He was around 

73 years old at that time.214 

3.7 Author's Bay‘ah into Sufi orders 

What is known as Ba‘yah into a particular Sufi order or several orders215, is very common in the 

Indian subcontinent and other neighbouring countries and even some Arab countries. This is not 

only a desirable deed in those societies but is, perhaps, very favorite deed, even to the extent of 

obsession among the scholars and students of knowledge. They firmly believe that any person 

cannot attain a high rank of knowledge and virtue unless he practices the principle of Ba‘yah, 

                                                 
213

 Anyway, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā himself has mentioned a list of the books which he taught at the school 
of Mazāhir Al-‘Ulūm since he started teaching there. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/118-121, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 108-111. 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/114-151, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 104-134, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, 
Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/37. 
 
215

 With regard to the concept of Bay‘ah and its Sharī‘ah origin from the view point of Shaykh Muhammad 
Zakariyyā, one can refer to his book in which he dealt with this issue and some other issues relating to Sufism. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Al-Sharī‘ah Wa Al-T4arīgah; 114-120. 
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either by giving Ba‘yah to his Shaykh while studying under him or by taking it from his students 

when they study under him.216 Indeed, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā was raised and brought 

up in this Sufi environment. Therefore, he describes this environment thus: 

 
Sufism is the essence of our senior dignitaries as well as the senior 
dignitaries of the school of Mazāhir Al-‘Ulūm and school of Dār Al-
‘Ulūm. In these two schools, perhaps you will not find any one without 
swearing Bay‘ah to one of the Mashā’kh (scholars) and without busying 
himself with the Sufi Dhikr and Sufi practices, to an extent.217 

 

Therefore, we see that Muhammad Zakariyyā had given Bay‘ah to a number of his Mashā’kh. 

Most famous among them is Shaykh Khalīl Sahāranpūrī to whom he swore allegiance twice. 

First, it was when his Shaykh wanted to travel to the Hījāz on the pilgrimage of H�ajj and 

Ziyārah in (1333 H./1915 CE.). The people rushed to Shaykh Sahāranpūrī to swear allegiance to 

him before his travel. Shaykh Zakariyyā also hurried to his Shaykh and gave his allegiance to 

him. He was around seventeen years old at that time.218 

 

Once again, he swore allegiance to him in (1345 H./1927 CE.) during his stay in the Hījāz with 

his Shaykh to complete the work on the book Badhl Al-Majhūd. This Bay‘ah was special for 
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 In contrast, there are some countries, like Saudi Arabia for example, in which the prevailing religious trend 
rejects the principle of Sufi Bay‘ah. It is not only this but also they consider affiliation to the Sufi orders as an 
innovation, as is well-known in the literary works of this trend. Therefore, any concept about the presence of a 
religious scholar or a student who affiliates to a Sufi order and practices the principle of Sufism, may not be found 
in their (people of that trend) religious ideology, cultural background and the environment in which they were 
raised. This, however, does not necessarily mean that there are not some members of this trend who accept Sufism, 
but with some reservations. Anyway, if affiliation to the Sufi orders is ill-favoured, objectionable and a fault in a 
region or a country, it is considered a commendable act and laudable virtue in another region or country, depending 
on the different ideologies from one environment to the other. 
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 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/210. 
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 See: Hasanī, Muhammad. Sawānih� H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Yūsuf Kāndahlawī; 82. 
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him as his Shaykh gave him authorization (Ijāzah) for taking Bay‘ah on his behalf. Muhammad 

Thānī Hasanī says in this regard: 

 
Shaykh Khalīl Ahmad Sahāranpūrī gave general authorization to Shaykh 
Muhammad Zakariyyā before the latter's return from Al-Madinah Al-
Munawwarah to India in (1345 H./1927 CE.) to take Bay‘ah into the 
four Sufi orders – Al-Qādirī, Al-Chishtī, Al-Suhrawardī and Al-
Naqshabandī. Muhammad Zakariyyā took great interest in this event. 
Shaykh Sahāranpūrī took off his turban from his head and presented it to 
Shaykh Sayyed Ahmad to wind the turban around the head of Shaykh 
Muhammad Zakariyyā. When Shaykh Sayyed Ahmad placed it on 
Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā's head, he felt overwhelmed with 
emotion till he wept with a loud voice. Shaykh Saharanpuri's eyes were 
also filled with tears… Shaykh Zakariyyā mentioned in some of his 
gatherings: 
“I felt something entering my soul only after the turban was placed on 
my head. After it, I understood that perhaps it was the reality of the 
transfer of Nisbah (connection)”.219 

 

Thereinafter, Shaykh Zakariyyā started taking Bay‘ah under the instruction of his uncle Shaykh 

Muhammad Ilyās. In the beginning, some ladies of his family asked him to take Bay‘ah from them, 

but, he declined. Then, they took resort to Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās. He asked them to assemble in a 

house and ordered Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā to take Bay‘ah from them. His uncle placed his 

turban on the head of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā and took his turban from his head and gave 

him a portion while giving the other portion of it to the women from behind the curtain and ordered 

them to give Bay‘ah to Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā in front of him. For Shaykh Muhammad 

Zakariyyā, this was the beginning of his experience with taking Bay‘ah. He continued taking Bay‘ah 

                                                 
219 Hasanī, Muhammad. Sawānih� H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Yūsuf Kāndahlawī; 97, and see also: Al-Nadwī, 
Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 85-86. 
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from the people until his death. He even became a source of attraction for Muridin (the devoted 

followers) from around the world.220 

3.8 Author's pilgrimages and visits to the Two Holy Mosques 

Allah blessed Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā with an opportunity to travel to the Hījāz and visit the 

Two Holy Mosques several times, during which he performed the ritual of H�ajj more than 8 

times.221 He also performed ‘Umrah many times whenever he had the chance to do so. Even during 

some of his visits to the Hījāz, he would perform ‘Umrah several times in a row – before H�ajj and 

after it – as per his convenience. This proves that he was a man of high spirit and strong will and 

determination. 

 

In this context, we can say that his multiple visits to the sacred land of the Two Holy Mosques – 

which is in fact considered a point of international convergence in the seasons of H�ajj and ‘Umrah – 

perhaps opened horizons of knowledge for the author and acquainted him with various social, 

cultural and political aspects. All this contributed, in one way or the other, to the development of his 

personality and expanded his intellectual capacities, as he got an opportunity, during these visits, to 

get familiarized with the environments which were different from the environment in which he was 

raised. He also had an opportunity to meet a lot of scholars, whether scholars of the Hījāz or other 

scholars who came to the Hījāz from different parts of the Islamic world as emigrants or who came 

to perform H�ajj or ‘Umrah. 
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 See: Sahāranpūrī, Muhammad Shāhid. Sawānih� H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad In‘ām Kāndahlawī; 1/204, and 
Hasanī, Muhammad. Sawānih� H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Yūsuf Kāgndahlawī; 98. 
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 These are other than the pilgrimages – like H�ajj of the year (1369 H./1950 CE.) and the H�ajj of the year (1374 
H./1955 CE.) – which the author decided or intended to perform, but could not do so due to certain circumstances. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/588-590, 593-594, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Aap Beti; 478-480, 483. 
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Muhammad Zakariyyā performed first H�ajj – the obligatory H�ajj – in the year of (1338 H./1920 

CE.), when he was 23 years old. At that time, he traveled by ship from India to the Hījāz with 

Shaykh Khalīl Sahāranpūrī and other companions of Shaykh and his students. The Hījāz, during that 

period, was under the rule and control of Sharif Al-Husayn Ibn ‘Alī Al-Hasanī Al-Hāshimī (died in 

1350 H./1931 CE.)222, who secured independence from the Ottoman Turks after the Arab Revolt223 

in the year of (1334 H./1916 CE.), and proclaimed himself as the King of the Arabs.224 

 

As for his second H�ajj and visit to the Hījāz – again by ship – it took place in (1344 H./1926 

CE.), almost five months after the Hījāz officially came under the new Saudi reign (the third 
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 For his biography, see: "Husayn ibn ‘Alī." Encyclopedia Britannica. 2010. Encyclopedia Britannica 2006 Ultimate 
Reference Suite DVD, and Al-Ziriklī, Khayr Al-Dīn Ibn Mahmūd. Al-A‘lām, Qāmūs Tarājim Li-Ashhar Al-Rijāl Wa Al-
Nisā’ Min Al-‘Arab Wa Al-Musta‘ribīn Wa Al-Mustashriqīn; 2/249-251. 
 
223

 Arab Revolt: This was an armed movement which was called for by the secret Arab societies in Arab East against the 
Ottoman Rule to achieve a separate and independent Arab state comprising the Arab peninsula and the Arab East. This 
revolt was declared under leadership of Sharif Husayn, Emir of Makkah on 9th Sha‘abān 1334 H., corresponding to 10th 
June 1916 CE., with the support and instigation of the British during the First World War, though the seeds of the revolt 
can be traced to the period around one or two decades before the revolt. The tribal people who joined the movement 
managed to blow up the railway line of Hījāz with the help of British Intelligence Officer Thomas Edward Laurence (died 
in 1354 H./1934 CE.) with a view to prevent the arrival of Turkish support to the Hījāz. Then they were able, after several 
battles, to expel the remnants of the Turkish army in the Hījāz and some other Arab parts like Jordan and Syria. 
 

For more information about the history of Arab Revolt and its impacts as well as the reality of British support, please see: 
Vassiliev, Alexei. The History of Saudi Arabia; 239-250, and Sa‘īd, Amīn Ibn Muhammad. Al-Thawrah Al-‘Arabiyyah 
Al-Kubrā; 1/9-57, 111-193, 250-311, and Stodoard, Lothrop. H�ād�ir Al-‘Ālam Al-Islāmī; 4/82-89, 120-122, 136-150. 
 
224

 (This was achieved) with the support of Great Britain and its pledges and promises. But after the First World 
War was over and the influence of the Ottoman State, as a regional and international power, diminished, Britain 
went back on its promises to the Arabs at the forefront of whom was Sharif Husayn. Britain did not recognize him 
as the King of the Arabs. It only recognized him as a King of the Hījāz region without other remaining regions in 
the Arab Peninsula – specially in presence of some emerging Arab forces having influence in those regions like the 
influence of Sultan (King later on) ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz Āl Sa‘ūd (died in 1373 H./1953 CE.) in Najd and Al-Ahsā’ and 
who had an agreement with Britain -. However, the Arab region was divided between Britain and France as per 
Sykes-Picot Agreement -which was concluded secretly in (1334 H./1916 CE.) -. Subsequently, The Arabs came 
under British and French dominion and control instead of Ottoman Rule, and the efforts and dreams of the Arabs 
withered away. Since that day, the Arabs were divided into several regional countries as the current map indicates 
and they never could become united under the banner of one Arab State. 
See: "Arabia, history of." Encyclopedia Britannica. 2010. Encyclopedia Britannica 2006 Ultimate Reference Suite 
DVD, and Al-Zamal, Nāsir Ibn Muhammad. Mawsū‘at Ah�dāth Al-Qarn Al-‘Ishrīn; 2/98, 107, 118, 121, 126, 138, 
143, 151-152. 
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 However, Ashrāf's rule over the entire region of the Hījāz completely, after their independence from Ottomans 
and departure of Turks, could not last except for around 9 or even 8 years. This Kingdom 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā
Translation). Aap Beti; 468-469, and Al
Al-‘Ilm Wa Al-Ijtimā‘ Wa Al-‘Imrān
275, and Al-Zamal, Nāsir Ibn Muhammad. 
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returned to India. Then he started his Tablīghī movement in (1345 H./1927 CE.) following his 

return from the Hījāz. Hence, we can say that the inception of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh is 

historically linked to this H�ajj pilgrimage, in one aspect or the other. 

 

Anyway, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā achieved several benefits, during this long period of 

time, which he spent in Hījāz. These benefits are as follows: 

 

• First, He was blessed with an opportunity to accompany his Shaykh and to be devoted to 

him and to gain essence of his knowledge. 

 
• Second, Shaykh Sahāranpūrī granted him general authorization Ijāzah of Bay‘ah into the 

four Sufi orders. 

 
• Third, his Shaykh also conferred on him the title of Shaykh Al-H�adīth. 

 
• Fourth, he got an opportunity to meet some scholars in the Hījāz and come across new 

books and reference materials which were not available in India. 

 
• Fifth, he availed himself of this opportunity to compile his huge book Awjaz Al-Masālik 

Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik, as he completed, in Al-Madinah in a few months of it, 

what he could not complete in several years in India.230 
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 The author highlights the accomplishments and benefits which he achieved in respect of writing his book, 
during his stay in Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah, and says: “Who can deny the barakat of time in Medina shareef, I 
my self completed one and half volumes of Owjazul Masaalik in a few months, after only four and a half volumes 
could be completed in india during thirty years”. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 476. 
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• Sixth, at the end of the same trip, he was able to perform H�ajj again for the third time in 

(1345 H/1927 CE.), before his return to India. In this way, the author started his trip with 

H�ajj and finished it with H�ajj, as well.231 

 

After his three pilgrimages which he performed, during his youth, he abstained from performing 

H�ajj for about thirty eight years, as he focused his entire attention on his scholarly works like 

compilation, teaching and heading the affairs of H�adīth's leadership (Mashyakhat Al-H�adīth) on 

one hand, and his Daw‘ah activities by contributing, along with his uncle, to the establishment 

of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah in India and its supervision and participation in the Tablīghī trips inside 

India, on the other hand. 

 

In (1383 H./1964 CE.), Shaykh Zakariyyā, at the age of seventy six, travelled for H�ajj by flight 

– this time – in the company of his cousin Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf, the Amīr of the Jamā‘at 

Al-Tablīgh, who had been insisting upon the author, for a long period of time, to travel with him 

to the Hījāz with a view to acquaint himself with the efforts of the Tablīghī movement in Saudi 

Arabia, follow-up its activities and support it. 

 

This trip was also special for Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā, as he – after performing H�ajj – 

visited several cities and villages of the Hījāz for what is known as Tablīghī tours and 

meetings.232 There, he met some scholars, dignitaries and traders of the Hījāz who showed 
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 Also, among the benefits which the author achieved in the H�ajj of (1344 H./1926 CE.) was the opportunity to 
enter the Ka‘bah with his Shaykh Khalīl Ahmad Sahāranpūrī. 
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 Also the author undertook several other tours in Pakistan and Bangladesh, before his return to India. It became 
quite common for the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah to undertake Da‘wah and Tablīgh tours in some of the countries after H�ajj. 
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sympathy with the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah and lauded its efforts. In fact, author's reputation as a well-

known scholar of H�adīth would precede him to the place wherever he would go. Shaykh 

Muhammad Zakariyyā himself relates this event and says: 

 
Due to my books Owjaz and Kowkab, I had become quite well-known in 
this area. This was my first trip to Hījāz after a long time. Hence many 
Ulama from Mecca, Taif, Najd, Jeddah and Medina came to meet me.233 

 

Also, the author performed the fifth H�ajj in (1386 H./1967 CE.), during the early period of the 

third Amīr of the Tablīghī movement, Shaykh Muhammad Ina‘ām Al-Hasan, who accompanied 

him to the Hījāz. This was the first trip for Shaykh Muhammad Ina‘ām Al-Hasan as Amīr of the 

movement after the death of its former Amīr. Hence, it was of great importance for the author to 

accompany Shaykh Muhammad Ina‘ām in this trip to support him and reassure him during his 

Tablīghī tours and meetings in Hījāz. 

 

Moreover, this was important especially in view of the fact that a large number of the activists 

and followers of the Jamā‘ah were expected to come for H�ajj from different Islamic countries. 

In this way, the H�ajj season was an excellent opportunity for meeting, consultation and review 

of the activities of the Tablīghī movement and its expansionist efforts in the new stage, as well 

as for renewing the Bay‘ah under the new Amīr of the Jamā‘ah. 

 

In this context, it is worth mentioning that Umarā’ (leaders) of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh have 

always been attaching great importance to their leadership in the region of Hījāz. They 

considered Hījāz as a strategic and vital region that represents a universal religious point of 
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 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 485. 
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convergence in the seasons of H�ajj and ‘Umrah, during which it may be easy to spread the 

ideology and approach of the movement to all parts of the world, if there are conducive 

conditions for the same. Therefore, the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah adopted two methods to realise its 

goal. 

 

� First was a permanent method which aimed to inculcate the approach of Tablīgh and 

establish it in the country of the two Holy Mosques. It is because if Daw‘ah of Tablīgh 

gains a firm foothold there, it will easily spread throughout the world. 

 

�  The second method was temporary, as the Jama‘ah availed itself of the H�ajj season 

every year to step up its efforts for spreading Daw‘ah among the pilgrims who, if 

convinced, would become the best source for spreading it in their countries. Indeed, the 

Tablīghī movement achieved its goals and its Daw‘ah moved from regional field in India 

to global field. 

 

After this H�ajj, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā performed pilgrimages consecutively during the 

period of a decade or less. The reason for this may perhaps be attributed to the reputation of the 

author and his growing intellectual and spiritual position within the Jamā‘ah as one of the most 

senior leaders and theorists. All this, of course, necessitated his presence during the H�ajj 

seasons. Moreover, his decision to abstain from teaching and his migration to Al-Madinah Al-

Munawwarah to permanently stay there, during the last decade of his life, made it easy for him 

to perform H�ajj given the proximity of the place, on one hand, and in view of availability of 

modern means of transportation, on the other hand. 
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It is interesting to mention here that the author, after a period of permanent stay in Al-Madinah Al-

Munawwarah, was granted nationality by the Saudi government in (1397 H./1977 CE.). 

Thereinafter, he became a Saudi citizen.234 Strangely, some who migrated to Saudi Arabia and 

settled down there even before Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā could not obtain Saudi nationality. 

 

During his trips to the Hījāz, the author would observe the events, describe them critically, analyze 

the facts and make a comparison among the environments, customs and traditions between Makkah 

and Al-Madinah, and even between Arabs and Indians and others. This speaks volumes about the 

critical capacity that distinguished the personality of the Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā. We hereby 

mention briefly some of those events or comparisons made by the author during his trips to the 

Hījāz, in the following points: 

 

• He points out to the disturbed conditions prevailing in the era of Sharif Husayn, in which 

pilgrims were afraid of their lives and security was lacking between Makkah and Al-

Madinah.235 

 
• He complains about price hike while hiring the camels and other animals during the H�ajj 

seasons.236 

 
• He makes a comparison between the habits of the people of Hījāz, who, particularly in 

Ramad�ān, would keep two and half hours gap between Maghrib and ‘Ishā’ prayers, one hour 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 2/1485-1486, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 476, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad 
Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 151. 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/560, 563, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 456, 459. 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/560-561, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 457. 
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in excess of the gap made in other months, to have a sufficient time for Ift3ār (fast breaking), 

drinking tea comfortably and preparation for Tarāwīh; and the habits of Indian people who 

would not do so.237 

 
• He observed that Khatm Al-Qur’ān (finishing the recitation of the Holy Qur’ān) in 

Tarāwīh  prayer in the Prophet's Mosque (Al-Masjid Al-Nabawī) in Al-Madinah was 

normally held, at that time, one day before that of the Sacred Mosque (Al-Masjid Al-

H�arām) in Makkah.238 

 
• He observed that Friday sermons are prolonged and prayer is cut short in the Two Holy 

Mosques as well as the mosques of the Hījāz generally.239 

 
• He described a historical event which he witnessed. That was the Catastrophe of Floods 

which filled the Sacred Mosque with water beyond the door of Ka‘bah, when T4awāf 

(walking around) was disrupted and even some of the prayers could not be offered at the 

specified places in the Sacred Mosque on that day i.e. Wednesday, 4th Dhul Qa‘dah 

(1388 H) corresponding to 22nd January (1969 CE.).240 This event is famous among the 

people of the Hījāz as Sayl Al-Rabū‘ (flood of Wednesdays). 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/560, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). 
Aap Beti; 457. 
 
238 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/624, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap 
Beti; 505. 
 
239 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/620-621, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). 
Aap Beti; 502. 
 
240 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/614, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap 
Beti; 498. 
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Figure  3.2: A photograph of the flood inside the Holy Mosque in Makkah (1388 H./1969 CE.) 

 
 

Figure  3.3: A photograph of the flood outside the Holy Mosque in Makkah (1388 H./1969 CE.) 
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Figure  3.4: The Family Tree of Muhammad Ismā‘īl (Grandfather of the Author). 
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3.9 Author's efforts with the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah and his position in the movement 

Shaykh Zakariyyā played a significant and pivotal role in the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh as he 

contributed to the establishment of the movement along with its first founder Shaykh 

Muhammad Ilyās. He supported his uncle as well as other leaders. He regularly took part in the 

Tablīghī trips over a period of more than five decades to introduce the movement, spread its 

Da‘wah works and methodology among the people in India and abroad in the Arab and Islamic 

countries and even in European countries. Moreover, he supervised the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah, 

intellectually, educationally and spiritually. It would be a remiss for us not to recognize the 

efforts of the author who devoted all his knowledge and talents to the movement and compiled 

some important books in two trends: 

 

� First trend: He compiled some books which are read in the sessions of knowledge, 

Tablīghī circles and programmes241, which are organized periodically at home or outside 

(during Tablīghī trips) with an objective of educating the people about the approach of 

the movement and encouraging them to exert the efforts, spend the money and spare the 

time for Da‘wah to boost the activities of the Jamā‘ah and make it self-dynamic and 

effective. 

 

� The second trend: He compiled some books in defense of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah and in 

response to the questions raised about it.242 

 

                                                 
241

 Among those books are Fad�ā’il Tablīgh and Fad�ā’il S�adaqāt and so on. 
 
242

 For example, his book Tablīghī Jamā‘at Per I‘tirād�ātkī Jawābāt, which he wrote in Urdu in this trend. 
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However, the intellectual position of the author, his preaching efforts in the revival of the 

movement, its support and supervision as well as his family relationship with the leaders of the 

Jamā‘ah, and his lineage which continues all the way back to the first Caliph, Abū Bakr Al-

Siddīq ط, all were the influential factors which earned him a high position and prestige in the 

Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh and even outside it. 

3.10 Author's daily activities 

The author organized his time and strictly adhered to it. He used to get up an hour before the 

Fajr Adhān (prayer's call), and occupy himself in the Tahajjud prayer (late night prayers) and 

recitation the Holy Qur’ān. Then, he performs the Fajr prayer. After the prayer, he would busy 

himself with Awrād until the sunrise. After that he used to come to his home, where he used sit 

with the people and drink tea only. He would not take any food or breakfast now. By this time 

the number of the people would increase 

 

Thereinafter, he would enter his reading room and would busy himself with reading, writing and 

compilation.243 Nobody was allowed to visit him at this time except in case of urgency or in case 

of arrival of an important guest, who was in a hurry. When it was time for lunch, he would come 

                                                 
243

 His room – as described by Abū Al-Hasan Al-Nadwī – was: “…a small room full of the books, reminding of the 
Predecessor Scholars who were fully devoted to the field of knowledge and compilation. This room was a miracle 
and masterpiece in simplicity and austerity, free from any decoration and artificiality”. 
See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-
Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik;1/39, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā 
Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 102. 
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out and sit with the guests comprising, normally, various strata of the society. He would jest 

with them, respect them and talk with them about matters of their pleasure. 

 

After that, he would take a siesta before the Z4uhr prayer. After performing Zuhr prayer, he 

would spend some time listening to correspondences addressed to him (which amounted to 

around forty or fifty letters daily from different places) and dictating replies. He also taught for 

two hours completely before the ‘Asr prayer. After ‘Asr, he would again sit with a large group 

of people, offering them tea. After performing the Maghrib prayer, he would remain devoted, 

for a long time, to optional prayers and to supplications. He did not take an evening meal except 

to entertain an important guest.244 

3.11 His physical and moral attributes 

3.11.1  His physical appearance 

He was of a medium height, neither tall nor short. He was a little bit inclined to fatness, though 

he became thin and weak in the last days of his life due to diseases. He had a beautiful and white 

face, with redness as if it were an infected red skin-spot with pomegranate grains on both 

cheeks. Along with the handsome face, Allah had also blessed him with high standing, prestige, 

                                                 
244

 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-
Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/39-40, and Al-Nadwī, Wallī Al-Dīn. 'Al-Imām Al-Muhaddith Muhammad 
Zakariyyā Al-Kāndahlawī Wa Āthāruh Fī ‘Ilm Al-Hadīth.' Al-Ah�madiyyah Maqazin. (Issue. 7). March, 2001. p; 
123. 
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awe and reverence. He was thick-bearded with his moustache fully shaved.245 He normally wore 

a hat and eyeglasses.246 

3.11.2  His moral attributes 

Perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic which marked the personality of the author was 

his high spirit and strong will and determination, whether in the field of the education and 

compilation, in the field of worship and abstinence and seeking the pleasure of Allah, or in the 

field of Daw‘ah, reform and the service to the religion. This characteristic constituted a pivotal 

point in all his attributes and manners. 

 

The author was well-known for being vibrant and active and making the best use of his time. 

Laziness and taking rest were foreign to his nature, even at the time when he was ill. To benefit 

the people was the motto of his life. His life was busy with worship, Dhikr and compilation of 

books, and the forth. For example, the author compiled his book H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah during his 

                                                 
245

 Generally, it has been observed that members of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah adhere to a unified physical appearance, 
as they are known for lengthening the beards and shaving moustaches completely, without shortening or trimming 
it – as it is in the school of thought of Abū Hanifah, where they are of the opinion that the moustache shall be 
shaved, contrary to the School of Thought of Mālik Ibn Anas who views that it should be shortened and its shaving 
is an innovation -. Since the founder of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah was Hanafi, it is no wonder that some of the followers 
of the movement – though not Hanafis – might have been influenced in some matters, in one way or other, by the 
Hanafī School of the founder and the leaders of this movement. Here it must be pointed out that the movement does 
not obligate its followers to abide by a specific school of thought of jurisprudence, as it is not the approach, of the 
movement. This is because it may restrict its onward journey – as per its opinion – and even it may be difficult for 
the movement to do so in view of fact that its followers – with diversified schools of thought according to the 
region in which they were raised – have become widespread throughout the world. Therefore, some of its followers 
are Hanbalī in some places like the middle of the Arabian Peninsula, Mālikī in some places and Shāfi‘ī in other 
places and so on and so forth. 
See: Al-Sāwī, Salāh. Madkhal Ilā Tarshīd Al-‘Amal Al-Islāmī; 188, and Al-Husayyin, Sa‘d. Ra’yun Ãkhar Fī 
Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh; 578, and ‘Abd Al-Rahmān, Khalid. Wujūb Al-Da‘wah Ilā Al-Kitāb Wa Al-Sunnah; 177-179. 
 
246

 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-
Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/40, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth 
Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 184. 
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illness, whereas he wrote his book Khas�ā’il Nabawī Sharh� Shamāil Tirmidhī during his sporadic 

journeys from Sahāranpūr to Delhi. 

 

He had an innate disposition for solitude and seclusion. This further increased after he joined 

Sufi thought and followed the Sufi way. Even in his seclusion, he used to be preoccupied with 

reading books and compilation or with supplications. Yet, he struck a nice balance between his 

desire for seclusion and his interest in intermingling with the people for the purpose of teaching, 

Daw‘ah, guidance and giving advice. Allah had bestowed on him a matured, comprehensive and 

accommodative personality, as he was able to efficiently embrace and accommodate the people 

of different spectrums and temperaments who would approach him when they faced educational 

and practical problems, in view of his wisdom, maturity, prudence and far-sightedness. Perhaps 

what further prompted the people to be drawn nearer to him and to meet him was his humility 

and his compassion for them as well his light-heartedness, cheerfulness, geniality and soft-

heartedness. 

 

Among his other famous characteristics, he was extremely generous towards his guests and 

anxious for their comfort and fulfillment of their needs for foods etc without asking them and 

embarrassing them. It was the author's distinguishing quality that he would appreciate and 

encourage all those who undertook Daw‘ah and reform works or who contributed to useful 

scholarly works. He would also express his desire to help them in this regard. On the other hand, 

he was well-known for his loyalty to his teachers or even the teachers of his teachers by 

introducing them, collecting their scholarly heritage and spreading the same among the people. 

 



By very nature, the author's eyes would fill up with tears whenever (touching) reports of the 

Prophet Muhammad  and his noble companions were mentioned. Similarly, whenever some 

pathetic and touching verses of poetry were recited, his eyes overflew with tears as he was 

compassionate and tender-hearted and had a good taste of poetry. This was also so es

because he himself had composed some poetry verses both in Arabic and Urdu languages.

 

Figure  3.5: The Family Tree of Muh
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 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. 
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3.12 His marriage and offspring 

After the death of Shaykh Muhammad Yahyā (author's father) in (1334 H./1916 CE.), the 

author's mother suffered from a severe fever that left her bed-ridden. She felt that her moment of 

death had approached.248 She was afraid of death before she could see him married. Therefore, 

she insisted upon him to get married, though her son believed that it was too early for him to get 

married. But Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā was obedient to his mother and gave in to her 

request. On 29th S�afar 1335 H., corresponding to 24th December 1916 CE., he married the 

daughter of Shaykh Ra’ūf Al-Hasan Al-Kāndahlawī. Her name was Amat Al-Matīn, whose 

elder sister was the wife of his uncle, Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās and mother of the preacher 

Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf. 

 

From this wife, Allah blessed him with five daughters and three sons. They were: Muhammad 

Mūsā, Muhammad Hārūn, Muhammad Yahyā. They all died at young age, while the daughters 

survived and got married. They were: Zākiyah, Dhākirah, Shākirah, Rāshidah and Shāhidah. 

Two of his daughters were lucky enough to have got married to two leaders of the Jamā‘at Al-

Tablīgh, as the eldest one, Zākiyah (mother of Muhammad Hārūn) was married to Shaykh 

Muhammad Yūsuf Ibn Muhammad Ilyās, the cousin of the author and the second Amīr of the 

movement249, while Dhākirah (mother of Muhammad Zubayr) was married to Shaykh 

                                                 
248 In fact what the mother of the author felt was translated into reality, as she passed away around 10 months after the 
demise of her husband on 25th Ramad�ān 1335 H., corresponding to 14th July 1917 CE. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā 
was severely affected by the death of his mother. This was especially because only 10 months before his father had also 
died. 
 
249 Then after the death of his wife (Zakiah), Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf married her youngest widowed sister (Rashidah), 
after her husband passed away. In this way, Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf had married two daughters of Shaykh Muhammad 
Zakariyyā, one after the other. 
 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/281-283, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 237-239. 
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Muhammad In‘ām Al-Hasan, the third Amīr of the Jamā‘ah.250 It is worth mentioning here that 

Muhammad Sa‘d Ibn Muhammad Hārūn, grandson of Zākiyah as well as Muhammad Zubayr 

Ibn Muhammad In‘ām, son of Dhākirah – who are indeed grandsons of Shaykh Muhammad 

Zakariyyā – are assuming, today, the leadership of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah along with a council of 

some advisors and aides. 

 

Almost 20 years after the marriage, the author met with a tragedy as his wife passed away on 5th 

Dhul H�ijjah 1355 H., corresponding to 17th February 1937 CE. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā 

was deeply affected by her death and did not desire to marry anyone else. He, therefore, 

remained for a while, unmarried. However, this attitude of the author did not find favour with 

his uncle Muhammad Ilyās, who asked him to marry his daughter, ‘Atiyyah. The author acceded 

to the request of his uncle and married her on 8th Rabī‘ Al-Awwal 1356 H., corresponding to 18th 

                                                 
250

 His full name was Muhammad In‘ām Al-Hsan Ibn Ikrām Al-Hasan Ibn Radā Al-Hasan Kāndahlawī. He had a 
family relationship with the founder of the movement, as Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās and his brother Shaykh 
Muhammad Yahyā were maternal uncles of his father. He studied under Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā and swore 
Bay‘ah to him into the Sufi orders. He also gave Bay‘ah to Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās as well. Shaykh Muhammad 
In‘ām busied himself with teaching in the school of Kāshif Al-‘Ulūm in Nizamudin, Delhi. He also participated in 
Tablīgh works and expanding activities of the movement since the era of its founder. 
Then in the year of (1384 H./1965 CE.), he took over as Amīr of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah after the death of Shaykh 
Muhammad Yūsuf. He proved his capability in heading the Jamā‘ah especially in view of his long stint with the 
Jamā‘ah. It expanded in his era considerably and became very famous and popular among all peoples – elites and 
masses alike. As a result of this reputation in the Islamic arena, his tenure witnessed a brush with some Islamic 
movements which opposed approach of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah or with the other movements which considered the 
Tablīghī Jamā‘ah as their rival in the regions of their influence and spread. He passed away in Delhi in (1416 
H./1995 CE.), at the age of 77. He continuously occupied the position of Amīr of the movement for around 30 
years. After his death, his son Shaykh Muhammad Zubayr along with Shaykh Muhammad Sa‘d, grandson of 
Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf, assumed the leadership of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah under an Advisory Council to oversee 
the affairs of the movement and its Da‘wah efforts. 
 

Fore more detailed biography of Shyakh Muhammad In‘ām Al-Hasan, please see: Sٍaٍhāranpūrī, Muhammad 
Shāhid. Sawānih� H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad In‘ām Kāndahlawī; 1/171-270. 
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June 1337 CE. From her, Allah blessed him with one son Muhammad Talhah and two daughters 

Safiyyah and Khadījah, who all had gotten married.251 

 

When we look at the author's relationship with the founder of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah, we notice 

that he was not only close to Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās because he was his uncle, but also he 

was close to him in several aspects. He was a brother-in-law of his uncle as the author married 

the daughter of Shaykh Ra’ūf Al-Hasan whereas his uncle also married his (Shaykh Ra’ūf Al-

Hasan) other's daughter. On the other hand, the author was son-in-law of his uncle as he married 

the daughter of his uncle after the death of his first wife. 

 

Moreover, he is considered father-in-law of Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf after he married the 

author's two daughters as mentioned above. Thus, we can say that his multiple family bonds 

perhaps were among the factors which contributed, in one way or the other, to Shaykh 

Muhammad Zakariyyā's assumption of a unique position and a distinguished role in the Tablīghī 

Jamā‘ah. 

3.13 His students 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā had a large number of students. In view of his abundant and rich 

knowledge, the students and even the scholars were keen to benefit from him, attend his 

                                                 
251

 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/332-334,338-365, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Aap Beti; 277-303, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā 
Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 70-72. 
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scholarly programs and take Ijāzah from him in the H�adīth through the chain of his great 

Mashā’ikh (teachers). The following is a brief list of the most famous students who studied 

under him or took the Ijāzah from him: 

 
1- Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf Ibn Muhammad Ilyās Kāndahlawī – the second Amīr of the 

Tablīghī Jamā‘ah. 

 

2- Shaykh Muhammad In‘ām Al-Hasan Kāndahlawī – the third Amīr of the movement. 

 

3- Shaykh Muftī Mahmūd Hasan Gangohī – the late Grand Muftī of India. 

 

4- Shaykh Akbar ‘Alī Sahāranpūrī – the former Shaykh Al-H�adīth in the University of Dār 

Al-‘Ulūm in Karachi. 

 

5- Shaykh ‘Abd Al-Jabbār Al-A‘zamī – the former Shaykh Al-H�adīth in Madrast Shāhī in 

Muradabad. 

 

6- Shaykh Muhammad Yūnus Al-Jaunpūrī – the current Shaykh Al-H�adīth in the University 

of Mazāhir Al-‘Ulūm in Sahāranpūr. 

 

7- Shaykh Muhammad ‘Āqil Sahāranpūrī – Head of the teachers and lecturers in the 

University of Mazāhir Al-‘Ulūm. 

 

8- Shaykh Ahmad Sa‘īd Khān Al-Muhājir Al-Madanī – formerly in charge of the Tablīghī 

Jamā‘ah in Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah. 

 

9- Shaykh Muhammad ‘Alawī Al-Mālikī – scholar of the Hījāz and Professor of the Islamic 

Studies in the University of King ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz in Jeddah. 
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10- Shaykh ‘Abd Al-Fattāh Abū Ghuddah Al-Halabī – Specialist in H�adīth and its sciences 

and Professor of Islamic Studies in Al-Imām Muhammad Ibn Sa‘ūd Islamic University 

in Riyadh. 

 

Of course, there are a lot of the author's students around the world, but there is no enough room 

to mention them here.252 

3.14 His written works 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā had distinctly possessed a wonderful skill and talent of writing 

and compilation. He was so proficient in this field that he became famous among his peers as a 

prolific writer and author in different sciences and arts. His books and write-ups speak volumes 

about abundance of the knowledge he possessed, his high stature and prolific writing which 

never stopped any time at home or outside, whether he was in good health or illness. His written 

works exceeded one hundred. This demonstrates his high spirit and strong will. Interestingly, 

one who has not come across the biography of Shaykh Zakariyyā, will believe, at first instance, 

that the author was not devoted to any work other than writing and compilation, because of the 

large number of his books. 

 

He has a large number of scholarly works to his credit, some in the Urdu language and mostly in 

the Arabic language, despite the fact that his mother tongue was Urdu. This also is indicative of 

                                                 
252

 See: Al-Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn ‘Āshiq Ilāhī. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 141-143, and Al-Nadwī, Wallī Al-Dīn. 
'Al-Imām Al-Muhaddith Muhammad Zakariyyā Al-Kāndahlawī Wa Āthāruh Fī ‘Ilm Al-Hadīth. 'Al-Ah�madiyyah 
Maqazin. (Issue. 7). March, 2001. p; 131-132. 
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the fact that he was, perfect, proficient and well-versed in the Arabic language. His hand writing 

was also good, clear and easy to read.253 

 

Amazingly, there is a marked diversity in his scholarly works in different fields and sciences, 

like Tafsīr Al-Qur’ān, Tajwīd (the rules and principles of reciting the Qur’ān), H�adīth and its 

sciences, Fiqh and its principles, belief, history and biographical books, Zuhd (asceticism) and 

Raqā’iq (heart-softening accounts) and Sufism, in addition to Arabic grammar, syntax and 

morphology and so forth. Yet, his most books are in the field of H�adīth and its allied sciences in 

which he emerged prominently and acquired the title of Shaykh Al-H�adīth. Describing the 

author, Abū Al-Hasan Al-Nadwī rightly said: 

 
H�adīth was not only a profession and science for him, but it was also an 
obsession, taste and passion for him, without which he cannot live.254 

 

When we read his biography we find that his first experience with writing and compilation was 

in his early age when he was a student, as his first written work was a three volume Urdu 

commentary on the book of Alafiyyat Ibn Mālik in the field of Arabic grammar-syntax. He was 

only around 13255 at that time. This clearly signifies his keen interest in writing and compilation 

since his early age. It is no wonder, then, that he has a large number of books to his credit. 

 

                                                 
253 NB: We managed to obtain an example of the author's handwriting from one of his students in Al-Madinah Al-
Munawwarah as shown in. 
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 Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan, his Introduction on the book's Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Awjaz Al-
Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik; 1/38-41. 
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 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 1/165, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 144 -145 . 
 
 



When we have a look at a large number of the books and their diversity, we find that Shaykh 

Muhammad Zakariyyā was distinctly able to write his books in

proficient and skillful in the style which he would choose for compiling an specific book 

necessitated by the topic of the book and the type of the people who are targeted, whether 

experts or general public. 

 

A purely scientific approach emerges manifestly in some of his books, like 

Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik, and 

understand and simple Daw‘ah

S�ah�ābah, Fad�ā’il Tablīgh and other books of virtues. Som

styles altogether, as is the case with his book 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā

commentator of H�adīth, speciali

all the strata257 of the society. 

 

Before we mention the names of the books written by the author, it may be interesting here to 

mention the opinion of the Muftī of the Mālikī School of Thought in

‘Alawī ‘Abbās Al-Mālikī (died in 1391 H./1971 CE.) about the author and his book 
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 Some authors are used to abidance by one style in their books, depending on their field of specialization. When 
they want to write in other styles, which they had not been used to, or which they had not experimented previously, 
they lag behind or their books are not at par with the creativity that distinguished their other books, which they 
wrote in the style which they are used to. However, Shaykh Muh
and authors who blended more than one style in their book
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 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. 
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Some authors are used to abidance by one style in their books, depending on their field of specialization. When 

they want to write in other styles, which they had not been used to, or which they had not experimented previously, 
ks are not at par with the creativity that distinguished their other books, which they 

wrote in the style which they are used to. However, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā is one of those creative writers 
and authors who blended more than one style in their books with full capability and competence.

asan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S
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When we have a look at a large number of the books and their diversity, we find that Shaykh 

so many styles.256 He was even 

proficient and skillful in the style which he would choose for compiling an specific book – as 

necessitated by the topic of the book and the type of the people who are targeted, whether 

entific approach emerges manifestly in some of his books, like Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā 

, while an easy to 

approach is manifest in some of his other books like H�ikāyāt 

etimes, the author pursues both the 

ā’l Nabawī Sharh� Shamāil Tirmidhī. Thus, 

is viewed simultaneously as an expert author, skilled researcher, 

zed historian and a reformist preacher, who communicates with 

Before we mention the names of the books written by the author, it may be interesting here to 

the HījāzHījāz, Shaykh 

Mālikī (died in 1391 H./1971 CE.) about the author and his book Awjaz Al-

Some authors are used to abidance by one style in their books, depending on their field of specialization. When 
they want to write in other styles, which they had not been used to, or which they had not experimented previously, 

ks are not at par with the creativity that distinguished their other books, which they 
ā is one of those creative writers 

s with full capability and competence. 

ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 240-254. 
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Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik, which is, in fact, considered as one of the most important, 

voluminous and valuable books of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā. He says: 

 
When the author of the book reports the ruling and evidences of the 
Mālikī School in his writings, we, the Mālikīs, are astonished at the 
accuracy and integrity of the report. If the author had not mentioned in 
the introduction of his book that he was a Hanafī, I would not have 
known that he was a Hanafī, but would have definitely concluded that he 
was a Mālikī, since in his Awjaz he cites derivatives of the Mālikī 
School from the books that we do not obtain there easily.258 

 

It may be interesting to mention here that the author, in a bid to make his knowledge public, 

decided not to withhold any rights of publication from the publication houses. Rather, he 

announced in the newspapers that he authored these books to seek the pleasure of Allah. So he 

does not ask for any money from the agency which prints his books. He permitted everyone 

whoever wished to publish them, on the condition that they were left unaltered and their 

accuracy259 was maintained. 

 

Following is a list of the books written by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā and which are 

classified in accordance with the sciences and arts, mentioning the language of the book, Arabic 

or Urdu. We point out to the books which are published only, as those which are published are 

less than those in manuscript form. 

                                                 
258

 See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 242-243, 
and Al-Nadwī, Wallī Al-Dīn. 'Al-Imām Al-Muhaddith Muhammad Zakariyyā Al-Kāndahlawī Wa Āthāruh Fī ‘Ilm 
Al-Hadīth.' Al-Ah�madiyyah Maqazin. (Issue. 7). March, 2001. p; 128, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ijat Al-
Wadā‘ Wa ‘Umurāt Al-Nabī S�allā Allah ‘Alayh Wa Sallam; K-L. 
 
259

 Al-Nadwī, Wallī Al-Dīn. 'Al-Imām Al-Muhaddith Muhammad Zakariyyā Al-Kāndahlawī Wa Āthāruh Fī ‘Ilm 
Al-Hadīth.' Al-Ah�madiyyah Maqazin. (Issue. 7). March, 2001. p; 133. 
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3.14.1  His books and writings on Tafsīr and Tajwīd 

1- Tuh�fat Al-Ikhwān Fī Bayān Ah�kām Tajwīd Al-Qur’ān. (Urdu) – Published. 

2- Tabwīb Ah�kām Al-Qur’ān. (Arabic). 

3- Tafsīr Mūjaz Lil-Qur’ān. (Arabic) – Published. 

4- Sharh� Al-Jazariyyah. (Arabic). 

 

3.14.2  His books and writings on H�adīth and its sciences 

1- Al-Abwāb Wa Al-Tarājim Lil-Bukhārī. (Arabic) – Published. 

2- Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik. (Arabic) – Published. 

3- Us�ūl Al-H�adīth ‘Alā Madhhab Al-H�anafīyyah. (Arabic). 

4- Awwaliyyāt Al-Qiyāmah. (Arabic). 

5- Tabwīb Ta’wīl Mukhtalaf Al-H�adīth. (Arabic). 

6- Tabwīb Mushkil Al-Āthār. (Arabic). 

7- Takhrīj Al-Jāmi‘. (Arabic). 

8- Taqārīr Kutub Al-H�adīth. (Urdu). 

9- Sharh Mishkāt Al-Masābīh. (Arabic). 

10- Al-Fayd� Al-Samāwī ‘Alā Sunan Al-Nasā’ī. (Arabic) – Published. 

11- Talkhīs� Badhl Al-Majhūd. (Arabic). 

12- Jāmi‘ Al-Riwāyāt Wa Al-Ajzā’. (Arabic). 

13- Juz’ Afad�al Al-A‘māl. (Arabic). 

14- Juz’ Ankih�atuhu S�allā Allah ‘Alayhi Wa Sallam. (Arabic). 
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15- Juz’ Innamā Al-A‘māl Bil-Niyyāt. (Arabic). 

16- Juz’ Takhrīj H�adīth ‘Ā’ishah Rad�iya Allah ‘Anhā. (Arabic). 

17- Juz’ Al-Jihād. (Arabic). 

18- Juz’ Riwāyāt Al-Istih�ād�ah. (Arabic). 

19- Juz’ Raf‘ Al-Yadayn. (Arabic). 

20- Juz’ S�alāt Al-Istisqā’. (Arabic). 

21- Juz’ S�alāt Al-khawf. (Arabic). 

22- Juz’ S�alāt Al-Kusūf. (Arabic). 

23- Juz’ Mā Jā’a Fī Sharh� Alfāz+ Al-Isti‘ādhah. (Arabic). 

24- Juz’ Mā Qālahu Al-Muh�adithūn Fī Al-Imām Al-A‘z+am. (Arabic). 

25- Juz’ Mā Yushkil ‘Alā Al-Jārih�īn. (Arabic). 

26- Juz’ Al-Mubahamāt Fī Al-Asānīd Wa Al-Riwāyāt. (Arabic). 

27- Juz’ Mukaffirāt Al-Dhunūb. (Arabic). 

28- Juz’ Al-Mi‘rāh . (Arabic). 

29- H�ijjat Al-Wadā‘ Wa ‘Umurāt Al-Nabī S�allā Allah ‘Alayhi Wa Sallam. (Arabic) – 

Published. 

30- H�awāshī Al-Musalsalāt. (Arabic) – Published. 

31- H�awāshī Wa Ta‘līqāt Badhl Al-Majhūd. (Arabic) – Published. 

32- H�awashī Dhayl Al-Tahdhīb. (Arabic). 

33- Dhayl Taysīr Al-Wus�ūl Ilā Jāmi‘ Al-Us�ūl. (Arabic). 

34- Shadharāt Al-H�adīth. (Arabic). 
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35- Shadharāt Asamā’ Al-Rījāl. (Arabic). 

36- Fad�ā’il Zabān ‘Arabī.260 (Urdu) – Published. 

37- Al-Kawkab Al-Durrī ‘Alā Jāmi‘ Al-Tirmidhī. (Arabic) – Published. 

38- Lāmi‘ Al-Darārī ‘Alā Jāmi‘ Al-Bukhārī. (Arabic) – Published. 

39- Mu‘jam Al-S�ah�ābah Alladhīna Akhraja ‘Anhum Abū Dāwūd Al-T4ayālisī Fī Musnadih. 

(Arabic). 

40- Multaqat3 Al-Ruwāt3 ‘An Al-Mirqāt. (Arabic). 

41- Mukhtas�s��āt Al-Mishkāt. (Arabic). 

42- Mu‘jam Rijāl Tadhkirat Al-H�uffāz+ Lil-Dhahabī. (Arabic). 

43- Mu‘jam Al-Musnad Lil-Imām Ah�mad. (Arabic). 

44- Muqaddimāt Kutub Al-H�adīth. (Arabic). 

 

3.14.3  His books and writings on Fiqh and its principles. 

1- Ikhtilāf Al-A’immah. (Urdu) – Published. 

2- Juz’ Al-Manāt . (Arabic). 

3- Juz’ Ikhtilāf Al-A’immah Fī Al-S�alāh. (Arabic). 

4- Juz’ Raf‘ Al-Yadayn. (Arabic). 

5- Shadharāt. (Arabic). 

6- Wujūb I‘fā’ Al-Lih�yah. (Urdu) and (Arabic) – Published. 

                                                 
260 Also, it has been Published into Arabic with the title Fad�ā’il Al-Lughah Al-‘Arabiyyah. 
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3.14.4  His books and writings on belief 

1- Islām Lānī Ka T4arīqat. (Arabic) – Published. 

2- Al-Taqdīr. (Urdu). 

3- Tīn Maktūb. (Urdu) – Published. 

4- Mawt Kī Yād. (Urdu) – Published. 

 

3.14.5  His books and writings on sects and movements 

1- Al-I‘tidāl Fī Marātib Al-Rijāl. (Urdu) – Published. 

2- Tablīghī Jamā‘at Per I‘tirād�ātkī Jawābāt. (Urdu) – Published. 

3- Fawā’id H�usaynī. (Arabic) – Published. 

4- Fitnat Mawdūdiyyat. (Urdu) – Published. 

5- Mashriqī Ka Islām. (Urdu). 

6- Mut3āl‘at Qādniyyat. (Urdu). 

 

3.14.6  His books and writings on Zuhd and Raqā’iq 

1- Sharī‘at Wa T4arīqat Ka Talāzum. (Urdu) and (Arabic) – Published. 

2- D�amā’im Khawān Khalīl. (Urdu) – Published. 

3- Fad�ā’il Tijārat. (Urdu) – Published. 

4- Fad�ā’il Durūd Sharīf. (Urdu) – Published. 

5- Fad�ā’il Dhikr. (Urdu) – Published. 
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6- Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. (Urdu) – Published. 

7- Fad�ā’il H�ajj. (Urdu) – Published. 

8- Fad�ā’il Tablīgh. (Urdu) – Published. 

9- Fad�ā’il S�adaqāt. (Urdu) – Published. 

10- Fad�ā’il Namāz. (Urdu) – Published. 

11- Nisbat Wa Ijāzāt. (Urdu) – Published. 

12- Was�āyā Wa Ta‘līmāt. (Urdu) – Published. 

 

3.14.7  His books and writings on history and biographies 

1- Abjad Al-Waqā’i‘. (Arabic) 

2- Akābir Ka Ramad�ān. (Urdu) – Published. 

3- Āb Bītī. (Urdu). Published. 

4- Akābir ‘Ulamā’ Deoband. (Urdu) – Published. 

5- Tārīkh Mashāyikh Chisht. (Urdu) – Published. 

6- Tārikh Maz+āhir Al-‘Ulūm. (Urdu) – Published. 

7- Tadhkirat Al-Qurrā’ Al-Sab‘ah. (Arabic) – Published. 

8- Juz’ Umarā’ Al-Madīnah Al-Munawwarah. (Arabic). 

9- Juz’ T4uruq Al-Madīnah Al-Munawwarah. (Arabic). 

10- Juz’ Wafāt Al-Nabī S�allā Allah ‘Alayhi Wa Sallam. (Arabic). 

11- Al-H�awashī ‘Alā Al-Ishā‘ah Fī Ashrāt3 Al-Sā‘ah. (Arabic) – Published. 

12- H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah. (Urdu) – Published. 
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13- Khas�ā’il Nabawī Sharh� Shamā’il Tirmidhī. (Urdu) – Published. 

14- Rasā’il Istirā’ik. (Urdu) – Published. 

15- Sīrat Al-S�iddīq Rad�iya Allah ‘Anh. (Urdu) – Published. 

16- Qur’ān ‘Az+īm Aūr Jabrīyat Ta‘līm. (Urdu) – Published. 

17- Mujaddidīn Millat. (Urdu). 

18- Mashāyikh Al-Tas�awwuf. (Urdu). 

19- Mīrī Muh�sin Kitābīn. (Urdu). 

20- Al-Mu’allafāt Wa Al-Mu’allifūn. (Arabic). 

21- Niz+ām Madrasat Maz+āhir ‘Ulūm. (Urdu). 

22- Natā’ij H�ajj. (Urdu) Published. 

23- Al-Waqā’i‘ Wa Al-Duhūr. (Arabic). 

 

3.14.8  His books and writings on Arabic grammar and morphology and logic 

1- Idāfat Bir Ashkāl Iqlīs . (Urdu). 

2- Sharh� Alfiyyat Ibn Mālik. (Urdu). 

3- Sharh� Sullam Al-‘Ulūm. (Urdu). 
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Figure  3.6: A sample for manuscript by the handwriting of the author. 

 



3.15 Author's death 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā

forbearing and long-suffering in anticipation of Allah's reward. But his illness did not prevent 

him from sparing time and exerting efforts for disseminating knowledge and doing 

among the people. Then, he became severely ill during the last days of his life, until he passed 

away at 5:00 p.m on Monday 1

around 87 when he died. 

 

A large number of people attended his funeral prayer after 

in Al-Madinah. Then he was buried in 

members of the Prophet 

Sahāranpūrī. He had always hoped to die in Al

wish and he died there, as his Shaykh died there some five and half decad

connection, it is worth mentioning her a certain 

says: “He who is able to die in Al

dies therein”.262 

 

                                                
261

 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā, 
(English Translation). Aap Beti; 1/271
Muh�ammad Zakariyyā S�āh�ib; 240-254, and 
176. 
 
262

 Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Al
 
 
 
 

Zakariyyā got tired and fell ill a few months before his death. He was 

ng in anticipation of Allah's reward. But his illness did not prevent 

him from sparing time and exerting efforts for disseminating knowledge and doing 

among the people. Then, he became severely ill during the last days of his life, until he passed 

way at 5:00 p.m on Monday 1st Sha‘bān 1402 H., corresponding to 24th May 1982 CE. He was 

A large number of people attended his funeral prayer after ‘Ishā’ prayer in the Prophet's Mosque 

Madinah. Then he was buried in Al-Baqī‘ Graveyard nearby the graves o

, and also next to the grave of his Shaykh Khalīl Ah

Sahāranpūrī. He had always hoped to die in Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah. Allah granted his 

wish and he died there, as his Shaykh died there some five and half decad

connection, it is worth mentioning her a certain H�adīth of the Prophet Muh

says: “He who is able to die in Al-Madinah let him do so, for I will intercede for him when he 

         
ammad Zakariyyā, Āp Bītī; 2/1520-1530, and Kāndahlawī, Muh

; 1/271-287, and Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Shaykh Al
254, and Al-Barnī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn ‘Āshiq Ilāhī. 

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Al-Shaybānī. Al-Musnad; 2/104. 
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got tired and fell ill a few months before his death. He was 

ng in anticipation of Allah's reward. But his illness did not prevent 

him from sparing time and exerting efforts for disseminating knowledge and doing Da‘wah 

among the people. Then, he became severely ill during the last days of his life, until he passed 

May 1982 CE. He was 

prayer in the Prophet's Mosque 

Graveyard nearby the graves of noble family 

, and also next to the grave of his Shaykh Khalīl Ahmad 

Munawwarah. Allah granted his 

wish and he died there, as his Shaykh died there some five and half decades before.261 In this 

of the Prophet Muhammad , which 

Madinah let him do so, for I will intercede for him when he 

1530, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
rat Shaykh Al-H�adīth Mawlānā 

mān Ibn ‘Āshiq Ilāhī. ‘Ulamā’ Deoband; 175-
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3.16 Conclusion 

In view of what has been aforementioned in the biography of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā, 

we can conclude that a prominent personality of the stature of the author, who witnessed the 

early days of the inception of the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah and phases of its development and its spread 

throughout the world, had played a great and effective role in supporting the leaders of the 

movement, educating its members, offering guidance to them, boosting its morale and ethics and 

supervising over it intellectually, educationally and morally. One can also add that due to his 

sufi roots, the movement was influenced somehow by Sufism and hence still carries some sufi 

characterstics. 

 

The fact that the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah adopted his book Tablīghī Nis�āb, even after his death, 

indeed testifies to his virtuousness, righteousness and popularity. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā 

– in my opinion – is a pivotal personality around whom the leaders and members of the 

movement revolve, because of his educational and intellectual reputation, long experiences and 

his family relationship with its leaders. 

 

However, when we look into his personality without referring to his association with the 

Tablīghī Jamā‘ah, we find that his great scholarly and intellectual heritage present him to the 

people as a great scholar among the most famous scholars of the past century. What is enough 

for him to be proud of is the fact that he acquired the title of Shaykh Al-H�adīth and he is 

popularly known among the people with this title. 
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At the conclusion of this chapter, which reviewed different aspects of the biography of the 

author, like his name, education, upbringing, his careers in the field of teaching, Daw‘ah and his 

prominent efforts with the Tablīghī Jamā‘ah, as well as other aspects of his social life and 

intellectual heritage which he left after his death, it is high time for us to study, in the next 

chapter, his book Tablīghī Nis�āb in accordance with the designed plan of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER ( 4 ) TABLĪGHĪ NIS�ĀB IN FOCUS 

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will focus on the Tablīghī Nis�āb as one of the most important ideological and 

controversial resources of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. It will also shed some light on different 

aspects concerning the title of this book, the importance of the book, its date of publication. 

Furthermore, We will deal with the editions and translations of Tablīghī Nis�āb, its different parts 

and its sources. Then we will discuss the author's methodology and other related issues. 

4.2 The Title of the book 

It is worth noting first of all that there can be disagreement on the titles of some books. This 

could be due to the death of the author before giving a title to his book,263 or due to the existence 

                                                 
263 A good example for this case is the book of Sībawāih on Arabic Grammar, he died before finishing it – he did 
not write an introduction, conclusion or even name his book. Therefore, the scholars entitled it Al-Kitāb (the book) 
or Kitāb Sībawāih. 
For more details, see: Khalīfah, Hājjī. Kashf Al-Z�unūn ‘An Asāmī Al-Kutub Wa Al-Funūn; 1426-1428, and 
http://www.islamonline.net/iol-arabic/dowalia/mashaheer-Aug-2000/mashaheer-4.asp , accessed on 12/8/2006. 
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of different copies and editions264 or other reasons. The Tablīghī Nis�āb has been printed under 

two different titles, though both titles are acceptable. However, the subtitles and different parts 

of the book are identical; those parts were originally written as separate independent books and 

were named by the author himself, then later were collected and printed in this book. 

 

However, according to Muhammad Khalid Masud, the book gained its fame – after the death of 

the founder of the movement, Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās – in its Urdu edition in (1374 H./1955 

CE.), under the title Tablīghī Nis�āb.265 This Urdu title means (curriculum for the Islamic 

Da‘wah). The book attained special status for the members of the Jama‘at Al-Tablīgh in many 

countries to read from during their learning sessions, which are held periodically during staying 

and travelling (Tablīghī Khurūj). The aim of those lessons is to make members familiar with the 

methodology of the movement and motivate them to offer their time, efforts and money for the 

sake of the Da‘wah and Tablīgh. 

 

By these means, the activities of the group would increase and become self-reliant. Hence, this 

title indicated the purpose and role of the book. Nevertheless, there were other books assigned 

by the movement to substitute for this book, such as Riyād� Al-S�ālih�īn and Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh  

in different parts of the world, for different reasons and aims.266 

 

                                                 
264 A good example in this regard is the book of Sunan Al-Tirmidhī, some editions of which are titled Al-Jāmi‘ Al-
S�ah�īh�, others Jāmi‘ Al-Sunan, or Jāmi‘Al-Tirmidhī. 
 
265 See: Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 82, and Metcalf, Barbara D. 'Living Hadīth in the Tablīghī 
Jamā’at.' The Journal of Asian Studies. (Vol. 52, No. 3). August, 1993, p; 585. 
 
266 See: Metcalf, Barbara D. 'Living Hadīth in the Tablīghī Jamā’at.' The Journal of Asian Studies. (Vol. 52, No. 3). 
August, 1993, p; 600. 
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The other title of the book appeared in early (1405 H./1985 CE.), three years after the death of 

the author in (1402 H./1982 CE.), as it was printed under the title, Fad�ā’il A‘māl,267 derived 

from standard Arabic Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl.268 This title is as good as the previous one, as it reflects 

most of the content of the book that included sections focusing on the Āyāt and Ah�ādīth, which 

talk about the virtues of S�alāh (prayer), fasting, pilgrimage and other rituals. Although the book 

contains other material than the virtues appearing in a small part of it, it does not contradict the 

title as most of its content is about the Fad�ā’il. 

 

It could be asked why the book was printed under a title that is different from the original. In 

fact, we could not find a convincing answer from the movement to this question; nevertheless 

printing the book under the title Fad�ā’il A‘māl makes it more acceptable and appealing to 

people as it reflects the content of the book. Moreover, the old name may show that the book is 

connected and related to the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. On the other hand, this connection does not 

exist or not appear clearly in the case of the new title of Fad�ā’il A‘māl. 

 

Yet, changing the title might have been the decision of the publisher. Ironically, copies of the 

book with the title Tablīghī Nis�āb were banned from entering Saudi Arabia269 because of the 

criticism directed at this book. Meanwhile the researcher has found the book with the title 

Fad�ā’il A‘māl is available in Saudi Arabia with the same content and arrangement. We do not 

                                                 
267 See: Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 82. 
 
268 There are number of other books under the same name “Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl” by Diyā’ Al-Dīn Al-Maqdisī, Ibn 
Zanjawayh, Abū ‘Abd Allah Al-Barqī and others. 
 
269 See: Metcalf, Barbara D. 'Living Hadīth in the Tablīghī Jamā’at.' The Journal of Asian Studies. (Vol. 52, No. 3). 
August, 1993, p; 599. 
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know if the movement changed the title in order to gain access to Saudi Arabia – the question 

remains unanswered and needs a satisfactory answer. 

4.3 The importance of the book 

One of the six main principles270 of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīg is the concern for ‘Ilm Al-Fad�ā‘il 

(Knowledge of the virtues). Where the movement has realised since its emergence, the 

importance of this principle in influence on many people (especially, the member of Tablīghī 

group). Moreover, we can notice that the principle of ‘Ilm Al-Fad�ā‘il has a strong impact on the 

rest of the other principles, such as the principles of prayer, Dhikr and Tablīgh. Therefore, the 

Tablīgh Nis�āb plays an important role in achieving the principles, according to the methodology 

of the movement and its aims. 

 

However, the founder of the movement, Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās, emphasises the importance 

of ‘Ilm Al-Fad�ā‘il and its precedence over ‘Ilm Al-Masā’il (Knowledge of issues of the legal or 

theological doctrines), saying: 

 
The status of the Fad�ā’il comes before the status of their Masā’il. 
Fad�ā’il develop belief in the reward of good deeds. This is a stage of 
Īmān (faith); and it is Īmān which inspires a person to perform religious 
devotion. The necessity to know the Masā’il would be realised by a 
person the moment he feels to act upon Dīn. It is for this reason that 
Fad�ā’il of deeds are enjoying more importance in our circle.271 

                                                 
270 NB: Gaborieau in ‘The Encyclopaedia of Islam’ indicates that “the movement is founded on five basic 
principles”, but the Tablīghī sources and the others have mentioned six basic principles. 
See: Gaborieau Marc, ‘Tablīghī Jama‘at’ The Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition, Edited by: The Bianquis et.al; 
Vol.X, pp.38-39.  
For comparison, see: Hasanī, Muhammad. Sawānih� H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Yūsuf Kāndahlawī; 740-741, and 
Al-Bukhārī Mawlawī Sayyid, Mālā Budda Minhu Fī Al-Da‘wah Wa Al-Tablīgh; 8, and Sikand, Yoginder. The 
origins and the development of the Tablighi-Jama‘at 1920-2000; 71. 
 
271 Nu‘mānī, Muhammad Manzūr. Malfūz+āt H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Ilyās; 164. 
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It seems taht the movement took this attitude because of some factors and motives that are as 

follows: 

 
1- Knowledge of the Fad�ā’il has the ability to stimulate and motivate people to do a lot of 

good acts as a way to approach Allah and ask for his forgiveness and rewards. This 

enriches the spiritual and religious side of the members of the movement and 

strengthens their bond with the religion.272 

 

2- Knowledge of the Fad�ā’il is a matter of agreement among different Fiqh doctrines; 

calling for unity and consensus is a major aim of the movement. As for the Masā’il there 

is great disagreement amongst the Islamic schools of Fiqh. Focusing on it would cause 

fragmentation and religious argument between the members of the movement and 

negatively influence the movement as a whole.273 

 

3- The commitment of members to this kind of the Fad�ā’il does not require a complicated 

organization or expensive preparation; this matches the methodology of the movement 

which cherishes simplicity.274 

                                                 
272 See: Sikand, Yoginder. The origins and the development of the Tablighi-Jama‘at 1920-2000; 74, and Al-
Sharqāwī, Muhammad. Al-S�ifāt Al-Sitt ‘Ind Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh; 43. 
 
273 See: Sikand, Yoginder. The origins and the development of the Tablighi-Jama‘at 1920-2000; 88, and Masud, 
Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 102-103. 
 
274 Al-Sharqāwī, Muhammad. Al-S�ifāt Al-Sitt ‘Ind Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh; 42. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4.4 Description of the book

Some writers may consider the book an encyclop

virtues.275 Originally, the Tablīghī Nis�āb 

periods and printed individually. Later, they were collected and printed in two volumes, of 1564 

pages in some editions276 and more or fewer pages in other editions. Each part (book) inside this 

series became an independent part in this large book. There are ten parts, nine of which were 

written by Shaykh Muhammad 

of the Holy Qur’ān), Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān

Islamic Call), H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah 

Prayer), Fad�ā’il Dhikr (Virtues of Glorification), 

S�ad�aqāt (Virtues of Charities), and 

tenth part is Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī Ka

Remedy) written by Shaykh M

founder of the movement Shaykh Muh

4.5 Editions of the Tablīghī Nis�āb

We have to mention at the beginning that Shaykh Muh

copyright to himself nor did he give it to any particular publisher; rather he permitted anyone to 

                                                
275See: Al-Ma‘rūfī, ‘Abd Allah. 
deoband.com/arabic/magazine/1089775013/fix4sub2file.htm#_ednref1
276 See for example: the editions of Darul Kutub. 'Dewsbury/UK', and ‘Imrān Book Depot. 'Delhi/India' and so 
forth. 
 
277 Or (Fad�ā’il S�alāh). 
 
278 Or (Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī
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and more or fewer pages in other editions. Each part (book) inside this 
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ammad Zakariyyā. Chronologically, they are: Fad

ā’il Ramad�ān (Virtues of Ramad�ān), Fad�ā’il

āyāt S�ah�ābah (Stories of the Companions), Fad�ā’il Namāz

(Virtues of Glorification), Fad�ā’il H�ajj (Virtues of Pilgrimage), 

(Virtues of Charities), and Fad�ā’il Darūd (Virtues of praise of the Prophet 

Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī Ka Wāh�id ‘Ilāj (Muslim Degeneration and its Only 

) written by Shaykh Muhammad Ihtishām Al-Hasan Kāndahlawī, the cousin of the 

founder of the movement Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās and his brother-in-law at the same time.

Tablīghī Nis�āb 

We have to mention at the beginning that Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā did not k

copyright to himself nor did he give it to any particular publisher; rather he permitted anyone to 

         
Ma‘rūfī, ‘Abd Allah. Mawsū‘at Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl

deoband.com/arabic/magazine/1089775013/fix4sub2file.htm#_ednref1 , accessed on 15/12/2005.
See for example: the editions of Darul Kutub. 'Dewsbury/UK', and ‘Imrān Book Depot. 'Delhi/India' and so 

Nabī ). 
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print it but under certain instructions and conditions that can be summarised as follows:279 

 

� Make the utmost effort to make sure that the book is free from errors in printing. 

� Print the original script as it was with no additions or omissions. 

� Ensure that translations into other languages are faithful to the original. 

� In translation to other languages, verses of the Qur’ān and Ah�ādīth should be stated in 

Arabic first followed by the translation. 

� If abridged, this should be mentioned in the title to differentiate it from the original 

unabridged copy. 

 

The first edition in Urdu came out in (1374 H./1955 CE.).280 In the following years, it was 

printed more often, as some publishers printed it in more than 200 editions.281 The multitude of 

editions might be due to its connection with the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh, which helped in publishing 

it on one hand, and its well-known author on the other. Furthermore, the general permission by 

the author to print the book contributed to the large number of its editions. 

 

One of the most important aspects in these editions is that the different parts of the book are not 

arranged in a chronological order. We notice, for example, in the first volume of the book in one 

of the editions (the one of 776 pages) that it includes eight parts only; the first of which is 

                                                 
279 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 29-35. 
 
280 See: Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 82. 
 
281 See: Al-Makkī, ‘Abd Al-Hafīz, his preface of the book Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl Fī 
Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Fad�āil Al-A‘māl ; 5. 
 



H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah according to the editions that we have obtained.

one in the original, with regard to chronological order of the 

Urdu and English283 editions with the 

reasons: 

 

(a) It reflects the real life of the first generation of Muslims, as it includes aspects of the life of 

the Prophet Muhammad 

sake of Allah. No doubt, th

astounding influence on people,

attention of the reader and motivate them to make sacrifices like the Prophet

S�ah�ābah did. This, without doubt, serves the aims and objectives of the 

eventually. 

 

(b) The methodology and topics of 

the virtues of certain deeds. Therefore, it would be more appropriate t

arrange the remaining sections of similar content together with no interruption. If this 

justification is correct, then it does not contradict placing the part written by Shaykh 

Muhammad Ihtishām. 

Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān and Fad

last, or was left out in others.

                                                
282 See: Masud, Muhmmad Khalid. 
of the Tablighi-Jama‘at 1920-2000; 73.
 
283 The H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah has not been translated into Arabic yet.
 
284 The second Amīr of the group, Shaykh Muh
subject and named it H�ayāt Al-S�ah�ābah
 
285 See: Masud, Muhammad Khalid. 

according to the editions that we have obtained.282 Yet, this part is the fourth 

one in the original, with regard to chronological order of the Tablīghī Nis�āb

editions with the H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah can be attributed, in our opinion, to two 

It reflects the real life of the first generation of Muslims, as it includes aspects of the life of 

ammad , and the lives of his Companions and their sacrifices for the 

sake of Allah. No doubt, the movement realised the importance of such stories and their 

astounding influence on people,284 therefore, this part was placed at the front to attract the 

attention of the reader and motivate them to make sacrifices like the Prophet

This, without doubt, serves the aims and objectives of the 

The methodology and topics of H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah differ from the other parts, which focus on 

the virtues of certain deeds. Therefore, it would be more appropriate t

arrange the remaining sections of similar content together with no interruption. If this 

justification is correct, then it does not contradict placing the part written by Shaykh 

ām. Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī Ka Wāh�id

Fad�ā’il Darūd in some editions. Yet, in some editions, this part came 

last, or was left out in others.285 

         
See: Masud, Muhmmad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 83, and Sikand, Yoginder. The origins and the development 

; 73. 

ot been translated into Arabic yet. 

of the group, Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf Kāndahlawī, wrote three volumes in Arabic on this 
ābah (The Life of the Companions). 

See: Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 82. 
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Wāh�id ‘Ilāj in between the 

in some editions. Yet, in some editions, this part came 

The origins and the development 

wrote three volumes in Arabic on this 
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However, other parts of the book were arranged differently. In some editions, we find the 

Fad�ā’il Qur’ān followed by the Fad�ā’il Namāz, followed by the Fad�ā’il Dhikr, followed by the 

Fad�ā’il Tablīgh, followed by the Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān, then the Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī Ka 

Wāh�id ‘Ilāj, and, finally, the Fad�ā’il Darūd. Yet in other editions, the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān comes in 

the second place after the H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah, followed by the Fad�ā’il Tablīgh, then the Fad�ā’il 

Ramad�ān, and so on. Other editions have a different order as well. This difference in order 

might be caused by the multiple publishers who rushed to print the book, making use of the 

open permission granted by the author. 

 

As for the second volume of the Tablīghī Nis�āb of 791 pages, it includes the Fad�ā’il S�ad�aqāt 

and Fad�ā’il H�ajj. Some editions did not include the second volume or even refer to the 

existence of a second volume; thus, a reader who is not familiar with the Tablīghī Nis�āb or with 

the Tablīghī goup might assume that there is only one part of the book.286 

 

While the Urdu editions of the book are characterized by differences in the numbers of the parts 

or books, as well as arrangement of the parts, the English and Arabic editions have fewer 

differences. In the English editions that we have,287 the only difference is that some include the 

two volumes, while others do not even mention the existence of a second volume. As for the 

arrangement of the parts, although the English versions do not abide by the historical order, they 

all adhere to the same arrangement. The first volume of 900 pages begins with the H�ikāyāt 

                                                 
286 See for example: the editions of Kutub Khānah Majīdiyyah. 'Multan/Pakistan', and Muhammad ‘Abd Al-Rahīm. 
'Lahore/Pakistan'. 
 
287 And it could be in all English editions that we do not have. 
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S�ah�ābah, Fad�ā’il Qur’ān, Fad�ā’il Namāz, Fad�ā’il Dhikr, Fad�ā’il Tablīgh, Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān, 

and the last part is Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī Ka Wāh�id ‘Ilāj. The second volume of 1070 

pages includes the Fad�ā’il S�ad�aqāt and Fad�ā’il H�ajj. 

 

In this regard, we notice that Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī Ka Wāh�id ‘Ilāj by Shaykh 

Muhammad Ihtishām remains a permanent part of the book. In contrast, the part of Fad�ā’il 

Darūd was excluded after some scholars in Pakistan voiced their criticism of the inclusion of 

this part.288 Therefore, it is printed separately and not as part of the book. Although we could not 

find a convincing explanation for this peculiar decision, it is still unjustifiable to exclude this 

part. The exclusion of this part is worthy of criticism not the other way around, especially since 

we know that the Urdu editions include this part. Furthermore, if the Fad�ā’il Dhikr is included, 

then including this part becomes more appropriate as it may constitute the best type of Dhikr. 

 

Muhammad Khalid Masud comments on the history of the English translations by saying: 

 
The first English translation of the Tablīghī Nis�āb appeared in 1960, and 
a revised edition was published in 1980 by the Kutub Khāna Faydī, in 
Lahore (Raiwind). These translations were published in Delhi under the 
title Teachings of Islam (1985). A third revised edition was published in 
1985 as Faza’il A’maal. The 1987 Karachi edition is a reprint of the 
1985 Kutub Khāna Faydī edition. This same edition was reprinted in 
Dewsbury, England, and in South Africa. A further revision in simple 
English was published in 1995 under the same title. The 1985 edition 
has also been translated into French, but French and Arabic speaking 
Tablīghīs often use Nawawī's Riyād�us S�ālih�īn instead.289 

 

                                                 
288 Unfortunately, we do not have any information so far about reasons for their objection. This is something we 
hope to deal with in later research. 
 
289 Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 82. 



It is worth mentioning here, that a single translator did not translate the book as one piece; 

rather, different translators translated it over different periods of time, because the parts of the 

book were separate before being compiled in the book 

bear in mind that the work was done by different translators, who inevitably would leave

own marks on the book as each translator has his own translation method. Later, we will 

elaborate on the identities of those translators.

 

As for the Arabic translation, the book was printed under the title 

under its earlier title, Tablīghī Nis�āb.

S�alāh, and Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. This book falls into 179 pages. The Arabic translation did not follow 

the chronological order of writing of the various parts nor the chr

translation. For example, the translation of the 

before the Fad�ā’il Tablīgh. These books were translated between 1972 and 1973, and Shaykh 

Abū Al-Hasan Al-Nadwī wrote forewords to thes

 

It is noteworthy that the Arabic translations of the 

ago and that no efforts have been made to translate any other part of the work, as far as we 

know. Although Shaykh Latīf Al

Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī

thorough search and could not find any such translation. We even wrote a letter to the 

publishing house that publishes 

                                                
290 According to the edition of Idara Isha’at
 
291 See: Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahm
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Tablīghī Nis�āb. It includes three parts so far; the Fad

. This book falls into 179 pages. The Arabic translation did not follow 

the chronological order of writing of the various parts nor the chronological order of the 

translation. For example, the translation of the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān was made more than six months 

. These books were translated between 1972 and 1973, and Shaykh 

wrote forewords to these translated books. 

It is noteworthy that the Arabic translations of the Tablīghī Nis�āb were produced a long time 

ago and that no efforts have been made to translate any other part of the work, as far as we 

know. Although Shaykh Latīf Al-Rahmān Al-Bahrānjī mentioned in his book that the part, 

Nabī , was also translated into Arabic,291 we have conducted a 

thorough search and could not find any such translation. We even wrote a letter to the 

publishing house that publishes Tablīgh group books to ask about the existence of the 

         
According to the edition of Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'. 

mān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 29. 
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translation. They confirmed to us that no translation into Arabic has been done apart from the 

three parts previously mentioned. Nevertheless, it might be that the book of 

‘Alā Al-Nabī  has been translated into Arabic but has not yet been printed.

 

However, we may excuse the movement for not translating the book of 

there is another book in Arabic on the subject by Shaykh Muh

is even larger than the one in the 

the rest of the books not been translated into Arabi, as they have done into other languages 

including English? 

 

In this regard, and before we move to discussing the diffe

have to make one more observation. The various and multiple editions of the book might have 

served the book and contributed to its widespread fame. However, an average reader might think 

that competition between differ

be more accurate, with less error, and well edited; yet this is not the case concerning all parts of 

the book. Each new edition is more or less a photocopy of the previous one, if not worse. 

Therefore, we need to know to what extent the translators and publ

conditions set by Shaykh Muh

have the following examples: 
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Fortunately, in our interview with Shaykh Habīb Allah Qurbān Al-Mazāhrī, one of students of 
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1- With regard to making the utmost effort to ensure that the book is free from error at 

printing: we find that there are common and repeated mistakes in Qur’anic verses and 

Ah�ādīth, in many versions of the Urdu, the English and even the Arabic as well. 

 

• For example in the Fad�ā’il Tablīgh,293 ن�OQُSِUَWْXَ ZٍSَUَWْ[ُ \ا أَيÒُ Sَaَ bَXcِ\dا eُSَfْgَhَـjَ� [Q.26:227], 

the beginning of the verse as printed changes the first letter. It is printed (ف) instead 

of ( و   ). The same mistake is repeated in the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān294 in the same verse. 

 

• In the Fad�ā’il S�alāh,295 there is a mistake in the verse of �mْQِnَoْةِ وَاq\rdstِ uَSَْأَه mْ[ُْوَأ� 

[Q.20:132], where in some editions, even the newer ones, the word �mْQِnَoَْوا� is 

printed without the letter (  ا ). 

 
• In the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān296 in H�adīth 32 there is a typing error as well.297 

                                                 
293 For the editions in Urdu, see: the editions of Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 19, Kutub Khānah 
Majīdiyyah. 'Multan/Pakistan'; 23, ‘Imrān Book Depot. 'Delhi/India'; 18, Muhammad ‘Abd Al-Rahīm. 
'Lahore/Pakistan'; 17, and Darul Kutub. 'Dewsbury/UK'; 18. As for the edition in Arabic, see: the edition of Idara 
Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 35. For the editions in English, see: the edition of Kutub Khanah Faizi. 
'Lahore/Pakistan'; 28, and of Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 26, and of Zam Zam Publishers. 
'Karachi/Pakistan'; 26. Nevertheless, there is an exception in the edition of Dar Ahy'a Us-Sunnah Al-Nabawiy'a 
(n.p); 28, where the Āyah was mentioned correctly, but unfortunately in the part of the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 93 of this 
edition, the same Āyah was mentioned wrongly. 
 
294 See for example the editions in Urdu: Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 56, and Muhammad ‘Abd Al-
Rahīm. 'Lahore/Pakistan'; 54 etc. For the English edition, see: Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 88. As for 
the Arabic edition see: the edition of Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 100. 
 
295 See the editions in Urdu: Muhammad ‘Abd Al-Rahīm. 'Lahore/Pakistan'; 32, ‘Imrān Book Depot. 'Delhi/India'; 
34, and Darul Kutub. 'Dewsbury/UK'; 34. In the other editions in Urdu; the Āyah was mentioned correctly and in 
the English editions too, but in the Arabic edition the Āyah was not there at all. 
 
296 For the editions in Urdu, see: the editions of Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 45, Kutub Khānah 
Majīdiyyah. 'Multan/Pakistan'; 54, ‘Imrān Book Depot. 'Delhi/India'; 43, Muhammad ‘Abd Al-Rahīm. 
'Lahore/Pakistan'; 42, and Darul Kutub. 'Dewsbury/UK'; 43. As for the edition in Arabic, see: the edition of Idara 
Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 79. For the editions in English, see also: the edition of Kutub Khanah Faizi. 
'Lahore/Pakistan'; 72, Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat. 'New Delhi/India'; 68, and Dar Ahy'a Us-Sunnah Al-Nabawiy'a (n.p); 
72. 
 
297 See: Al-Bustī, Muhammad Ibn Hibbān. S�ah�īh� Ibn H�ibbān; 1/330-331, no. 124, and Al-Bayhaqī, Ahmad Ibn Al-
Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/351, no. 2010, and Al-Mundhirī, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīm. Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb; 2/227. 
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2- With regard to ensuring that translations to other languages are faithful to the original: we 

have found that both Arabic and English versions have not been faithful to the original text, 

but in different places. These differences might be due to different translators. Some 

translators may have followed the instructions of the author while others have not. However, 

the English version is much better than the Arabic one. The following example will prove 

that: 

 

• In the Arabic version of the Fad�ā’il S�alāh, the modification and shortening of this part of 

the book is notable. At the beginning, an important section of the author's introduction, 

which states why he wrote the book and the number of Aِh�ādīth it contained, was 

missing. Fifteen verses were omitted as well as a number of Ah�ādīth from the body of 

the text and the commentary. Furthermore, some stories that included exaggeration and 

hence were subject to criticism were removed. Certain terms that may be sensitive to 

some religious movements were replaced with less sensitive ones. Such terms if 

translated as they are may antagonize some groups. A good example in this regard is the 

replacement of the term S�ūfiyyah with the term ‘Ulamā’. The translator to alleviate 

criticism might do these systematic modifications. This is confirmed by the statement of 

Shaykh Abū Al-Hasan Al-Nadwī in his introduction to the Arabic translation: 

 
We have modified and abridged the translation in a way that does not 
affect the spirit of the book and its impact on the hearts, due to 
differences in culture and way of thinking.298 
 

                                                 
298 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh; 9. 
NB: In the footnote, when we refer to page/s number/s for any part of the Tablīghī Nis�āb (Fad�ā’il A‘māl) book; 
sometimes we do not mention whereabouts and publishing house of the book, despite multiple versions and editions. 
Therefore, in order to avoid the confusion about this case; we have chosen the edition of Idara Isha’at-e-Diniyat for the 
Arabic and the English versions. As for the Urdu version, we have chosen the edition of Darul Kutub within this research. 
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We can see from the above that the Arabic edition of the Fad�ā’il S�alāh has been 

abridged, in addition to the fact that it has not followed the instructions of the author, 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā, regarding the faithfulness of the translation. Having 

decided to abridge the book, the publisher has not mentioned this in the title of the 

book as required by the conditions of the Shaykh. Although the translator mentioned 

it in the introduction, this is not enough, as Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā required it 

to be stated in the title. This might be considered a type of deception; an Arab reader 

who is not familiar with Urdu might mistakenly assume that both Arabic and Urdu 

versions are identical; thus the book might be judged differently. 

 

• In the English version of the Fad�ā’il S�alāh; we notice that an important part of the 

author's introduction was taken out, in addition to summarizing and omitting parts at 

the ends of twenty-five Ah�adīth out of forty-one. The omissions include the sources 

(references) of those Ah�adīth and rulings and commentaries by the author himself or 

others relating to whether the H�adīth is authentic or weak. Although this is an 

important issue, we find that it is eccentric when this is repeated in different editions. 

This strengthens the belief that most of these editions are nothing but replications. 

Another observation about this English edition is that the Qur’anic verses that are 

cited in certain locations in the Urdu edition are not used in the same locations in the 

English one.299 Sometimes the meaning of the verse is given in English without 

giving the Arabic original,300 contrary to the requirements of the author. 

                                                 
299 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 17, 38, 49, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad 
Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Virtues Of Salaat; 23, 47, 57. 
 
300 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Virtues Of Salaat; 18, 80. 
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By and large, the mistakes and differences in the English edition are far fewer than those in the 

Arabic one. Almost every part of the Tablīghī Nis�āb is translated into English, including stories 

and Sufi issues. This leads us to believe that the translator of this version has been careful in 

abiding by the conditions of the author and therefore has not interfered with the text and has 

been faithful to the original, unlike the translator of the Fad�ā’il S�alāh into Arabic. 

 

However, not all Arabic and English translations of the books of virtues are on the same level of 

quality. For example, we find that the English version of the Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān is one of the best 

editions with regard to arrangement, clarity, and accuracy, as well as the translator's adherence 

to the conditions of the author. Yet in general, we still emphasize that this important book, 

Tablīghī Nis�āb, which has appeared in many editions (Urdu, English, and Arabic) has not been 

given due scholarly attention. 

 

Therefore, if we look at, for example, a simple issue in printing, namely, pagination, we find 

that each of the ten parts is numbered individually and not consecutively throughout the whole 

book. Printing the whole book with one pagination would be easier for the reader and 

researcher. Having said that, it would have been better to keep two types of pagination: one at 

the top of the page for each part, and one at the bottom throughout the whole book for ease of 

reference. 

 

The same comment goes for the numbering of Ah�ādīth and verses of the Qur’ān in the body of 

the books of Fad�ā’il S�alāh, Fad�ā’il Qur’ān or Fad�ā’il H�ajj, where the numbering is not 

consistent or all-inclusive. For instance, the book of Fad�ā’il S�adaqāt contains seven chapters 
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and each chapter has a separate numbering for its Ah�adīth, not a serial numbering for all the 

Ah�adīth throughout the book. It would have been easier for researchers if the book was given 

two numbering systems for each H�adīth, one chapter-related and the other relating to the whole 

book including all chapters. 

 

We hope that publishing houses which print and publish the Tablīghī Nis�āb, will take these 

observations into account, and make more effort in the future when they reprint the book, as this 

will serve their interests as well as serving the book itself. A reader who finds a good edition by 

a particular publisher will prefer it to other editions, which will certainly reward the publisher 

economically and enhance its reputation among those who are interested in books generally. 

4.6 The different parts of the book 

We have previously stated that the Tablīghī Nis�āb is a series of books, ten in number, divided 

into two volumes. These books were written at different times over a long period, printed 

separately and then later combined in this book. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā wrote a major 

part of this work; thus, we prefer to discuss them in chronological order. At the end, we will 

discuss the part written by Shaykh Muhammad Ihtishām, which complements them. The 

following is a detailed discussion of this series of books: 

4.6.1  The Fad�ā’il Qur’ān 

This book is the first within the series of Fad�ā’il written by Shaykh Zakariyyā. It was compiled 

at the persistent demand of Shaykh Muhammad Yāsīn Naginawī, who further sought help from 

Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās to emphasize his demand. Therefore, the author had to stop his work 
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on another book called Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik and start working on the 

Fad�ā’il Qur’ān to fulfil their wish. He finished writing it on 29th Dhul H�jjah 1348 H./8th June 

1929 CE.301 As it was the custom of Al-Muh�adithīn (H�adīth scholars) to collect forty Ah�ādīth 

concerning a particular Islamic ritual, or to highlight the virtue of a place or time,302 the author 

stated in the introduction that he collected forty Ah�ādīth regarding the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān.303 

 

Through these Ah�ādīth and their commentaries, the book highlights the virtues of the Qur’ān, its 

Shafā‘ah (intercession) on the Day of Judgment, and that it is the honour of the Ummah in this 

world and the hereafter. The book also explained the etiquettes of reciting, the best Du‘ā’ upon 

finishing the recitation of the whole Qur’ān, the habits of the Companions and early followers in 

this regard, as well as the merits of those who memorize the Qur’ān. It includes the merits of 

teaching and learning the Qur’ān and other related issues. 

 

However, in addition to the forty Ah�ādīth the author appended another seven Ah�ādīth that 

highlight the virtues of certain Suwar (chapters) of the Qur’ān. In the conclusion, he cites one 

H�adīth that combines all forty different characteristics and ethics. This brings the total number 

of Ah�ādīth in this book to forty-eight, excluding the different Ah�ādīth cited in the commentary 

of the book. 

                                                 
301 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 4-5, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l 
Par Ishkālāt; 10, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/176, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Aap Beti; 153. 
 
302 There are many books in this tradition; for example: Al-Arba‘īn Al-Nawawiyyah (the forty Ah�ādīth by Al-Imām Al-
Nawawī), and Al-Arba‘īn Al-Buldāniyyah (the forty Ah�ādīth by Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Al-Asfahānī). However, Hājjī 
Khalīfah comments on this issue saying: “Different ‘Ulamā’ have classified several and uncountable number of books in 
this field (collecting forty Ah�ādīth). Some of them were only about Tawh�īd (Faith), others were about commands or rites 
and rituals”. 
See: Khalīfah, Hājjī. Kashf Al-Z�unūn; 1/52. 
 
303 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 2. 
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In most Urdu editions, the book contains 72 pages, while in English versions it contains between 

119 pages. The Arabic version exceeds both the Urdu and the English ones, with 132 
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translated it into Arabic. This book has also been translated into many different languages such 
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This book is divided into three main chapters, unlike the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān, which was not divided 

in this manner. The author mentioned this division in the introduction and stated the number of 

Ah�ādīth that he distributed amongst the chapters.306 The first chapter is about the virtues of 

fasting in Ramad�ān and includes ten Ah�ādīth; the second is about Laylat Al-Qadr and includes 

seven Ah�ādīth, and the last chapter contains three Ah�ādīth on the importance of I‘tikāf. Finally, 

in the conclusion, the author cites a long H�adīth that encompasses the different meanings of the 

aforementioned Ah�ādīth. The total number of Ah�ādīth in this chapter is twenty-one, excluding of 

course the Ah�ādīth cited in the commentary. 

 

In this regard, Muhammad Khalid comments on the author's methodology in this book by 

saying: 

 
The author's style is quite emotive and he employs poetry frequently to 
express his feelings.307 

 

Masud's point of view could be valid here, especially if we take into consideration two points: 

first the sensitivity of the subject; and second the emotion related to the timing of the writing, as 

the author wrote about Ramad�ān in Ramad�ān. Thus, the surrounding atmosphere might have led 

the author to use an emotional style of writing. 

 

In most Urdu editions, the book contains between 61 and 63 pages, and the English is between 

80 and 84 pages – there is no Arabic translation for this book. Mazhar Mahmood Qureshi and 

                                                 
306 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān; 2. 
 
307 Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 85. 
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Khawaja Ihsanul Haq did the English translation. The book has also been translated into Hindi, 

Bengali, French, Madras, Burmese, Persian, Gujarati, Pashto, Kerala, Telugu, and Tamil.308 

4.6.3  The Fad�ā’il Tablīgh 

Chronologically, this is the third book in this series, only four months separates it from the 

Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān. Shaykh Zakariyyā finished it on 5th S�afar 1350 H./21st June 1931 CE., again 

at the request of his uncle Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās.309 On the other hand, this book might be 

considered the first to be written within the Tablīghī programme, which the movement aspired 

to achieve. This point is emphasized by the reference made by the author himself in the 

introduction of the Fad�ā’il Namāz, saying: 

 

I have a separate message in regard of the Fad�ā’il Tablīgh, thus I state 
that this part is the second pillar of Tablīgh and I name it Fad�ā’il 
Namāz.310 

 

Nevertheless, even if some of the books or parts of the Tablīghī Nis�āb, such as the Fad�ā’il 

Tablīgh and Fad�ā’il S�alāh, were written for the purpose of the Tablīghī programme, this does 

not contradict the existence of other books. For instance, the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān and Fad�ā’il 

Ramad�ān were not written for this purpose from the beginning. Yet these books are still 

                                                 
308 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 12-14, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. 
Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 28-29. 
 
309 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Tablīghī; 3, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub 
Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 14, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/177, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad 
Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 154. 
 
310 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 4. 
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important in serving the Tablīghī programme in general and its direct and indirect impact on the 

followers of the movement, otherwise they would not have been included in the book of 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. 

 

This book is divided into seven chapters, though the author does not refer to such division in the 

introduction as he did in the Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān. He also writes a separate chapter stating the 

different verses highlighting the importance of Tablīgh and enjoining Al-Amr Bil-Ma‘rūf Wa Al-

Nahy ‘An Al-Munkar (the good and forbidding the evil). In the first chapter, he cites seven 

verses only to be brief; he does not do that in the Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān nor in the Fad�ā’il S�alāh. In 

chapter two, he cites seven numbered Ah�ādīth within the body of the book, apart from Ah�ādīth 

translated into Urdu in the commentary, which are related to the importance of enjoining the 

good and forbidding the evil. Chapter three is to draw the attention of the scholars and reformers 

by asking them to reform themselves first and practise what they preach. 

 

As for chapter four, it looks at the virtues of honouring the Muslim and avoiding degrading him. 

Chapter five is about the importance of sincerity and avoiding hypocrisy in Da‘wah. Chapter six 

focuses on honouring the ‘Ulama’, and the final chapter concentrates on the different 

characteristics of the righteous people (Ahl Al-H�aqq) and the importance of their company and 

being with them. 

 

Although Shaykh Zakariyyā mentioned only eleven Ah�ādīth in Arabic, in the five chapters, from 

chapter three to chapter seven, the strange thing is that they are not numbered in the Urdu or the 

English or even the Arabic versions as usual. This may mean that they are considered part of the 
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commentary rather than the main text, where they would have been numbered. It is a common 

practice of the author in the commentary of his books to cite some Ah�ādīth in Arabic without 

numbering them, unlike Ah�ādīth in the main text that are normally numbered. 

 

In most Urdu editions, the book contains 32 pages, while in the English, it contains between 46 

and 47 pages. The Arabic version contains 56 pages only. Mazhar Mahmood Qureshi and 

Khawaja Ihsan Al-Haq did the English translation, while Muhammad Rābi‘ Nadawī did the 

Arabic. The book has also been translated into other languages such as Hindi, Bengali, French, 

Madras, Burmese, Persian, Gujarati, Pashto, Kerala, Telugu, and Tamil.311 

4.6.4  The H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah 

This is the fourth book in this series, though its topic differs from the rest of the books of 

Fad�ā’il as we have stated earlier in this chapter.312 Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā wrote this 

book at the demand of Shaykh ‘Abd Al-Qādir Al-Rā’ipūrī. He finished it on 12th Shawwāl 1357 

H./4th December 1938 CE. There is a gap of almost seven years between this book and the 

Fad�ā’il Tablīgh. Although the idea of this book came to the author in (1353 H./1934 CE.), due 

to his various teaching duties and Da‘wah obligations in addition to his scientific works; such as 

Awjaz Al-Masālik Ilā Muwat3t3a’ Al-Imām Mālik and Al-Kawkab Al-Durrī ‘Alā Jāmi‘ Al-

Tirmidhī. Thus, the book of H�ikāyāt Al-S�ah�ābah was postponed all this time.313 

                                                 
311

 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 14-16, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-
Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 29. 
 
312 See: Sub-section (4.2). 
 
313 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. H�ikāyāt S�ahābah; 7, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub 
Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 16, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/177, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad 
Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 154. 
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there are many Ah�ādīth mentioned in Urdu. In spite of the large size of the book, there are less 
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considered a very low percentage compared with the other books. The topic of the book and the 
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commentary. 

 

However, the book combines historical narration and a direct preaching style that motivates the 

reader and the listener to try to serve Islam when they listen to the heroic st

Companions, men, women and children. Muhammad Khalid comments on including the stories 

According to the introduction by the author, the book consists of twelve chapters and a 

conclusion. It might be best to mention these chapters individually, due to their importance in 

reflecting the content of the book in general. Chapter one gives anecdotes about facing 

hardships, while chapter two is about the fear of Allah. Chapter three is about chastity and 

modesty, and chapter four is about piety and honesty. Chapter five focuses on submission in 

praying. Then, chapter six is about kindness, self-sacrifice and ‘giving for the sake of Allah’. 

Chapter seven is about courage and heroism, while chapter eight is on knowledge and sincerity 

in pursuing learning. The ninth chapter looks at immediate and complete obedience of the 

hapter ten is on women, their belief and courage. Chapter eleven is 

about love and sincerity towards the Prophet , and the last chapter is on virtues and 

ābah. 
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mentioned in Urdu. In spite of the large size of the book, there are less 

�adīth or part of a H�adīth is mentioned in the whole book. This is 
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scarcity of Urdu books in this subject might be the reason for the author's attempt to combine 

of the S�ah�ābah in Urdu without separating the main text from the 
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reader and the listener to try to serve Islam when they listen to the heroic st
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According to the introduction by the author, the book consists of twelve chapters and a 

conclusion. It might be best to mention these chapters individually, due to their importance in 

necdotes about facing 

hardships, while chapter two is about the fear of Allah. Chapter three is about chastity and 

modesty, and chapter four is about piety and honesty. Chapter five focuses on submission in 

sacrifice and ‘giving for the sake of Allah’. 

Chapter seven is about courage and heroism, while chapter eight is on knowledge and sincerity 

in pursuing learning. The ninth chapter looks at immediate and complete obedience of the 

hapter ten is on women, their belief and courage. Chapter eleven is 

, and the last chapter is on virtues and 

mentioned in Arabic, while 

mentioned in Urdu. In spite of the large size of the book, there are less 

is mentioned in the whole book. This is 

considered a very low percentage compared with the other books. The topic of the book and the 

scarcity of Urdu books in this subject might be the reason for the author's attempt to combine 

in Urdu without separating the main text from the 

However, the book combines historical narration and a direct preaching style that motivates the 

reader and the listener to try to serve Islam when they listen to the heroic stories of the early 

Companions, men, women and children. Muhammad Khalid comments on including the stories 
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of women and children of the S�ah�ābah in this book and says: 

 

Their inclusion in the book reminds the Tablīghī of the importance of 
including one's family in one's religious life.314 

 

This book is relatively larger than its predecessors. The Urdu editions are about 176–192 pages, 

the English version is between 266 and 272 pages. ‘Abd Al-Rashīd Arshad translated the book 

into English. Up to now, there is no Arabic translation of the book, as far as we know. Yet, it 

has been translated into many other languages such as Hindi, Japanese, Malayalam, Madras, 

Burmese, Persian, Gujarati, Pashto, Kerala, Telugu, Marathi and Tamil.315 It is worth 

mentioning that this book (H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah) is twenty-two years older than its counterpart 

(H�ayāt Al-S�ah�ābah), which was written by Muhammad Yūsuf Kāndahlawī, Shaykh Muhammad 

Zakariyyā's cousin, and completed in (1379 H./1959 CE.). 

4.6.5  The Fad�ā’il Namāz 

This is the fifth book in this series; the author finished it on 7th Muh�arram 1358 H./27th February 

1939 CE.316 This date leads us to conclude that Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā started this book 

right after he finished his previous one (H�ikāyāt S�ah�ābah). It took him around two and a half 

months to write, which is a short period for such an undertaking.317 The author wrote this book 

                                                 
314 Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 83. 
 
315 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 16-18, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. 
Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 29. 
 
316 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’l Namāz; 88, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l 
Par Ishkālāt; 18. 
 
317 There are other books by the same author which he finished in much shorter time; such as the book of H�ijjat Al-Wadā‘ 
(the Farewell H�ajj), which he finished in one day and a half. For more information about this issue, see: Kāndahlawī, 
Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/169-170, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 
148-149, and Al-Al-Nadwī, Waliyy Al-Dīn. Al-Imām Al-Muh�addith Muh�ammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī Wa Atharuhu Fī 
‘Ilm Al-H�adīth Al-Sharīf; 132. 
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at the request of his uncle, Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās, to be the second pillar of the general 

Tablīghī programme after the book of Fad�āi’l Tablīgh.318 

 

As Shaykh Zakariyyā had collected forty Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān, he did the same in this 

book. Yet he spread here the forty Ah�ādīth over the different chapters of the book since he 

divided it into sections and chapters, which he did not do in the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. In this book we 

notice that the author, for the first time, has divided his book into sections and chapters at the 

same time; whereas in his earlier and later books, as we will notice later on, he divided them 

into chapters only with the exception of the Fad�ā’il Dhikr. Thus, it may indicate diversity and a 

clear difference between these books even though they are under the same title Fad�ā’il. 

 

However, the author revealed in his introduction the way he divided the book, as he says: 

 
The present-day Muslim, in respect of their behaviour towards S3alāh, 
can be divided into three groups. A large number among them is totally 
unmindful of S�alāh. Quite a few observe their S3alāh, but are not 
particular about Jamā‘ah. Then there are those who are regular in their 
S3alāh (with Jamā‘ah), but their S3alāh is devoid of the care and 
thoroughness which it demands. I have divided the book into three parts 
to suit the requirements of each group.319 

 

There are four chapters under these sections. The first is on the importance of S3alāh and 

includes two chapters; the first of which is on the Fad�ā’il S�alāh and includes eleven Ah�ādīth and 

the second is on the punishments awaiting those who neglect S�alāh and includes nine Ah�ādīth. 

Then, section two is on S�alāt Al-Jamā‘ah with two chapters as well. Chapter one presents the 

                                                 
318 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/180, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 156, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’l Namāz; 4. 
 
319 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 9. 
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virtues of S�alāt Al-Jamā‘ah and includes seven Ah�ādīth while chapter two examines the 

punishment awaiting those who do not attend to it and includes six Ah�ādīth. Section three is 

without any chapter division at all320 and includes eight Ah�ādīth on the importance of Khushū‘ 

(submissiveness) in S�alāh, though the number of pages in this section is almost twice as many 

as in the second section. 

 

We also note that the book includes forty-one Ah�ādīth rather than forty as mentioned before. 

The reason is that the author gave two Ah�ādīth the same number, as can be seen in the first 

chapter in section one;321 where he cited the H�adīth of Abū Hurayrah on the virtues of the Five 

Prayers and gave it number (4\a) then he cited another H�adīth narrated by Jābir in the same 

place and gave it number (4\b). This on its own is not problematic. Yet a problem might arise 

when a H�adīth is cited then followed by other Ah�ādīth that are not numbered or at least not 

numbered in a manner different from the pattern he used for the example in H�adīth number four, 

though he cites the full texts of these Ah�ādīth in most cases. We can give an example in this 

regard; in H�adīth number one in chapter two of section one,322 the author cited Jābir's H�adīth on 

the apostasy of he who abandons S�alāh, and right after it; he cited Buraydah's H�adīth in full in 

the same place without giving it a number.323 

 
                                                 
320 This is the case with the Urdu and Arabic versions. The English version has three chapters: one on citing verses 
on submission, the second chapter is about stories of people known for their submission in praying and the last 
chapter is on Ah�ādīth on the same subject. Ironically, we do not find in the original any reference by the author for 
dividing the third section into chapters. Even if we look at the first two sections, we will find that he divided them 
according to Ah�ādīth only though he cites verses and tells stories but did not include it in the division. The 
difference between the English version and the Urdu one is a further Illustration of what we have previously said on 
differences between different versions. 
 
321 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 8-9. 
 
322 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 24-25. 
 
323 There are more examples for this issue, see: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 46, 47, 49. 
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It is worth mentioning here that Ah�ādīth on the Fad�ā’il Salāh combine both Targhīb Wa Tarhīb, 

despite the fact that the title of the book may imply that it contains Ah�ādīth of Targhīb only, as 

found in the case of by Diyā’ Al-Dīn Al-Maqdisī, who cited only Ah�ādīth of Targhīb when 

talking about the Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh.324 Nevertheless, the answer to this might be that Shaykh 

Muhammad Zakariyyā did not limit his choice of Ah�ādīth of Targhīb, because his intention was 

to educate people and give them advice. Therefore, he opted to use both Targhīb and Tarhīb. 

Targhīb may work for some people, whereas Tarhīb may work for others, and every Shaykh has 

his own methodology. 

 

In most Urdu editions, the total number of pages of the book is 88 pages; however, some other 

Urdu editions are made up of 96 pages. The English editions have between 104 and 111 pages 

while the Arabic one comes up to 75 pages only. ‘Abd Al-Rashīd Arshad did the English 

translation while Muhammad Al-Hasanī did the Arabic one. It has also been translated into 

many other languages such as Bengali, Burmese, Persian, Gujarati, Pashto, Malay, Madras, 

Kerala, Telugu, Tamil, Swahili and French.325 

4.6.6  The Fad�ā’il Dhikr 

This is the sixth book in the series of the Tablīghī Nisāb. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā 

finished working on it on 26th Shawwāl 1358 H./8th December 1939 CE. Nevertheless, it is 

considered the fourth book by the author himself, who wrote it in response to a direct request by 

                                                 
324 See: Al-Maqdisī, Diyā’ Al-Dīn Muhammad. Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl; 16-34. 
 
325 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 19-20, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. 
Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 29. 
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Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās.326 However, the book could be considered the third pillar of the 

Tablīghī programme327 due to the importance of Al-Dhikr in preparing the Dā‘iyah or the 

member of the movement. Therefore, the author states in the introduction of the book: 

 
The fundamental principles of this movement are basically very sound, 
good and strong, and are inherently fruitful and beneficial. One of the 
important principles is those who are engaged in Tablīghī work should 
be particular in practising Dhikr, and more so when they are actually 
busy in Tablīghī work. After observing the wonderful results of this 
practice, I myself felt the necessity of writing this booklet, I was also 
ordered by my respected uncle that the virtues of Dhikr of Allah should 
be compiled and made available for them.328 

 

The author divided the book into three sections as he pointed out in the introduction.329 Under 

these parts, there are seven chapters. We notice generally, that each section begins with a 

chapter for the verses on the subject followed by a chapter for the relevant Ah�ādīth. This differs 

from the Fad�ā’il S�alāh or Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān, where we do not find an independent chapter for 

relevant verses. 

 

 

                                                 
326 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/180, and KāndahlawīKāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Aap Beti; 156-157, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 20-
21. 
 
327 At that time, the Da‘wah of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh spread from India and reached the Hijāz region in Saudi 
Arabia where its founder met with King ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz, founder of the modern Saudi state, and offered him the 
programme of the movement. This is a clear evidence of the development of the movement from a regional level to 
an international one. 
See: Al-Nadwī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Alī. H�ad�rat Mawlānā Muh�ammad Ilyās Awr Un Kī Dīnī Da‘wat; 96-99, and Hasan, 
Ghulām Mustafā. Jalā’ Al-Adhhān ‘Amma Ushtubiha Fī Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh Liba‘d�� Ahl Al-Īmān; 83-89, and 
Masud, Muhammad Khalid. Travellers in Faith; 125. 
 
328 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-Dhikr; 8-9. 
 
329 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Dhikr; 4. 
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However, the first section on the Fad�ā’il Dhikr included two chapters, the first of which is on 

the relevant verses with fifty-four verses, while chapter two is made up of twenty relevant 

Ah�ādīth. Section two is on Al-Kalimah Al-T�4aiyybah (the good word)330 and contains three 

chapters. Chapter one is devoted to the verses that explain the meaning of the Al-Kalimah Al-

T�4aiyybah and includes twenty-one verses, while chapter two cites verses on Tawh�īd 

(unification) and relevant issues with about eighty-five verses. The last chapter includes forty 

relevant Ah�ādīth on the virtues of Al-Kalimah Al-T�4aiyybah. 

 

As for the last section, it is about Tasbīh� Fat3imah and includes two chapters. Chapter one is 

about verses on the phrase of (Subh�ān Allah Wa Al-H�amdu Li-llāh, Lā Ilāh Illa Allah Wa Allahu 

Akbar), and it has one hundred and twenty-five verses. The second chapter consists of twenty 

relevant Ah�ādīth on the same issue. The conclusion of the book is made up of five Ah�ādīth on 

the subject of S�alāt Al-Tasābīh�, where the author discusses this issue at length. 

 

The total number of Ah�ādīth in the whole book is eighty-five, and if we add to them the number 

of Ah�ādīth cited by the author to prove a point or so, then it will contain more than one hundred 

Ah�ādīth, excluding Ah�ādīth cited in Urdu which were not numbered. Nevertheless, we notice 

that, unlike his previous books, Shaykh Zakariyyā had put in extra effort in this book in 

verifying Ah�ādīth, showing their level of authenticity in most cases. 

 
                                                 
330 (Lā Ilāh Ila Allah), the good word, is considered the first of the six principles that constitute the principles of the 
movement. For more details about the six principles, see: Hasanī, Muhammad. Sawānih� H�ad�rat Mawlānā 
Muh�ammad Yūsuf Kāndahlawī; 740-741, and Al-Bukhārī, Mawlawī Sayyid. Mālā Budda Minhu Fī Al-Da‘wah Wa 
Al-Tablīgh; 8, and Sikand, Yoginder. The origins and development of the Tablighi-Jama‘at 1920-2000; 71, and Al-
Sharqāwī, Muhammad. Al-S�ifāt Al-Sitt; 14-28, and Aslam, Mayan Muhammad. Jama‘at Al-Tablīgh ‘Aqīdatuhā Wa 
Afkār Mashā’ikhā; 5, and Gaborieau, Marc, ‘Tablīghī Jama‘at’ in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd edition, Vol. 10, 
pp. 38-39. 
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This book is relatively a huge one, almost as big as the book of H�ikāyāt S�ah�abah. In most Urdu 

editions, it contains 176 pages; the English edition contains 245-263 pages. There is no Arabic 

translation of this book at present. The English translation was done by Shafīq Ahmad and it has 

also been translated into many other languages, such as Bengali, Burmese, Persian, Pashto, 

Malay, Madras, Malayalam, Kerala, and Tamil.331 

4.6.7  The Fad�ā’il H�ajj 

This is the seventh book in this series; the author completed it on 14th Jamād Al-Awwal 1367 

H./25th March 1948 CE. The period between this book and Fad�ā’il Dhikr is about seven years, 

which is rather a long time.332 In our view, this was due to the political unrest and the events the 

author witnessed at that time, most importantly, the civil war in India between the Hindus and 

the Muslims and the end of British rule in India, which had lasted for 163 years. The civil war 

resulted in division of the Indian sub-continent and the establishment in (1366 H./1947 CE.), of 

two states; India and Pakistan. The main presence of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh remained in the 

Indian part.333 

 

                                                 
331 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 21, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. 
Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 29. 
 
332 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il H�ajj; 231; Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 
1/181, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 157. 
 
333

 Khalid Masud comments: “The year 1947 was a crucial one for the Jamā‘at in several ways. Apparently, the 
movement was identified with Muslims during this crisis. This posed a problem for the Jamā‘at's goal of rising 
above political and ethnic divisions. Mawlānā Yūsuf steered the Jamā‘at out of this trial successfully, gaining the 
confidence of Muslims, Hindus and the government of India and Pakistan”. See: Masud, Muhammad Khalid. 
Travellers in Faith; 15. 
 

For more information about the partition and crisis of 1947, see: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 
1/636-661, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 513-533, and Sikand, 
Yoginder. The origins and development of the Tablighi-Jama‘at 1920-2000; 147-156, and also 
http://century.guardian.co.uk/1940-1949/Story/0,,127969,00.html, 12/04/2007. 
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Yet before this split, there was another event that dramatically affected both Shaykh Zakariyyā 

and the members of the goup – the death of Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās, the founder of the 

movement, in (1363 H./1944 CE.). This led to the entering of a new phase, and in addition, he 

was busy with his other works. 

 

However, the reason for writing this book was a request made by the author's cousin, Shaykh 

Muhammad Yūsuf, the second Amīr of the movement, to write a book on the H�ajj and relevant 

issues as guidelines for Tablīghī activities in the Hijāz. Therefore, this book is the first book by 

Shaykh Zakariyyā during the reign of Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf, who had been the Amīr of the 

movement for almost three years and eight months at the time of writing this book. 

 

In the introduction of Fad�ā’il H�ajj, Shaykh Zakariyyā pointed out that the book was made up of 

ten chapters and a conclusion. These chapters do not come under sections like in the Fad�ā’il 

Dhikr, rather, in most cases, the author combines Ah�ādīth and Qur’anic verses in the same 

chapter. He begins with the relevant verses followed by relevant Ah�ādīth. In the Fad�ā’il Dhikr 

he dedicates independent chapters for Ah�ādīth and verses as we mentioned above. 

 

However, the first chapter is on encouraging people to perform H�ajj and includes four verses 

and fifteen Ah�ādīth. The second chapter is on warning against not performing H�ajj using two 

verses and five Ah�ādīth. Chapter three is on the H�ajj journey and its dangers with only two 



Ah�ādīth and no verses. In chapter four, there are no main 

meaning of H�ajj, though the author provided twenty

the manners and etiquette of the 

the manners and behaviours and cites twenty

on Makkah and Ka‘bah, with five verses and ten 

Fad�ā’il with one verse and seven 

 

Chapter eight moves on to talk about visiting Al

and it contains twelve Ah�ādīth

about the manners of visiting the Proph

sixty-one etiquettes for the visit, in addition to forty stories from the Companions, the 

Followers, the ‘Ulamā’ and others in regard to visiting Al

 

Chapter ten is on the virtues of Al

ten Ah�ādīth and no verses. The total number of 

of the book is on H�ijjat Al-Wadā‘

H�ajj or ‘Umrah or just to visit.

 

Generally, in this book, Shaykh Muh

description where he described several things. He described, for example, the 

hardships, Makkah and Ka‘bah

                                                
334 Yet, on the other hand, there are numerous verses and 
they do not have numbers. Therefore, we refer here to those 
itself. 

and no verses. In chapter four, there are no main Ah�ādīth or verses

, though the author provided twenty-five meanings of H�ajj

the manners and etiquette of the H�ajj with one verse and three Ah�ādīth, though it elaborates on 

the manners and behaviours and cites twenty-nine points of etiquettes. The following chapter is 

on Makkah and Ka‘bah, with five verses and ten Ah�ādīth. Chapter seven is on 

one verse and seven Ah�ādīth. 

Chapter eight moves on to talk about visiting Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah

ādīth. The following chapter is relevant to the previous one, talking 

about the manners of visiting the Prophet  with no verses or Ah�ādīth

one etiquettes for the visit, in addition to forty stories from the Companions, the 

and others in regard to visiting Al-Madinah. 

Chapter ten is on the virtues of Al-Madinah and how one should behave while being there, using 

and no verses. The total number of Ah�ādīth in the book is sixty

Wadā‘ of the Prophet  with seventy stories on people who came to 

or just to visit. 

Generally, in this book, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā combined historical narration and 

description where he described several things. He described, for example, the 

Ka‘bah and its building phases and its most important mosques and its 

         
Yet, on the other hand, there are numerous verses and Ah�ādīth in the commentaries of the 

ers. Therefore, we refer here to those Ah�ādīth numbered within the main text of the book 
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or verses334 on the true 

�ajj. Chapter five is on 

, though it elaborates on 

nine points of etiquettes. The following chapter is 

. Chapter seven is on ‘Umrah and its 

Munawwarah and the Prophet , 

. The following chapter is relevant to the previous one, talking 

ādīth but the author stated 

one etiquettes for the visit, in addition to forty stories from the Companions, the 

and how one should behave while being there, using 

in the book is sixty-five. The conclusion 

with seventy stories on people who came to 

combined historical narration and 

description where he described several things. He described, for example, the H�ajj and its 

and its most important mosques and its 

of the Tablīghī Nis�āb, but 
numbered within the main text of the book 
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heritage. Furthermore, he described Al-Madinah, the Prophet's Mosque and the other 

monuments in Al-Madinah such as Al-Baqī‘, Mount of Uhud, Qubā’ Mosque and certain wells, 

etc. All these had an emotional effect on the author, as they do on the reader, making them long 

to go there and die there.335 

 

Therefore, he filled the book with lots of poems that reflect these feelings, in addition to other 

stories with emotional charges and educational signs. Though there is a great deal of emotion in 

the writing of the author in emphasizing the Fad�ā’il, yet on several occasions he mixes the 

etiquette of H�ajj and Ziyārah with jurisprudential rulings, thus he deals with some religious 

issues relevant to the H�ajj and ‘Umrah and states different opinions of the four Fiqh schools.336 

 

This book is larger than the above-mentioned ones. In most Urdu editions it consists of 231 

pages, the English editions have 339 pages, and there is no Arabic translation at present. Yousuf 

Karaan translated the book into English. There are other translations of the book into Burmese, 

Gujurati and Tamil.337 It is noteworthy that there are fewer translations of this book than the 

others, the reason for this might be the size of the book, and the amount of effort required to 

fulfil the task of translation. 

                                                 
335 This wish of the author came true. Allah responded to his prayers – he died and was buried in the Baqī‘ in Al-
Madinah Al-Munawwarah (1402 H./1982 CE.). 
 
336 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il H�ajj; 90, 110-111, 147-149 and so forth. 
 
337 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 22, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. 
Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 30. 
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4.6.8  The Fad�ā’il S�adaqāt 

This is the eighth book in this series with a nine-month gap between it and its predecessor. 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā finished it on 22nd S�afar 1368 H./23rd December 1948 CE.,338 

though he had the idea for this book long before this time. Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās had asked 

him to write a book on Fad�ā’il S�adaqāt, but he was too busy to finish it during the lifetime of 

his uncle. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā says about the idea of writing this book: 

 
My late uncle Mawlānā Muhammad Ilyās Rah3mat Allah ‘Alayh was 
deeply interested in the publication of a book on this subject and, in the 
last days of his life, he repeatedly urged me to write one. So much so 
that, once while standing for ‘Asr S�alāh when Takbīr was being called, 
he leaned forward from the row and said to this humble author, ‘Do not 
forget that book’.339 

 

The book is rather large and in two parts.340 It has seven chapters, five in the first part and two in 

the second. In this book, the author repeats the methodology of the previous one, the Fad�ā’il 

H�ajj, where he puts verses and Ah�ādīth in one chapter. He puts the relevant verses first followed 

by the relevant Ah�ādīth. 

 

The various chapters of the book give us a clear idea of its topics. Chapter one talks about the 

benefits of giving for the sake of Allah and mentions the rewards for such deeds, quoting 

                                                 
338 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/181-182, Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 157-158, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 23. 
 
339 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Fad�ā’il S�adaqāt; iii. 
 
340 The original plan of the author was to have all chapters of the book in one part or volume. He explained the 
reason for this modification: “The Fad�ā’il Al-S�adaqāt, was originally designed as one comprehensive volume but, 
when it was being sent to press; I thought that, for the convenience of readers, it would be better to publish the last 
two chapters as a separate volume entitled Fad�ā’il Al-S�adaqāt part two”. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-S�adaqāt; 321. 
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seventy-two verses and twenty-seven Ah�ādīth. Chapter two is dedicated to disparaging 

miserliness and forewarning from becoming miserly, citing sixty-one verses and fifteen Ah�ādīth; 

followed by chapter three, which highlights the importance of keeping the ties of kinship (S�ilat 

Al-Rah�im), quoting ten verses and ten Ah�ādīth. Chapter four is on urging people to pay Zakāh, 

quoting three verses and seven Ah�ādīth. The following chapter is on forewarning against not 

paying Zakāh, quoting nine verses and ten Ah�ādīth. 

 

The second part of the book, which starts with the sixth chapter, discusses a number of issues 

such as the virtues of contentment and reliance on Allah, the importance of self-enhancement, 

disparaging and denouncing begging, listing the characteristics and traits of true ‘Ulamā’ and 

narrating stories of some Sufis, and contains two hundred and eighteen verses and twenty 

Ah�ādīth. This chapter is the largest in this book; in fact, it is even larger than all the other books 

apart from the Fad�ā’il H�ajj. 

 

The last chapter includes seventy stories on prominent figures who spent generously for the sake 

of Allah, no main Ah�ādīth or verses were cited in this chapter unlike previous ones. The total 

number of Ah�ādīth cited in the whole book is eighty-nine. The number of Ah�ādīth in this book 

exceeds their number in all the other books in this series, not to mention Ah�ādīth cited in the 

commentary on the book, which number in fact in the hundreds. 

 

In Urdu editions, it contains 561 pages. This is due to the huge number of stories, the in-depth 

analysis of some issues and the diversity of topics covered by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā in 

this book. Had he cited Ah�ādīth on S�adaqāt in its specific or individual sense only, then the 
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book would have been much smaller. But he discussed the sense and concept of S�adaqāt in its 

general and moral meaning and elaborated extensively on this subject until the book became 

voluminous. In the conclusion of the book, he says: 

 
I am afraid this book has far exceeded its initial plan, which was to write 
a small book, but as I proceeded, it grew in volume and went beyond my 
original design. And now it has become so voluminous that few people 
are likely to read it thoroughly.341 

 

We mentioned previously the size of the book in its Urdu version; yet the English version is 

larger by almost 150 pages; it contains 706 pages. There is no Arabic translation for the book. 

Abd Al-Karim and Malik Haq Nawaz did the English translation. The book has been translated 

into Burmese, Gujurati, Madras, Kerala, and Tamil.342 

4.6.9  The Fad@ā’il Darūd 

This is the last book written by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā in this series, with a relatively 

large time difference between it and the Fad�ā’il S�adaqāt. It is worth mentioning that this book 

was written in response to a request by the same person who requested the first book, Shaykh 

Muhammad Yāsīn Naginawy, though he died twenty-four years before its completion.343 

Nevertheless, the author fulfilled the wish of Shaykh Naginawy on 6th Dhul H�ijjah 1384 H./8th 

April 1965 CE. The author terminated this book suddenly on this date because he received news 

that that made him feel hopeless. The author says about this episode: 

                                                 
341 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-S�adaqāt; 706. 
 
342 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 23-24, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. 
Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 30. 
 
343 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 24; Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Āp Bītī; 1/176, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 153. 



 
I started on it on 25
Hijjah 1384 on receiving a telegram of the death of Mawlānā Yūsuf 
Sāhib. At that time, such a feeling of hopelessness overtook me that I 
terminated the book with whatever had been written up to then.

 

This book contains five chapters; the first of which is on the benefits of 

Al-Nabī  in general, citing two verses and ten relevant 

some issues relevant to Al-S�al

 and how to deliver salām

S�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī  of which 

includes eight main Ah�ādīth, in addition to many oth

forty Ah�ādīth cited in the conclusion of the chapter; twenty

Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī , while the last fifteen are on the formula of how to make 

Prophet . 

 

Chapter three is a warning against abandoning 

of the people quoting five Ah�ādīth

relevant to Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī

including the ruling of mentioning the words 

                                                
344 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Aap Beti; 158-159. 
 
345 This form as cited in the authentic 
(Allahuma S�allī ‘Alā Muh�ammad Wa ‘Alā Āl Muh�ammad Kamā S�allaiyt ‘Alā Ibrāhīm Wa ‘Alā Āl Ibrāhīm, Innaka 
H�amīdun Majīd. Wa Bārik ‘Alā Muh�ammad Wa ‘Alā Muh�ammad Kamā bārakta ‘Alā Ibrāhīm Wa ‘Alā Āl Ibrāhīm 
Innaka H�amīdun Majīd). See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj; Al-Jāmi‘ Al-
 
 

I started on it on 25th Ramadān 1384 and suddenly stopped on 6
1384 on receiving a telegram of the death of Mawlānā Yūsuf 

Sāhib. At that time, such a feeling of hopelessness overtook me that I 
terminated the book with whatever had been written up to then.

contains five chapters; the first of which is on the benefits of Fad

in general, citing two verses and ten relevant Ah�ādīth. The chapter also includes 

�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī , amongst which is the be

salām to Him. Chapter two is on the virtues of certain formulae of 

of which Al-S�alāh Al-Ibrāhīmiyyah345 is the best known. This chapter 

, in addition to many others cited within the commentary, as well as 

cited in the conclusion of the chapter; twenty-five of them on different formula of 

, while the last fifteen are on the formula of how to make 

r three is a warning against abandoning Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī  upon hearing the name 

ādīth. It is followed by chapter four, which discusses various issues 

Nabī , and the different views of the ‘Ulamā’

including the ruling of mentioning the words Sayyidina or Mawlānā before the Prophet's name 

         
Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/183, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā.

This form as cited in the authentic H�adīth as narrated by Al-Bukhārī and Muslim goes as follows:
ī ‘Alā Muh�ammad Wa ‘Alā Āl Muh�ammad Kamā S�allaiyt ‘Alā Ibrāhīm Wa ‘Alā Āl Ibrāhīm, Innaka 

īdun Majīd. Wa Bārik ‘Alā Muh�ammad Wa ‘Alā Muh�ammad Kamā bārakta ‘Alā Ibrāhīm Wa ‘Alā Āl Ibrāhīm 
Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh�; 5/2338, and Al
-S�ah�īh�; 1/305. 
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1384 and suddenly stopped on 6th Dhul-
1384 on receiving a telegram of the death of Mawlānā Yūsuf 

Sāhib. At that time, such a feeling of hopelessness overtook me that I 
terminated the book with whatever had been written up to then.344 
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ī ‘Alā Muh�ammad Wa ‘Alā Āl Muh�ammad Kamā S�allaiyt ‘Alā Ibrāhīm Wa ‘Alā Āl Ibrāhīm, Innaka 

īdun Majīd. Wa Bārik ‘Alā Muh�ammad Wa ‘Alā Muh�ammad Kamā bārakta ‘Alā Ibrāhīm Wa ‘Alā Āl Ibrāhīm 
; 5/2338, and Al-Qushayrī, 



. In addition, there is the ruling on shortening the phrase 

author discussing this issue elaborately.

 

However, though the title of the book is 

sometimes faces other jurisprudential issues relevant to those virtues, and deals with them. 

Finally, he ends his book with chapter five, which contains different stori

to the Fad3ā’il Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al

some lines of Arabic and Urdu poetry as well as some 

 

In most Urdu editions, the book is made up of 125 pages,

pages. The English edition has 212 pages and was translated by Yūsuf Karān. The book has also 

been translated into many other languages such as Persian, Pashto, Malay, Telugu, and 

Gujurati.346 

4.6.10  Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī

This is the final in the series of ten books that make up the 

Shaykh Muhammad Ihtishām Kāndahlawī and completed on 18

June 1939 CE., at the demand of his cousin, Shaykh Muh

to conclude that this book was written in the same year Shaykh Muh

                                                
346 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 30. 
 
347 See: Kāndahlawī, Ihtishām Al-H
 
 
 

. In addition, there is the ruling on shortening the phrase  in writing, where we find the 

author discussing this issue elaborately. 

ever, though the title of the book is Fad3ā’il Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al-Nabī 

sometimes faces other jurisprudential issues relevant to those virtues, and deals with them. 

Finally, he ends his book with chapter five, which contains different stories and dreams relating 

āh ‘Alā Al-Nabī . There are fifty stories in total. The book also includes 

some lines of Arabic and Urdu poetry as well as some Ad‘iyah (supplication).

In most Urdu editions, the book is made up of 125 pages, while in other prints they have 112 

pages. The English edition has 212 pages and was translated by Yūsuf Karān. The book has also 

been translated into many other languages such as Persian, Pashto, Malay, Telugu, and 

Muslamānū Ki Mawjūdah Pastī Ka Wāh�id ‘Ilāj 

This is the final in the series of ten books that make up the Tablīghī Nis�āb

ām Kāndahlawī and completed on 18th Rabī‘ Al

June 1939 CE., at the demand of his cousin, Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās.347 

to conclude that this book was written in the same year Shaykh Muhammad 

         
ammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 23-24, and Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al

Hasan. (English Translation). Muslim Degeneration and its Only Remedy
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in writing, where we find the 

Nabī , yet the author 

sometimes faces other jurisprudential issues relevant to those virtues, and deals with them. 

es and dreams relating 

There are fifty stories in total. The book also includes 

(supplication). 

while in other prints they have 112 

pages. The English edition has 212 pages and was translated by Yūsuf Karān. The book has also 

been translated into many other languages such as Persian, Pashto, Malay, Telugu, and 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. It was written by 

Rabī‘ Al-Thānī 1358 H./7th 

 This date may lead us 

ammad Zakariyyā wrote his 

Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. 

Muslim Degeneration and its Only Remedy: 3. 
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two books, Fad�ā’il Namāz and Fad�ā’il Dhikr. Consequently, this may indicate that the Jamā‘at 

Al-Tablīgh, during that period, was trying hard to publish its works so as to be known amongst 

religious circles, especially when it began to reap the fruits of its efforts in Da‘wah. 

 

Ihtishām's book is the smallest in this series, thus, the author has not divided it into chapters, yet 

it includes the essence of the Tablīghī programme adopted by the movement, as we will see 

when we talk about the topics of the book. One of the most important aspects in this book is the 

brief comparison between the status of Muslim Ummah and its glories in the past and its current 

miserable conditions. He used the comparison as a means to diagnose the real problems and 

ailments of the Ummah. He identifies six causes for the Ummah's demise. 

 

After that he moves to prescribing the solution by concentrating on the necessity for the Ummah 

in general to focus on its main message; Da‘wah and Tablīgh. He also stresses the importance of 

enjoining the good and forbidding the evil to reform and advance the Ummah. Then, he explains 

the practical steps to be taken to achieve the desired goal in six main points, known among the 

Tablīghī group as the six characteristics. Finally, he concludes the book by explaining how to 

implement these points and their related instructions and general etiquettes, focusing on the 

success the movement achieved by adhering to this programme. 

 

As for the methodology of the author in citing verses and Ah�ādīth, verses and Ah�ādīth are 

interwoven with the text of the book as one text without divisions between the main text and the 

commentary. The Ah�ādīth are commonly cited in Arabic and there are just twelve of them. In 

most Urdu editions, the book is made up of 23 pages. The English edition has 39 pages, and the 
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English translation was done by Malik Haq Nawaz. As far as we know, there is no Arabic 

translation of this book. 

4.7 The method of the author in his books 

Now that we have elaborated on the different parts or books of Tablīghī Nis�āb in detail, we 

come to highlighting the most important characteristics of Shaykh Muhammād Zakariyyā's 

methodology.348 Some of these characteristics have been already mentioned in this chapter. The 

author's methodology, particularly in reference to his H�adīth methodology, may be summarised 

briefly in the following points: 

 

1- Shaykh Muhammād Zakariyyā generally adopts, in most of his books, the traditional 

methodology of many scholars in this discipline, dividing their books into Matn (main text) 

and Sharh  (interpretation). But the Matn here is laid out in Arabic while the Sharh� is mostly 

in Urdu,349 as the book is originally meant to address the speakers of that language. Yet, the 

Sharh� would still include some Arabic texts of Ah�ādīth, Āthār (statements of Companions), 

supplications, and poetry, cited by the author first in Arabic350 and then translated into 

Urdu.351 

                                                 
348

 Here we will only address the methodology of Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā since he is the author of the majority of 
the parts of Tablīghī Nis�āb. We will refrain from addressing Shaykh Muhammad Ihtishām's methodology, as we deem 
that what is mentioned before about some of the aspects of his book is enough. 
 
349 This includes the Ah�ādīth, Āthār and the like contained in the Sharh�. The author initially quotes them in Urdu most of 
the time. 
 
350 This is contrary to Shaykh Latīf Al-Rahmān Al-Bahrā’ijī who claimed that: “Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā quotes 
Ah�ādīth in the Sharh� only in Urdu”. This claim is untrue, as the author does quote some Ah�ādīth in Arabic. See: Al-
Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 25. 
 
351 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 16, 22, 30, 33, 34, 37, and Kāndahlawī, 
Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 6, 12, 40, 82, 86, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Dhikr; 23, 27, 
34, 47,49, 53, 86, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān; 20, 55 and so forth. 



2- The author usually starts the introduction of his books in Arabic, with the 

H�amdalah,353 and Al-S�alāh ‘Ālā Al

the remainder of the introduction. But at times he continues in Arabic for a few more lines, 

pointing out the reasons behind writing the book, and the number of 

to cite in the book, etc. Thi

S�alāh.355 

 

3- In the introductions of his books, Shaykh 

behind writing the book, the difficulties encountered, and the date at which the writin

book started. Moreover, he indicates his method of dividing his book into chapters and the 

major titles allocated to these chapters. The introduction may also include a verse of the 

Qur’ān or a H�adīth. Sometimes, the author may point out the numb

each chapter of his book, as in the 

mentions the sources from which he quoted 

Qur’ān.357 We have found that he has not repeated thi

 

                                                
352 It means saying: (Bismi Allah Al-
 
353 It means saying: (Al-H�amdu Li-Allah Rab Al
 
354 Scholars usually start their books in this manner, as encouraged by the 
“Any serious matter that does not begin with the praise of Allah is lacking”.
See: Al-Qārī, Mulla ‘Alī. Mirqāt Al
 
355 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Namāz; 4. 
 
356 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
 
357 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
 
 
 
 

The author usually starts the introduction of his books in Arabic, with the 

āh ‘Ālā Al-Nabī .354 Then he normally shifts rapidly to Urdu for 

the remainder of the introduction. But at times he continues in Arabic for a few more lines, 

pointing out the reasons behind writing the book, and the number of Ah

to cite in the book, etc. This occurred in just two books, namely: Fad�ā’il Qur’ān

In the introductions of his books, Shaykh Zakariyyā often mentions the reason and the story 

behind writing the book, the difficulties encountered, and the date at which the writin

book started. Moreover, he indicates his method of dividing his book into chapters and the 

major titles allocated to these chapters. The introduction may also include a verse of the 

. Sometimes, the author may point out the number of 

each chapter of his book, as in the Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān.356 We also find that the only time he 

mentions the sources from which he quoted Ah�ādīth is in the introduction of the 

We have found that he has not repeated this in any of his other books.

         
Bismi Allah Al-Rah�mān Al-Rah�īm). 

Allah Rab Al-‘Āalmīn…). 

Scholars usually start their books in this manner, as encouraged by the Qur’ān and dictated by famous 
serious matter that does not begin with the praise of Allah is lacking”. 

Mirqāt Al-Mafātīh� Sharh� Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh�; 1/43. 

ammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 2,4, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 

ammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān; 3. 

ammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 5. 
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ā’il Qur’ān and Fad�ā’il 
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behind writing the book, the difficulties encountered, and the date at which the writing of the 

book started. Moreover, he indicates his method of dividing his book into chapters and the 

major titles allocated to these chapters. The introduction may also include a verse of the 
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is in the introduction of the Fad�ā’il 

s in any of his other books. 

and dictated by famous H�adīth: 

ammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il 
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4- Shaykh Muhammād Zakariyyā would divide his books into chapters as in the Fad�ā’il 

Tablīgh. Yet, sometimes he would divide them into sections that are then divided into 

chapters as in the Fad�ā’il S�alāh, and on other occasions, he would apply no divisions, citing 

Ah�ādīth in succession without allocating them under specific chapters or sections as in the 

Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. 

 

5- Further, he would start the chapter or the section citing verses first as in the Fad�ā’il Tablīgh 

and Fad�ā’il S�ad�aqāt, and on other occasions he would start with Ah�ādīth as in the Fad�ā’il 

S�alāh and Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān. We assume that time variation between the book and another 

within this series might be one of the reasons, which made the author change his method 

somewhat here. However, it might be better if he had maintained a consistent approach in all 

Fad�ā’il books, by starting with verses followed by Ah�ādīth. 

 

6- In regard to the manner in which Shaykh Muhammād Zakariyyā cites the verses in the Matn 

of the book: 

 

• He would place a number on the first place where the verse is mentioned, write it in 

Arabic, and then translate the meaning into Urdu. 

 
• After that, he often would proceed directly into the second place and repeat the same 

process as in the first place. 

 
• After finishing, in the same manner, quoting the rest of the verses relevant to the subject, 

he would make his explanation or commentary of those verses distinguishable by 

writing the letter (ف) ‘F’ which is an abbreviation for the word (Fā’idah), which means 
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benefit. Then, straight after, he starts to comment on those verses in Urdu, elaborating 

on related lessons by relying on some Ah�ādīth, Āthār, and the sayings of the scholars of 

Tafsīr. To complement the aspects of the lesson, he would sometimes cite some stories 

or lines of poetry. 

 
• Eventually, after finishing the explanation of the verses, the author then moves to 

mention the main Ah�ādīth or in other words, Ah�ādīth Al-Matn relevant to the same 

subject. 

 
7- With regard to the manner in which Shaykh Muhammād Zakariyyā cites Ah�ādīth found in 

the Matn of the book: 

 
• He would number the first H�adīth, quote the Arabic text of that H�adīth, and at the end of 

H�adīth, he would refer to the source from which he borrowed the H�adīth. He may 

mention the level of the H�adīth and the commentaries of the scholars in reference to the 

authenticity or weakness of the H�adīth. Sometimes he mentions after this; another way 

for the original H�adīth. 

 
• Following that, he would translate the text of the H�adīth into Urdu without mentioning 

its source or the level, or even the other ways of the H�adīth. 

 
• Then the author proceeds to explain the H�adīth in Urdu. This explanation is 

characterized by placing the letter (ف) at the beginning. The explanation normally 

includes some verses, Ah�ādīth, and Āthār that further affirm and elaborate on the 

meaning of the previous H�adīth. He sometimes points out the sources of those Ah�ādīth, 
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and, at other times, he does not.358 Nevertheless, it must be noted that there is a clear 

distinction between those Ah�ādīth chosen by the author himself, and the Ah�ādīth, which 

originally existed in the quoted texts from some scholars. The explanation may also 

include the sayings of some scholars relevant to the subject of the main H�adīth, in 

addition to some poetic verses, stories of the Companions and the Followers, Sufi tales, 

etc. The author would sometimes touch upon some jurisprudential matters related to the 

H�adīth. During the explanation, it is a custom of the author to draw a reference to some 

of his old books that deal with some matters and parables, among other things.359 

However, he may prolong the explanation at one point, and curtail it at another, as it is 

not necessary for the H�adīth explanation to include all the mentioned elements. 

 
• After finishing explaining the H�adīth, the author moves directly to the next H�adīth, 

following the same method used with the previous H�adīth, in terms of Matn and Sharh. 

He often does the same with the rest of the Ah�ādīth. 

 
8- When the author mentions other ways for a particular H�adīth, we think this is due to 

different reasons, some of which might be: 

 
• Either to strengthen the H�adīth so that it is elevated from a weak one to an authentic one, 

or from an extremely weak one to a H�adīth that has an origin, as a result of the collective 

combination of the routes.360 

 

                                                 
358 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakaria. Fad�ā’il Tablīgh; 19-20. 
 
359 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakaria. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 41, 61. 
 
360 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Dhikr; 170-174. 
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• Due to the presence of an additional word or statement, added onto the original 

H�adīth.361 

 
• To further clarify or affirm a notion mentioned in the original H�adīth.362 

 

9- We often find that he does not borrow the Ah�ādīth in his books from the original sources of 

those Ah�ādīth like Mu‘jam Al-T4abarānī, Shu‘ab Al-Īmān, Musnad Al-Bazzār and others. 

Instead, he borrows them from secondary sources i.e. other books on the same subject, such 

as Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb, Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh, Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr, and others. This is 

probably due to the fact that the authors of those secondary sources have already preceded 

him in collecting and verifying those Ah�ādīth and explaining their ways and levels, whether 

authentic or weak, in addition to the availability of commentaries for some of these books. 

Therefore, depending on those books would render his job easier and shorten the period of 

time required. Yet on the other hand, the author may repeat the same mistake or allusion 

found in the source upon which he depends,363 and sometimes this would result in some sort 

of ambiguity that would distort the reader's understanding.364 

                                                 
361 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il H�ajj; 101. 
 
362 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 24-25. 
 
363

 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 23. 
We find that the author has attributed the H�adīth number (13) in the book of Fad�ā’il Qur’ān to Sunan Al-Dārimī, 
which for this matter he depends on Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh . After a long research, it was found that the H�adīth was 
not in Sunan Al-Dārimī, hence, it appears that the author of Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh  has followed an illusion in that 
matter. Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā has followed him without scrutiny and hence repeated the same mistake. 
There are other examples, but there is no space to list them here. 
 
364

 For example, it is the methodology of Al-Imām Al-Munthirī in his book, Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb, when 
attributing a H�adīth to Sunnan Al-Nasā’ī to actually mean Sunnan Al-Nasā’ī Al-Kubrā. Yet, it was famously agreed 
upon in later ages among the scholars of H�adīth that the attribution to Sunnan Al-Nasā’ī is referred to Sunnan Al-
Nasā’ī Al-S�ughrā, which is called Al-Mujtabā and is one of the famous six books (Al-Kutub Al-Sittah). While if 
they wanted to refer to Sunnan Al-Nasā’ī Al-Kubrā, they would restrict the attribution by saying: “Narrated by Al-
Al-Nasā’ī in Al-Sunnan Al-Kubrā”. Siddīq Hasan Al-Qanūjī clarifies this issue in his book Al-H�it3ah Fī Dhikr Al-
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10- The author has a unique way regarding selection of major Ah�ādīth copied from famous 

books such as Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb, Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh and last but not least Al-Durr 

Al-Manthūr. If a particular H�adīth is found in more than one book, we notice that he 

sometimes prefers to quote it from the book, which attributes to a lot of the original sources 

of H�adīth.365 It seems that he aimed at doing so, to show that this H�adīth is well-known366 

and circulating among the sources of H�adīth.367 Moreover, in some cases, the author would 

add some other sources for the H�adīth, which he did not refer to in those earlier books, in 

order to complement the benefit 368.  

 

11- To follow up on the previous point, we notice that the author would borrow some Ah�ādīth 

from a source that does not refer to the original sources of those Ah�ādīth, or at least does not 

mention their Asānīd (the chain of transmission of H�adīth), so that they can be studied. In 

fact, he would sometimes declare, after already borrowing a H�adīth from a particular source, 

that he has not found it in the original books of H�adīth. Yet he would still approve it for the 

                                                                                                                                                            
S�ih�āh� Al-Sittah; 1/219 by saying: “If the scholars of H�adīth stated that Al-Nasā’ī narrated a H�adīth; they mean Al-
Mujtabā, not Al-Sunnan Al-Kubrā which is one of the six books”. Therefore, when Shaykh Muhammād Zakariyyā 
reports a narrated H�adīth by Al-Al-Nasā’ī from the book of Al-Imām Al-Munthirī this would create a problem for 
the reader, as when the reader looks for in Sunnan Al-Nasā’ī Al-S�ughrā and does not find the certain H�adīth there, 
he\she would think that Al-Munthirī has mistakenly attributed the H�adīth. Hence, it would have been better if the 
author had highlighted this issue. What is strange is that despite the seemingly innumerable editions of Tablīghī 
Nis�āb, we have not found any which brought this issue to the attention of the readers. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān; 26. 
 
365

 Particularly, the six books S�ah�īh� Al-Bukhārī, S�ah�īh� Muslim, Sunan Abū Dāwūd, Sunan Al-Tirmīdhī, Sunan Al-
Nasā’ī and Sunan Ibn Mājah as well as Musnad Ah�mad. 
 
366

 Of course not necessarily that the H�adīth is authentic; it may be weak or sometimes even fabricated, but most 
likely it gives us an indication that the H�adīth is approved or valid. See the footnote below No. 120 of this report. 
 
367 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 20, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad 
Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 8. 
 
368 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Dhikr; 31. 
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mere fact that one of his teachers has generally spoken highly of that source.369 Hence, he 

would consider this general recommendation for this source or another sufficient to render 

those Ah�ādīth trustworthy. 

 

In any case, it is strange of the author to adopt this method while in fact he does not have to, 

as the sources from which he can select the known authentic Ah�ādīth are various and 

abundant. Yet this stance can be justified in the sense that he may have leniently borrowed 

those Ah�ādīth since they are related to the fields of Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl, Al-Targhīb Wa Al-

Tarhīb, where some scholars might be lenient with the weak Ah�ādīth in these fields. 

However, the most important question still remains here, what if some of those Ah�ādīth that 

Shaykh Muhammād Zakariyyā depends on are fabricated? Would it be permissible to 

depend on it and take it this leniently or lightly? 

 

12- The author has replicated the symbols used by Al-Suyūtī in his book Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr Fī 

Ah�ādīth Al-Bashīr Al-Nadhīr370 in order to justify or determine the degree of accuracy for 

the H�adīth, that varies between high level of authenticity and a lower level. Hence, for 

                                                 
369

 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 37-38. 
We have carried out prolonged research with regards to this H�adīth. It was clear that in fact this H�adīth does not 
exist, as stated by the author himself, in the known books of H�adīth. Despite the fact, some scholars wrote to the 
author in objection to borrowing that H�adīth and the likes, and actually asking him to delete it from his book, yet he 
persisted with his stance. See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 120-122. However, 
we would also like to quote Al-Imām Ibn Al-Jawzī: “How commendable the saying: ‘If you see a H�adīth avoids 
reasonability, contradicts with narrations or conflicts with the fundamentals (‘Usūl) then know it is fabricated’. In 
conflict with the fundamentals means, the H�adīth does not exist in the main and famous sources of H�adīth”. 
See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Tadrīb Al-Rāwī Fī Sharh� Taqrīb Al-Nawāwī: 1/277. 
 
370 For purposes of abbreviation, Al-Suyūtī used some symbols to refer to the rank of the H�adīth. He used the 
symbol )ص(  for the S�ahīh  H�adīth, )ح(  for the H�asan H�adīth, and )ض(  for the D�a‘īf H�adīth. 
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instance, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā after mentioning the H�adīth would say; “Al-Suyūtī 

has symbolized it an authentic H�adīth”.371 However, some scholars adopt a stance of 

opposition with regard to using those symbols, as they consider them untrustworthy. Al-

Imām ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf Al-Munāwī in his commentary on Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr explains this 

opposition by saying: 

 
The author – meaning Al-Suyūtī – has mentioned in his book Al-Jāmi‘ 
Al-S�aghīr a lot of weak Ah�ādīth.372 In this regard, Ibn Mahdī says; 
‘Scholars should not concentrate on writing the weak Ah�ādīth. If they 
had spent much time on them, they would miss more opportunity to 
write the authentic Ah�ādīth.’ And In Al-Mubārak says: ‘The authentic 
Ah�ādīth are sufficient, and no need to focus on the weak Ah�ādīth even.’ 
However, he – meaning Al-Suyūtī – should have followed every H�adīth 
with an indication of its status whether S�ah�īh�, H�asan or D�a‘īf. If he had 
done so, it would have been more beneficial and proficient, thus the 
book would not increase much in its size except few pages. As to what is 
found in some of the copies of symbol to S�ah�īh�, H�asan, and D�a‘īf by 
placing the tip of one of these letters: ( ص ) S�ād, ( ح ) H�ā’, and ( ض ) 
D�ād; this should not be trusted because the copyists are more likely to 
commit distortion in these symbols. This has happened in some copies 
and not in others, as I have seen myself. Therefore, it would have been 
better to use the written form of S�ah�īh�, H�asan, or D�a‘īf for every 
H�adīth.373 

 

However, it seems that Al-Munāwī's statement is a reasonable viewpoint, especially if we know 

that there are many examples of Ah�ādīth in the book of Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr that confirm the 

                                                 
371 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Dhikr; 33. 
 
372

 This claim may seem unacceptable or even exaggerated somewhat for some people. But on the other hand, we 
notice that Al-Munāwī has reached to this conclusion through comprehensive study of the entire book of Al-Jāmi‘ 
Al-S�aghīr, and some scholars had proved the validity of this claim or conclusion through independent studies as 
well. Among these studies, a study by the Al-Albānī concludes that the number of weak Ah�ādīth amounted 6450 
out of 14652. Moreover, Ahmad Ibn Al-Siddīq Al-Ghumārī, in his study, shows that the number of fabricated 
Ah�ādīth reached 456. This is a big number indeed. See: Abū Ghuddah, ‘Abd Al-Fattāh. Al-Ta‘līqāt Al-H�Āfilah ‘Alā 
Al-Ajwibah Al-Fad�ilah; 128-130, and Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Wa D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi’ Al-S�aghīr Wa 
Ziyādatuh; 1/25-29. 
 
373

 Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Fayd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 1/40-41. 
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obvious difference in these symbols between one version and another.374 It is not difficult or 

strange that the distortion occurs in this type of symbol.375 Therefore, the dependence of Shaykh 

Muhammād Zakariyyā on Al-Suyūtī's symbols is considered inappropriate. 

 

13- Finally, we end those points by highlighting that the author generally follows a methodology 

of expansion and flippancy in dealing with weak Ah�ādīth when it comes to the Fad�ā’il Al-

A‘māl, Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb, and the like, as he has stated in more than one place in his 

books.376 This statement would confirm the type of Ah�ādīth mentioned in his books. 

4.8 The different sources of the book 

The book of Tablīghī Nis�āb is enriched by quoting over 80 sources. It is characterized by the 

combined selections from Urdu377 and mostly Arabic sources. It is quite clear that Shaykh 

Muhammad Zakariyyā has exerted enormous efforts, merging many Arabic texts after 

translating them into Urdu. He then would formulate them in a harmonious pattern. 

 

We generally notice that the different subjects tackled in the book require that the sources are 

various to suit the nature of those subjects and whatever is related to them. Therefore, we find a 

number of sources quoted from the various fields of: Tafsīr of the Qur’ān, its rules, and 

                                                 
374

 For these examples see: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Fayd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 1/42, 60, 61, 62, 
70, 100, 114, 138, 142, and 2/10, 38, 41, 57, 67, 80. 
 
375

 Moreover, some scholars have treated this issue in some detail, see for example: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir 
Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Wa D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi’ Al-S�aghīr Wa Ziyādatuh; 1/20-28, and Abū Ghuddah, ‘Abd Al-Fattāh. Al-Ta‘līqāt 
Al-H�Āfilah ‘Alā Al-Ajwibah Al-Fad�ilah; 126-130. 
 
376 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 88; Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Fad�ā’il Darūd; 83, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 38-39. 
 
377 One of these Urdu sources is Tānawī, Ashraf ‘Alī. Arwāh� Thalāthah. 



vocabulary; Fiqh; Ah�ādīth and their explanation; attribution of 

Asānīd; ‘Ilm Al-Rijāl (study of narrators); 

education, Sulūk (behaviour), and 

 

Since the Tablīghī Nis�āb consists of a number of books or parts, we can notice that some of the 

sources would be mentioned in some books and not in others. For example, we find that the 

book of Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh ‘Ālā Al

Qawl Al-Badī‘Fī Al-S�alāh ‘Alā Al

‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Sakhāwī, as the book addresses the same subject. While on the other hand, 

we find that the author does not rely on that source for his book 

subject is different and that other related sources are available.

 

There are still some common or basic sources on which the author relies heavily in most of 

books, particularly those related to the collection, attribution and verification of the 

such as Al-Majāmī‘ Al-H�adīthiyyah

In the following lines, we will only list some of the most i

examples.378 

                                                
378 These sources as follows: 
 

� Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb, by ‘Abd Al

� Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh , by Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al

� Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al

� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr Fī Ah�ādīth Al

H./1505 CE.). 

� Kanz Al-A‘māl Fī Sunan Al-Aqwāl Wa Al

H./1567 CE.). 

� Jam‘ Al-Fawā’id Min Jāmi‘ Al

Rawdānī. (died in 1094 H./1683 CE.).

and their explanation; attribution of Ah�ādīth

(study of narrators); Sīrah (the biography of Prophet 

(behaviour), and Sufism issues, in addition to other fields.

consists of a number of books or parts, we can notice that some of the 

sources would be mentioned in some books and not in others. For example, we find that the 

āh ‘Ālā Al-Nabī  (Fad�ā’il Darūd) is primarily based on the book 

āh ‘Alā Al-H�abīb Al-Shafī‘ written by the great scholar Muh

Sakhāwī, as the book addresses the same subject. While on the other hand, 

we find that the author does not rely on that source for his book Fad�ā’il Qur’ān

subject is different and that other related sources are available. 

There are still some common or basic sources on which the author relies heavily in most of 

books, particularly those related to the collection, attribution and verification of the 

īthiyyah which is considered an encyclopaedia of 

In the following lines, we will only list some of the most important and famous sources as 

         

, by ‘Abd Al-‘Azīm Ibn ‘Abd Al-Qawī Al-Mundhirīrī. (died in 656 H./1258 CE.).

, by Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Khatīb Al-Tibrīzī. (died in 741 H./1340 CE.).

Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id. by ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr Al-Haythamī. (died in 807 H./1405

īr Fī Ah�ādīth Al-Bashīr Al-Nadhīr, by ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr Al

Aqwāl Wa Al-Af‘āl, by ‘Alī Ibn Husām Al-Dīn Al-Muttaqī Al

Fawā’id Min Jāmi‘ Al-‘Us�ūl Wa Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id, by Muhammad Ibn Sulaym

Rawdānī. (died in 1094 H./1683 CE.). 
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ādīth and study of their 

(the biography of Prophet ) and history; 

Sufism issues, in addition to other fields. 

consists of a number of books or parts, we can notice that some of the 

sources would be mentioned in some books and not in others. For example, we find that the 

) is primarily based on the book Al-

written by the great scholar Muhammad Ibn 

Sakhāwī, as the book addresses the same subject. While on the other hand, 

ā’il Qur’ān since the main 

There are still some common or basic sources on which the author relies heavily in most of his 

books, particularly those related to the collection, attribution and verification of the Ah�ādīth 

which is considered an encyclopaedia of H�adīth and Āthār. 

mportant and famous sources as 

Mundhirīrī. (died in 656 H./1258 CE.). 

Tibrīzī. (died in 741 H./1340 CE.). 

Haythamī. (died in 807 H./1405 CE.). 

ān Ibn Abī Bakr Al-Suyūtī. (died in 911 

Muttaqī Al-Hindī. (died in 975 

ammad Ibn Sulaymān Al-Maghribī Al-
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There are other sources that the author depends on in this field or other fields, but the space 

allocated for this research would not allow listing them all. In any case, there is a list of all the 

sources of the Tablīghī Nis�āb to be found in the introduction of some versions of the book. 

Muhammad Shāhid Sahāranpūrī has transported it in full into the introduction of Kutub Fad�ā’l 

Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt.379 According to this list, there are eighty-four book sources. 

Despite the fact that this list is useful and does give us an overview of the sources and their 

authors, there are some comments to be made about that list: 

 

• This list does not encompass all the sources. Many other sources, over thirty more 

sources, are missing, such as Bahjat Al-Nufūs Wa Ghāyatuhā Bi-Ma‘rifat Mā Lahā 

Wamā ‘Alayhā, Al-La’āli’ Al-Mas�nū‘ah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Mawd�ū‘ah, and Al-Īd�āh� Fī 

Manāsik Al-H�ajj Wa Al-‘Umrah. 

 

• Some of the sources in the list are not directly resorted to by the author, or had not been 

printed yet when the author wrote his books,380 such as Musnad Al-Bazzār, Mu‘jam Al-

T4abarānī, and others.381 

 

• The list neither arranges the sources of the book in an alphabetical order nor in 

accordance with their subjects, hence making the task of identifying them difficult for 

the reader. 

                                                 
379 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 40-44. 
 
380 Al-Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 20. 
 
381

 This may be because of that Shaykh Zakariyyā sometimes writes some Ah�ādīth, then for brevity he may prefer 
to refer them to their original sources instead of mention the direct sources of those Ah�ādīth that he quotes them. 
Consequently, it seems that the publisher who made the bibliography added those sources by mistake. 
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� There are some errors in the names and dates of death of the authors. In addition, some 

dates are not even mentioned at all. 

 

What is strange about this, after considering these comments, is that this list is still being printed 

to the present day in editions of the Tablīghī Nis�āb, without any modification. This shows what 

we have previously highlighted, that this book has not been given the due critical attention it 

should have, despite the vast number of copies printed. It would be fair to ask this question now: 

Are there no scholars from the same intellectual school of the movement who could draw the 

attention of the publishers to these errors? 

 

Finally, we should point out that some of the sources Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā relies on 

have been mistakenly attributed to some of the famous authors. We will examine here two of 

those sources: 

 

The first book is Al-Munabbihāt ‘Alā Al-Isti‘dād Liyawm Al-Ma‘ād, which Shaykh Muhammad 

Zakariyyā has, in more than one place, attributed to Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī, as can 

been seen in the Fad�ā’il S�alāh.382 We have also obtained a copy of Al-Munabbihāt that is 

attributed mistakenly to Al-‘Asqalānī. It is worth pointing out here that one of the scholars 

warned Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā about attributing this book to Al-‘Asqalānī. Yet the 

Shaykh insisted on his position. It would be better to quote the text of the correspondence that 

                                                 
382 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 8, 23, 32, 36. 
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has taken place between them with reference to this issue. This scholar says in a long letter sent 

to the author that: 

 
The majority of narrations mentioned in Ih�yā’, Nuzhat Al-Majālis, 
Nuzhat Al-Basātīn, Tanbīh Al-Ghāfilīn and Munabbihāt are fabricated. 
The writing of story number twenty and other similar stories from 
Munabbihāt, which though most entertaining, was not appropriate. This 
book has been wrongly attributed to Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar. See Kashf Al-
Z+unūn.383 

 

But Shaykh Zakariyyā responded to him by saying: 

 
I did not feel any hesitation in mentioning the enjoyable story from 
Munabbihāt. The main theme of this story is supported by many other 
narrations. I also want evidence that the book Munabbihāt is not that of 
Ibn Hajar. Even if I agree that this book is not that of Al-Hāfiz Ibn 
Hajar, it is enough for me that Hadhrat Thānawī has referred to it as 
trustworthy.384 

 

In response to the demand for evidence that Al-Munabbihāt cannot be attributed to Al-Hāfiz Ibn 

Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī, we present the following: 

 

• The author of Kashf Al-Z�unūn has attributed the book to someone called Ahmad Ibn 

Muhammad Al-Hijjī,385 while the name of Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar is clearly different from 

that name, as the name of Al-Hāfiz is Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī. 

 

                                                 
383 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 120. 
 
384 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt; 123. 
 
385 See: Khalīfah, Hājjī. Kashf Al-Z�unūn; 2/1848. 
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• The name Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī is not found in the manuscript copies studied 

by one of the researchers. This researcher mentions that he found one of the manuscript 

copies attributed to Ibn Hajar Al-Makkī.386 Therefore, we conclude that if we examine 

the full name of Ibn Hajar Al-Makkī, we find out that it is Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn 

Hajar Al-Makkī. The name that Hājjī Khalīfah has mentioned is Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 

Hence, it is probable that this Ibn Hajar is the one who compiled Al-Munabbihāt and that 

when it came to printing, he was mistakenly taken for Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī instead of 

Ibn Hajar Al-Makkī, since Al-‘Asqalānī is more famous. 

 

• Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī never referred to this book in any of his writings, as he 

usually would, and it was not even mentioned by any of his contemporaries or disciples. 

 

• There is a marked difference between the style of book and the known style of Al-Hāfiz 

Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī in citing Ah�ādīth, who would pay particular attention to the study 

of their transmissions and attributing them to their sources. What we find out here in the 

book is that there is no H�adīth that has been attributed to its source.387 

 

                                                 
386 See: ‘Abd Al-Mun‘im, Shākir Mahmūd. Ibn H�ajar Al-‘Asqalānī: Mus�annafātuhu Wa Dirāsatun Fī Munhajihī Fī 
Kitābihī Al-Is�ābah; 1/394-395. 
 
387

 For more details, see: Haddad, Gibril Fouad. Sunna Notes: Studies in H�adīth and Doctrine; 88-89, and Al-Jadir, 
Muhammad Adīb, his introduction on the book Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Al-Munabbihāt ‘Alā Al-
Isti‘dād Li-yawm Al-Ma‘ād; 5-6. 
What is strange is that Latīf Al-Rahmān did not pay attention to this matter when talking about the sources of the 
book. He attributed the book to Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī, hence imitating Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā. See: Al-
Bahrā’ijī, Latīf Al-Rahmān. Tah�qīq Al-Maqāl; 23. 
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The second book is Daqā’iq Al-Akhbār Fī Dhikr Al-Jannah Wa Al-Nār, where Shaykh 

Muhammad Zakariyyā has attributed it to Al-Imām Al-Ghazzālī.388 There is, in fact, suspicion 

revolving around the attribution of this book to Al-Ghazzālī, and it appears that it is wrong to 

attribute it to him. This can be seen in the following: 

 

• After research, we have found no evidence that Al-Ghazzālī has referred to this book in 

any of his writings. 

 

• We have not found in any of the sources on Al-Ghazzālī anyone who attributed this book 

to Al-Ghazzālī. 

 

• In Kashf Al-Z�unūn, we find that this book is attributed to another person called ‘Abd Al-

Rahīm Ibn Ahmad Al-Qādī.389 We have obtained the book that shows it is attributed to 

him. 

 

• ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Badawī, in the book that he has dedicated to study of the writings of 

Al-Ghazzālī, has listed Daqā’iq Al-Akhbār in the section of the books that are attributed 

to other than their authors where he says: 

 
Daqā’iq Al-Akhbār Fī Dhikr Al-Jannah Wa Al-Nār by ‘Abd Al-Rahīm 
Ibn Ahmad Al-Qādī was attributed to Al-Ghazzālī in the Lahore copy 
(1289 H., 1872 C.E.) and Bombay's (1880 C.E.).390 

 

                                                 
388 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 32. 
 
389 See: Khalīfah, Hājjī. Kashf Al-Z�unūn; 1/757. 
 
390 Badawī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Mua’llafāt Al-Ghazzālī; 384. 
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However, this statement of Badawī shows that the error took place in the Indian copies of the book. 

It could be that Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā relied on those copies and so attributed it to Al-

Ghazzālī. 

4.9 Conclusion 

This brings us to the end of the discussion related to the sources of the Tablīghī Nis�āb and to the end 

of this chapter after having dealt with various aspects and different issues in accordance with the 

proposal. We believe that this important book with its different parts requires more in-depth study 

and longer research in order to come up with more detailed results. 

 

In this chapter, we have studied the Tablīghī Nis�āb which is one of the most important ideological 

resources of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. We have shed light on aspects starting with specifying the 

original name of the book and finding out the motives that led to altering its name. We then touched 

upon the description of the book and its versions, and have pointed out, where possible, the 

discrepancies between the Urdu, English, and Arabic versions and some of the criticism related, 

especially that of the typing errors and the clear shortcomings on the part of the publishers when it 

comes to the technical handling of the book. 

 

After that, we have proceeded to elaborate on the parts of the book in detail, highlighting the date 

and reasons behind its compilation, in addition to the number of Ah�ādīh and pages of each part, 

along with the languages into which it was translated. We have also discussed the methodology of 

the author in and the most important comments on that. In the next chapter, we will study the 

Ah�ādīth in the Tablīghī Nis�āb to know the different grades of the Ah�ādīth and their numbers. 
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CHAPTER ( 5 ) A CRITCAL H�ADĪTH STUDY OF TABLĪGHĪ 

NIS�ĀB 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins with an overview of the H�adīthī study that we undertook, introducing the 

rationale and methodology of the study, and the parts of the book which are concerned with by 

the study. We then shed light on the Ah�ādīth of the first part of the book, using diagrams to 

show the numbers and grades of the Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān and their percentages. In 

addition, we give examples of some Ah�ādīth to support the main conclusions of the study. After 

this, we move to another part dealing with the Ah�ādīth of Fad�ā’il Namāz (virtues of prayer), 

where we apply the same procedures as we did for the previous part. Finally, we discuss the 

reasons leading to the inclusion of several weak, fabricated and other such Ah�ādīth in the book. 
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5.2 Overview of the study: rationale, methodology and limits 

In the first chapter, we made reference to the research question, which revolves around the 

severe criticism against the book Tablīghī Nis�āb regarding the high number of weak, fabricated 

and other such Ah�ādīth contained in the book, according to some critics. It was therefore 

necessary to know the nature of, and verify, this criticism, or claim, by assessing the Ah�ādīth 

and studying them to know their status regarding their authenticity and weakness, then 

calculating the proportion of Ah�ādīth in each category, in the hope that this will enable us to 

obtain the desired result out of the study. 

 

Since it is voluminous and consists of several parts, the book was compiled over different 

periods of time, as explained in chapter four.391 It is therefore obvious that it will contain a great 

deal of Ah�ādīth both in the Matn (main text) as well as the Sharh� (commentary). It is to be noted 

that the total number of Ah�ādīth in the commentary is more than twice that of the main text, 

which is why it was very difficult within this limited research to study all the Ah�ādīth of the 

entire book. As a result, it was deemed appropriate to select only two parts of the book for this 

study, including the Ah�ādīth of both text and commentary. The two parts that were selected are: 

 

• Fad�ā’il Qur’ān, the compilation of which coincided with the precursors and the 

beginnings of the Jama‘at Al-Tablīgh. 

 

• Fad�ā’il Namāz, which was written after the rise and spread of the movement, and this at 

the special request of its founder. 

                                                 
391

 See details about this issue in chaper four, sub-sections (4.4 and 4.6). 



This said, for the collection, 

study of the Ah�ādīth we had recourse to the original book in Urdu, so that there is no deficit or 

gap in the number of Ah�ādīth

do not contain all of the Ah�ādīth

study only deals with the Ah�

words, actions, approvals, and natural and behavioural characteristics, as distinct from the 

sayings of his Companions and thei

is to verify the authenticity of the 

prophethood is one of high regard, relating directly to the second source of Islamic legislation. 

For this reason, it is reported that the Prophet 

about someone else. Whoever deliberately tells a lie about me let him prepare his seat in 

Hell”.394 

 

We have undertaken the Takhrīj

and Fad�ā’il Namāz), by ascribing them to their original sources while taking care to mention the 

                                                
392 This can be confirmed by referring to the original book in Urdu and comparing it to its Arabic and English 
translations. For example to compare between Urdu and Arabic versions, see: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Fad�ā’il Namāz; 19-23, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Za
for Urdu and English versions, see: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). 
 

393 NB: This study also includes a few 
context implies that they are Prophetic traditions. Therefore, they had to be included in the study although after 
studying them and going back to their original sources we 
sayings of the Companions of the Prophet 
Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 83, 85-86.
 
394 See this H�adīth in: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/10. 
 

This said, for the collection, Takhrīj (referencing and analysis of the chain of narration)

we had recourse to the original book in Urdu, so that there is no deficit or 

ādīth. We have found that Arabic and English translations of the book 

ādīth of the original book.392 It should also be noted here that the 

Ah�ādīth that have been attributed to the Prophet 

words, actions, approvals, and natural and behavioural characteristics, as distinct from the 

sayings of his Companions and their Successors, and this for the purpose of brevity. The intent 

is to verify the authenticity of the Ah�ādīth attributed to the Prophet 

prophethood is one of high regard, relating directly to the second source of Islamic legislation. 

r this reason, it is reported that the Prophet  said: “Indeed a lie about me is unlike a lie 

about someone else. Whoever deliberately tells a lie about me let him prepare his seat in 

Takhrīj of the Ah�ādīth contained in these two parts (

), by ascribing them to their original sources while taking care to mention the 

         
confirmed by referring to the original book in Urdu and comparing it to its Arabic and English 

translations. For example to compare between Urdu and Arabic versions, see: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad

for Urdu and English versions, see: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz
ā. (English Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 12. 

ncludes a few Ah�ādīth that were not clearly attributed to the Prophet 
context implies that they are Prophetic traditions. Therefore, they had to be included in the study although after 
studying them and going back to their original sources we found that they are not prophetic traditions, but instead 
sayings of the Companions of the Prophet  or their Successors and the like. See for example: See: Kāndahlawī, 

ā’il Qur’ān; 52-54, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Engl
86. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/434, and 
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(referencing and analysis of the chain of narration) and 

we had recourse to the original book in Urdu, so that there is no deficit or 

e have found that Arabic and English translations of the book 

It should also be noted here that the 

that have been attributed to the Prophet 393 – i.e., his 

words, actions, approvals, and natural and behavioural characteristics, as distinct from the 

r Successors, and this for the purpose of brevity. The intent 

 since the status of 

prophethood is one of high regard, relating directly to the second source of Islamic legislation. 

Indeed a lie about me is unlike a lie 

about someone else. Whoever deliberately tells a lie about me let him prepare his seat in 

se two parts (Fad�ā’il Qur’ān 

), by ascribing them to their original sources while taking care to mention the 

confirmed by referring to the original book in Urdu and comparing it to its Arabic and English 
translations. For example to compare between Urdu and Arabic versions, see: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 

Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh; 27-29. As 
ā’il Namāz; 6, and Kāndahlawī, 

that were not clearly attributed to the Prophet  but whose 
context implies that they are Prophetic traditions. Therefore, they had to be included in the study although after 

found that they are not prophetic traditions, but instead 
or their Successors and the like. See for example: See: Kāndahlawī, 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). 

; 1/434, and Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn 
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name of the narrator of the H�adīth, regardless of whether or not the author did so.395 We then 

analysed the Ah�ādīth according to the rules of Mus�t3alah  Al-H�adīth and the knowledge of Al-

Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl. If it is found that the H�adīth is weak or fabricated we mention the reason for 

which it is classified as such, whether the reason is related to the text of H�adīth or its chain, 

while mostly citing the opinions of scholars and critics on the H�adīth. 

 

In order to facilitate the study of and inquiry into these Ah�ādīth, as well as the distinction 

between Ah�ādīth of the Matn and those of the Sharh, we have entered them in a special table396 

prepared especially for this purpose. The Ah�ādīth were then assigned numbers from three 

numbering schemes: a general serial numbering system that encompasses all the Ah�ādīth 

mentioned in both the Matn and the Sharh�; and another two, one of which is exclusive to the 

Ah�ādīth of the Matn, while the other is only for the Ah�ādīth of the Sharh�. This method has 

facilitated counting the H�adīth of the Matn and the Sharh� and knowing the total number for each 

of them. It has also facilitated distinguishing the repeated Ah�ādīth since the author is used to 

mentioning a H�adīth in the Matn or Sharh� and then mentioning it again at a different location. It 

should be noted here that the Ah�ādīth in the table were entered in succession according to their 

appearance in the original book, in the Matn or Sharh�. For the purpose of documentation, the 

page number has also been mentioned. 

 

                                                 
395 We find that the author sometimes mentions the source and the narrator of the H�adīth, sometimes only one of 
the two (source or narrator) and at other times none of them. 
396 We shall insert in the appendix some pages extracted/ from the table of Ah�ādīth that have been studied from the 
Fad�ā’il Qur’ān and Fad�ā’il Namāz. 
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The total number of Ah�ādīth contained in this study amounts to 354, from both parts Fad�ā’il 

Qur’ān and Fad�ā’il Namāz. It is our opinion that this number is still quite large, which is why it 

will be difficult to mention all the Ah�ādīth of this chapter because of the official word limit of 

the PhD thesis. As a result, this chapter will only mention and analyse the conclusions of the 

study using diagrams which are likely to help clarify these results. Simple examples of some 

Ah�ādīth will also be given for the sake of added clarification. 

5.3 The Fad�ā’il Qur’ān 

This part, is considered to be the first part of Tablīghī Nis�āb to be compiled from a 

chronological point of view. The author completed it on 29th Dhil H�ijjah 1348 H., corresponding 

to 8th January 1929 CE, at the special request of Shaykh Muhammad Yāsīn Naginwī.397 If we 

look at the number of Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān, we will see that, according to the study, 

the total number of Ah�ādīth is 134 as shown in the table below: 

 

Table  5.1: The total number of Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. 

 

 Repeated 

Ah�ādīth  

Ah�ādīth without 

repetition 

Ah�ādīth of Matn 50 49 

Ah�ādīth of Sharh  92 85 

Total of Ah�ādīth 142 134 

 

                                                 
397 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 4-5, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub 
Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt; 10, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/176, and 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English Translation). Aap Beti; 153. 
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The above histogram indicates the grades and numb

We can see that there are eight main parts, or types, of which seven represent varying degrees of 

the Ah�ādīth mentioned in Fad�

it does not involve a specific degree and that the 

exceeding three Ah�ādīth, all of which are found in the 

a specific degree under which to classify them for 

the three Ah�ādīth to justify this strategy

5.3.1 The category of unknown 

� H�adīth (1): “Sūrat Al-

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘

Prophet , in the Musnad ‘Abd Ibn H

Qudāmah, from Abān from, Shahr Ibn H

 

Scholars have differed in their judgements on this 

identifying Abān, who narrated the 

‘Āliyah; Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī said, “I say: Abān is Al

rejected”.400 Based on this, the 

opinion. In his book Ith�āf Al

                                                
398 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 92. 
 
399 See: ‘Abd Ibn Humayd, Abū Muhammad Al
 
400 Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
14/443. 

indicates the grades and numbers of the Ah�ādīth, according to the study. 

We can see that there are eight main parts, or types, of which seven represent varying degrees of 

Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. As for the eighth and last type, it can be observed that 

nvolve a specific degree and that the Ah�ādīth classified under it are few, not 

, all of which are found in the Sharh�. The study could not come up with 

a specific degree under which to classify them for specific reasons. Hence, 

to justify this strategy. These Ah�ādīth as follows: 

nknown grade Ah�ādīth 

-Fātih�ah is worth two thirds of Al-Qur’ān”

is reported by the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās م, who narrated from the 

Musnad ‘Abd Ibn H�umayd399; by way of Husayn Al-Ju‘fī

Shahr Ibn Hawshab, from ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās 

Scholars have differed in their judgements on this H�adīth due to their disagreement in 

, who narrated the H�adīth from Shahr Ibn Hawshab. In his book 

‘Asqalānī said, “I say: Abān is Al-Raqqāshī, and his 

Based on this, the Hadīth is very weak. But Imam Al-Būsīrī had a different 

āf Al-Khiyarah Al-Maharah; he said, “This is a 

         
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 50, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 80, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translatio

ū Muhammad Al-Kissī. Al-Muntakhab Min Musnad ‘Abd Ibn H

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Al-Mat3ālib Al-‘Āliyah Bi-Zawā’id Al-
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, according to the study. 

We can see that there are eight main parts, or types, of which seven represent varying degrees of 

. As for the eighth and last type, it can be observed that 

classified under it are few, not 

. The study could not come up with 

Hence, we will mention here 

”.398 

, who narrated from the 

Ju‘fī, from Zā’idah Ibn 

from ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās م. 

ue to their disagreement in 

awshab. In his book Al-Mat3ālib Al-

Raqqāshī, and his H�adīth is 

Būsīrī had a different 

; he said, “This is a H�asan Isnād (good 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

Muntakhab Min Musnad ‘Abd Ibn H�umayd; 1/277. 

-Masānīd Al-Thamāniyah; 
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chain) of narration. Abān is Ibn Sam‘ah”.401 There is a third opinion as to who this Abān is. Al-

Albānī has mentioned this H�adīth in Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah; saying, “this is a very weak 

chain of narration, the weakness being this Abān, who is Ibn Abī ‘Ayyāsh Al-Basarī; he is 

accused of lying and his H�adīth is rejected”.402 

 

What we found in the books of narrators of biographies403 is that Abān Ibn Sam‘ah, the 

trustworthy narrator who started getting confused between narrations prior to his death, and 

Abān Ibn Abī ‘Ayyāsh, whose Ah�ādīth are rejected. Both narrated from Shahr Ibn Hawshab. 

This is perhaps the source of confusion, whereas in the books of narrators of biographies there is 

no mention of Abān Al-Raqqāshī narrating from Shahr Ibn Hawshab. 

 

That said, Al-Hāfiz Ibn Al-Mulaqqin graded the chain of narration of this H�adīth as weak in his 

book Al-I‘lām Bi-Fawā’id ‘Umdat Al-Ah�kām404 without identifying Abān. Imam Al-Suyūtī did 

likewise in Al-Durr Al-Manthūr.405 However, this H�adīth needs more research, inquiry and 

explanation, because it is still not clear to us who this Abān is. Although we exclude Abān Al-

Raqqāshī, we are still left with Abān Ibn Sam‘ah and Abān Ibn Abī ‘Ayyāsh and specifying one 

of the two as the narrator will take more extensive research. 

 

                                                 
401 Al-Būsīrī, Shihāb Al-Dīn Ahmad Ibn Abī Bakr. Ith�āf Al-Khiyarah Al-Maharah Bi-Zawā’id Al-Masānīd Al-
‘Asharah; 6/173. 
 
402 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-Sayyi’ 
‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 12/388. 
 
403 See for example: Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 2/12-13, 19-23, 
and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/83, 85-86, and Ibn Al-Kayyāl, Abū Al-
Barakāt Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Kawākib Al-Nayyirāt Fī Ma‘rifat Man Ikhtalat3 Min Al-Ruwāt Al-Thiqāt; 1/14. 
 
404 See: Ibn Al-Mulaqqin, ‘Umar Ibn ‘Alī Al-Shāfi‘ī. Al-I‘lām Bi-Fawā’id ‘Umdat Al-Ah�kām; 3/222. 
 
405 See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-Durr Al-Manthūr Fī Al-Tafsīr Bil-Mathūr; 1/15. 



� H�adīth (2): “One who reads 

Al-Sajdah, between the Ma

stands in prayer throughout the night called 

Revelation, in the last ten days of Ramad

 

According to Imam Al-Suyūtī

Allah Ibn ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khatt

the chain of narrators, quoting only its 

Mardawayh, which is considered the main reference for the

not available and as such it is not possible to study the 

been published so far, which means either it is still a manuscript or it is missing.

 

In this case , it may be difficult 

needs research and ample study in the future so as to determine its grade in terms of authenticity 

or weakness. 

 

� H�adīth (3): “Whoever teaches the reading of 

it), all his sins, whether previous or subsequent, will be forgiven; and whoever 

makes his child memorize the 

semblance of a full moon, and his son will be asked to start reciting, and for ever

                                                
406 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 96. 
The author cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without indicating the narrator of the 
quoted it from the book Maz+āhir Al
Mu‘azzam Bahādir. 
 
407 Al-Suyūtī,‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
 
 
 

“One who reads Sūrat "Tabārak Al-Ladhī" and Sūrat

Sajdah, between the Maghrib prayer and the ‘Ishā’ prayer, is like a person who 

stands in prayer throughout the night called Laylat Al-Qadr

, in the last ten days of Ramadān)”.406 

Suyūtī, this H�adīth is narrated on the authority of 

tāb  م  from the Prophet . He mentioned it in his book

the chain of narrators, quoting only its Matn, making reference to the book 

, which is considered the main reference for the H�adīth. Unfortunately, this book is 

not available and as such it is not possible to study the Isnād of the H�adīth

been published so far, which means either it is still a manuscript or it is missing.

In this case , it may be difficult to determine the grade of the H�adīth. At any rate, the 

needs research and ample study in the future so as to determine its grade in terms of authenticity 

“Whoever teaches the reading of Qur’ān to his son (without m

it), all his sins, whether previous or subsequent, will be forgiven; and whoever 

makes his child memorize the Qur’ān will be raised on the Day of Judgement in the 

semblance of a full moon, and his son will be asked to start reciting, and for ever

         
ndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 53, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 85, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the commentary of the book without indicating the narrator of the 
āhir Al-H�aq (Sharh� Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābih in Urdu) by Qutb Al

ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-Durr Al-Manthūr Fī Al-Tafsīr Bi-Al-Ma’thūr
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Sūrat "Alif-Lām-Mīm" 

ghrib prayer and the ‘Ishā’ prayer, is like a person who 

Qadr (The Night of 

is narrated on the authority of the Companion ‘Abd 

. He mentioned it in his book407 without 

, making reference to the book Tafsīr Ibn 

. Unfortunately, this book is 

dīth; the book has not 

been published so far, which means either it is still a manuscript or it is missing. 

. At any rate, the H�adīth still 

needs research and ample study in the future so as to determine its grade in terms of authenticity 

to his son (without memorizing 

it), all his sins, whether previous or subsequent, will be forgiven; and whoever 

will be raised on the Day of Judgement in the 

semblance of a full moon, and his son will be asked to start reciting, and for every 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the commentary of the book without indicating the narrator of the H�adīth. He 
 in Urdu) by Qutb Al-Dīn Muhammad 

Ma’thūr; 6/535. 



verse read by the child, the status of the parent will be raised to the next higher 

grade of heaven, till the recitation of the Holy 

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion Anas Ibn Mālik 

Tabrānī's Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at

Allah Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Munkadirī, from Muhammad Ibn Abī Fudayk, from ‘Umar Ibn Abī 

Sahl, from Al-Hasan from Anas Ibn M

 

Al-Haythamī commented on the 

Aws�at, and it contains narrators unknown to me”.

teacher Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn N

that he is unknown.411 In fact, 

his book Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl: “I do not know who this is?”.

declaring the degree of the H�ad

narrator to determine his status. This will no doubt take a long time.

 

                                                
408 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 43. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, quoting from 
Wa Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id by Muhammad Ibn Sulaym
Tabrānī. 
 
409 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
410 Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
411 See: Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
412 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
 
 

verse read by the child, the status of the parent will be raised to the next higher 

grade of heaven, till the recitation of the Holy Qur’ān is completed”.

is reported by the Companion Anas Ibn Mālik ط from the Prophet 

�at409; by way of Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn N

Munkadirī, from Muhammad Ibn Abī Fudayk, from ‘Umar Ibn Abī 

asan from Anas Ibn Mālik. 

Haythamī commented on the Isnād of the H�adīth by saying: “Al-Tabr

, and it contains narrators unknown to me”.410 It seems that this narrator is Al

mad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Nāfi‘. Al-Haythamī has clearly stated in numerous places 

In fact, Imam Al-Dhahabī, a predecessor of Al-Haythamī, said of him in 

: “I do not know who this is?”.412 Based on this, we refrain from 

H�adīth due to the necessity to carry out an extensive study of the 

to determine his status. This will no doubt take a long time. 

         
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 21, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 38, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Trans

in the commentary of his book, quoting from Jam‘ Al-Fawā’id Min Jāmi‘ Al
ammad Ibn Sulaymān Al-Maghribī, who attributed to Al

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at ; 2/264. 

Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id

Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 1/290. 
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verse read by the child, the status of the parent will be raised to the next higher 

is completed”.408 

from the Prophet  in Al-

mad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Nāfi‘, from ‘Ubayd 

Munkadirī, from Muhammad Ibn Abī Fudayk, from ‘Umar Ibn Abī 

abrānī reported it in Al-

It seems that this narrator is Al-Tabrānī's 

Haythamī has clearly stated in numerous places 

Haythamī, said of him in 

Based on this, we refrain from 

due to the necessity to carry out an extensive study of the 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

Fawā’id Min Jāmi‘ Al-‘Us�ūl 
Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at by Al-

Fawā’id; 7/156. 

-Fawā’id; 7/215, 351. 
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If we go back to the diagram, it will be seen that the majority of Ah�ādīth fall into two categories: 

authentic Ah�ādīth and weak Ah�ādīth. Both categories also have the same number of Ah�ādīth: 42. 

We notice that the numbers of Ah�ādīth in the other categories are largely similar to each other, 

in that they range between 1 to 4 at most. The greatest number, among these categories; is in the 

class of fabricated Ah�ādīth, which consists of 11 Ah�ādīth. 

5.3.2 The category of Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth 

It is worth to mention here that the book of Fad�ā’il Qur’ān is not free from Mawd�ū‘ (fabricated) 

Ah�ādīth, according to the study, despite the author being convinced that he has avoided quoting 

such Ah�ādīth in his book as shown by his own word.413 However, the existence of some 

fabricated or false Ah�ādīth will perhaps dissipate this conviction in one way or another. To 

support this, four examples of are be given below: 

 

� H�adīth (1): “Whoever acts according to his knowledge, Allah grants him knowledge 

of what he had not known previously”.414 

 

This H�adīth was cited by Abū Nu‘aym Al-Asbahānī in his book H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’; after which 

he said: 

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal reported this from some Tābi‘īn from the Prophet 
‘Īsā Ibn Maryam ؛ and some narrator incorrectly thought that he 

                                                 
413 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 46, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 72, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 85. 
 
414 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 16, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 30, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 85. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its 
narrator. 
 



mentioned it from the Prophet Muh
chain of narration to it because it is easy, but this 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal with this chain of narration”.

 

For this reason, we see Imam Al

gave this as an example of a fabricated 

wise man.416 Al-Hāfiz Al-Sakhāwī did likewise in 

fabricated H�adīth in the same context and then said:

 

Apparently, they thought it was a 
made them claim to have heard it. These are a kind of fabricators, and 
that is what happened to one of them when he h
mentioning what the latter heard from a 
to the Prophet ‘Īsā 

the biography of Ah
it was from the Prophet 
Imam Ahmad, which runs thus: from Yaz
from Anas, because it is easy, and the status of the Imam is a precursor 
to this”.417 

 

Thus, Al-Albānī declares this 

being attributed to the Prophet 

mysticism, such as: Jawāhir Al

                                                
415 Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
416 See: Al-Zarkashī, Badr Al-Dīn Muhammad. 
 
417 Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al
 
418 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
Sayyi’ ‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 1/611. 
 
419 See: Al-Ghazzālī, Abū Hāmid Muhammad. 
 
420 See: Ibn ‘Arabī, Muhyī Al-Dīn Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī Al
Malakiyyah; 1/617. 

mentioned it from the Prophet Muhammad , and hence, added this 
chain of narration to it because it is easy, but this H�adīth cannot be from 

mad Ibn Hanbal with this chain of narration”.415 

m Al-Zarkashī in his book Al-Nukat ‘Alā Muqaddimat Ibn Al

gave this as an example of a fabricated H�adīth, which was initially the saying of a scholar or 

Sakhāwī did likewise in Fath� Al-Mughīth; where 

in the same context and then said: 

Apparently, they thought it was a H�adīth and their ostentatiousness 
made them claim to have heard it. These are a kind of fabricators, and 
that is what happened to one of them when he heard Imam
mentioning what the latter heard from a Tābi‘ī, and which was attributed 
to the Prophet ‘Īsā ؛. He thought – as mentioned by Abū Nu‘aym in 

the biography of Ahmad Ibn Abī Al-Hawārī in H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’
it was from the Prophet  and he gave it a chain of narration from 

mad, which runs thus: from Yazīd Ibn Hārūn from Humayd 
from Anas, because it is easy, and the status of the Imam is a precursor 

Albānī declares this H�adīth as fabricated.418 It will be noticed that the 

being attributed to the Prophet  in some books before the author, especial. some books of 

Jawāhir Al-Qur’ān419, Al-Futūh�āt Al-Makkiyyah420

         
ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al-

Dīn Muhammad. Al-Nukat ‘Alā Muqaddimat Ibn Al-S�alāh�; 2/296.

Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Fath� Al-Mughīth Sharh� Alfiyyāt Al-H�ad

d Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd

Ghazzālī, Abū Hāmid Muhammad. Jawāhir Al-Qur’ān; 1/56. 

Dīn Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī Al-Tā’ī. Al-Futūh�āt Al-Makkiyyah Fī Ma‘rifat Al
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in some books before the author, especial. some books of 

420 and Al-T4abaqāt Al-

-As�fīyā’; 10/15. 

; 2/296. 

�adīth; 1/267. 

Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-

Makkiyyah Fī Ma‘rifat Al-Asrār Al-



Kubrā.421 However, this H�adīth

to the Prophet  and spread among the people as such.

 

In this context, we would like to seize this opportunity to point out that some people, or even 

scholars, may come across a text with a true meaning and 

H�adīth and as such attribute it to the Prophet

without verifying, and in this way fabricated 

Al-Mizzī has a valuable statement on this issue:

 

No one has the right to attribute to the Messenger 
considers good, even if the word in itself is true. All that the Prophet 
has said is true, but not all that is true the Prophet 
issue is to be contemplated, as it is where understa

 

� H�adīth (2): “Indeed there is an angel who is responsible for the 

among Arabs and non

raises it in correct form”.

 

After studying this H�adīth, we found that it is narrated from the

who narrated from the Prophet 

of Mu‘allā Ibn Hilāl Al-Kūfī

                                                
421 See: Al-Sha‘rānī, ‘Abd Al-Wahhāb Ibn Ahmad. 
T4abaqāt Al-Akhyār; 1/111. 
 
422 Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
423 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 69. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
 
424 See: Al-Rāfi‘ī, ‘Abd Al-Karīm Ibn Muhammad. 

īth is in fact the word of some scholar but was incorrectly ascribed 

and spread among the people as such. 

e would like to seize this opportunity to point out that some people, or even 

scholars, may come across a text with a true meaning and eloquent words, and believe that it is a 

and as such attribute it to the Prophet  incorrectly. Then others follow them in this 

without verifying, and in this way fabricated Ah�ādīth find their way into their speech. Al

Mizzī has a valuable statement on this issue: 

the right to attribute to the Messenger  a word that he 
considers good, even if the word in itself is true. All that the Prophet 
has said is true, but not all that is true the Prophet  has said. This 
issue is to be contemplated, as it is where understanding go astray.

“Indeed there is an angel who is responsible for the 

among Arabs and non-Arabs alike reads it and errs, the angel corrects it then 

raises it in correct form”.423 

, we found that it is narrated from the Companion Anas Ibn Mālik 

who narrated from the Prophet  in Al-Rāfi‘ī's book Al-Tadwīn Fī Akhbār Qazwīn

Kūfī, from Sulaymān Al-Taymī, from Anas Ibn Mālik 

         
Wahhāb Ibn Ahmad. Al-T4abaqāt Al-Kubrā Al-Musammāh Bi

ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Dhayl Al-Mawd�ū‘āt; 202. 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 38, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 60, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

Karīm Ibn Muhammad. Al-Tadwīn Fī Akhbār Qazwīn; 1/267. 
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Tadwīn Fī Akhbār Qazwīn424; by way 

from Anas Ibn Mālik ط. 

Musammāh Bi-Lawāqih� Al-Anwār Fī 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
; 60, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 
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The weakness in the chain of narration of this H�adīth is Mu‘allā Ibn Hilāl Al-Kūfī, who is 

unanimously regarded among critics as a liar, as mentioned in Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb by Ibn Hajar 

Al-‘Asqalānī.425And Imam Ibn Al-Jawzī in his book Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn mentioned the 

opinions of scholars about Mu‘allā Al-Kūfī; saying: 

 

Mu‘allā Ibn Hilāl Ibn Suwayd Abū ‘Abd Allah Al-Kūfī. Sufyān Al-
Thawrī and Sufyān Ibn ‘Uayayna accused him of lying; Ibn Al-Mubārak 
and ‘Alī Ibn Al-Madīnī said, “He used to fabricate Ah�ādīth”; Ahmad Ibn 
Hanbal said, “His H�adīth is rejected; his H�adīth is fabricated, a lie”; 
Yahyā said, “He is notorious for lying and fabricating H�adīth”; Al-Sa‘dī 
said, “Mu‘allā is a liar”; Al-Nasā’ī said, “He fabricates H�adīth”; ‘Alī Ibn 
Al-Junayd said, “He narrates lies”; Al-Dāraqutnī and Al-Azdī said, 
“Rejected”; and Ibn Hibbān said, “He narrates fabricated Ah�ādīth from 
trustworthy people, and it is by no means permissible to report from 
him”.426 

 

Based on scholars's opinions on this narrator, this H�adīth is fabricated. However, we find that 

Al-Suyūtī mentioned this H�adīth in Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr and he marked it weak according to Al-

Munāwī's Fayd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr.427 It seems to us that this judgement is short 

of giving this H�adīth its true grade, which is fabrication. That is why Al-Albānī included the 

mentioned H�adīh in his book Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah; saying: 

 

I say, this is fabricated, its defect being Al-Mu‘allā Ibn Hilāl. Al-
Dhahabī said in Al-Mīzān, “‘The two Sufyāns accused him of lying’; Ibn 
Al-Mubārak and Ibn Al-Madīnī said, ‘He used to fabricate H�adīth’; Ibn 
Ma‘īn said, ‘He is notorious for lying and fabrication ...’”. Then Al-
Dhahabī mentioned some of his Ah�ādīth which show that he is a liar, the 
last of which is this H�adīth reported by Al-Bukhārī in Al-D�u‘afā’ with 

                                                 
425 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/541. 
 
426 Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 3/132. 
 
427 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Fayd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 2/524. 
 
 
 
 



Mu‘allā in the chain of narration. This is one of the 
Al-Suyūtī has discredited his two books 
Jāmi‘ Al-Kabīr”.428

 

Thus, perhaps Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyy

S�aghīr and he relied on his judgement, but the study of the 

weak. 

 

� H�adīth (3): “Certainly there is always a thing in which people take pride. And that 

which is glory and pride for my nation is the H

 

This H�adīth is narrated from Umm Al

Asbahānī's H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’

Muhammad Al-Zuhrī, from Sa‘īd Ibn Al

 

The flaw in this chain of H�ad

In fact, some Imams have declared him a liar. In his book, Ibn Al

variosu Imams of H�adīth criticism on 

 

                                                
428 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 4/252-253. 
 
429 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 54. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the main text of the book, attributing it to 
As�fīyā’ by Abū Nu‘aym. 
 
430 See: Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mu‘allā in the chain of narration. This is one of the H�adīth with which 
Suyūtī has discredited his two books Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr

428 

ammad Zakariyyā copied the H�adīth from Al-

and he relied on his judgement, but the study of the H�adīth proves that it is fabricated not 

“Certainly there is always a thing in which people take pride. And that 

which is glory and pride for my nation is the Holy Qur’ān”.429 

is narrated from Umm Al-Mu’minīn ‘Ā’ishah ك from the Prophet 

Awliyā’430; by way of Al-Hakam Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al

Zuhrī, from Sa‘īd Ibn Al-Musayyib, from ‘Ā’ishah ك. 

�adīth is Al-Hakam Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Aylī. His 

In fact, some Imams have declared him a liar. In his book, Ibn Al-Jawzī collected the views of 

criticism on Al-Aylī, saying: 

         
Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharu

ammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 28, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 47, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the main text of the book, attributing it to H�ilyat Al

ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al
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�ilyat Al-Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al-

Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al-As�fīyā’; 2/175. 



Ibn Al-Mubārak has c
Ah�ādīth are fabricated”. Yah
trustworthy, not honest”. Al
liar”. Abū Zur‘ah said: “Avoid his 
Ibn Al-Junayd and 
said: “He reports forgeries from trustworthy narrators”.

 

Imam Al-Bukhārī has also said in his 

 
They have rejected 
used to call him weak, and Ah
him.432 

 

Al-Hafiz Al-Zayla‘ī has summarised the views on him saying: “

liar. It is not permissible to report 

fabricated, although its meaning is sound, because there is a liar in the 

 

� H�adīth (4): “If anybody recites 

Shahīd (martyr)”.434 

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion Anas Ibn Mālik

following references: Al-Mu‘jam Al

                                                
431 Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al
 
432 Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
433 Al-Zayla‘ī, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. 
 
434 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
 

The author cited this H�adīth in his commen
book Maz+āhir Al-H�aq. 
 
435 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
436 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
437 See: Al-Khatīb Al-Baghdādī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī. 

Mubārak has criticised him strongly. Ahmad said: “All his 
are fabricated”. Yahyā – Ibn Ma‘īn – said: “He is not 

trustworthy, not honest”. Al-Sa‘dī and Abū Hātim Al-Rāzī said: “He is a 
liar”. Abū Zur‘ah said: “Avoid his Ah�ādīth”. Abū Hātim, Al-Nasā’ī, ‘Alī

Junayd and Al-Dāraqutnī: “His H�adīth is rejected”. Ibn H
said: “He reports forgeries from trustworthy narrators”.431 

Bukhārī has also said in his Al-Tārīkh Al-Kabīr: 

They have rejected Al-Hakam Ibn ‘Abd Allah Al-Aylī. Ibn Al
used to call him weak, and Ahmad has forbidden reporting H�ad

Zayla‘ī has summarised the views on him saying: “Al-Hakam Ibn ‘Abd Allah 

liar. It is not permissible to report H�adīth from him”.433 Based on the above, the 

fabricated, although its meaning is sound, because there is a liar in the Isnād

“If anybody recites Sūrat "Yāsīn" every night and then dies, he dies as 

 

is reported by the Companion Anas Ibn Mālik ط from the Prophet 

Mu‘jam Al-S�aghīr435, Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at436, Tārīkh Baghdād

         
Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 1/227. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Tārīkh AL-Kabīr; 2/345. 

Zayla‘ī, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Yūsuf. Nas�b Al-Rāyah Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Al-H�idāyah; 1/334.

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 52, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 83. 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 

in his commentary without indicating the narrator of the H�ad

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-S�aghīr; 2/191. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at ; 7/116. 

Baghdādī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī. Tārīkh Baghdād; 3/245. 
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Amālī438; by way of Sa‘īd Ibn Mūsā Al-Azdī, from Rabāh Ibn Zayd Al-San‘ānī, from Ma‘mar 

Ibn Rāshid, from Muhmmad Al-Zuhrī from Anas Ibn Mālik ط. 

 

The defect of the H�adīth is Sa‘īd Al-Azdī, who is a liar. After mentioning the H�adīth in Al-

Mu‘jam Al-S�aghīr, Al-Tabrānī said: “Only Ma‘mar narrated it from Al-Zuhrī, from whom only 

Rabāh narrated it, and Sa‘īd alone narrated from the latter”.439 Al-Haythamī also commented on 

the H�adīth saying: “The chain of narration contains Sa‘īd Ibn Musā Al-Azdī, who is a liar”.440 

Al-Shawkānī also agreed with him in his book Tuh�fat Al-Dhākirīn.441 In fact, Al-Shawkānī 

considered this H�adīth to be fabricated and hence made mention of it in his other book that 

dealing with fabricated Ah�ādīth.442 

 

It is worth mentioning that Sa‘īd Ibn Mūsā Al-Azdī has other fabricated Ah�ādīth. Imam Al-

Dhahabī says: “Sa‘īd Ibn Mūsā from Mālik. Ibn Hibbān has accused him of fabricating Ah�ādīth. 

He has reported some fabricated Ah�ādīth from Rabāh Ibn Zayd”.443 Al-Albānī also declared the 

H�adīth fabricated.444 At any rate, Anas Ibn Mālik's H�adīth is fabricated because its Isnād 

contains a liar. The Matn of H�adīth also shows clear signs of fabrication. 

 

                                                 
438 See: Al-Shajarī, Yahyā Ibn Al-Husayn. Kitāb Al-Amālī; 1/155. 
 
439 Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-S�aghīr; 2/191. 
 
440 Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id; 7/97. 
 
441 See: Al-Shawkānī, Muhmmad Ibn ‘Alī. Tuh�fat Al-Dhākirīn Bi-‘Uddat Al-H�is�n Al-H�as�īn Min Kalām Sayyid Al-
Mursalīn; 1/408. 
 
442 See: Al-Shawkānī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī. Al-Fawā’id Al-Majmū‘ah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Mawd�ū‘ah; 1/312. 
 
443 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’; 1/266. 
 
444 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-Sayyi’ 
‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 14/789. 
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Contrary to what it appears to be these fabricated Ah�ādīth are not in the majority445, although 

this does not justify their existence in the book, as despite their small number they are still 

fabricated Ah�ādīth that cannot be quoted as evidence even regarding virtues of good deeds, as is 

unanimously agreed upon by scholars. 

5.3.3 The category of D�a‘īf Jiddan Ah�ādīth 

It should also be mentioned in this context that D�a‘īf Jiddan (very weak) Ah�ādīth as well should 

not be quoted as they clearly contradict the first condition of relying on a weak H�adīth – this and 

the other conditions were mentioned in the second chapter of this study446 – which stipulates 

that the H�adīth should not be very weak in that it is exclusively reported by a liar, or somebody 

accused of being a liar, or somebody who makes grave mistakes and is often neglectful, and the 

like. Here we will mention four examples of this type of Ah�ādīth which are contained in the 

book: 

 

� H�adīth (1): “Allah recited Yāsīn and TEāhā one thousand years before creating 

heavens and the earth. When the angels heard the recitation they said: ‘Blessed will 

be the people on whom this will be revealed, blessed will be the hearts that will 

contain this, and blessed will be tongues that will recite this’”.447 

 

                                                 
445 But on the other hand, if we add in; the weak and very weak Ah�ādīth and the like, the picture may somewhat 
change, as we shall see shortly in the third diagram within this chapter. 
 
446 See: Chapter two of this research, sub-section (2.15.1.1). 
 
447 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 52, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 83, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 94. 
The author cited this H�adīth in his commentary without indicating the narrator of the H�adīth. He quoted it from the 
book Maz+āhir Al-H�aq. 
 
 
 



The above H�adīth is reported by 

Prophet  in different sources such as 

Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addithīn

Fawā’id453 and Shu‘ab Al-Īmān

Mismār, from ‘Umar Ibn Hafs Ibn Dhakw

Hurayrah ط. The H�adīth has two defects:

 

- Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir Ibn Mismār

according to Imam Al-Bukhārī in his book 

‘Adī said about him: 

 
I have not seen a 
rejection than his H
was reported only by Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir, and no one else reports this 
H�adīth with or without this chain of narration”.

 

- ‘Umar Ibn Hafs Ibn Dhakw

and he is weaker than the previous narrator. In his book 

Jawzī mentions the opinions of scholars about ‘Umar Ibn Hafs:

                                                
448 See: Al-Dārimī, ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abd Al
 
449 See: Al-‘Uqaylī, Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. 
 
450 See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al
Matrūkīn; 1/108. 
 
451 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
 
452 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
453 See: Al-Rāzī, Tammām Ibn Muhammad. 
 
454 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 
455 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
456 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-

is reported by the Companion Abū Hurayrah ط who narrated from the 

in different sources such as Sunan Al-Dārimī448, Al-D�u‘af

īn450, Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl451, Al-Mu‘jam Al

Īmān.454 The H�adīth's chain is reported by Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir Ibn 

‘Umar Ibn Hafs Ibn Dhakwān, from ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Ya‘qūb

has two defects: 

Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir Ibn Mismār is weak in narration and his 

Bukhārī in his book Al-Tārīkh Al-Kabīr.455 That is why Al

I have not seen a H�adīth by Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir more worthy of 
H�adīth about Allah reciting T4āhā and Yāsīn, because it 

was reported only by Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir, and no one else reports this 
with or without this chain of narration”.456 

afs Ibn Dhakwān, whose H�adīth is rejected, unanimously considered weak, 

the previous narrator. In his book Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al

Jawzī mentions the opinions of scholars about ‘Umar Ibn Hafs: 

         
Dārimī, ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Sunan Al-Dārimī; 2/547. 

‘Uqaylī, Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. Al-D�u‘afā’ Al-Kabīr; 1/66. 

ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addith

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 1/216. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at ; 5/133. 

Tammām Ibn Muhammad. Al-Fawā’id; 1/132. 

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/477. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Tārīkh AL-Kabīr; 1/328. 

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 1/261. 
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ān Ibn Ya‘qūb, from Abū 

on and his H�adīth is rejected, 

That is why Al-Hāfiz Ibn 

by Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir more worthy of 
, because it 

was reported only by Ibrāhīm Ibn Muhājir, and no one else reports this 

is rejected, unanimously considered weak, 

ā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn, Ibn Al-

�addithīn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-
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Ahmad said, “We burned his H�adīth”; Yahyā said, “He is of no value”; 
‘Alī said, “He is not trustworthy”; Al-Nasā’ī said, “His H�adīth is 
rejected”; Al-Dāraqutnī said, “Weak”; and Ibn Hibbān said, “He used to 
buy books and report from them without actually hearing”.457 

 

A number of scholars of H�adīth declared this H�adīth weak and unreliable including Ibn 

Khuzaymah, Al-Dhahabī, Al-‘Irāqī, Al-Haythamī,458 while Ibn Al-Jawzī went as far as 

declaring it fabricated.459 However, the grade summary of the H�adīth; is extremely weak, becuse 

it contains two narrators whose Ah�ādīth are rejected. 

 

If we look carefully at the text of the H�adīth, we will find that it goes beyond the virtues of good 

deeds to the domain of credal matters as it clearly states that Allah recited the chapters Tāhā and 

Yāsīn, and Allah's recitation implies that He speaks, one of His attributes. Matters of creed and 

legal rulings do not admit weak Ah�ādīth, let alone very weak ones, such as the previous one, and 

this confirms that leniency in virtues of good deeds may lead to the same in Ah�ādīth regarding 

to the creed and legislation. 

 

� H�adīth (2): “The one who recites Al-H�adīd, Idhā Waqa‘at, and Al-Rah�mān are called 

dwellers of the Paradise in the kindgom of the heavens and earth”.460 

                                                 
457 Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 2/206. 
 
458 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Siyar A‘lām Al-Nubalā’; 10/691, and Al-‘Irāqī, ‘Abd Al-Rahīm Ibn 
Al-Husayn. Al-Mughnī ‘An H�aml Al-Asfār Fī Takhrīj Mā-Fī Al-Ih�yā’ Min Al-Akhbār; 1/222, and Al-Haythamī, ‘Alī 
Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id; 7/56, and Al-Shawkānī, Muhmmad Ibn ‘Alī. Fath� Al-
Qadīr: Al-Jāmi‘ bayna Fannay Al-Riwāyah Wa Al-Dirāyah Min ‘Ilm Al-Tafsīr; 3/354, and Al-Albānī, Muhammad 
Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah; 3/402-403. 
 
459 See: Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Min Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Marfū‘āt;1/68. 
 
460 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 53, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 84, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 95. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 



This H�adīth is reported by Al

Bayhaqī's Shu‘ab Al-Īmān461;

Sulaymān Ibn Mirqā‘, from Muh

 

- Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al

opinions of critics of narrators regar

saying: 

Yahyā said, “Of no value”; Al
Al-Nasā’ī and Al-
Dāraqutnī said, “Weak”; and Ibn Hibbān said, “Hi
used as evidence”.

 

- Sulaymān Ibn Mirqā‘Al

‘Uqaylī said about this narrator (Al

rejected and should not be followed”

‘Uqaylī464, and so did Ibn H

 

Based on the above, the H�ad

declares it weak, and Al-Munāwī agreed with h

declared it weak in his book D�a‘

                                                
461 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 
462 Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al
 
463 See: Al-‘Uqaylī, Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. 
 
464 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
465 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
 
466 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. 
 
467 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al

is reported by Al-Sayyidah Fātimah ك who narrated from the Prophet 

; by way of Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahm

from Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī, from Fātimah ك. This H�ad

ammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Jad‘ānī is rejected. Ibn Al

opinions of critics of narrators regarding Al-Jad‘ānī in his book Al-D�u‘af

ā said, “Of no value”; Al-Bukhārī said, “He is Munkar Al
-Azdī said, “His H�adīth is rejected”; Al-Rāzī and Al

Dāraqutnī said, “Weak”; and Ibn Hibbān said, “His H�adīth 
used as evidence”.462 

Sulaymān Ibn Mirqā‘Al-Janda‘ī is rejected as well. In his book Al-D

‘Uqaylī said about this narrator (Al-Janda‘ī): “Sulaymān Ibn Mirqā‘Al

rejected and should not be followed”.463 Imam Al-Dhahabī agreed with the statement of Al

, and so did Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī in Lisān Al-Mīzān.465 

�adīth's chain of narration is considered extremely weak. Al

Munāwī agreed with him in Fayd� Al-Qadīr.466

D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr.467 

         
Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/490. 

Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Min Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Marfū‘āt

Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. Al-D�u‘afā’ Al-Kabīr; 2/143. 

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 3/314. 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Lisān Al-Mīzān; 3/105. 

Ra’ūf. Fayd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 4/467-468.

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aqīr; 1/588. 
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who narrated from the Prophet  in Al-

mān Al-Jad‘ānī, from 

H�adīth has two defects: 

is rejected. Ibn Al-Jawzī collected the 

�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn, 

Munkar Al-H�adīth”; 
Rāzī and Al-

 cannot be 

D�u‘afā’ Al-Kabīr, Al-

Janda‘ī): “Sulaymān Ibn Mirqā‘Al-Janda‘ī's H�adīth is 

Dhahabī agreed with the statement of Al-

's chain of narration is considered extremely weak. Al-Suyūtī 

466 Al-Albānī has also 

Marfū‘āt;3/74. 

468. 



� H�adīth (3): “The house in which the Holy 

of the Heaven as do the stars shine unto the inhabitants of the Earth

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion Sābt

Prophet  in the book Ma‘rifat Al

Talha from, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Sabit, from his father.

 

The defect in the H�adīth is Al

Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb471. Ibn Al-

this narrator in his book, saying:

 

Ibn ‘Uyaynah declared him “weak”. Shu‘bah said: “A liar
Ah�ādīth he fabricated”. Yah
Nasā’ī, Al-Falās, Muslim Ibn Al
Al-Junayd and Al
used to drop weak narrators in his 
trustworthy narrators”. Zakariyyā Al
rejecting his Ah�ādīth

 

                                                
468 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 56. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, attributing it to 
from the book Ith�āf Al-Sādah Al-Muttaqīn Bi
 

469 NB: We have found a mistake in the name of the Companion in the author's book 
Urdu, English and Arabic editions. His name was written Bāsit instead of Sābit. It appears that 
mistake is the reference from which the author cited this 
Bi-Sharh� Ih�yā’ ‘Ulūm Al-Dīn; 5/16. Upon going back to the original source of the 
S�ah�ābah, it was found that the mistake does not occur there. We ,therefore, hope that the publishers will correct this 
mistake. 
 
470 See: Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
471 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Haj
 
472 Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al
 
 

The house in which the Holy Qur’ān is read shine unto the inhabitants 

of the Heaven as do the stars shine unto the inhabitants of the Earth

is reported by the Companion Sābt469 Ibn Abī Humaydah Al

Ma‘rifat Al-S�ah�ābah470; by way of Al-Hasan Ibn ‘Umm

ān Ibn Sabit, from his father. 

Al-Hasan Ibn ‘Ummārh, whose H�adīth is rejected, as stated in 

-Jawzī gathered the views of various Imams of 

this narrator in his book, saying: 

Ibn ‘Uyaynah declared him “weak”. Shu‘bah said: “A liar who narrates 
he fabricated”. Yahyā said: “He lies”. Ahmad, Al-

Falās, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj, Ya‘qūb Ibn Shaybah, ‘Alī Ibn 
Junayd and Al-Dāraqutnī said: “Rejected”. Ibn Hibbān said: “He 

used to drop weak narrators in his narrations, reporting them from 
trustworthy narrators”. Zakariyyā Al-Sājī said: “They agreed on 

ādīth”.472 

         
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 30, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

he Holy Qur’ān; 48-49, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, attributing it to Ma‘rifat Al-S�ah�ābah
uttaqīn Bi-Sharh� Ih�yā’ ‘Ulūm Al-Dīn by Al-Zabīdī. 

: We have found a mistake in the name of the Companion in the author's book 
Urdu, English and Arabic editions. His name was written Bāsit instead of Sābit. It appears that 
mistake is the reference from which the author cited this H�adīth, which is Al-Zabīdī's Ith

; 5/16. Upon going back to the original source of the H�aīdth
, it was found that the mistake does not occur there. We ,therefore, hope that the publishers will correct this 

ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Ma‘rifat Al-S�ah�ābah; 3/1440.

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/162. 

Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 1/207. 
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Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
49, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

ābah by Abū Nu‘aym, quoting 

: We have found a mistake in the name of the Companion in the author's book Fad�ā’il Qur’ān – in the 
Urdu, English and Arabic editions. His name was written Bāsit instead of Sābit. It appears that the origin of the 

Ith�āf Al-Sādah Al-Muttaqīn 
īdth in the book Ma‘rifat Al-

, it was found that the mistake does not occur there. We ,therefore, hope that the publishers will correct this 

; 3/1440. 



Based on the above, the H�adīth

‘Ummārh in the chain of narrators. 

Albānī has also studied this H�a

 

The H�adīth is very weak. Abū Nu‘aym reported it in 
S�ah�ābah (1/310/1) by way of Nāyil Ibn Nājih from Qutbat Al
from Al-Hasan Ibn ‘Ummārh
Sābit from his father, with an elevated 
rejected, its defect being 
Qutbat Al-Kannās, I have not found any biography for him. Al
said in Al-Mughnī
him, and Ibn ‘Adī said, ‘His 

 

� H�adīth (4): “Almighty Allah ordered that a certain village should be overturned. 

Jibrīl (‘Alay Al-Salām) submitted that i

never committed any sin. Almighty Allah said that it was true, but though he 

witnessed so much disobedience to Me (around him), there never did appear a 

frown on his face (in its disapproval)”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion Jābir Ibn ‘Abd Allah 

following references: Mu‘jam Ibn Al

                                                
473 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
 
474 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 14/1176-1177. 
 
475 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 118-119. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its 
narrator. 
 
476 See: Ibn Al-A‘rābī, Ahmad Ibn Mu
 
477 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn A
 
478 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al

adīth is considered very weak for the presence of 

in the chain of narrators. Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī has declared the 

H�adīth in detail. He said: 

is very weak. Abū Nu‘aym reported it in Ma‘rifat Al
(1/310/1) by way of Nāyil Ibn Nājih from Qutbat Al

n Ibn ‘Ummārh from Talhah from ‘Abd Al-Rah
Sābit from his father, with an elevated Isnād. I say: This 
rejected, its defect being Al-Hasan Ibn ‘Ummārh who is rejected. As for 

Kannās, I have not found any biography for him. Al
Mughnī about Nāyil Ibn Nājih: “Al-Dārqutnī talked about 

him, and Ibn ‘Adī said, ‘His Ah�ādīth are rejected’”.474 

“Almighty Allah ordered that a certain village should be overturned. 

Salām) submitted that in that village there was a person who had 

never committed any sin. Almighty Allah said that it was true, but though he 

witnessed so much disobedience to Me (around him), there never did appear a 

frown on his face (in its disapproval)”.475 

the Companion Jābir Ibn ‘Abd Allah ط from the Prophet 

Mu‘jam Ibn Al-A‘rābī476, Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at477, and 

         
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Al-Is�ābah Fī Tamyīz Al-S�ah�ābah; 3/3. 

ammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 63, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 103, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyy

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its 

mad Ibn Muhammad Al-Basrī. Mu‘jam Ibn Al-‘Arābī; 4/471. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at3; 7/336. 

mad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 6/97. 
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by way of ‘Ubayd Ibn Ishāq Al-‘Attār, from ‘Ammār Ibn Sayf Al-Kāfī, from Al-A‘mash, 

from Abū Sufyān Talhah Ibn Nāfi‘, from Jābir Ibn ‘Abd Allah ط. The H�adīth has two defects: 

 

- ‘Ubayd Ibn Ishāq Al-‘Attār is rejected. We have gathered the opinions of scholars of 

H�adīth criticism regarding ‘Ubayd Al-‘Attār from various sources. 

 

Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn said: “He is nothing”. Al-Bukhārī said: “His H�adīth is 
rejected”. Ibn ‘Adī said: “The majority of what he has narrated is 
rejected either because of its Isnād or its Matn”. Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj, 
Al-Azdī and Al-Nasā’ī said: “His H�adīth is rejected”. Ibn Hibbān said: 
“He reports from reliable narrators what does not resemble Ah�ādīth of 
trustworthy narrators; I do not like to use as evidence what he has 
narrated alone”. Al-Dāraqutnī said: “Weak”. Ibn Al-Jārūd said: “The 
Ah�ādīth that he reports are fabricated”. Al-‘Uqaylī and Ibn Shāhīn 
mentioned him in Al-Du‘afā (weakers).479 

 

- ‘Ammār Ibn Sayf Al-Kāfī. Scholars of H�adīth criticism have different opinions on him. 

Some have declared him trustworthy while the majority have disparaged him. We have 

gathered what scholars have said on him from different sources: 

 

Al-Bukhārī said: “Not to be followed; his H�adīth is rejected”. Abū 
Hātim: “He was righteous, but he was weak, his H�adīth rejected”. Abū 
Zur‘ah and Al-Bazzār said: “Weak”. Ibn Hibbān said: “He used to report 
unfamiliar Ah�ādīth from famous narrators, such that it would perhaps be 
conceived that he was doing it intentionally; his H�adīth cannot be used 
as evidence as he reported perplexing Ah�ādīth from trustworthy 
narrators”. Abū Nu‘aym Al-Asbahānī and Al-Hākim said: “He reports 
rejected Ah�ādīth ”. Al-Dāraqutnī said: “Rejected”. Ibn ‘Adī said: “His 
H�adīth is evidently weak”. Abū Dāwūd said: “He was heedless”. Al-

                                                 
479 See: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Rāzī. Al-Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl; 5/401, and Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al-
Hajjāj. Al-Kunā Wa Al-Asmā’; 1/528, and Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 5/347, 
and Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 2/159, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad 
Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 7/352, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Lisān Al-Mīzān; 
4/117. 
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‘Uqaylī mentioned him in his book Al-Du‘afā’. Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn said: 
“His H�adīth is worth nothing”. Abū Ghassān said: “He was among the 
best people, and Ibn Al-Mubārak has praised him”. Al-‘Ijlī said: 
“Trustworthy, reliable, pious, and a follower of Sunnah”.480 

 

From the above opinions on ‘Ammār Al-Kāfī, it is clear that the predominant opinion is that of 

the majority because disparagement is given priority on praise especially when it is detailed as 

in the case of ‘Ammār whereby the majority of scholars have clearly stated that his Ah�ādīth are 

rejected due to his heedlessness and inaccuracy and as such he deserved to be rejected. For this 

reason, Al-Bukhārī, Abū Hātim, Al-Hākim, Ibn Hibbān, Ibn ‘Adī and Abū Nu‘aym have agreed 

that his H�adīth is rejected, which is the one of the worst degrees of disparagement. As for those 

who considered him trustworthy – and they are a minority – is seems to us that they did so based 

on his righteousness, his piety and his adherence to the Sunnah. This is indicated by Al-‘Ijlī's 

words. In fact, even those who have disparaged him, such as Abū Hātim, have called him 

righteous. But righteousness is not sufficient to accept a narrator's H�adīth; he must also be 

accurate in what he reports. 

 

We can claim that Ibn Hajr Al-‘Asqalānī's opinion on ‘Ammār Ibn Sayf in his book Taqrīb Al-

Tahdhīb481 that he is “weak”; is perhaps lacking to some extent, if we take into account the 

views of H�adīth critics on him. Al-Dhahabī's description of ‘Ammār, in his book Talkhīs� Al-

Mawd�ū‘āt482, as being heedless is, in our opinion, a more suitable description of the man. 

 

                                                 
480 See: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Rāzī. Al-Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl; 6/393, and Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 5/70-72, and Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa 
Al-Matrūkīn; 2/201, and Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 5/200, and Al-
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 7/352. 
 
481 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/407. 
 
482 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Talkhīs� Kitāb Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Li-Ibn Al-Jawzī; 1/355. 
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However, based on the scholarly opinions on ‘Ubayd Al-‘Attār and ‘Ammār Al-Kūfī, the 

H�adīth's Isnād is considered very weak as these two are rejected. That is why Al-Bayhaqī has 

declared this H�adīth weak. In fact, he said: “The text of H�adīth is the words of Mālik Ibn 

Dinar”.483 Al-‘Irāqī also declared it weak.484 Al-Albānī has also declared the H�adīth very 

weak.485 

5.3.4 The category of Lā As�la Lahu Ah�ādīth 

With the seventh category, Lā As�la Lahu, we can identify three examples. These are: 

 

� H�adīth (1): “leave two preachers one speaking and the other silent. That which 

speaks is the Holy Qur’ān and that which is silent is the remembrance of death”.486 

 

This H�adīth has been mentioned by the author in the commentary of the book without any 

indication as to its narrator or even the source from which he had quoted it. We have conducted 

an extensive search in various reference books of H�adīth, Fiqh, Tafsīr, history, narrators's 

biographies and such, but did not find its origin or chain of narrators, and one of the conditions 

of an authentic H�adīth is to have an Isnād. 

                                                 
483 Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 6/97. 
 
484 See: Al-‘Irāqī, Abū Al-Fadl ‘Abd Al-Rahīm Ibn Al-Husayn. Al-Mughnī ‘An H�aml Al-Asfār Fī Al-Asfār Fī 
Takhrīj Mā fī Al-Ih�yā’ Min Al-Akhbār; 1/586. 
 
485 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-
Sayyi’ ‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 4/376-377. 
 
486 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 28, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 46, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 118-119. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its 
narrator. 
 
 
 
 



It is worth noting that we have found both Al

Jawzī in their books487, respectively, mentioning the 

(Uncertainty mood) to imply the 

the H�adīth in this particular wording has no origin.

 

� H�adīth (2): “Whoever completed the reading of the whole 

delayed the matter”.488

 

This H�adīth has been mentioned by the author in the commentary of the book without any 

reference to its narrator. In order to determine the grade of the 

searched the books of the Islamic heritage with its various arts and sciences but we did not fin

any origin or Isnād for the H�ad

 

What we have found in some sources such as books dealing with ambiguous terms in 

well as dictionaries of the Arabic language

without the Isnād, and without attributing it unequivocally to the Prophet 

His companions. Therefore, it seems that this 

scholar. At any rate, we can say that the 

 

                                                
487 See: Al-Ishbīlī, Abū Muhmmad ‘Abd Al
Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Tadhkirat Fī Al
488 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 83. 
 
489 See for example: Ibn Qutaybah, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Muslim Al
Abū Al-Qāsim Al-Husayn Ibn Muhammad Al
Zamakhsharī, Abū Al-Qāsim Mahm
Sa‘ādāt Al-Mubārak Ibn Muhammad Al
Manzūr, Muhammad Ibn Makarm. Lisān Al

It is worth noting that we have found both Al-Hafiz ‘Abd Al-Haq Al-Ishbīlī and Imam Ibn Al

, respectively, mentioning the H�adīth's text 

mply the H�adīth narration is not authentic. At any rate, we can say that 

in this particular wording has no origin. 

“Whoever completed the reading of the whole Qur’ān
488 

entioned by the author in the commentary of the book without any 

reference to its narrator. In order to determine the grade of the H�adīth, we have extensively 

searched the books of the Islamic heritage with its various arts and sciences but we did not fin

�adīth that will enable us to study it. 

What we have found in some sources such as books dealing with ambiguous terms in 

well as dictionaries of the Arabic language489 is that they mention only the 

, and without attributing it unequivocally to the Prophet 

His companions. Therefore, it seems that this H�adīth is perhaps the word of a Successor or a 

scholar. At any rate, we can say that the H�adīth has no origin. 

         
Ishbīlī, Abū Muhmmad ‘Abd Al-Haqq. Al-‘Āqibah Fī Dhikr Al-Mawt; 1/39, and Ibn Al

Tadhkirat Fī Al-Wa‘z+; 1/160. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 45, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 72, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

See for example: Ibn Qutaybah, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Muslim Al-Dīnawarī. Gharīb Al-H�ad
usayn Ibn Muhammad Al-Asbahānī. Al-Mufradāt Fī Gharīb Al

mūd Ibn ‘Umar. Al-Fā’iq Fī Gharīb Al-H�adīth; 2/426, and Ibn Al
Mubārak Ibn Muhammad Al-Jazarī. Al-Nihāyah Fī Gharīb Al-H�adīth Wa Al

Lisān Al-‘Arab; 1/598. 
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Ishbīlī and Imam Ibn Al-

 in S�īghat Al-Tamrīd 

narration is not authentic. At any rate, we can say that 

Qur’ān in forty nights, 

entioned by the author in the commentary of the book without any 

, we have extensively 

searched the books of the Islamic heritage with its various arts and sciences but we did not find 

What we have found in some sources such as books dealing with ambiguous terms in Ah�ādīth as 

is that they mention only the Matn of a H�adīth 

, and without attributing it unequivocally to the Prophet , or even to one of 

is perhaps the word of a Successor or a 

; 1/39, and Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
72, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

�adīth; 3/760, and Aِl-Rāghib, 
Mufradāt Fī Gharīb Al-H�adīth; 1/333, and Al-

; 2/426, and Ibn Al-Athīr, Abū Al-
īth Wa Al-Athar; 3/227, and Ibn 



� H�adīth (3): “The devil lamented, wept and threw dust on his head on four 

occasions; first, when he was cursed; secondly when he was cast out of Heaven unto 

the earth; thirdly when Prophet Muh

fourthly when Sūrat "A

 

The author cited this H�adīth 

narrator. We have made an extensive search for it in a number of reference books but did not 

find it attributed to the Prophet 

references such as Kitāb Al-‘Az

Al-Qurt3ubī494, in which it is narrated from Mujāhid Ibn Jabr, who is one of the Successors 

famous for the Qur’ān interpretation

 

Imam Al-Dāraqutnī has explained that the truth is that this narration is Mujāhid's words. Based 

on this, we can say that this 

traced back to one of the Companions.

5.3.5 The category of D�a‘īf Ah�ādīth

With regard to the fourth category

amount. These Ah�ādīth as shown below:

                                                
490 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 93.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 
from Madhāhir H�aq. 
 
491 Abū Al-Shaykh, ‘Abd Allah Ibn H
 
492 Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
493 Al-Dāraqutnī, Abū Al-Hasan ‘Al
 
494 Al-Qurtubī, Muḥammad Ibn Ahmad. 

“The devil lamented, wept and threw dust on his head on four 

occasions; first, when he was cursed; secondly when he was cast out of Heaven unto 

the earth; thirdly when Prophet Muhammad  was given the Prophethood, and 

"Al-Fātihah" was revealed”.490 

 in the commentary of the book without any indication as to its 

narrator. We have made an extensive search for it in a number of reference books but did not 

find it attributed to the Prophet . What we found out is that it is an Athar

‘Az+amah491, H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’492, ‘Ilal Al-Dāraqut3nī

, in which it is narrated from Mujāhid Ibn Jabr, who is one of the Successors 

interpretation. 

Dāraqutnī has explained that the truth is that this narration is Mujāhid's words. Based 

on this, we can say that this H�adīth is not originally from the Prophet 

traced back to one of the Companions. 

īf Ah�ādīth 

category, D�a‘īf, four examples are necessary in view of the total 

as shown below: 

         
ī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 50-51, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 82, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic 
93. 
in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

Shaykh, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Hayyān Al-As�bahānī. Al-‘Az+amah; 5/1697. 

ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Ma‘rifat Al-S�ah�ābah; 3/299. 

asan ‘Alī Ibn ‘Umar. Al-‘Ilal Al-Wāridah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Nabawiyyah

mad. Al-Jāmi‘ Li-Ah�kām Al-Qur’ān; 1/109. 
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“The devil lamented, wept and threw dust on his head on four 

occasions; first, when he was cursed; secondly when he was cast out of Heaven unto 

was given the Prophethood, and 

in the commentary of the book without any indication as to its 

narrator. We have made an extensive search for it in a number of reference books but did not 

Athar reported in some 

Dāraqut3nī493, and Tafsīr 

, in which it is narrated from Mujāhid Ibn Jabr, who is one of the Successors 

Dāraqutnī has explained that the truth is that this narration is Mujāhid's words. Based 

, and nor can it be 

, four examples are necessary in view of the total 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
82, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic 

in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

Nabawiyyah; 8/235. 



 

� H�adīth (1): “Recitation of the 

recitation outside pra

Takbīr (Dhikr or glorification of Allah); 

fasting and fasting is protection against Hell”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by Umm Al

Īmān496; by way of Muhammad Ibn Sal

Numayrī, from somebody belonging to Banī Makhzūm, from his father, from his grandfather, 

from ‘Āisha ك. This H�adīth's

in Fayd� Al-Qadīr: 

 

It contains Muhammad Ibn Sal
some Munkar (denounced
who is controversial, from an unknown person.

 

In our view, the last defect, which is that the person is unknown, is the biggest flaw which 

makes the H�adīth weak. For this reason, Al

in D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr.499

 

                                                
495 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 49. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the main text of the book, attributing it to 
 
496 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 
497 Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al
 
498 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. 
 
499 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
 
 
 
 

“Recitation of the Qur’ān in prayer is more rewarding than the 

recitation outside prayer; recitation outside prayer is preferable to 

or glorification of Allah); Dhikr is superior to charity; charity to 

fasting and fasting is protection against Hell”.495 

is reported by Umm Al-Mu’minīn ‘Ā’ishah ك. from the Prophet 

ammad Ibn Salām Al-Jumahī, from Al-Fudayl Ibn Sulaym

Numayrī, from somebody belonging to Banī Makhzūm, from his father, from his grandfather, 

īth's Isnād is weak. Al-Manāwī has explained the flaws of the 

ammad Ibn Salām. Ibn Mandah said: “He has reported 
denounced) Ah�ādīth”. From Al-Fudayl Ibn Sulaym

who is controversial, from an unknown person.497 

defect, which is that the person is unknown, is the biggest flaw which 

weak. For this reason, Al-Suyūtī has declared it weak498, and so did Al

499 

         
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 25, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyy

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 42-43, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the main text of the book, attributing it to Shu‘ab Al-Īmān

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/413. 

Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 4/513. 

Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 4/513. 

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aqīr; 1/595-596. 
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in prayer is more rewarding than the 

yer; recitation outside prayer is preferable to Tasbīh and 

is superior to charity; charity to 

he Prophet  in Shu‘ab Al-

ayl Ibn Sulaymān Al-

Numayrī, from somebody belonging to Banī Makhzūm, from his father, from his grandfather, 

xplained the flaws of the H�adīth 

ām. Ibn Mandah said: “He has reported 
ayl Ibn Sulaymān, 

defect, which is that the person is unknown, is the biggest flaw which 

, and so did Al-Albānī 

ammad Zakariyyā. (English 
43, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

Īmān by Al-Bayhaqī. 



� H�adīth (2): “Reciting the 

spiritual reward, while reading the 

thousand degrees”.500

 

This H�adīth is reported by way of the Companion Aws Al

the following references: Shu‘ab Al

Al-Rijāl503; by way of Marwān Ibn Mu‘āwiyah, from 

Ibn ‘Abd Allah Ibn Aws Al-Thaqafī, from his grandfather, Aws Al

 

There is a weak narrator in the 

in Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl: 

 
Abū Sa‘īd Ibn ‘Awudh Al
His name is Rajā’
Maryam has reported Ibn Ma
him”. Others reported 

 

Ibn ‘Adī has cited this narrator's 

He then summarised his opinion on him by saying: “This Abū Sa‘īd has other 

                                                
500 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 51. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the main text of the book, attributing it to 
 
501 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 
502 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
503 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
 
504 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
 
 
 

“Reciting the Qur’ān from memory carries one thousand degrees of 

spiritual reward, while reading the Qur’ān from the Book increases it, up to two 
500 

is reported by way of the Companion Aws Al-Thaqafī ط from the Prophet 

Shu‘ab Al-Īmān501, Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr502 and 

; by way of Marwān Ibn Mu‘āwiyah, from Abū Sa‘īd Ibn ‘Awudh

Thaqafī, from his grandfather, Aws Al-Thaqafī 

There is a weak narrator in the Isnād in the person of Abū Sa‘īd Ibn ‘Awudh

Abū Sa‘īd Ibn ‘Awudh Al-Mukatib has reported from some Successor
ā’ Ibn Al-Hārith, and he is weak. Ahmad Ibn Ab

Maryam has reported Ibn Ma‘īn as saying: “There is no problem 
. Others reported from Ibn Ma‘īn saying: “Weak”.504 

Ibn ‘Adī has cited this narrator's Ah�ādīth in his book, mentioning the above

He then summarised his opinion on him by saying: “This Abū Sa‘īd has other 

         
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 26, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 44, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyy

in the main text of the book, attributing it to Shu‘ab Al-Īmān

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/407. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr; 2/212. 

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 7/299. 

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 4/373. 
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e thousand degrees of 

from the Book increases it, up to two 

from the Prophet  in 

and Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ 

Abū Sa‘īd Ibn ‘Awudh, from ‘Uthmān 

Thaqafī ط. 

Abū Sa‘īd Ibn ‘Awudh. Al-Dhahabī said 

Successors. 
mad Ibn Abī 

There is no problem with 

in his book, mentioning the above-mentioned H�adīth. 

He then summarised his opinion on him by saying: “This Abū Sa‘īd has other Ah�ādīth, and the 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
ammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

Īmān by Al-Bayhaqī. 



volume of his narrations is not kept”.

H�adīth, where he said: “This 

weak.506 

 

� H�adīth (3): “Recite the 

lowers or in the voice of Jews and Christians. There will shortly arise a people who 

will recite the Qur’ān

will be of no advantage to them at all. They themselves will get i

also those who admire their reading”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion H

the following references: Fad�

Nawādir Al-Us�ūl510, Al-Mu‘jam Al

Al-Walīd from Husayn Ibn M

unknown person, reporting from H

with three defects as follows: 

 

                                                
505 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
 
506 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
 
507 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 69. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting a specific source.
 
508 See: Abū ‘Ubayd, Al-Qāsim Ibn Sallā
 
509 See: Al-Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. 
 
510 See: Al-Hakīm Al-Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī. 
Rasūl; 2/1042. 
 
511 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
512 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 

of his narrations is not kept”.505 We also found Abū Hātim Al-Rāzī's clear answer to this 

, where he said: “This H�adīth is rejected”. Al-Albānī has also declared this 

“Recite the Qur’ān in the Arabic accent, do not reci

lowers or in the voice of Jews and Christians. There will shortly arise a people who 

Qur’ān with affectation like singers and mourners, and such reading 

will be of no advantage to them at all. They themselves will get i

also those who admire their reading”.507 

is reported by the Companion Hudhayfah Ibn Al-Yamān ط from the Prophet 

Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān by Abū ‘Ubayd508, Mukhtas�ar Qiy

Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at511 and Shu‘ab Al-Īmān512; by way of 

usayn Ibn Mālik Al-Fazārī from Abū Muhammad (Shaykh)

person, reporting from Hudhayfah Ibn Al-Yamān ط. The Isnād of this 

 

         
-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 7/299. 

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aqīr; 1/595. 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 38, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 60, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting a specific source. 

Qāsim Ibn Sallām. Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 1/216. 

Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. Mukhtas�ar Qiyām Al-Layl; 1/190.

Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī. Nawādir Al-Us�ūl Fī Ma‘rifat Ah�ādīth Al

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at ; 7/183. 

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/540. 
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Rāzī's clear answer to this 

Albānī has also declared this H�adīth 

in the Arabic accent, do not recite it in the tone of 

lowers or in the voice of Jews and Christians. There will shortly arise a people who 

with affectation like singers and mourners, and such reading 

will be of no advantage to them at all. They themselves will get into trouble, and so 

from the Prophet  in 

Mukhtas�ar Qiyām Al-Layl509, 

; by way of Baqiyyah Ibn 

Abū Muhammad (Shaykh), who is an 

of this H�adīth is weak, 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
60, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

; 1/190. 

ūl Fī Ma‘rifat Ah�ādīth Al-
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- Baqiyyah Ibn Al-Walīd is known for Tadlīs Al-Taswiyah513 (concealment) as described by 

Al-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar.514 Despite stating clearly that he heard from his teacher in this type of 

tadlis, there is still a need that he clarifies that each narrator in the chain had heard from the 

previous one. Baqiyyah Ibn Al-Walīd frequently conceals weak and unknown narrators, 

which is why Abū Mis‘har Al-Ghassānī said: “Baqiyyah's Ah�ādīth are not clean, so be on 

your guard”.515 

 

- Husayn Ibn Mālik Al-Fazārī is unknown, as indicated by Al-Jūrqānī in his book Al-

Abāt3īl.516 Al-Dhahabī said in Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl: “He is not reliable”.517 That is why Al-

Dhahabī mentioned him in his other book, which deals exclusively with weak narrators.518 

 

- Abū Muhammad, Husayn Ibn Mālik's teacher, is unknown too. For this reason Ibn Al-

Jawzī said: “This H�adīth is not authentic, Abū Muhammad is unknown and Baqiyyah 

reports H�adīth from weak narrators while concealing them”.519 Likewise, Al-Dhahabī 

                                                 
513 Tadlīs Al-Taswiyah: It means when the narrator drops the name of the weak narrator from the chain of H�adīth 
by using a tricky or deceptive term to make the H�adīth sound and strong. 
 
514 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Al-Talkhīs� Al-H�abīr Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Al-Rāfi‘iyy Al-Kabīr; 
2/41. 
 
515 Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 4/198. 
 
516 See: Al-Jūrqānī, Al-Husayn Ibn Ibrāhīm. Al-Abāt3īl Wa Al-Manākīr Wa Al-S�ih�āh� Wa Al-Mashāhīr; 2/377. 
 
517 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 2/313. 
 
518 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’; 1/178. 
 
519 Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-‘Ilal Al-Mutanāhiyah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Wāhiyah; 1/118. And 
see also: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Talkhīs� Kitāb Al-‘Ilal Al-Mutanāhiyah Li-Ibn Al-Jawzī; 1/42. 
 
 
 
 
 



declared this H�adīth rejected

Al-Mīzān.521 Al-Albānī has also declared the 

 

� H�adīth (4): “One of the Prophet's companions pitched a tent, at a place without 

knowing that there was a grave at that place. All of a sudden

up the tent heard somebody reciting 

matter to Prophet 

chastisement and ensures deliverance”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the C

following references: Sunan Al

Kabīr526, H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’527

Al-Nakrī, from his father, from Ab

 

The Isnād contains Yahyā Ibn Amr Al

Ah�ādīth from his father. Al-

criticism on this narrator in Tahdhīb Al

                                                
520 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
521 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
 
522 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
 
523 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zak
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 97. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary,
 
524 See: Al-Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. 
 
525 See: Al-Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. 
 
526 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
527 See: Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
528 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al

rejected520, and Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī agreed with him on this in 

Albānī has also declared the H�adīth weak.522 

“One of the Prophet's companions pitched a tent, at a place without 

knowing that there was a grave at that place. All of a sudden, this who was putting 

up the tent heard somebody reciting Sūrat "Tabārak Al-Ladhī". He reported the 

, who explained to him that this Sūrat guards against Allah's 

chastisement and ensures deliverance”.523 

the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās م. from the Prophet 

Sunan Al-Tirmidhī524, Mukhtas�ar Qiyām Al-Layl

527 and Shu‘ab Al-Īmān528; by way of Yahyā Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Mālik 

om Abū Al-Jawzā’, from ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās 

ā Ibn Amr Al-Nakrī, who is weak and has reported some rejected 

-Hāfiz Ibn Hajar has gathered the words of scholars of 

Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb. He said: 

         
Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 2/313. 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Lisān Al-Mīzān; 2/319. 

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aqīr; 1/151. 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 53, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 85, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, quoting from Sunan Al-Tirmidhī. 

Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. Sunan Al-Tirmidhī; 5/164. 

Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. Mukhtas�ar Qiyām Al-Layl; 1/238.

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at ; 12/174. 

ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/495. 
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‘Asqalānī agreed with him on this in Lisān 

“One of the Prophet's companions pitched a tent, at a place without 

, this who was putting 

Ladhī". He reported the 

guards against Allah's 

. from the Prophet  in the 

Layl525, Al-Mu‘jam Al-

ā Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Mālik 

from ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās م. 

Nakrī, who is weak and has reported some rejected 

āfiz Ibn Hajar has gathered the words of scholars of H�adīth 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
85, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

; 1/238. 

 

Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al-As�fīyā’; 3/81. 
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Ibn Ma‘īn, Abū Zur‘ah, Abū Dāwūd, Al-Nasā’ī and Al-Dūlābī said: 
“Weak”. Al-Dāraqutnī said: “He is Suwaylih (inferior or tolerable) ”. Ibn 
‘Adī reported some Ah�ādīth for him and said: “None of them is kept. 
There are other Ah�ādīth that I did not mention”. Al-‘Uqaylī said: “His 
Ah�ādīth are not to be followed”. Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said: “He is 
nothing”. Al-Sājī said: “His H�adīth is rejected”.529 

 

Perhaps because of what have been said on this narrator, after citing a H�adīth of his, Al-

Tirmidhī added: “This is a strange H�adīth in this respect”. Imam Ibn Adī has also mentioned in 

his book Al-Kāmil530 that Yahyā Al-Nakarī has been criticised for this H�adīth. After citing this 

H�adīth, Imam Al-Bayhaqī said: “Reported only by Yahyā Ibn Amr Ibn Mālik, who is weak”.531 

Al-Mundhirī has mentioned this H�adīth in his book Al-Targhīb Wa-Al-Tarhīb532 using S�īghat 

Al-Tamrīd (Uncertainty mood) to imply the H�adīth narration is weak. Al-Albānī has also 

declared the H�adīth weak.533 

5.3.6 The category of H�asan Li-Ghayrih Ah�ādīth 

On the third category, H�asan Li-Ghayrih, we would like to mention two examples. 

 

� H�adīth (1): “Do not read in a loud voice, lest the voice of one should get mixed up 

with the other”.534 

 

                                                 
529 Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 11/227. 
 
530 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 7/205. 
 
531 Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Ithbāt ‘Adhāb Al-Qabr; 1/100. 
 
532 See: Al-Mundhirī, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīm Ibn ‘Abd Al-Qawī. Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb; 2/247. 
 
533 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 1/443. 
 
534 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 43, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 68, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 78. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, quoting from Sharh� Ih�yā’‘Ulūm Al-Dīn by Al-Zubaydī. 



This H�adīth is reported by the Compa

following references: Al-Mu‘jam Al

of ‘Anbasah Ibn ‘Abd Al-Wahid Al

Nadr, from Jābir Ibn ‘Abd Allah 

 

After mentioning the H�adīth, Al

H�adīth from Sālim Abū Al-Nad

the Īsnād of the H�adīth is weak as 

Ah�ādīth according to what Al-

Ibn ‘Adī considers this H�adīth as one of the rejected 

 

Although the H�adīth's Isnād is wea

as the H�adīth Al-Bayyādī ط that reported from the Prophet 

praying is in conversation with his Lord, so he must see about what he converses with Him. 

None among you should raise their voice in recitation”

following sources: Al-Muwat3t3a’

‘Ibād.543 

                                                
535 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
536 See: Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
537 See: Al-Khatīb Al-Baghdādī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī. 
 
538 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
539 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
 
540 See: Mālik Ibn Anas. Al-Muwat3t3a’
 
541 See: Al-Nasā’ī, Ahmad Ibn Shu‘ayb. 
 
542 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad.
 
543 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl

is reported by the Companion Jābir Ibn ‘Abd Allah  ط from the Prophet 

Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at 535, Musnad Al-H�ārith536 and Tārīkh Baghdād

Wahid Al-Qurashī, from Muhammad Ibn Ya‘qūb

‘Abd Allah ط. 

, Al-Tabrānī said: “Only Muhammad Ibn Ya‘qūb has reported this 

Nadr; from whom only ‘Anbasah reported it”. This is his indication that 

is weak as Muhammad Ibn Ya‘qūb Al-Madanī

-Dhahabī has stated in his book Al-Mughnī Fī Al

as one of the rejected Ah�ādīth of this narrator.539

is weak, there are other corroborating Ah�ādīth which strengthen it, such 

that reported from the Prophet  who says: “Verily the one who is 

praying is in conversation with his Lord, so he must see about what he converses with Him. 

ne among you should raise their voice in recitation”. This H�adīth 

3t3a’540, Al-Sunan Al-Kubrā541, Musnad Ah�mad542

         
Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at ; 3/27. 

Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Bughyat Al-Bāh�ith ‘An Zawā’id Musnad Al

Baghdādī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī. Tārīkh Baghdād; 12/283. 

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’; 2/645. 

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 6/166. 

3t3a’; 1/80. 

Nasā’ī, Ahmad Ibn Shu‘ayb. Al-Sunan Al-Kubrā; 5/32. 

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 4/344. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Khalq Af‘āl Al-‘Ibād; 1/111. 
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from the Prophet  in the 

Tārīkh Baghdād537; by way 

ūb, from Sālim Abū Al-

ānī said: “Only Muhammad Ibn Ya‘qūb has reported this 

r; from whom only ‘Anbasah reported it”. This is his indication that 

Madanī has reported rejected 

Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’.538 In fact, 

539 

which strengthen it, such 

“Verily the one who is 

praying is in conversation with his Lord, so he must see about what he converses with Him. 

 has mentioned un the 

542 and Khalq Af‘āl Al-

Bāh�ith ‘An Zawā’id Musnad Al-H�ārith; 1/340. 
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There is another supporting proof in Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī's H�adīth: “Verily, all of you 

converse with his Lord. So none should disturb another, and none should reaise his voice 

above that of others in recitation, - or he said- in prayer”. The H�adīth has mentioned in 

following sources: Sunan Abū Dāwūd544, Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān by Al-Nasā’ī545, Musnad Ah�mad546 

and Mustadrak Al-Hā�kim.547 

 

In his book Al-Tamhīd, Ibn ‘Abd Al-Barr said: “Al Bayyādī's H�adīth and Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī's 

H�adīth both are authentic”.548 Al-Nawawī has authenticated Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī's H�adīth549, 

while Ibn Hajar has authenticated Al Bayyādī's H�adīth, according to what has been reported by 

his student Al-Sakhāwī.550 There are also other supporting evidence Ah�ādīth by other 

Companions such as ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Umar and ‘Alī Ibn Abī Tālib ن. 

 

Based on the above, it can be said that the Isnād of Jābir's H�adīth – which the author, 

Muhammad Zakariyyā, has cited in his book – is weak, but it can be elevated to the status of 

H�asan Li-Ghayrih as its Matn is reliable in several other chains of narrators. 

 

                                                 
544 See: Abū Dāwūd, Sulaymān Ibn Al-Ash‘ath Al-Sijistānī. Sunan Abū Dāwūd; 2/83. 
 
545 See: Al-Nasā’ī, Ahmad Ibn Shu‘ayb. Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 1/141-142. 
 
546 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 3/94. 
 
547 See: Al-Hākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Mustadrak ‘Alā Al-S�ah�īh�ayn; 1/454. 
 
548 Ibn ‘Abd Al-Barr, Abū ‘Umar Yūsuf Al-Namarī. Al-Tamhīd Limā Fī Al-Muwat3t3a’ Min Al-Ma‘ānī Wa Al-
Asānīd; 23-319. 
 
549 See: Al-Nawawī, Yahyā Ibn Sharaf. Khulās�at Al-Ah�kām Fī Muhimmāt Al-Sunan Wa Qawā‘id Al-Islām; 1/393. 
 
550 See: Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Maqās�id Al-H�asanah Fī Bayān Kathīr Min Al-Ah�ādīth 
Al-Mushtahirah ‘Alā Al-Alsinah; 1/573. 
 
 
 
 
 



� H�adīth (2): “Whoever recites the 

Almighty Allah. Shortly, there will come into existence a people who will recite the 

Qur’ān to beg the people”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion ‘Imrān Ibn Husayn 

following references: Musnad Ah

Al-Īmān555 and Sharh� Al-Sunnah

from Al-Hasan Al-Basrī, from ‘Imrān Ibn Husayn 

 

The Isnād of the H�adīth is weak due to 

I‘tidāl: “Ibn Ma‘īn said: ‘He is worth nothing’. But Ibn Hibbān mentioned him in 

However, Ibn Hibbān has a second opinion on Khaythamah Al

his other book on weak narrators.

fact that Imam Al-‘Uqaylī also counted this narrator among the weak ones in 

Kabīr.559 Al-Dhahabī did the same by mentioning him in 

                                                
551 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 102-103. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting a specific source.
 
552 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
553 See: Al-Rūyānī, Abū Bake Muhammad Ibn Hārūn. 
 
554 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān 
 
555 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 
556 See: Al-Baghawī, Muhyī Al-Dīn Al
 
557 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
558 See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al
Matrūkīn; 1/287. 
 
559 See: Al-‘Uqaylī, Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. 
 
560 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ah

ver recites the Qur’ān should beg whatever he needs only from 

Almighty Allah. Shortly, there will come into existence a people who will recite the 

to beg the people”.551 

is reported by the Companion ‘Imrān Ibn Husayn ط from the Prophet

Musnad Ah�mad552, Musnad Al-Rūyānī553, Al-Mu‘jam Al

Sunnah556; by way of Khaythamah Ibn Abī Khaythamah Al

ī, from ‘Imrān Ibn Husayn ط. 

is weak due to Khaythamah Al-Basrī. Al-Dhahabī said in 

: “Ibn Ma‘īn said: ‘He is worth nothing’. But Ibn Hibbān mentioned him in 

ān has a second opinion on Khaythamah Al-Basrī as he declared him weak in 

is other book on weak narrators.558 This opinion seems nearer to truth and is supported by the 

‘Uqaylī also counted this narrator among the weak ones in 

Dhahabī did the same by mentioning him in Al-Mughnī Fī Al-

         
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 56, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 90, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting a specific source. 

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 4/432-439. 

Rūyānī, Abū Bake Muhammad Ibn Hārūn. Musnad Al-Rūyānī; 1/103. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr; 18/166. 

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/533. 

Dīn Al-Husayn Ibn Mas‘ūd. Sharh� Al-Sunnah; 4/440-441.

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 2/363. 

ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addith

‘Uqaylī, Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. Al-D�u‘afā’ Al-Kabīr; 2/29. 

Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’; 1/215. 
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should beg whatever he needs only from 

Almighty Allah. Shortly, there will come into existence a people who will recite the 

from the Prophet  in the 

Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr554, Shu‘ab 

Khaythamah Ibn Abī Khaythamah Al-Basrī, 

Dhahabī said in Mīzān Al-

: “Ibn Ma‘īn said: ‘He is worth nothing’. But Ibn Hibbān mentioned him in Al-Thiqāt”.557 

ī as he declared him weak in 

This opinion seems nearer to truth and is supported by the 

‘Uqaylī also counted this narrator among the weak ones in Al-D�u‘afā’ Al-

-D�u‘afā’.560 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
90, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

441. 

�addithīn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-



After mentioning the H�adīth, Al

not good enough”. Despite Al

which is the case because Khaythamah Al

because of supporting evidence in the form of Abū Sa‘īd Al

 saying: “Learn the Qur’ān

who will seek wordly matters by means of it,

people: Those who boast of it, those who use it to earn a living and those who read if for 

the sake of Allah”. This H�ad

Mukhtas�ar Qiyām Al-Layl562 

Allah Ibn Lahī‘ah who is weak with regard to his memory.

 

Yet, the two Ah�ādīth together strengthen each other. For this reason, Al

good. Al-Suyūtī has indicated that it is good an

commentary on Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�agh

H�adīth has a weakness in its 

supporting evidence of Abū Sa‘īd Al

 

                                                
561 See: Abū ‘Ubayd, Al-Qāsim Ibn Sallām. 
 
562 See: Al-Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. 
 
563 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 
564 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. 
 
565 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

, Al-Tirmidhī said: “This is a H�asan (good) H�ad

”. Despite Al-Tirmidhī admitting that the chain of H�adīth

which is the case because Khaythamah Al-Basrī is weak – he has declared the 

because of supporting evidence in the form of Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī's H�ad

Qur’ān and ask Allah by means of it before there come a people 

who will seek wordly matters by means of it, as the Qur’ān is learnt by three types of 

people: Those who boast of it, those who use it to earn a living and those who read if for 

H�adīth has mentioned in Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān

 and Shu‘ab Al-Īmān.563 The Isnād of this H

who is weak with regard to his memory. 

together strengthen each other. For this reason, Al-Tirmidhī has declared it 

has indicated that it is good and Al-Mannāwī agrees with him in his 

S�aghīr564, as did Al-Albānī.565 In conclusion, ‘Imrān Ibn Husayn's 

has a weakness in its Isnād but is elevated to the grade of H�asan Li

supporting evidence of Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī's H�adīth. 

         
Qāsim Ibn Sallām. Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 1/320. 

Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. Mukhtas�ar Qiyām Al-Layl; 1/278.

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 2/534. 

Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 6/204. 

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aqīr; 2/1103. 
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H�adīth, but its Isnād is 

th is not good enough– 

he has declared the H�adīth good 

�adīth from the Prophet 

and ask Allah by means of it before there come a people 

is learnt by three types of 

people: Those who boast of it, those who use it to earn a living and those who read if for 

Qur’ān by Abū ‘Ubayd561, 

H�adīth contains ‘Abd 

Tirmidhī has declared it 

Mannāwī agrees with him in his 

In conclusion, ‘Imrān Ibn Husayn's 

�asan Li-Ghayrih due to 

; 1/278. 



5.3.7 The category of H�asan

On the second category, H�asan

 

� H�adīth (1): “On the Day of Judgment, it will be said to the Man devoted to the 

Qur’ān, 'Go on reciting the 

and recite in the slow manner you had been reading in worldly life; your final 

abode will be where you reach at the time of the last verse of your recitation”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Al

 in the following references: 

Al-Sunan Al-Nasā’ī Al-Kubrā

Sufyān Al-Thawrī, from ‘Āsim Ibn Abī Al

Ibn ‘Amr م . 

 

                                                
566 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 36. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the main text of his book, quoting from severa
Mājah. This is a mistake because Ibn Mājah did not mention it in his 
‘Amr, but instead on the authority of Abū Sa‘īd Al
See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yaz
 
567 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
568 See: Al-Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. 
 
569 See: Abū Dāwūd, Sulaymān Ibn Al
 
570 See: Al-Nasā’ī, Ahmad Ibn Shu‘ayb. 
 
571 See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al
 
572 See: Al-Hākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

�asan Ah�ādīth 

�asan, two examples will suffice. 

“On the Day of Judgment, it will be said to the Man devoted to the 

, 'Go on reciting the Qur’ān and continue ascending the le

and recite in the slow manner you had been reading in worldly life; your final 

abode will be where you reach at the time of the last verse of your recitation”.

is reported by the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Al-‘Ās 

in the following references: Musnad Ah�mad567, Sunan Al-Tirmidhī568, 

Kubrā570, S�ah�īh� Ibn H�ibbān571 and Mustadrak Al

‘Āsim Ibn Abī Al-Nujūd, from Zirr Ibn Hubaysh, from ‘Abd Allah 

         
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 17, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 32, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the main text of his book, quoting from several sources, including 
. This is a mistake because Ibn Mājah did not mention it in his Sunan on the authority of ‘Abd Allah Ibn 

‘Amr, but instead on the authority of Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī with a similar wording. 
See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. Sunan Ibn Mājah; 2/1242. 

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 2/192. 

Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. Sunan Al-Tirmidhī; 5/177. 

Abū Dāwūd, Sulaymān Ibn Al-Ash‘ath Al-Sijistānī. Sunan Abū Dāwūd; 2/73. 

Nasā’ī, Ahmad Ibn Shu‘ayb. Al-Sunan Al-Kubrā; 5/22. 

ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. S�ah�īh� Ibn H�ibbān; 3/43. 

ākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Mustadrak ‘Alā Al-S�ah�īh�ayn; 1/739. 
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“On the Day of Judgment, it will be said to the Man devoted to the 

and continue ascending the levels of Paradise 

and recite in the slow manner you had been reading in worldly life; your final 

abode will be where you reach at the time of the last verse of your recitation”.566 

‘Ās م from the Prophet 

, Sunan Abū Dāwūd569, 

Mustadrak Al-H�ākim572; by way of 

ysh, from ‘Abd Allah 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

l sources, including Sunan Ibn 
on the authority of ‘Abd Allah Ibn 



After mentioning the H�adīth, Al

commented on this H�adīth, saying:

 
This is a H�asan 
narrate authentic A
collected it by way of ‘Āsim 
narrator, and his H�ad

 

Consequently, we may say that the 

Abī Al-Nujūd, who is reliable

 

� H�adīth (2): “When a 

in real earnest, this dot is removed, but if he commits another sin, another 

dot appears. In this way, if he goes on committing sin after sin, his heart gets 

completely blackened. At this stage the heart becomes quite disinclined to do good!, 

and keeps on turning to evil.

‘On there is the stain of the (ill) which they do

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion Abū Hurayrah 

following references: Musnad Ah

                                                
573 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
 
574 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
1/518, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
 
575 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 53. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his comme
 
576 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
577 See: Al-Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. 
 
578 See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. 
 

, Al-Tirmidhī said: “This H�adīth is H�asan, S�ah�

, saying: 

 Isnād, containing trustworthy narrators, those who 
Ah�ādīth. However, Al-Bukhārī and Muslim have only 

collected it by way of ‘Āsim – he is Ibn Abī Al-Nujūd – linked to other 
H�adīth is H�asan.573 

, we may say that the Isnād of H�adīth is in the grade of H�asan

reliable but he sometimes makes some mistakes caused

When a slave commits a sin, a black dot stains his heart. If he repents 

in real earnest, this dot is removed, but if he commits another sin, another 

dot appears. In this way, if he goes on committing sin after sin, his heart gets 

completely blackened. At this stage the heart becomes quite disinclined to do good!, 

and keeps on turning to evil. The is the stain that Allah describes in the 

On there is the stain of the (ill) which they do’”.575 

is reported by the Companion Abū Hurayrah ط from the Prophet 

Musnad Ah�mad576, Sunan Al-Tirmidhī577, Sunan Ibn Mājah

         
ir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Sunan Abī Dāwūd; 5/206. 

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/285. 

ad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 28, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 46, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 3/210. 

Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. Sunan Al-Tirmidhī; 5/434. 

Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. Sunan Ibn Mājah; 2/1418. 
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S�ah�īh ”. Al-Albānī has 

, containing trustworthy narrators, those who 
Bukhārī and Muslim have only 

linked to other 

�asan, due to ‘Āsim Ibn 

caused by his memory.574 

commits a sin, a black dot stains his heart. If he repents 

in real earnest, this dot is removed, but if he commits another sin, another black 

dot appears. In this way, if he goes on committing sin after sin, his heart gets 

completely blackened. At this stage the heart becomes quite disinclined to do good!, 

The is the stain that Allah describes in the Qur’ān, 

from the Prophet  in the 

Sunan Ibn Mājah578, ‘Amal Al-

Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al-Kutub Al-Sittah; 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

ntary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 
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Yawm Wa Al-Laylah579, S�ah�īh� Ibn H�ibbān580 and Mustadrak Al-H�ākim581; by way of 

Muhammad Ibn ‘Ajlān, from Al-Qa‘qā‘ Ibn Hakīm, from Abū Sālih Dhakwān from Abū 

Hurayrah ط. 

 

The narrators of the H�adīth are all trustworthy except for Muhammad Ibn ‘Ajlān Al-Madanī. He 

is truthful, his H�adīth is good and his memory is average. Due to this, Al-Dhahabī said of him: 

“I have mentioned Ibn ‘Ajlān in Al-Mīzān. His H�adīth, although not authentic, in not less that 

good”.582 After mentioning the H�adīth, Al-Tirmidhī said: “This H�adīth is H�asan, S�ah�īh”.583 Al-

Albānī has judged the H�adīth good.584 Anyway, Abū Hurayrah's H�adīth is good, and may be 

authentic at best. 

5.3.8 The category of S�ah�īh� Ah�ādīth 

Finally, S�ah�īh� Ah�ādīth, as a frist category deserves four examples due to the total Ah�ādīth 

involved. These are: 

 

� H�adīth (1): “That while Usayd Ibn Hudayr was reciting Sūrat "Al-Baqarah" (The 

Cow) at night, and his horse was tied beside him, the horse was suddenly startled 

and troubled. When he stopped reciting, the horse became quiet, and when he 

started again, the horse was startled again. Then he stopped reciting and the horse 

                                                 
579 See: Al-Nasā’ī, Ahmad Ibn Shu‘ayb. ‘Amal Al-Yawm Wa Al-Laylah; 1/317. 
 
580 See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. S�ah�īh� Ibn H�ibbān; 3/210. 
 
581 See: Al-Hākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Mustadrak ‘Alā Al-S�ah�īh�ayn; 1/45. 
582 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Siyar A‘lām Al-Nubalā’; 6/322. And see also: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad 
Ibn Ahmad. Al-Muhadhdhab Fī Ikhtis�ār Al-Sunan Al-Kabīr; 8/4192-4193. 
 
583 Al-Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. Sunan Al-Tirmidhī; 5/434. 
 
584 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aqīr; 1/342-343. 
 
 



became quiet too. He started reciting again and the horse was startled and troubled 

once again. Then he stopped reciting and his son, Yah

was afraid that the horse might trample on him. When he took the boy away and 

looked towards the sky, he could not see it. The next morning he informed the 

Prophet who said, ‘Recite, O Ibn H

replied, ‘O Allah's Apostl

that it might trample on him, so I looked towards the sky, and went to him. When I 

looked at the sky, I saw something like a cloud containing what looked like lamps, 

so I went out in order not to see it

was?’. Ibn Hudayr replied, 

near to you for your voice and if you had kept on reciting till dawn, it would have 

remained there till morning when people would h

disappear’”.585 

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion 

authentic Ah�ādīth as well as that of Muslim.

a H�adīth to one or both of the two authentic collections is proof of its authenticity because Al

Bukhārī and Muslim have only cited authentic 

Nation have accepted these two books unquestionably, unlike other books of 

 

� H�adīth (2): “The Messenger of Allah 

Glorified) says: ‘If he (My servant) makes mention of Me within himself, I make 

mention of him within Myself; and if he makes mention of Me in an assembly, I 

                                                
585 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 61. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, attributing it to
 
586 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
587 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al
 

became quiet too. He started reciting again and the horse was startled and troubled 

once again. Then he stopped reciting and his son, Yahyā was beside the horse. He 

aid that the horse might trample on him. When he took the boy away and 

looked towards the sky, he could not see it. The next morning he informed the 

Recite, O Ibn Hudayr! Recite, O Ibn Hudayr

O Allah's Apostle! My son, Yahyā was near the horse and I was afraid 

that it might trample on him, so I looked towards the sky, and went to him. When I 

looked at the sky, I saw something like a cloud containing what looked like lamps, 

so I went out in order not to see it’. The Prophet said, ‘Do you know what that 

udayr replied, ‘No’. The Prophet said, ‘Those were Angels who came 

near to you for your voice and if you had kept on reciting till dawn, it would have 

remained there till morning when people would have seen it as it would not have 

is reported by the Companion Usayd Ibn Hudayr ط in Al-Bukhārī's

as well as that of Muslim.587 Scholars have agreed that the mere attribution of 

or both of the two authentic collections is proof of its authenticity because Al

Bukhārī and Muslim have only cited authentic Ah�ādīth in these two books of theirs. The Islamic 

Nation have accepted these two books unquestionably, unlike other books of 

“The Messenger of Allah  said: Allah (may He be Exalted and 

Glorified) says: ‘If he (My servant) makes mention of Me within himself, I make 

mention of him within Myself; and if he makes mention of Me in an assembly, I 

         
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 33, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 53, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā.

in his commentary, attributing it to S�ah�ih� Muslim. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh ; 1/548. 

, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 4/1916. 
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became quiet too. He started reciting again and the horse was startled and troubled 

ā was beside the horse. He 

aid that the horse might trample on him. When he took the boy away and 

looked towards the sky, he could not see it. The next morning he informed the 

udayr! Recite, O Ibn Hudayr’. Ibn Hudayr 

ā was near the horse and I was afraid 

that it might trample on him, so I looked towards the sky, and went to him. When I 

looked at the sky, I saw something like a cloud containing what looked like lamps, 

Do you know what that 

Those were Angels who came 

near to you for your voice and if you had kept on reciting till dawn, it would have 

ave seen it as it would not have 

Bukhārī's586 collection of 

Scholars have agreed that the mere attribution of 

or both of the two authentic collections is proof of its authenticity because Al-

in these two books of theirs. The Islamic 

Nation have accepted these two books unquestionably, unlike other books of H�adīth. 

said: Allah (may He be Exalted and 

Glorified) says: ‘If he (My servant) makes mention of Me within himself, I make 

mention of him within Myself; and if he makes mention of Me in an assembly, I 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 



make mention of him in an assembly better than it. And if he draws near to Me a 

hand span, I draw near to him an arm's length; and if he draws near to Me an 

arm's length, I draw near to him a fathom's length. And if he comes to Me walking, 

I come to him running’”.

 

The above H�adīth is reported by Abū Hurayrah 

and S�ah�īh Muslim.590 The H�adīth

 

� H�adīth (3): “The Prophet said: Allah says, ‘I will declare war against him who 

shows hostility to a pious worshipper of Mine. And the most beloved things with 

which My slave comes nearer to Me, is what I have enjoined upon him; and My 

slave keeps on coming closer to Me through performing 

extra deeds besides 

hearing with which he hears, and his sense of sight with which he sees, and his hand 

with which he grips, and his leg with which he walks; and if he asks Me, I will give 

him, and if he asks My p

Refuge) and I do not hesitate to do anything as I hesitate to take the soul of the 

believer, for he hates death, and I hate to disappoint him’”.

 

                                                
588 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 64. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
 
589 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
590 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al
 
591 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 63. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
 
 
 
 
 
 

m in an assembly better than it. And if he draws near to Me a 

hand span, I draw near to him an arm's length; and if he draws near to Me an 

arm's length, I draw near to him a fathom's length. And if he comes to Me walking, 

I come to him running’”.588 

is reported by Abū Hurayrah ط from the Prophet  in 

adīth is authentic as both Al-Bukhārī and Muslim have reported it.

“The Prophet said: Allah says, ‘I will declare war against him who 

shows hostility to a pious worshipper of Mine. And the most beloved things with 

which My slave comes nearer to Me, is what I have enjoined upon him; and My 

slave keeps on coming closer to Me through performing Nawāfil

extra deeds besides what is obligatory) till I love him, so I become his sense of 

hearing with which he hears, and his sense of sight with which he sees, and his hand 

with which he grips, and his leg with which he walks; and if he asks Me, I will give 

him, and if he asks My protection (Refuge), I will protect him; (i.e. give him My 

Refuge) and I do not hesitate to do anything as I hesitate to take the soul of the 

believer, for he hates death, and I hate to disappoint him’”.591 

         
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 35, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 55-56, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh ; 6/2694. 

, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 4/2061. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 34, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 55, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
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m in an assembly better than it. And if he draws near to Me a 

hand span, I draw near to him an arm's length; and if he draws near to Me an 

arm's length, I draw near to him a fathom's length. And if he comes to Me walking, 

in S�ah�īh Al-Bukhārī589 

Bukhārī and Muslim have reported it. 

“The Prophet said: Allah says, ‘I will declare war against him who 

shows hostility to a pious worshipper of Mine. And the most beloved things with 

which My slave comes nearer to Me, is what I have enjoined upon him; and My 

Nawāfil (praying or doing 

what is obligatory) till I love him, so I become his sense of 

hearing with which he hears, and his sense of sight with which he sees, and his hand 

with which he grips, and his leg with which he walks; and if he asks Me, I will give 

rotection (Refuge), I will protect him; (i.e. give him My 

Refuge) and I do not hesitate to do anything as I hesitate to take the soul of the 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
56, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 



This H�adīth is reported by Abū Hurayrah 

H�adīth scholars have agreed on the authenticity of a 

Bukhārī and Muslim in their authentic collections.

 

� H�adīth (4): “In Heaven a d

before, and out of it has descended an angel who had never descended before.

is an angel which has come down to Earth and never has he come down but this 

day. He has given greetings and has said, ‘Recei

which have been bestowed on you, which no Prophet before you has been bestowed 

with. One is Sūrat "Al

Baqarah", you will recite no word of it but you will be granted reward for it’”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās 

and H�adīth scholars have agreed on the authenticity of a 

Bukhārī and Muslim in their authentic collections.

 

After giving these examples which indicate the types of some 

present the eight parts of the previous 

clearer, by using percentage for each part as shown below:

 

                                                
592 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
593 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān
Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān; 93. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, attributing it to
 
594 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abū Hurayrah ط from the Prophet  in S�ah�

scholars have agreed on the authenticity of a H�adīth reported by one or both of 

and Muslim in their authentic collections. 

“In Heaven a door has been opened today which was never opened 

before, and out of it has descended an angel who had never descended before.

is an angel which has come down to Earth and never has he come down but this 

day. He has given greetings and has said, ‘Receive the good news of two lights, 

which have been bestowed on you, which no Prophet before you has been bestowed 

"Al-Fātihah" and the other, the concluding portion of 

Baqarah", you will recite no word of it but you will be granted reward for it’”.

is reported by ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abbās م. from the Prophet 

scholars have agreed on the authenticity of a H�adīth reported by one or both of Al

Bukhārī and Muslim in their authentic collections. 

After giving these examples which indicate the types of some Ah�ādīth used in the book, we can 

of the previous histogram, but this time in a different way that is perhaps 

clearer, by using percentage for each part as shown below: 

 

         
Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh ; 5/2384. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Qur’ān; 51, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Virtues of the Holy Qur’ān; 82, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, attributing it to S�ah�ih� Muslim. 

, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 4/2061. 
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�ah�īh Al-Bukhārī592, and 

reported by one or both of Al-

oor has been opened today which was never opened 

before, and out of it has descended an angel who had never descended before. This 

is an angel which has come down to Earth and never has he come down but this 

ve the good news of two lights, 

which have been bestowed on you, which no Prophet before you has been bestowed 

Fātihah" and the other, the concluding portion of Sūrat "Al-

Baqarah", you will recite no word of it but you will be granted reward for it’”.593 

 in S�ah�īh Muslim594, 

reported by one or both of Al-

used in the book, we can 

, but this time in a different way that is perhaps 

ammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 



 

 

Figure 5.2: The grades and percentages of the 
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Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. 

 

Sahih

Hasan

Hasan Li-Qayrih

Daif

Daif Jiddan

Mawdu'

Baseless

Unknown Grade

S�ah�īh� 

 

H�asan 

 

H�asan Li-Ghayrih 

  
D�a‘īf 

D�a‘īf Jiddan 

Mawd�ū‘ 

 

Lā As�la Lahu 

 

Unknown Grade 



On the other hand, if we were to group together the 

Ah�ādīth, which we will call Group A, and the 

another group – called Group B 

will find that they come largely close, with a small advantage for Group B, with 2% more at 

46%, compared to the 44% of group A, as shown in the figure below:

 

Figure 5.3: The grades and percentages of the 

 

46%

8%

n the other hand, if we were to group together the S�ah�īh , H�asan and 

, which we will call Group A, and the D�a‘īf, D�a‘īf Jiddan, and 

called Group B – in order to know which group has the hig

will find that they come largely close, with a small advantage for Group B, with 2% more at 

46%, compared to the 44% of group A, as shown in the figure below: 

: The grades and percentages of the Ah�ādīth in groups.
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and H�asan Li-Ghayrih 

, and Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth in 

in order to know which group has the highest percentage, we 

will find that they come largely close, with a small advantage for Group B, with 2% more at 

in groups. 

 

Sahih, Hasan and Hasan 

Qayrih

Da'if, Da'if Jiddan and 

Mawdu'

La Asla Lahu

Unknown Grade

īh�, H�asan and 
�asan Li-Ghayrih. 

‘īf, D�a‘īf Jiddan  
Mawd�ū.‘ 

Lā As�la Lahu. 

Unknown Grade. 
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5.4 The Fad�ā’il Namāz 

 

Chronologically, this is the fifth chapter of the book Tablīghī Nis�āb to be compiled. The author 

compiled it on 7th Muh�arram 1358 H., corresponding to 27th February 1939 CE595, at a special 

request from his uncle Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās so that his book contributes to firmly establish 

within the group the second principle which relates to prayer.596 This part also contains many 

Ah�ādīth, amounting to 220 according to this study, allocated between Matn and Sharh� as shown 

in the table below: 

 

Table  5.2: The total number of Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Namāz. 

 

 Repeated 

Ah�ādīth  

Ah�ādīth without 

repetition 

Ah�ādīth of Matn 69 68 

Ah�ādīth of Sharh  168 152 

Total of Ah�ādīth 237 220 

 

 

                                                 
595 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’l Namāz; 88, and Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī 
Jawābāt; 18. 
 
596 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Āp Bītī; 1/180, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Aap Beti; 156, and Kāndahalawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’l Namāz; 4. 
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Broadly, the histogram above shows that there are differences between the number of 

different grades in the Fad�ā’il N

while in second position come the weak 

shows that there is a significant difference (25 

 

If we look at the Ah�ādīth graded as very weak and fabricated, besides those that are baseless, we 

will find that there is a significantly gradual difference between the numbers of 

weak Ah�ādīth are the greatest in number and the baseless 

hand, we find the sound Ah�ādīth

are very close to each other in number, with a difference of only two. The following percentage

based pie-chart will hopefully confirm the previous analysis and make it clearer.

Figure 5.5: The grades and percentages of the 
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4%

gram above shows that there are differences between the number of 

ā’il Namāz. The number of authentic Ah�ādīth

while in second position come the weak Ah�ādīth, amounting to 48 (according to the study). This 

shows that there is a significant difference (25 Ah�ādīth) between the two grades of 

graded as very weak and fabricated, besides those that are baseless, we 

will find that there is a significantly gradual difference between the numbers of 

are the greatest in number and the baseless Ah�ādīth the smallest. On the other 

ādīth and those that are sound because of other supporting narrations 

are very close to each other in number, with a difference of only two. The following percentage

ly confirm the previous analysis and make it clearer.

: The grades and percentages of the Ah�ādīth in the Fad
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gram above shows that there are differences between the number of Ah�ādīth of 

ādīth is the highest at 73, 

, amounting to 48 (according to the study). This 

) between the two grades of Ah�ādīth. 

graded as very weak and fabricated, besides those that are baseless, we 

will find that there is a significantly gradual difference between the numbers of Ah�ādīth. The very 

the smallest. On the other 

sound because of other supporting narrations 

are very close to each other in number, with a difference of only two. The following percentage-

ly confirm the previous analysis and make it clearer. 

Fad�ā’il Namāz 
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�ah�īh� 

�asan 

�asan Li-Ghayrih 
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Lā As�la Lahu 
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5.4.1 The category of D�a‘īf

The preceding diagrams have demonstrated the existence of a

Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Namāz

author citing Ah�ādīth which he knows to be unreliable

one such example is given below:

 

It is reported by Mu‘ādh Ibn Anas Al

‘The extreme of distaste, disbelief and hypocrisy is when someone
the call to prayer but does not answer it’. Reported by Ah
Tabarānī598 in narration by Zabbān Ibn Fā
according to Majma‘
Tabarānī in Al-Kabīr
by Ibn Ma‘īn, while Abū Hātim finds him trustworthy.
S�aghīr602, Al-Suyūtī asc
weak.603 

 

                                                 
597 Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
598 Al-Tabarānī, Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
599 Al-Mundhirī, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīm. Al-
 
600 Al-Haythamī, ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
601 We have come across what Abū Hātim exactly said about Zabbān Ibn Fā’id in the book 
3/616 by Ibn Abī Hātim, “My father (Abū Hātim) was asked about Zabbān Ibn Fā’id and he said, ‘
Al-Mizzī reported the same from Abū Hātim in his biography of Zabbān Ibn Fā’id in 
Al-Rijāl; 9/289, but it is not mentioned that he said of him 'trustworthy' or that he declared him trustworthy. In fact, 
he only said “S�ālih�”, which means upright in his religion and fear of God, not in his narration and accuracy as to 
H�adīth. This is confirmed by the fact that narra
despite admitting that he was upright and God fearing.
 
At any rate, scholars have differentiated between the terms 
Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī made this clear in his book 
meant good in his religious matters not his narration, because it was common to say ‘
intent was to describe a narrator as good in his narrations. When they did not specifically add ‘in narration’, they 
only meant it for the practice of religion
term ‘S�ālih’ regarding Zabbān Ibn Fā’id meant that he jud
addition, the scholars, and not only Ibn Ma‘īn, have agreed that he is weak, contrary to what is implied by Al
Haythamī's statement which were cited by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā.
 
602 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. 
 
603 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 62, and 
57. 

īf Ah�ādīth 

he preceding diagrams have demonstrated the existence of a significant number of weak 

ā’il Namāz. This is not surprising in our opinion, because we have found the 

which he knows to be unreliable. Actually, he sometimes indicates this, and 

one such example is given below: 

It is reported by Mu‘ādh Ibn Anas Al-Juhanī ط that the Prophet 

‘The extreme of distaste, disbelief and hypocrisy is when someone
the call to prayer but does not answer it’. Reported by Ahmad597

in narration by Zabbān Ibn Fā’id, as in Al-Targhīb
Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id600, the H�adīth is reported by Al
Kabīr by narration of Zabbān, who has been deemed weak 

by Ibn Ma‘īn, while Abū Hātim finds him trustworthy.601 In Al
Suyūtī ascribed it to Al-Tabarānī and classified it as 

 
anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad Ibn H�anbal; 3/439. 

ānī, Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr; 20/183. 

-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb; 1/167. 

Haythamī, ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id; 2/41. 

We have come across what Abū Hātim exactly said about Zabbān Ibn Fā’id in the book 
/616 by Ibn Abī Hātim, “My father (Abū Hātim) was asked about Zabbān Ibn Fā’id and he said, ‘

Mizzī reported the same from Abū Hātim in his biography of Zabbān Ibn Fā’id in Tahdhīb Al
mentioned that he said of him 'trustworthy' or that he declared him trustworthy. In fact, 

”, which means upright in his religion and fear of God, not in his narration and accuracy as to 
. This is confirmed by the fact that narrator critics have deemed him weak and rejected some of his narrations 

despite admitting that he was upright and God fearing. 

At any rate, scholars have differentiated between the terms S�ālih� in religion and S�ālih� 
‘Asqalānī made this clear in his book Al-Nukat ‘Alā Ibn Al-S�alāh; 2/680, saying: “By 

meant good in his religious matters not his narration, because it was common to say ‘S�ālih
s good in his narrations. When they did not specifically add ‘in narration’, they 

it for the practice of religion”. Based on this, Al-Haythamī's understanding that Abū Hātim's use of the 
’ regarding Zabbān Ibn Fā’id meant that he judged the man trustworthy is incorrect and inaccurate. In 

addition, the scholars, and not only Ibn Ma‘īn, have agreed that he is weak, contrary to what is implied by Al
Haythamī's statement which were cited by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā. 

Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 3/356. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’l Namāz; 52, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translat
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significant number of weak 

because we have found the 

ctually, he sometimes indicates this, and 

that the Prophet  said, 

‘The extreme of distaste, disbelief and hypocrisy is when someone hear 
597, and Al-

Targhīb.599 And 
is reported by Al-

has been deemed weak 
Al-Jāmi‘ Al-

ānī and classified it as 

We have come across what Abū Hātim exactly said about Zabbān Ibn Fā’id in the book Al-Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl; 
/616 by Ibn Abī Hātim, “My father (Abū Hātim) was asked about Zabbān Ibn Fā’id and he said, ‘S�ālih (Upright)’”. 

Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ 
mentioned that he said of him 'trustworthy' or that he declared him trustworthy. In fact, 

”, which means upright in his religion and fear of God, not in his narration and accuracy as to 
tor critics have deemed him weak and rejected some of his narrations 

 in narration. Al-Hāfiz Ibn 
; 2/680, saying: “By S�ālih�, Al-Khaīlī 

ālih in narration’ when the 
s good in his narrations. When they did not specifically add ‘in narration’, they 

Haythamī's understanding that Abū Hātim's use of the 
ged the man trustworthy is incorrect and inaccurate. In 

addition, the scholars, and not only Ibn Ma‘īn, have agreed that he is weak, contrary to what is implied by Al-

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh; 



This H�adīth is reported by the Companion Mu‘ādh Ibn Anas Al

in Musnad Ah�mad604 and Al-

Zabbān Ibn Fā’id, from Sahl Ibn

Isnād of this H�adīth is weak, with three 

 

- ‘Abd Allah Ibn Lahī‘ah Al

especially after his books were burnt according to the

why several scholars have mentioned him in their books of weak narrators.

 

- Zabbān Ibn Fā’id is weak as described by Imam Al

Al-‘Asqalānī has summarised the opinions of scholar

saying, “His narrations are weak despite his being upright”.

 

Based on the above , the H�adīth

classified the H�adīth as weak in his book 

                                                 
604 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
605 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
606 See: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al-Rahm
Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al
Naqd Al-Rijāl; 4/166-174, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar.
Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al
Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb;
 
607 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl.
Bustī. Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addith
Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn
1/352. 
 
608 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
see also: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
609 Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al
Tahdhīb; 3/265. 
 
610 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al

is reported by the Companion Mu‘ādh Ibn Anas Al-Juhanī ط

-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr605, by way of ‘Abd Allah Ibn Lahī‘ah

from Sahl Ibn Mu‘ādh, from his father Mu‘ādh Ibn Anas Al

is weak, with three defects as follows: 

‘Abd Allah Ibn Lahī‘ah Al-Misrī is weak with regard to his memory and accuracy, 

especially after his books were burnt according to the majority of H�ad

why several scholars have mentioned him in their books of weak narrators.

is weak as described by Imam Al-Dhahabī in Al-Kāshif

‘Asqalānī has summarised the opinions of scholars of narrator criticism on Zabbān, 

saying, “His narrations are weak despite his being upright”.609 

īth's chain of narration is considered weak. We found that

as weak in his book D�a‘īf Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb.610

 
anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 3/439. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr; 20/183.  

Rahmān Al-Rāzī. Al-Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl; 5/145-146, and Al
Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 15/487-503, and Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 5/327
Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al-Kutub Al-Sittah; 1/590, and Al

; 1/319. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-D�u‘afā’ AL-S�aghīr; 1/66, and. Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al
�addithīn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 2/14, and Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al

Matrūkīn; 2/136-137, and Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al-
Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’; 1/236. 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/213. And see also: Al-
Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 9/281-282, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 

Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī
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is weak with regard to his memory and accuracy, 

�adīth critics,606 which is 

why several scholars have mentioned him in their books of weak narrators.607 

Kāshif.608 Also, Ibn Hajar 

s of narrator criticism on Zabbān, 

We found that Al-Albānī 

610 

Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Al-
Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī 

; 5/327-331, and Al-Dhahabī, 
; 1/590, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad 

ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-
Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’; 

-Kutub Al-Sittah; 1/400. And 

-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Al-
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-

Mundhirī; 1/127. 



However, the previous example

And t may be useful to mention other examples of weak 

but he has not stated their weakness.

 

� H�adīth (1): “Prayer is the mark of Islam. A person who says his prayer at the fixed 

hours with sincerity and devotion, observing all its regulations, is surely a 

faithful”.611 

 

This H�adīth is reported by the

following sources: Ta‘z+īm Qadr Al

Bi-As�bahān614 and Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al

Sufyān Tarīf Al-Sa‘dī, from Abū Nad

 

The Isnād contains Abū Sufyā

Dhahabī's Al-Kāshif616 and Al

Al-Barr has summarised the scholars

                                                 
611 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 26. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
 
612 See: Al-Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. 
 
613 See: Ibn Al-A‘rābī, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Al
 
614 See: Abū Al-Shaykh, ‘Abd Allah Ibn H
Wāridīna ‘Alayhā; 3/50-51. 
 
615 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
 
616 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ah
1/513. 
 
617 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar.

example clearly proves that the author uses the weak 

t may be useful to mention other examples of weak Ah�ādīth cited by the author in the book, 

weakness. These are: 

“Prayer is the mark of Islam. A person who says his prayer at the fixed 

hours with sincerity and devotion, observing all its regulations, is surely a 

is reported by the Companion Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī ط from the Prop

īm Qadr Al-S�alāh612, Mu‘jam Ibn Al-‘Arābī613, T4abaq

Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl615; by way of Hamzah 

from Abū Nadrah Al-‘Abdī, from Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudr

ufyān Tarīf Ibn Shihāb Al-Sa‘dī, who is a weak narrator as stated in

Al-‘Asqalānī's Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb617. We found that Imam 

rr has summarised the scholars' opinions in this narrator by saying, “They have 

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 19, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. Ta‘z+īm Qadr Al-S�alāh; 1/340

A‘rābī, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Al-Basrī. Mu‘jam Ibn Al-‘Arābī; 1/324. 

Shaykh, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Hayyān Al-Asbahānī. T4abaqāt Al-Muh�addith

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 4/117. 

mad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/282. 
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cited by the author in the book, 

“Prayer is the mark of Islam. A person who says his prayer at the fixed 

hours with sincerity and devotion, observing all its regulations, is surely a 

from the Prophet  in the 

4abaqāt Al-Muh�addithīn 

 Al-Zayyāt, from Abū 

Khudrī ط. 

, who is a weak narrator as stated in Al-

We found that Imam Ibn ‘Abd 

arrator by saying, “They have 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 

-341. 

�addithīn Bi-As�bahān Wa Al-

Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al-Kutub Al-Sittah; 



unanimously agreed that his Ah

This is the verdict of Al-Munāwī in Al

 

� H�adīth (2): “When a person stands in prayer the gates of P

all the veils between him and Allah are lifted (provided that he spoils not his prayer 

by coughing etc)”.621 

 

This H�adīth is reported by the

Al-Kabīr622; by way of Tarīf Ibn Al

Shāmī, from Abū Umāmah ط.

 

After citing this H�adīth in his book 

reported it in Al-Kabīr by way of T

I have found no autobiography for any of them”

weak. The three [narrators] who have narrated from Abū Umama

of narrators criticism”.624 The 

narrators. 

                                                 
618 Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar.
 
619 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. 
 
620 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 8/329-330. 
 
621 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 27. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narra
 
622 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
623 Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
624 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 14/486. 

Ah�ādīth are weak”.618 Based on this, the Isnād

Munāwī in Al-Taysīr619, and also of Al-Albānī.620 

“When a person stands in prayer the gates of Paradise are let open and 

all the veils between him and Allah are lifted (provided that he spoils not his prayer 

 

the Companion Abū Umāmah ط from the Prophet 

īf Ibn Al-Salt, from Al-Hajjāj Ibn ‘Abd Allah

. 

in his book Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id, Al-Haytham

by way of Tarīf Ibn Al-Salt from Al-Hajjāj Ibn ‘Abd Allah I

I have found no autobiography for any of them”.623 Al-Albānī agrees with him: “This 

weak. The three [narrators] who have narrated from Abū Umamah have no mention in the books 

The Isnād is therefore considered weak as it contains unknown 

 
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 5/11. 

Ra’ūf. Al-Taysīr Bi-Sharh�� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 2/135. 

Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 20, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narra

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr; 8/250. 

Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id

Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al
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Isnād is considered weak. 

 

aradise are let open and 

all the veils between him and Allah are lifted (provided that he spoils not his prayer 

from the Prophet  in Al-Mu‘jam 

āj Ibn ‘Abd Allah, from Isma‘īl Al-

Haythamī said: “Al-Tabarānī 

Abd Allah Ibn Hārūn, but 

agrees with him: “This Isnād is 

have no mention in the books 

weak as it contains unknown 

ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-Sayyi’ 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 

Fawā’id; 2/19-20. 

ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-Sayyi’ 



� H�adīth (3): “Allah loves the person who is attached to the mosque”

 

This H�adīth is reported by the

Mu‘jam Al-Awsat3626 and Al-Kāmil Fi D�u‘afā’ Al

from Darrāj Ibn Sam‘ān, from Abū Al

Khudrī ط. This Isnād has two weak narrators

 

- ‘Abd Allah Ibn Lahī‘ah Al

especially after his books were burnt according to the majority of 

 

- Darrāj Ibn Sam‘ān Al-Mis

especially with regard to the 

are weak, rejected.629 That is why Ibn 

other rejected Ah�ādīth. Based on this, the 

                                                 
625 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 43. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the b
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting a specific source.
 
626 Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. 
 
627 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
 
628 See: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al-Rah
Al-Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al
I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 4/166-174, an
and Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar.
 
629 See: Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Al
Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al
Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 3/180, and Al-
Al-Kutub Al-Sittah; 1/383, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar.

“Allah loves the person who is attached to the mosque”

the Companion Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī ط from the Prophet 

Kāmil Fi D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl627; by way of ‘Abd Allah Ibn Lahī‘ah

from Abū Al-Haytham Sulaymān Ibn ‘Amr,

has two weak narrators, They are: 

‘Abd Allah Ibn Lahī‘ah Al-Misrī is weak with respect to his memory and accuracy, 

ally after his books were burnt according to the majority of H�adīth

Misrī is somewhat weak. Most scholars have declared him weak, 

especially with regard to the Ah�ādīth he has narrated from Abū Al-Haytham; these 

That is why Ibn ‘Adī has mentioned the previous 

. Based on this, the Isnād of the H�adīth is considered weak. 

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 34, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in his commentary, without quoting a specific source. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Aws�at ; 2/269. 

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 4/152. 

Rahmān Al-Rāzī. Al-Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl; 5/145-146, and 
Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 15/487-503, and Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 

174, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al
Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/319. 

f Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 8/477
I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 3/40-41, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar.
-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb
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īth critics.628 

is somewhat weak. Most scholars have declared him weak, 

Haytham; these Ah�ādīth 

has mentioned the previous H�adīth along with 

is considered weak. Imams Al-

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

146, and Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd 
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Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 5/327-331, 
Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī Al-Kutub Al-Sittah; 1/590, 

; 8/477-480, and Al-Dhahabī, 
‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 

Kāshif Fī Ma‘rifat Man Lahu Riwāyah Fī 
Tahdhīb; 1/201. 
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‘Irāqī in Al-Mughnī ‘An H�aml Al-Asfār,630 Al-Haythamī in Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id631 and Al-

Munāwī in Al-Taysīr have declared it weak.632 Also, Al-Albānī has agreed with them.633 

 

We can say that the weak Ah�ādīth in the book, few or many, and whether or not the author knew 

of their weakness, do not pose a problem for the author, who does not consider them a criticism. 

That is because the Ah�ādīth are basically in line with his methodology of extensively mentioning 

weak Ah�ādīth in matters concerning Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl and Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb – as he 

made clear himself.634 But this is likely to lead to leniency in mentioning D�a‘īf Jiddan (very 

weak) Ah�ādīth. 

5.4.2 The categoty of D�a‘īf Jiddan Ah�ādīth 

In fact, the study concludes that there are 20 extremely weak Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Namāz. To 

support this, these are four examples as follows: 

 

� H�adīth (1): “Whoever leaves in the early morning for Fajr prayer leaves with the flag 

of Īmān, and whoever leaves for the market leaves with the flag of Satan”.635 

 

                                                 
630 See: Al-‘Irāqī, Abū Al-Fadl ‘Abd Al-Rahīm Ibn Al-Husayn. Al-Mughnī ‘An H�aml Al-Asfār Fī Al-Asfār Fī Takhrīj 
Mā fī Al-Ih�yā’ Min Al-Akhbār; 1/106. 
 
631 See: Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id; 2/23. 
 
632 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Al-Taysīr Bi-Sharh�� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 2/405. 
 
633 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 1/114. 
 
634 See for example: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 88, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad 
Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Darūd; 83, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī 
Jawābāt; 38-39. 
 
635 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 19, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 28, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh; 
28. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 
 



This H�adīth is reported by the Companion Salmān Al

in Sunan Ibn Mājah636, Al-Tabar

Kabīr638; by way of ‘Ubays Ibn Maymūn Al

from Abū ‘Uthmān Al-Nadī, from Salmān 

 

The Isnād of the above H�adīth

and is unanimously considered weak by scholars of 

scholars criticism regarding ‘Ubays Al

 

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Ab
Ah�ādīth”; Al-Bukhārī said, “He is 
record his Ah�ādīth
said, “He is is Munkar Al
Ahmad Al-Hākim and Al
Hibbān said, “He was neglectful, and used to report fabricated 
from trustworthy narrators in error not deliberately”; and the rest have 
declared him a weak narrator.

 

In his book Al-‘Ilal Wa Ma‘rifat Al

about this H�adīth, “This H�ad

“This chain of narration contains ‘Ubays Ibn Maymūn and he is unanimously rega

                                                 
636 See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. 
 
637 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad
 
638 See: Al-‘Uqaylī, Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. 
 
639 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
Ibn Tāhir Al-Maqdisī. Thadhkirt Al-
Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al
Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 7/81. 
 
640 Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 

is reported by the Companion Salmān Al-Fārsī ط who narrated from the Prophet 

abarānī's Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr637, and Al-‘Uqaylī's 

‘Ubays Ibn Maymūn Al-Basrī, from ‘Awūn Ibn Abī Shaddād Al

from Salmān ط. 

īth contains ‘Ubays Ibn Maymūn Al-Basrī whose 

and is unanimously considered weak by scholars of H��adīth. We have gathered the opinions of 

‘Ubays Al-Basrī from various sources. 

mad Ibn Hanbal, Abū Nu‘ym and Ibn ‘Adī said, “He reports rejected 
Bukhārī said, “He is Munkar Al-H�adīth, and it should not to 
ādīth”; Abū Hātim, Abū Tāhir Al-Maqdisī and Al

Munkar Al-H�adīth”; Al-Fallās, Abū Dāwūd, Al
ākim and Al-Haythamī said, “His H�adīth is rejected”; Ibn 

ān said, “He was neglectful, and used to report fabricated 
from trustworthy narrators in error not deliberately”; and the rest have 
declared him a weak narrator.639 

Ilal Wa Ma‘rifat Al-Rijāl, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said in reply to his son's enquiry 

�adīth is to be rejected”.640 In Mis�bāh� Al-Zujājah

“This chain of narration contains ‘Ubays Ibn Maymūn and he is unanimously rega

 
See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. Sunan Ibn Mājah; 2/751. 

Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr; 6/255. 

‘Uqaylī, Abū Ja‘far Muhammad Ibn ‘Amr. Al-D�u‘afā’ Al-Kabīr; 3/417. 

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 5/373, and Ibn Al
-H�uffāz+ Al-Mukharraj ‘Alā Al-H�urūf Wa Al-Alfāz+; 2/1064, and Al
Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 19/280-287, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn 

mad. Al-‘Ilal Wa Ma‘rifat Al-Rijāl; 3/458. 
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who narrated from the Prophet  

‘Uqaylī's Al-D�u‘afā’ Al-

from ‘Awūn Ibn Abī Shaddād Al-‘Uqaylī, 

whose H�adīth is rejected 

We have gathered the opinions of 

Adī said, “He reports rejected 
, and it should not to 

Maqdisī and Al-Bayhaqī 
Fallās, Abū Dāwūd, Al-Sājī, Abū 

is rejected”; Ibn 
ān said, “He was neglectful, and used to report fabricated Ah�ādīth 

from trustworthy narrators in error not deliberately”; and the rest have 

mad Ibn Hanbal said in reply to his son's enquiry 

Zujājah, Al-Busayrī said, 

“This chain of narration contains ‘Ubays Ibn Maymūn and he is unanimously regarded as a weak 

; 5/373, and Ibn Al-Qaysarānī, Muhammad 
; 2/1064, and Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn 



narrator”.641 Al-Albānī declared that the 

Mājah.642 Despite this, we find Shaykh Mulla ‘Alī Al

in his book Mirqāt Al-Mafātīh�

account the opinions of scholars in this narrator. 

extremely weak. 

 

� H�adīth (2): “When somebody is confronted with a need, whether pertaining to this 

life or the Hereafter, or whether it concerns Allah or a mortal, he should perform a 

perfect Wud�ū’, offer prayer of two 

Prophet , and then say:

Glorified be Allah, the L

of the worlds. I ask Thee all that leadeth to Thy Mercy and deserveth Thy 

forgiveness. I ask Thee abundance in all that is good and refuge from all that is

Leave me no sin but Thou pardonest 

need but Thou fulfill it. O most Merciful of those who show mercy”

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion

Sunan Al-Tirmidhī645, Sunan Ibn Mājah

Ibn Bakr Al-Sāhmī, from Fā’id Ibn 

                                                 
641 Al-Būsīrī, Shihāb Al-Dīn Ahmad Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
642 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
 
643 See: Al-Qārī, Mulla ‘Alī. Mirqāt Al
 
644 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Virtues of Salaat
Al-S�alāh; 20-21. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting a specific source.
 
645 See: Al-Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. 
 
646 See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. 
 
647 See: Al-Hākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 

Albānī declared that the H�adīth is very weak in his book 

Despite this, we find Shaykh Mulla ‘Alī Al-Qārī declared the chain of 

Mafātīh�643, and this is strange and difficult to accept when taking into 

account the opinions of scholars in this narrator. However, the grade summary of 

“When somebody is confronted with a need, whether pertaining to this 

r, or whether it concerns Allah or a mortal, he should perform a 

, offer prayer of two Rak‘āts, glorify Allah, then ask blessing for the 

Prophet , and then say: There is no god save Allah, the Clement, the Bountiful. 

Glorified be Allah, the Lord of the tremendous throne. Praise be to Allah, the Lord 

I ask Thee all that leadeth to Thy Mercy and deserveth Thy 

forgiveness. I ask Thee abundance in all that is good and refuge from all that is

Leave me no sin but Thou pardonest it, and no distress but Thou removes it, and no 

it. O most Merciful of those who show mercy”

by the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn Abī Awfā ط from 

Sunan Ibn Mājah646 and Mustadrak Al-H�ākim647; by way of 

’id Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Kūfī, from ‘Abd Allah Ibn Ab

 
Dīn Ahmad Ibn Abī Bakr. Mis�bāh� Al-Zujājah Fī Zawā’id Ibn Mājah

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Sunan Ibn Mājah; 1/171. 

Mirqāt Al-Mafātīh� Sharh� Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh�; 2/310. 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 11-12, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Virtues of Salaat; 19, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in his commentary, without quoting a specific source. 

Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. Sunan Al-Tirmidhī; 2/344. 

See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. Sunan Ibn Mājah; 1/441. 

ākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Mustadrak ‘Alā Al-S�ah�īh�ayn; 1/466. 
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is very weak in his book D�a‘īf Sunnan Ibn 

Qārī declared the chain of H�adīth is H�asan 

nd difficult to accept when taking into 

However, the grade summary of the H�adīth; is 

“When somebody is confronted with a need, whether pertaining to this 

r, or whether it concerns Allah or a mortal, he should perform a 

, glorify Allah, then ask blessing for the 

There is no god save Allah, the Clement, the Bountiful. 

ord of the tremendous throne. Praise be to Allah, the Lord 

I ask Thee all that leadeth to Thy Mercy and deserveth Thy 

forgiveness. I ask Thee abundance in all that is good and refuge from all that is evil. 

it, and no distress but Thou removes it, and no 

it. O most Merciful of those who show mercy”.644 

from the Prophet  in 

by way of ‘Abd Allah 

Abd Allah Ibn Abī Awfā ط. 

Zujājah Fī Zawā’id Ibn Mājah; 3/27. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il 
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The Isnād of H�adīth contains Fā’id Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān and he is rejected, as mentioned in 

Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb.648 Ibn Al-Jawzī has collected the opinions of leading scholars of H�adīth 

criticism regarding this narrator: 

 

Al-Nasā’ī and Ahmad said, ‘His H�adīth is rejected’. Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn 
said, ‘He is not trustworthy’ Al-Dārqutnī said, ‘Weak’. Al-Rāzī said, ‘His 
H�adīth is worthless, not to be written’. Al-Bukhārī said, ‘His H�adīth is 
rejected’. Abū Zur‘ah said, ‘One should not occupy oneself with him’. 
Ibn Hibbān said, ‘It is not permissible to use his H�adīth as evidence’”649 

 

After citing the H�adīth Al-Tirmidhī said, “This H�adīth is strange and its Isnād is controversial. 

Fā’id ‘Abd Al-Rahmān, who is Abū Al-Warqā’, is considered weak”.650 Based on this, the 

H�adīth is very weak, which is the verdict of Al-Sakhāwī in Al-Qawl Al-Badī‘651 and that of Al-

Albānī in D�a‘īf Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb.652 Ibn Al-Jawzī has exaggerated in his verdict on the 

H�adīth, declaring it fabricated in his book Al-Mawd�ū‘āt.653 Al-Dhahabī has commented on this in 

his summary of Al-Mawd�ū‘āt saying, “It is not fabricated, although that is a possibility”.654 This 

means that it is very weak. 

 

                                                 
648 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/444. 
 
649 Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 3/333. 
 
650 Al-Tirmidhī, Abū ‘Īsā Muhammad Ibn ‘Īsā. Sunan Al-Tirmidhī; 2/344. 
 
651 See: Al-Sakhāwī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Qawl Al-Badī‘ Fī Al-S�alāt ‘Alā Al-H�abīb Al-Shafī’; 431-
432. 
 
652 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī; 1/214. 
 
653 See: Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Min Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Marfū‘āt; 2/61. 
 
654 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Talkhīs� Kitāb Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Li-Ibn Al-Jawzī; 1/190. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



� H�adīth (3): “May Allah bless a person who keeps a lash hanging in his house for the 

admonition of his house

 

This H�adīth is reported by the

Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl656; 

Basrī from Abū Al-Zubayr Al

defects, as follows: 

 

- Ma‘ān Abū Sālih “has reported rejected 

about the weak narrators.657

 
Ahmad Ibn ‘Adī said, 
D�u‘afā’ saying, “His 
‘Adī said, after quoting this and another 
H�adīth of his other than these two”

 

- ‘Abbād Ibn Kathīr Al-Bas

We have collected the opinions of scholars of 

several sources as follows:

 
Abū Tālib said, “Ah
that he had never heard, but he as righteous
reported what he had not heard?’ He said, ‘Foolishness and 

                                                 
655 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 36. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it
from Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr by Al-Suyūtī.
 
656 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-
 
657 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
658 Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 

“May Allah bless a person who keeps a lash hanging in his house for the 

on of his house-folk”.655 

the Companion Jābir Ibn ‘Abd Allah م. from the Prophet 

 by way of Ma‘ān Abū Salih Al-Basrī from ‘

Zubayr Al-Makkī from Jabir Ibn ‘Abd Allah م. The 

“has reported rejected Ah�ādīth”, according to Al

657 The same is said in Lisān Al-Mīzān by Ibn H

said, “He is unknown”. Al-‘Uqaylī mentioned him in 
His H�adīth is not memorised and nor is it followed

said, after quoting this and another H�adīth, “I do not know any other 
of his other than these two”.658 

Basrī's H�adīth is rejected and there is consensus on his weakness. 

We have collected the opinions of scholars of H�adīth criticism on ‘

several sources as follows: 

lib said, “Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said, ‘He has reported false 
ever heard, but he as righteous’ I asked him, ‘How come he 

reported what he had not heard?’ He said, ‘Foolishness and 

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 27, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it

Suyūtī. 

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 4/335. 

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mughnī Fī Al-D�u‘afā’; 2/665. 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Lisān Al-Mīzān; 6/56. 
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“May Allah bless a person who keeps a lash hanging in his house for the 

from the Prophet  in Al-

‘Abbād Ibn Kathīr Al-

The Isnād contains three 

according to Al-Dhahabī in his book 

by Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqalānī: 

mentioned him in Al-
is not memorised and nor is it followed”. Ibn 

I do not know any other 

is rejected and there is consensus on his weakness. 

‘Abbād Al-Basrī from 

rted false Ah�ādīth 
’ I asked him, ‘How come he 

reported what he had not heard?’ He said, ‘Foolishness and 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 
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heedlessness’”. Ibn Ma‘īn said, “He is worth nothing and his H�adīth is 
not to be recorded”. Sufyān Al-Thawrī said, “Beware of the Ah�ādīth of 
‘Abbād Ibn Kathīr”. Al-Bukhārī said, “They said nothing on him; they 
rejected him”. Al-Nasā’ī, Al-‘Ijlī, Al-‘Irāqī, Al-Haythamī and Ibn Hajar 
said, “His H�adīth is rejected”. Al-Sājī said, “Truthful, ascetic, often 
mistaken, his H�adīth is rejected and not memorised”. Al-Dārqutnī and Ibn 
‘Ammār said, “Weak”. Al-‘Uqaylī, Al-Balkhī and Ibn Shāhīn mentioned 
him among the weak narrators.659 

 

- The third defect is the concealment of Abū Al-Zubayr Al-Makkī, who is famous for 

concealment. His H�adīth is not accepted unless he clearly states having heard from a narrator 

– as decided by scholars –660 and what he has done here is to conceal, without stating clearly 

having heard from the narrator. 

 

Based on the above, the H�adīth is considered very weak due to these defects which impair its 

authenticity, especially the second defect. Al-Suyūtī cited this H�adīth in Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr and 

attributed it to Ibn ‘Adī's Al-Kāmil. Commenting on Al-Suyūtī, Al-Munāwī said, “It appears from 

what the author has done that Ibn ‘Adī has collected and accepted the H�adīth. But the opposite is 

true as he has declared it weak because of this Kathīr. He also reported Al-Bukhārī, Al-Nasā’ī 

and Ibn Ma‘īn as declaring the H�adīth weak and he agreed with them”.661 

 

                                                 
659 See: Maghlatāy, Ibn Qalīj Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Ikmāl Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl; 7/178-180, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn 
‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 5/87-88, and Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id 
Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id; 2/296, 3/246, and Al-‘Irāqī, Abū Al-Fadl ‘Abd Al-Rahīm Ibn Al-Husayn. Al-Mughnī ‘An 
H�aml Al-Asfār Fī Al-Asfār Fī Takhrīj Mā fī Al-Ih�yā’ Min Al-Akhbār; 1/648, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn 
Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/290. 
 
660 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Ta‘rīf Ahl Al-Taqdīs Bi-Mrātib Al-Maws�ūfīn Bil-Tadlīs; 1/45, and 
Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/506. 
 
661 Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 4/25. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



� H�adīth (4): “Allah says, ‘I hold back retribution, deserved by a locality, when I see 

therein some people who frequently visit the mosque, love one another for My sake, 

and pray for forgiveness in the hours of darkness’”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the Companion

Īmān663; by way of Sālih Ibn Bishr Al

The Isnād contains Sālih Ibn Al

sayings of the scholars of H�ad

narrator from various sources as follows:

 

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said, “He is a storyteller, he tells stories. He has no 
Athar or H�adīth to report and he does not
Ma‘īn said, “He is nothing; he was a storyteller. The 
from Thābit are all false”
weak”. Al-Fallās, Al
is rejected”. Al-Nā
Sa‘dī and Al-Jawzaj
H�adīth are not to be recorded”
reported strange Ah
on them”. Ibn Hibb
to memorising. He used to mistakenly report what he heard from Th
Al-Hasan and such people as coming from Anas. Some fabricated 
narrations appeared
trustworthy narrators, so he deserves to be rejected. Yah
used to criticise him strongly”
rejected by the leading scholars. He has no 
only come up with what few 
does not lie deliberately, he only makes mistakes”

                                                 
662 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 42. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, quo
Mathūr by Al-Suyūtī. 
 
663 Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al
 
664 See: Ibn Abī Hātim, ‘Abd Al-Rah
‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al
Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 13/18-20, and Al-

“Allah says, ‘I hold back retribution, deserved by a locality, when I see 

therein some people who frequently visit the mosque, love one another for My sake, 

and pray for forgiveness in the hours of darkness’”.662 

by the Companion Anas Ibn Mālik ط from the Prophet 

ālih Ibn Bishr Al-Mirrī, from Thābit Al-Bunānī, from Anas Ibn M

ālih Ibn Al-Mirrī who is weak. In fact, he is rejected as apparent from th

�adīth criticism. We have collected the words of scholars on this 

as follows: 

anbal said, “He is a storyteller, he tells stories. He has no 
to report and he does not know about H�adīth”. 

n said, “He is nothing; he was a storyteller. The Ah�ādīth he narrates 
bit are all false”. ‘Alī Ibn Al-Madīnī said, “He is nothing. He is 

s, Al-Bukhārī and Abū Hatim Al-Rāzī said, “His 
āsaī and Al-Dūlābī said, “His H�adīth is rejected”

Jawzajānī, “His H�adīth is weak”. Abū Dāwūd said, “His 
are not to be recorded”. Al-Tirmidhī said, “Sālih Al

Ah�ādīth reported by no one else. He is not to be followed 
ibbān said, “He was righteous but heedless when it came 

to memorising. He used to mistakenly report what he heard from Th
asan and such people as coming from Anas. Some fabricated 

narrations appeared among his Ah�ādīth, which he reported from 
trustworthy narrators, so he deserves to be rejected. Yahyā 
used to criticise him strongly”. Ibn ‘Adī said, “Most of his Ah
rejected by the leading scholars. He has no H�adīth to report, but 
only come up with what few Isnād and Matn he knows. In my view, he 
does not lie deliberately, he only makes mistakes”.664 

 
lawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 33, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of his book, quoting from Al-Durr Al

Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 6/500. 

Rahmān Al-Rāzī. Al-Jarh� Wa Al-Ta‘dīl; 4/395, and Ibn Al
ā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 2/46, and Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rah

-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb
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“Allah says, ‘I hold back retribution, deserved by a locality, when I see 

therein some people who frequently visit the mosque, love one another for My sake, 

the Prophet  in Shu‘ab Al-

from Anas Ibn Mālik ط. 

who is weak. In fact, he is rejected as apparent from the 

criticism. We have collected the words of scholars on this 

anbal said, “He is a storyteller, he tells stories. He has no 
 Yahyā Ibn 
he narrates 

said, “He is nothing. He is 
said, “His H�adīth 

is rejected”. Al-
d said, “His 
Al-Mirrī has 

else. He is not to be followed 
n said, “He was righteous but heedless when it came 

to memorising. He used to mistakenly report what he heard from Thābit, 
asan and such people as coming from Anas. Some fabricated 

, which he reported from 
 Ibn Ma‘īn 
Ah�ādīth are 

to report, but he has 
he knows. In my view, he 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Durr Al-Manthūr Fī Al-Tafsīr Bil-

Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj 
Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl 

Tahdhīb; 3/334. 
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Based on the above opinions on Sālih Al-Mirrī, it can be said that the Isnād of the H�adīth is very 

weak. For this reason, Ibn ‘Adī has cited this H�adīth in his Al-Kāmil among the rejected Ah�ādīth. 

Al-Suyūtī has declared this H�adīth weak and Al-Munāwī agrees with him in Fayd� Al-Qadīr.665 

Al-Albānī said, “Very weak”.666 

5.4.3 The category of Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth 

As for the fabricated Ah�ādīth, we found that Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā has denied the 

existence of this kind of Ah�ādīth in his book Fad�ā‘il Namāz. This was in his reply to a letter he 

received regarding this issue. Below is the text of the letter and his reply according to the book 

Kutub Fad�ā’il Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt by the author himself: 

 

Letter number thirty-two: 
I had an argument with a man because of your book Fad�ā’il Namāz. He 
said that all Ah�ādīth mentioned in this book are fabricated and have weak 
chains. He also said many bad things about you. I would like you to tell 
me whether there are any fabricated Ah�ādīth in this book? 
 
Answer: 
There are no fabricated Ah�ādīth in this book but some have been labelled 
as being weak. I would like to tell you that the scholars of H�ādīth have 
said that it is permissible to use weak Ah�ādīth in relation to good actions. 
As to those Ah�ādīth that have been called weak, I have mentioned all the 
details regarding it alongside. It is not suitable to argue with people 
regarding such minor issues because this would be very harmful for 
Muslims in general if everyone were to argue on such small matters. Tell 
the person who argued with you to write to me about all the weak Ah�ādīth 
in this book and I will think about it.667 

 

                                                 
665 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 2/314. 
 
666 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-Sayyi’ 
‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 14/1202-1203. 
 
667 Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt; 77-78. 
 



We can see from the author's reply that he admits that some of the 

justifies. We can also see that he clearly denies that any of the 

opinion. However, the conclusions of the study do not corroborate the a

confirm the existence of a number of fabricated 

diagram. Here are four examples

conclusions of the study: 

 

� H�adīth (1): “If a man

on the gate of Hell, 'so and so must definitively go through Hell'”.

 

The author mentioned this H�ad

Abū Al-Layth Al-Samarqandī.

Prophet  without mentioning the 

 

After searching for the H�adīth

Al-Khudrī ط who narrated from the Proph

Al-Fad�l Al-Zuhrī 670, H�ilyat Al

Ibn Harb, from Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā Ibn Talhah Ibn ‘Ubayd Allah Al

Kīdām, from ‘Atiyyah Al-‘Awfī, from Abū Sa‘īd Al

                                                 
668 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 47. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentar
Al-Mah�zūn by Abū Al-Layth Al-Samarqandī.
 
669 See: Al-Samarqandī, Abū Al-Layth Nas
 
670 See: Abū Al-Fadl Al-Zuhrī, ‘Ubayd Allah
 
671 See: Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
672 See: Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-

rom the author's reply that he admits that some of the Ah�ādīth

justifies. We can also see that he clearly denies that any of the Ah�ādīth is fabricated. This is his 

opinion. However, the conclusions of the study do not corroborate the a

confirm the existence of a number of fabricated Ah�ādīth in the book as shown in the previous 

four examples of fabricated Ah�ādīth mentioned in the book based on the 

“If a man deliberately leaves one mandatory prayer, his name is written 

on the gate of Hell, 'so and so must definitively go through Hell'”.

�adīth in his commentary, quoting from the book 

Samarqandī.669 We found that Al-Samarqandī cited the H�ad

ing the Isnād of H�adīth. 

īth's chain of narration, it was found that it is reported by

who narrated from the Prophet  according to the following sources: 

�ilyat Al-Awliyā’671, and Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl

Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā Ibn Talhah Ibn ‘Ubayd Allah Al-Taymī

‘Awfī, from Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī ط. 

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 38, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of his book, quoting from Qurrat Al-
Samarqandī. 

Layth Nasr Ibn Muhammad. Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al

Zuhrī, ‘Ubayd Allah Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. H�adīth Abū Al-Fad�l Al

ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al

-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 1/304. 
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ādīth are weak, which he 

is fabricated. This is his 

opinion. However, the conclusions of the study do not corroborate the author's claim, as they 

in the book as shown in the previous 

mentioned in the book based on the 

deliberately leaves one mandatory prayer, his name is written 

on the gate of Hell, 'so and so must definitively go through Hell'”.668 

in his commentary, quoting from the book Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn by 

H�adīth attributed to the 

's chain of narration, it was found that it is reported by Abū Sa‘īd 

according to the following sources: H�adīth Abū 

Rijāl672; by way of Sālih 

Taymī, from Mis‘ar Ibn 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

-‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al-Qalb 

‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al-Qalb Al-Mah�zūn; 21. 

�l Al-Zuhrī; 1/443. 

Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al-As�fīyā’; 7/254. 



The problem with the H�adīth 

narrates fabricated Ah�ādīth. Here is a summary of what they said of him from different sources:

 

Abū ‘Alī Al-Naysābūr
Al-Azdī said, “A major liar. It is not permissible to narrare from him”; 
Al-Hākim said, “He reported fabricated 
Ibn Abī Dhi’b”; Sālih Ibn Muhammad Jazrah said, “He use
H�adīth”; Al-Asbah
Allah Al-Taymī reports fabricated 
heart shudders from his 
who reported fabricated an
It is not allowed to narrate from him at all”; and Ibn ‘Adī classified this 
H�adīth as false, and then added, “Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā's other 
from this and generally his 
narrators alike”.673

 

From the above opinions on Ismā‘īl Al

Al-Khudrī's H�adīth; is fabricated

 

� H�adīth (2): “The mandatory prayer has a given wei

diminishes it will be judged for the shortcoming”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by Umm Al

Al-Asbahānī's Al-Targhīb Wa Al

                                                 
673 See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al
Matrūkīn; 1/126-127, and Al-Asbah
Al-Allah Al-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al
Al-Mīzān; 1/441. 
 
674 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 83, and 
68. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
 
675 See: Abū Al-Qāsim Al-Asbahānī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muhammad. 

 is Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā Al-Taymī, who, scholars say, is a liar and 

. Here is a summary of what they said of him from different sources:

Naysābūrī, Al-Dāraqutnī and Al-Hākim said, “He is a liar”; 
Azdī said, “A major liar. It is not permissible to narrare from him”; 

ākim said, “He reported fabricated Ah�ādīth from Mālik, Mis‘ar and 
Ibn Abī Dhi’b”; Sālih Ibn Muhammad Jazrah said, “He used to fabricate 

bahānī said, “Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā Ibn Talhah Ibn ‘Ubayd 
Taymī reports fabricated Ah�ādīth from Mis‘ar and Mālik. The 

heart shudders from his H�adīth”; Ibn Hibbān said, “He was among those 
who reported fabricated and baseless Ah�ādīth from trustworthy narrators. 
It is not allowed to narrate from him at all”; and Ibn ‘Adī classified this 

as false, and then added, “Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā's other Ah�
from this and generally his Ah�ādīth are false, from trustworthy and weak 

673 

From the above opinions on Ismā‘īl Al-Taymī, it is clear that the grade summary of 

fabricated, because Al-Taymī is considered liar. 

“The mandatory prayer has a given weight in the eyes of Allah. Whoever 

diminishes it will be judged for the shortcoming”.674 

is reported by Umm Al-Mu’minīn ‘Ā’ishah ك who narrated from the Prophet 

Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb675; by way of Abū Bakr Ibn ‘Abd Allah Ibn

 
ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addith

bahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al-D�u‘afā’
Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 1/302-307, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 68, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

ānī, Ismā‘īl Ibn Muhammad. Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb; 2/245.
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, who, scholars say, is a liar and 

. Here is a summary of what they said of him from different sources: 

ākim said, “He is a liar”; 
Azdī said, “A major liar. It is not permissible to narrare from him”; 

from Mālik, Mis‘ar and 
d to fabricate 

ānī said, “Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā Ibn Talhah Ibn ‘Ubayd 
from Mis‘ar and Mālik. The 

ān said, “He was among those 
from trustworthy narrators. 

It is not allowed to narrate from him at all”; and Ibn ‘Adī classified this 
Ahādīth apart 

ustworthy and weak 

the grade summary of Abū Sa‘īd 

ght in the eyes of Allah. Whoever 

who narrated from the Prophet , in 

Abū Bakr Ibn ‘Abd Allah Ibn Abī 

�addithīn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-
ā’; 1/60, and Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Lisān 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
akariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh; 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 

; 2/245. 
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Sabrah, from ‘Abd Al-A‘lā Ibn ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Abī Farwah, from Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Al-

Rahmān Al-Asadī, from ‘Urwah Ibn Al-Zubayr from ‘Ā’ishah ك. 

 

The weakness in the H�adīth is Abū Bakr Abī Sabrah who is a liar known for fabricating 

Ah�ādīth, as described by a number of scholars of H�adīth. Here is a summary of what they said of 

him from various sources as follows: 

 

Ahmad said, “He is of no value. He used to fabricate Ah�ādīth and lie”; 
Al-Hākim Abū ‘Abd Allah said, “He reports fabricated Ah�ādīth from 
trustworthy narrators”; Ibn Hibbān said, “He was among those who report 
fabricated Ah�ādīth from trustworthy narrators. It is not permissible to note 
down his H�adīth nor to use it as proof”; Ibn ‘Adī said, “He is among 
those who fabricate H�adīth”; Al-Bukhārī and Al-Nasā’ī said, “His H�adīth 
is rejected”; Al-Haythamī said: ‘Abū Bakr Ibn Abī Sabrah is a liar”. 
Ya‘qūb Ibn Sufyān also mentioned him in ‘Chapter of those from whom 
it is desirable to narrate’.676 

 

From the above opinions on Abū Bakr Abī Sabrah, the H�adīth is considered fabricated. In his 

book Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah, Al-Albānī declared the H�adīth 

fabricated.677 

 

� H�adīth (3): “The Devil remains scared of a Muslim so long as he is particular about 

his prayer, but no sooner does he neglect it than the Devil gets a hold upon him and 

aspires for success in seducing him”.678 

                                                 
676 See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addithīn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-
Matrūkīn; 3/147, and Ibn ‘Adī, ‘Abd Al-Allah Al-Jurjānī. Al-Kāmil Fī D�u‘afā’ Al-Rijāl; 297, and Al-Dhahabī, 
Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Siyar A‘lām Al-Nubalā’; 7/330-333, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb 
Al-Tahdhīb; 12/31-32, and Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-
Fawā’id; 3/275. 
 
677 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-
Sayyi’ ‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 11/463. 

 
678 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 20, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 28. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 



This H�adīth is reported on the authority of 

Rāfi‘ī's Al-Tadwīn Fī Akhbār Qazwīn

Ibn Mūsā Al-Ridā, from his father M

Muhammad Al-Sādiq, from his father Muh

Husayn Al-Sajjād, from his father Al

Tālīb ط. 

 

The above H�adīth is fabricated because its 

Dāwūd Ibn Sulaymān Ibn Yūsuf Al

Dhahabī said, “Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn

he is a liar and he has a fabrication from 

Mahrawayh Al-Qazwīnī, a truthful narrator, has narrated from him”

agrees with him in Lisān Al-Mīzān

this narrator has reported from 

that is why Al-Suyūtī has not mentioned this 

kept free of fabricated Ah�ādīth

 

At any rate, the H�adīth is fabricated, and it would have been better for Shaykh Muh

Zakariyyā not to mention this fabricated 

                                                 
679 See: Al-Rāfi‘ī, ‘Abd Al-Karīm Ibn Muhammad. 
 
680 Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
 
681 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
 
682 However, as a matter of fact, Al-
something for which some scholars have criticised him.
 
683 See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 

is reported on the authority of ‘Alī Ibn Abī Tālīb ط from the Prophet 

Tadwīn Fī Akhbār Qazwīn679; by way of Dāwūd Ibn Sulaymān Al

from his father Mūsā Ibn Ja‘far Al-Kāzim, from his father Ja

from his father Muhammad Ibn ‘Alī Al-Bāqir, from his father 

d, from his father Al-Husayn Ibn ‘Alī Al-Shahīd, from his father 

is fabricated because its Isnād contains a liar, in the person of Abū Ah

suf Al-Jurjānī Al-Ghāzī. Talking about him in 

‘īn declared him a liar and Abū Hātim did not know him. Anyway, 

he is a liar and he has a fabrication from ‘Alī Al-Ridā, which ‘Alī 

, a truthful narrator, has narrated from him”.680 Ibn H

Mīzān.681 This H�adīth is considered among the fabricated ones which 

this narrator has reported from ‘Alī Al-Ridā as is apparent in the Isnād of the 

has not mentioned this H�adīth in his Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�agh

ādīth,682 although he cited it in his earlier book Al

is fabricated, and it would have been better for Shaykh Muh

is fabricated H�adīth in his book. But it seems that the author did not 

 
Karīm Ibn Muhammad. Al-Tadwīn Fī Akhbār Qazwīn; 2/125. 

mad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 3/12. 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Lisān Al-Mīzān; 2/417. 

-Suyūtī did not follow this rule as his book did contain some fabricated 
ich some scholars have criticised him. 

ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Jāmi‘ Al-Ah�ādīth; 17/134. 
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from the Prophet  in Al-

n Al-Jurjānī, from ‘Alī 

from his father Ja‘far Ibn 

from his father ‘Alī Ibn Al-

from his father ‘Alī Ibn Abī 

contains a liar, in the person of Abū Ahmad 

. Talking about him in Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Al-

tim did not know him. Anyway, 

 Ibn Muhammad Ibn 

Ibn Hajar Al-‘Asqālānī 

is considered among the fabricated ones which 

of the H�adīth. Perhaps 

�aghīr from which he has 

Al-Jāmi‘ Al-Kabīr.683 

is fabricated, and it would have been better for Shaykh Muhammad 

in his book. But it seems that the author did not 

did not follow this rule as his book did contain some fabricated Ah�ādīth, 



look at the Isnād of the H�adīth

with its Matn and without its 

H�adīth.684 

 

� H�adīth (4): “For (a good) prayer, keep your back and stomach light”

 

This H�adīth is reported by the C

Prophet  in H�ilyat Al-Awliyā

Kidām from ‘Atiyyah Al-‘Awf

 

This Isnād contains Ismā‘il Ibn Yahyā Ibn ‘Ubayd Allah Al

by Abū ‘Alī Al-Naysābūrī, Al

not permissible to report from him

‘Ubayd Allah Al-Taymī has reported fabrications from Mis

feeling of disgust, and he is rejected”

fabrication from trustworthy narrators, and other 

narrators. It is not permissible to report from him or use his 

                                                 
684 See: Al-Hindī, ‘Alī Al-Muttaqī Ibn Husām. 
 
685 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 95. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator.
from Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr by Al-Suyūtī.
 
686 See: Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
687 See: Al-Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. 
Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Lisān Al-Mīzān; 1/441.
 
688 Al-Asbahānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
689 Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al
1/126. 

īth and when citing it, only relied on books that mention 

and without its Isnād such as Kanz Al-‘Ummāl which contains this fabri

For (a good) prayer, keep your back and stomach light”

by the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Umar Ibn Al

Awliyā686; by way of Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā Al-Taymī

Awfī from ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Umar م. 

Ismā‘il Ibn Yahyā Ibn ‘Ubayd Allah Al-Taymī who is a liar 

, Al-Hākim and Al-Dārqutnī; in fact, Al-Azdī said, “A great liar;

permissible to report from him”.687 Al-Asbahānī said in Al-D�u‘afa’, “Ism

has reported fabrications from Mis‘ar and Mālik. His 

feeling of disgust, and he is rejected”.688 Ibn Hibbān said also said about him, “He used to report 

fabrication from trustworthy narrators, and other Ah�ādīth with no origin from trustworthy 

narrators. It is not permissible to report from him or use his H�adīth as evidence”

 
Muttaqī Ibn Husām. Kanz Al-‘Ummāl Fī Sunan Al-Aqwāl Wa Al

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 79, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator.

Suyūtī. 

ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. H�ilyat Al-Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al

Dhahabī, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad. Mīzān Al-I‘tidāl Fī Naqd Al-Rijāl; 1/415, and Al
; 1/441. 

ānī, Abū Nu‘aym Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Al-D�u‘afā’; 1/60. 

ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. Al-Majrūh�īn Min Al-Muh�addithīn Wa Al
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and when citing it, only relied on books that mention H�adīth only 

which contains this fabricated 

For (a good) prayer, keep your back and stomach light”.685 

Umar Ibn Al-Khattāb م. from the 

Taymī from Mis‘ar Ibn 

who is a liar – declared so 

said, “A great liar; it is 

, “Ismā‘īl Ibn Yahyā Ibn 

lik. His H�adīth invokes a 

lso said about him, “He used to report 

with no origin from trustworthy 

as evidence”.689 

Aqwāl Wa Al-Af‘āl; 7/319. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

Awliyā’ Wa T4abaqāt Al-As�fīyā’; 7/255. 

; 1/415, and Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad 

īn Wa Al-D�u‘afā’ Wa Al-Matrūkīn; 



If that is the case with Ismā‘īl Al

Al-Suyūtī has classified the H�ad

Al-Munāwī did not comment on this.

in D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr.691

5.4.4 The category of Lā As�la Lahu Ah�ādīth

Here, we should give three examples of the type of 

those Ah�ādīth that are attributed to the Prophet 

find in books of Ah�ādīth and so forth.

 

� H�adīth (1): “There is in Hell a valley called the Pit of Suffering, in which there are 

scorpions, each the size of a black mule, with seventy poisonous spikes. They will 

sting the one who leaves prayers once 

will feel the pain from the poison for one thousand years. His flesh will then be torn 

from his bones, pus will flow from his genitals, and he will be cursed by those in 

Hell”.692 

 

The author ascribed this H�adīth

H�adīth and attributed it to the Prophet 

                                                 
690 See: Al-Munāwī, ‘Abd Al-Ra’ūf. 
 
691 See: Al-Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al
Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-
 
692 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 47. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 
from Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al
 
693 See: Al-Samarqandī, Abū Al-Layth Nas
 
 

l Al-Taymī then the H�adīth is indeed fabricated. It is surprising that 

H�adīth as weak, an inadequate verdict. It is even more surprising that 

Munāwī did not comment on this.690 However, Al-Albānī has declared the 

691 

Lā As�la Lahu Ah�ādīth 

Here, we should give three examples of the type of Ah�ādīth that have no base. By this we mean 

that are attributed to the Prophet , but whose chains of narrators we coul

and so forth. 

“There is in Hell a valley called the Pit of Suffering, in which there are 

scorpions, each the size of a black mule, with seventy poisonous spikes. They will 

sting the one who leaves prayers once and empty their poison in his body. The latter 

will feel the pain from the poison for one thousand years. His flesh will then be torn 

from his bones, pus will flow from his genitals, and he will be cursed by those in 

th to the book Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn by Al-Samarqandī

and attributed it to the Prophet  without stating the chain of narration, nor even the 

 
Ra’ūf. Fayīd� Al-Qadīr Sharh� Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr; 1/443. 

Albānī, Muhmmad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aqīr; 1/239. And see also: 
-D�a‘īfah Wa Al-Mawd�ū‘ah Wa Atharuhā Al-Sayyi’ ‘Alā Al

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 39, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al-Qalb Al-Mah�zūn by Abū Al-Layth Al-Samarqandī. 

Layth Nasr Ibn Muhammad. Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al
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is indeed fabricated. It is surprising that 

as weak, an inadequate verdict. It is even more surprising that 

has declared the H�adīth fabricated 

that have no base. By this we mean 

but whose chains of narrators we could not 

“There is in Hell a valley called the Pit of Suffering, in which there are 

scorpions, each the size of a black mule, with seventy poisonous spikes. They will 

and empty their poison in his body. The latter 

will feel the pain from the poison for one thousand years. His flesh will then be torn 

from his bones, pus will flow from his genitals, and he will be cursed by those in 

Samarqandī693 who cited the 

without stating the chain of narration, nor even the 

; 1/239. And see also: Al-Albānī, Muhammad 
Sayyi’ ‘Alā Al-’Ummah; 8/38-39. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

yūn Wa Mufrih� Al-Qalb Al-Mah�zūn; 25. 



name of the Companion. Throught this study, we conducted an extensive research in the famous 

Islamic compilations and books of 

narrators and the like, but we could not find any chain of narration for it. Therefore, 

summary of this H�adīth; is Lā As�la Lahu

 

� H�adīth (2): “Ten persons will be specially tormented, 

person who neglects his prayer. It is said that his hands will be tied while the angels 

shall smite him on his face and back. The Paradise will tell him, ‘In me there is no 

room for you’, and the Hell will say to him, ‘Come to me. You are for me and I am 

for you’”.694 

 

The author has cited this H�adīth

of the H�adīth, quoting from Qurrat Al

his book, emphatically attributing it to the Prophet 

Companion narrator. We have extensively searched various sources of the Islamic heritage for 

the H�adīth but did not find its origin or 

reached the same conclusion. Therefore, we can say that the 

 

� H�adīth (3): “A person neglecting his prayer (even though he makes it up later) shall 

remain in Hell for a period of one 

                                                 
694 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 47. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 
from Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al
 
695 See: Al-Samarqandī, Abū Al-Layth Nas
 
 

name of the Companion. Throught this study, we conducted an extensive research in the famous 

mic compilations and books of H�adīth, Fiqh, Tafsīr, and even history books, biographies of 

narrators and the like, but we could not find any chain of narration for it. Therefore, 

Lā As�la Lahu (no base). 

“Ten persons will be specially tormented, - one of them will be 

person who neglects his prayer. It is said that his hands will be tied while the angels 

shall smite him on his face and back. The Paradise will tell him, ‘In me there is no 

’, and the Hell will say to him, ‘Come to me. You are for me and I am 

īth in the commentary of the book without mentioning the narrator 

Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn by Al-Samarqandī.695 The latter ci

his book, emphatically attributing it to the Prophet  but without Isnād

Companion narrator. We have extensively searched various sources of the Islamic heritage for 

but did not find its origin or Isnād so we can study it. The reviser of 

reached the same conclusion. Therefore, we can say that the H�adīth has no origin.

“A person neglecting his prayer (even though he makes it up later) shall 

remain in Hell for a period of one H�uqab. A H�uqab is equal to eighty years of three 

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 39, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al-Qalb Al-Mah�zūn by Abū Al-Layth Al-Samarqandī 

Layth Nasr Ibn Muhammad. Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al
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name of the Companion. Throught this study, we conducted an extensive research in the famous 

, and even history books, biographies of 

narrators and the like, but we could not find any chain of narration for it. Therefore, the grade 

one of them will be - the 

person who neglects his prayer. It is said that his hands will be tied while the angels 

shall smite him on his face and back. The Paradise will tell him, ‘In me there is no 

’, and the Hell will say to him, ‘Come to me. You are for me and I am 

in the commentary of the book without mentioning the narrator 

The latter cited the H�adīth in 

Isnād or the name of the 

Companion narrator. We have extensively searched various sources of the Islamic heritage for 

we can study it. The reviser of Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn 

has no origin. 

“A person neglecting his prayer (even though he makes it up later) shall 

is equal to eighty years of three 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

Mufrih� Al-Qalb Al-Mah�zūn; 23. 
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hundred and sixty days each, and a day in the Hereafter shall equal one thousand 

years of this world”.696 

 

The author mentioned the above H�adīth in the main text of the book, and which he attributed to 

the book Majālis Al-Abrār Wa Masālik Al-Akhyār by Al-Rūmī.697 Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā 

himself then clearly said: “I have not found it in the book of H�adīth”.698 We also have conducted 

an extensive research on this H�adīth but did not find its chain of narration, which mean that it has 

no base.699 

 

Thus, we are surprised to see the author mention this H�adīth while he admits its non-existence in 

the books of H�adīth. Are there not in the Islamic heritage any other than this H�adīth which has no 

                                                 
696 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 37-38, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 47. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 
from Majālis Al-Abrār Wa Masālik Al-Akhyār Wa Mah�ā’iq Al-Bida‘ Wa Maqāmi‘ Al-Ashrār by Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd 
Al-Qādir Al-Rūmī. 
 
697 See: Al-Rūmī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Qādir. Majālis Al-Abrār Wa Masālik Al-Akhyār Wa Mah�ā’iq Al-Bida‘ Wa 
Maqāmi‘ Al-Ashrār; 320. 
 
698 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 38-39, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 47. 
 
699 There was a researcher at the time of the author also confirmed this result. He wrote a letter about this H�adīth and 
requested that the author omits the H�adīth from his book, but Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā declined saying that 
“the book Majālis Al-Abrār can be trusted and considered as a source since it was praised by Al-Imām ‘Abd Al-
‘Azīz Al-Dahlawī”. 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Kutub Fad�ā’l Par Ishkālāt Awr Un Kī Jawābāt; 75-76, 120, 122. 
 

In fact, the author's response reflects the strategy of leniency that he adopts. Also, his justification that Majālis Al-
Abrār by Al-RūmīJ – (d. 1041 H./1631 CE.) – has been praised by Al-Dahlawī is not enough, in our opinion, for the 
H�adīth to be accepted, as Al-Rūmī, the book's author, mentioned it without chain of narration, and nor did he impose 
upon himself to mention only authentic Ah�ādīth. He did not make such a claim at all, and if he did then the nature of 
some Ah�ādīth in his book would have contradicted that claim. Besides, Al-Dahlawī praised the book in general, so 
his statement should not be made to mean more than the original intent as he did not say, “All the Ah�ādīth found in 
this book is authentic”. This he did not say. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



base? In our opinion, it would have been better for him not to quote this 

H�adīth are full of sound Ah�

awaiting those who leave it. 

 

We came across an important and accurate comment by Abū Al

of relying on some books that contain 

 
The narrations that these authors have mentioned, they did not give their 
chain of narration, nor attributed it to a scholar of 
accepting a baseless 
reasonable thing to do, as there are gaps between the Prophet 
these narrators so wide that travellers would get lost in them. How can we 
rely only on their word that the Pro
narration could not have reached us without intermediaries, who should 
be verified, to know whether the 
Without this, such narrations cannot be relied upon by those with even a 
little intelligence.700

 

5.4.5 The categoty of unknown grade 

With regard to the fourth category

according to this study. The H�ad

 

� H�adīth (1): “Of all things that have been ordained by Alla

are the most valued. If there were any other thing better than prayer, then Allah 

would have ordained it for His Angels, some of whom are always in 

others in Sujūd”.701 

                                                 
700 Al-Laknawī, Abū Al-Hasanāt Muhammad. 
 
701 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Virtues of Salaat
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

it would have been better for him not to quote this 

Ah�ādīth on the subject of prayers, its virtues and the punishment 

We came across an important and accurate comment by Abū Al-Hasanāt Al

of relying on some books that contain Ah�ādīth with no base. He said: 

The narrations that these authors have mentioned, they did not give their 
chain of narration, nor attributed it to a scholar of Takhrīj. As a result, 
ccepting a baseless H�adīth, i.e. one without a chain of narration, is not a 

reasonable thing to do, as there are gaps between the Prophet 
these narrators so wide that travellers would get lost in them. How can we 
rely only on their word that the Prophet  said such and such? The 
narration could not have reached us without intermediaries, who should 
be verified, to know whether the H�adīth should be accepted or rejected. 
Without this, such narrations cannot be relied upon by those with even a 

700 

The categoty of unknown grade Ah�ādīth 

category, unknown grade, we only have one example of this kind 

H�adīth as shown below: 

Of all things that have been ordained by Allah, monotheism and prayer 

are the most valued. If there were any other thing better than prayer, then Allah 

would have ordained it for His Angels, some of whom are always in 

 
āt Muhammad. Rad‘ Al-Ikhwān ‘An Muh�dathāt Ākhir Jumu‘ati Ramad

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 19-20, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Virtues of Salaat; 26. 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
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it would have been better for him not to quote this H�adīth since books of 

on the subject of prayers, its virtues and the punishment 

āt Al-Laknawī on the issue 

The narrations that these authors have mentioned, they did not give their 
. As a result, 

, i.e. one without a chain of narration, is not a 
reasonable thing to do, as there are gaps between the Prophet  and 
these narrators so wide that travellers would get lost in them. How can we 

said such and such? The 
narration could not have reached us without intermediaries, who should 

should be accepted or rejected. 
Without this, such narrations cannot be relied upon by those with even a 

, unknown grade, we only have one example of this kind 

h, monotheism and prayer 

are the most valued. If there were any other thing better than prayer, then Allah 

would have ordained it for His Angels, some of whom are always in Rukū‘ and 

mu‘ati Ramad�ān; 49. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 



This H�adīth is reported by the C

Firdaws by Abū Shujā‘ Al-Daylam

mentioned its Isnād in his book 

which he summarised Musnad Al

for the Isnād of the H�adīth to be determined and studied, as most of the book is still lost.

 

Therefore, it may prove difficult to determine the grade of the 

Suyūtī cited this H�adīth in his two books 

Malā’ik705, attributing it to Al

possible to give a verdict on the 

5.4.6 The category of H�asan Li

As for the third category, H�asan Li

 

� H�adīth (1): “The Prophet enjoined upon me ten things, viz, ‘Do not ascribe anything 

as partner unto Allah, though you may be slai

parents, though you may have to part with your wife or your entire wealth; do not 

neglect the obligatory prayer

person who neglects the obligatory prayer

evil habit; that is the root of every vice; do not commit disobedience of Allah, for 

that brings the wrath of Allah. Do not turn your back to the enemy in battle, though 

all your comrades may have fallen. Do not fly fro

                                                 
702 See: Al-Daylamī, Abū Shujā‘ Shīrawayh Ibn Shahradār. 
 
703 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. 
 
704 See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
705 See: Al-Suyūtī, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Abī Bakr. 

by the Companion Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī ط from the Prophet 

Daylamī702 without Isnād. But his son Abū Mans

in his book Musnad Al-Firdaws as indicated by Ibn H

Musnad Al-Firdaws.703 Unfortunately, Musnad Al-Firdaws

to be determined and studied, as most of the book is still lost.

Therefore, it may prove difficult to determine the grade of the H�adīth in this case. However, 

in his two books Al-Jāmi‘ Al-Kabīr704 and Al-H�ab

, attributing it to Al-Daylamī but he did not classify it. Based on the above, it is not 

possible to give a verdict on the H�adīth, which means it remains unclassified.

�asan Li-Ghayrih Ah�ādīth 

�asan Li-Ghayrih, we can identify two examples. These are:

“The Prophet enjoined upon me ten things, viz, ‘Do not ascribe anything 

as partner unto Allah, though you may be slain or burnt alive; do not disobey your 

parents, though you may have to part with your wife or your entire wealth; do not 

the obligatory prayer, intentionally, for Allah is free from obligation to a 

the obligatory prayer intentionally; do not take wine, for it is an 

evil habit; that is the root of every vice; do not commit disobedience of Allah, for 

that brings the wrath of Allah. Do not turn your back to the enemy in battle, though 

all your comrades may have fallen. Do not fly from the locality where an epidemic 

 
Daylamī, Abū Shujā‘ Shīrawayh Ibn Shahradār. Al-Firdaws Bi-Ma’thūr Al-Khit

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tasdīd Al-Qaws Mukhtas�ar Musnad Al-Firdaws

ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Jāmi‘ Al-Ah�ādīth; 2/490. 

ān Ibn Abī Bakr. Al-H�abā’ik Fī Akhbār Al-Malā’ik; 1/153.
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from the Prophet  in Al-

. But his son Abū Mansūr Al-Daylamī 

as indicated by Ibn Hajar in his book in 

Firdaws is not available 

to be determined and studied, as most of the book is still lost. 

in this case. However, Al-

H�abā’ik Fī Akhbār Al-

but he did not classify it. Based on the above, it is not 

, which means it remains unclassified. 

, we can identify two examples. These are: 

“The Prophet enjoined upon me ten things, viz, ‘Do not ascribe anything 

n or burnt alive; do not disobey your 

parents, though you may have to part with your wife or your entire wealth; do not 

, intentionally, for Allah is free from obligation to a 

ally; do not take wine, for it is an 

evil habit; that is the root of every vice; do not commit disobedience of Allah, for 

that brings the wrath of Allah. Do not turn your back to the enemy in battle, though 

m the locality where an epidemic 

Khit3āb; 1/165. 

Firdaws; 1/93. 

; 1/153. 



has broken out. Do spend on your family members according to your capacity; let 

your rod be hanging on them, as a warning and to chastise against neglect of their 

duties towards Allah’”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the 

Ah�mad Ibn H�anbal707; by way of S

Nufayr Al-Hadramī, from Mu‘ā

 

The Isnād of the H�adīth contains only trustworthy narrators except th

interruption, as ‘Abd Al-Rahm

Rahmān Ibn Jubayr in his book 

 

My father said, “
Mu‘adh Ibn Jabal: 
(the H�adīth), and the narrat

 

This interruption between Jubayr and Mu

Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb709, Al-Ha

Al-Furū‘.711 Based on this, it can be said that the 

supporting evidence from Ah�ādīth

                                                 
706 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
(English Translation). Virtues of Salaat
Al-S�alāh; 34. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the main text of the book, attributing it to 
quoted from the book Al-Targhīb Wa Al
 
707 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
708 Al-‘Irāqī, Abū Zur‘ah Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al
 
709 See: Al-Mundhirī, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīm Ibn ‘Abd Al
 
710 See: Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
711 See: Ibn Muflih, Abū ‘Abd Allah Al

has broken out. Do spend on your family members according to your capacity; let 

your rod be hanging on them, as a warning and to chastise against neglect of their 

Allah’”.706 

the Companion Mu‘ādh Ibn Jabal ط from the Prophet 

by way of Safwān Ibn ‘Amr, from ‘Abd Al-Rahm

‘ādh Ibn Jabal ط. 

contains only trustworthy narrators except that it is characterised by 

mān Ibn Jubayr did not hear from Mu‘ādh. On mentioning 

n Ibn Jubayr in his book Tuh�fat Al-Tah�s�īl, Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahī

“He - ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Jubayr - narrated from 
adh Ibn Jabal: ‘The Prophet  recommended to me ten phrases…

), and the narration is interrupted”.708 

This interruption between Jubayr and Mu‘ādh has also been indicated by Al

-Haythamī in Majma‘ Al-Zawāid710, and Ibn Muflih

Based on this, it can be said that the Isnād of the H�adīth is weak,

ādīth narrated by Abū Al-Dardā’, Abū Rayhāna

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 25-26, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 

Virtues of Salaat; 35, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the main text of the book, attributing it to Musnad Ah
Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb by Al-Mundhirī. 

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad;5/238. 

‘Irāqī, Abū Zur‘ah Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahīm. Tuh�fat Al-Tah�s�īl Fī Dhikr Ruwāt Al-

īm Ibn ‘Abd Al-Qawī. Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb; 2/247.

Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id

ū ‘Abd Allah Al-Maqdisī. Al-Furū‘ Wa Tas�h�īh� Al-Furū‘; 6/189. 
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has broken out. Do spend on your family members according to your capacity; let 

your rod be hanging on them, as a warning and to chastise against neglect of their 

from the Prophet  in Musnad 

Rahmān Ibn Jubayr Ibn 

at it is characterised by 

dh. On mentioning ‘Abd Al-

īm Al-‘Irāqī said: 

narrated from 
recommended to me ten phrases…’ 

dh has also been indicated by Al-Mundhirī in Al-

, and Ibn Muflih Al-Maqdisī in 

is weak, but its Matn has 

nah and Umaymah ن.  

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il 

nad Ah�mad Ibn H�anbal. He as 

-Marāsīl; 1/196. 

; 2/247. 

Fawā’id; 4/251. 



Therefore, Mu‘ādh Ibn Jabal's 

evidence. Due to this, Al-Albā

while also studying the H�adīth

Ghalīl.713 

 

� H�adīth (2): “The farther a person lives from the mosque, the greater the blessing he 

receives”.714 

 

This H�adīth is reported by the 

following reference books: Mus

Dāwūd717, Musnad Ah�mad718 and 

from ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Mihr

 

All the narrators in the Isnād 

Hāshim, who is unknown; no one other than Muh

                                                 
712 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
 
713 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
 
714 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakari
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 58. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of the book without mentioning its nar
from Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr by Al-Suyūtī.
 
715 See: Ibn Abī Shaybah, Abū Bakr ‘Abd Allah Al
2/22. 
 
716 See: Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. 
 
717 See: Abū Dāwūd, Sulaymān Ibn Al
 
718 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
719 See: Al-Hākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. 
 
720 See: Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn
Hajar. Taqrīb Al-Tahdhīb; 1/351. 

s H�adīth is considered H�asan Li-Ghayrih because of the supporting 

ānī has classified it as good in S�ah�īh� Al-Targhīb Wa Al

īth and citing its evidence in detail in his 

“The farther a person lives from the mosque, the greater the blessing he 

the Companion Abū Hurayrah ط from the Prophet 

Mus�annaf Ibn Abī Shaybah715, Sunan Ibn Mājah

and Mustadrak Al-H�ākim719; by way of Muh

n Ibn Mihrān from ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Sa‘d from Abū Hurayra

 are trustworthy except ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Mihr

shim, who is unknown; no one other than Muhammad Ibn Abī Dhi’b720 has reported from him

 
Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. D�a‘īf Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī

Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Irwā’ Al-Ghalīl Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Manār Al

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 49, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of the book without mentioning its nar

Suyūtī. 

Ibn Abī Shaybah, Abū Bakr ‘Abd Allah Al-Kūfī. Mus�annaf Ibn Abī Shaybah F

Ibn Mājah, Muhammad Ibn Yazīd. Sunan Ibn Mājah; 1/257. 

wūd, Sulaymān Ibn Al-Ash‘ath Al-Sijistānī. Sunan Abū Dāwūd; 1/152. 

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 2/428. 

ākim, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd Allah. Mustadrak ‘Alā Al-S�ah�īh�ayn; 1/326. 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn Hajar. Tahdhīb Al-Tahdhīb; 6/253, Al-‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn 
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because of the supporting 

Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb712, 

 other book Irwā’ Al-

“The farther a person lives from the mosque, the greater the blessing he 

from the Prophet  in the 

Sunan Ibn Mājah716, Sunan Abū 

by way of Muhammad Ibn Abī Dhi’b 

d from Abū Hurayrah ط.  

n Ibn Mihrān Mawlā Banī 

has reported from him. 

Mundhirī; 1/368. 

Ghalīl Fī Takhrīj Ah�ādīth Manār Al-Sabīl; 7/89-91. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

in the commentary of the book without mentioning its narrator. He has quoted it 

ī Shaybah Fī Al-Ah�ādīth Wa-Al-Āthār: 

‘Asqalānī, Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn 



We found that only Imam Ibn H

unknown narrators – and ‘Abd A

books of H�adīth722. 

 

Based on this, the Isnād of the 

H�adīth of Abū Mūsā Al-Ash

Muslim724, with the wording: 

the one who comes to perform it in the mosque from the farthest distance”

Hurayrah's H�adīth is considered 

5.4.7 The category of H�asan Ah�

On the second category, H�asan

 

� H�adīth (1): “If a person wishes to have his sins forgiven by Allah, he should perform 

the Wud�ū’ properly, offer with devotion two or four 

pray to Allah. Allah will forgive him”.

 

                                                 
721 See: Ibn Hibbān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al
 
722 See: Al-Mizzī, Yūsuf Ibn ‘Abd Al
 
723 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
724 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al
 
725 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 27, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
28. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ibn Hibbān721 has declared him trustworthy - as he usually does with 

Abd Al-Rahmān Ibn Mihrān has only this elevated 

of the H�adīth is weak; however, its Matn is supported by the authentic 

Ash‘arī ط from the Prophet  in S�ah�īh� Al-

, with the wording: “The person who will receive the highest reward for prayer is 

the one who comes to perform it in the mosque from the farthest distance”

is considered H�asan Li-Ghayrih. 

�asan Ah�ādīth 

�asan, we would like to mention two examples. 

“If a person wishes to have his sins forgiven by Allah, he should perform 

properly, offer with devotion two or four Rak‘ats of Fard

pray to Allah. Allah will forgive him”.725 

 
ān, Abū Hātim Muhammad Al-Bustī. Al-Thiqāt; 5/93-94. 

Ibn ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Tahdhīb Al-Kamāl Fī Asmā’ Al-Rijāl; 17/445.

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh ; 1/233. 

, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/460. 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 20, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Engl
; 27, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.
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as he usually does with 

elevated H�adīth in the six 

is supported by the authentic 

-Bukhārī723 and S�ah�īh� 

“The person who will receive the highest reward for prayer is 

the one who comes to perform it in the mosque from the farthest distance”. Therefore, Abū 

“If a person wishes to have his sins forgiven by Allah, he should perform 

Fard or Nafl and then 

17/445. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
; 27, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh; 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 



This H�adīth is reported by the 

Ah�mad726; by way of Sahl Ibn Ab

‘Abd Allah Ibn Sallām, from Abū Al

 

After citing the H�adīth in Al-Targh

a good Isnād”.727 Al-Haythamī

Albānī did the same in his S�ah�

 

� H�adīth (2): “‘Alī Ibn Abī Tālib once requested the Prophet 

The Prophet said, ‘Here are three slaves; take anyone you like’. ‘Alī said, ‘You may 

kindly choose one for me’. The Prophet pointed towards a certain man 

‘Take this one; he is particular about his prayer. But you are not to beat him. We 

are forbidden to beat one who says prayer’”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by 

following references: Musnad Ah

                                                 
726 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
727 Al-Mundhirī, ‘Abd Al-‘Azīm Ibn ‘Abd Al
 
728 See: Al-Haythamī, Nūr Al-Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. 
 
729 See: Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al
 
730 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 49. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in his commentary, without quoting a specific source.
 
731 See: Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. 
 
732 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
733 See: Al-Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. 

the Companion Abū Al-Dardā’ ط from the Prophet 

by way of Sahl Ibn Abī Sadaqah, from Kathīr Ibn Al-Fadl Al-T

from Abū Al-Dardā’ط. 

Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb, Al-Mundhirī said, “Narrated by Ah

ī has also declared its Isnād good in Majma‘ Al

�ah�īh� Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb.729 

Alī Ibn Abī Tālib once requested the Prophet  to give him a servant. 

The Prophet said, ‘Here are three slaves; take anyone you like’. ‘Alī said, ‘You may 

kindly choose one for me’. The Prophet pointed towards a certain man 

‘Take this one; he is particular about his prayer. But you are not to beat him. We 

are forbidden to beat one who says prayer’”.730 

by the Companion Abū Umamah ط from the Prophet 

Musnad Ah�mad731, Al-Adab Al-Mufrad732, Ta‘z+īm Qadr Al

 
anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 6/450. 

īm Ibn ‘Abd Al-Qawī. Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb; 1/107. 

Dīn ‘Alī Ibn Abī Bakr. Majma‘ Al-Zawā’id Wa Manba‘ Al-Fawā’id

nī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. S�ah�īh� Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb Lil-Mundhirī

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 40, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

Arabic version of the book. 
in his commentary, without quoting a specific source. 

anbal, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. Musnad Ah�mad; 5/250. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Adab Al-Mufrad; 1/168. 

Marwazī, Abū ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr. Ta‘z+īm Qadr Al-S�alāh; 2/922.
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The Prophet said, ‘Here are three slaves; take anyone you like’. ‘Alī said, ‘You may 

kindly choose one for me’. The Prophet pointed towards a certain man and said, 

‘Take this one; he is particular about his prayer. But you are not to beat him. We 

from the Prophet  in the 
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Al-Īmān734 and Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr735; by way of Hammad Ibn Salamah from Abū Ghālib Al-

Basrī from Abū Umamah ط. 

 

In his Ith�āf Al-Khiyarah, Al-Būsīrī said, “This is a good Isnād, but Abū Ghālib is 

controversial”.736 Al-Albānī has also declared the Isnād good, citing it in his SilsilatAl-Ah�ādīth 

Al-S�ah�īh�ah and commenting: 

 

This is a good Isnād, with all its narrators trustworthy except this Abū 
Ghālib, a comrade of Abū Umamah, who is controversial. But his H�adīth 
are at least good, and there is supporting evidence in Abū Hurayrah's 
elevated H�adīth: “I have been forbidden to kill those who perform 
prayer”. Reported by Abū Ya‘lā in his Musnad.737 

 

5.4.8 The category of S�ah�īh� Ah�ādīth 

Finally, S�ah�īh� Ah�ādīth, as a frist category deserves four examples due to the total Ah�ādīth 

involved. These are: 

 

� H�adīth (1): “Prayer with congregation is twenty-five times superior to prayer which 

is said in a house or in a shop. It is so because when a person performs Wud�ū’ in 

right earnest and walks on to the mosque, with the sole intention of performing 

prayer, each step he takes, adds one blessing to his account and wipes out one sin 

therefrom. Again, if he keeps sitting in the mosque (with Wud�ū’of course) after the 

                                                 
734 See: Al-Bayhaqī, Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Al-Husayn. Shu‘ab Al-Īmān; 3/35. 
 
735 See: Al-Tabrānī, Abū Al-Qāsim Sulaymān Ibn Ahmad. Al-Mu‘jam Al-Kabīr; 8/275. 
 
736 Al-Būsīrī, Shihāb Al-Dīn Ahmad Ibn Abī Bakr. Ith�āf Al-Khiyarah Al-Maharah Bi-Zawā’id Al-Masānīd Al-
‘Asharah; 5/450. 
 
737 Al-Albānī, Muhammad Nāsir Al-Dīn. Silsilat Al-Ah�ādīth Al-S�ah�īh�ah Wa Shay’ Min Fiqhihā Wa Fawā’idhā; 
5/492. 



prayer is over, the angels keep on seeking Allah's blessing and forgiveness for him. 

And as long as he keeps sitting in the 

rewards as if he is busy in prayer”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the 

Bukhārī739 and S�ah�īh� Muslim.

Bukhārī and Muslim in reporting it.

 

� H�adīth (2): “Seven persons shall be accommodated under the shade of Allah's mercy 

on the Day of Judgment, when everybody will be most bewildered under the 

inconceivably intense heat of the sun. One of them will be the person whose heart 

remains attached to the 

on any account”.741 

 

This H�adīth is reported by the 

Bukhārī742 and S�ah�īh� Muslim.

Bukhārī and Muslim in reporting it.

 

                                                 
738 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyy
(English Translation). Virtues of Salaat
Al-S�alāh; 47. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the main text of the book, 
He as quoted from the book Al-Targhīb Wa Al
 
739 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
740 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al
 
741 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 59. 
NB: The H�adīth is not in the Arabic version of the book.
The author has cited this H�adīth in the
 
742 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
743 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al

yer is over, the angels keep on seeking Allah's blessing and forgiveness for him. 

And as long as he keeps sitting in the mosque waiting for prayer, he goes on earning 

rewards as if he is busy in prayer”.738 

the Companion Abū Umamah ط from the Prophet 

.740 The H�adīth is authentic by virtue of the consensus of both Al

and Muslim in reporting it. 

“Seven persons shall be accommodated under the shade of Allah's mercy 

the Day of Judgment, when everybody will be most bewildered under the 

inconceivably intense heat of the sun. One of them will be the person whose heart 

remains attached to the mosque. He is anxious to return to the mosque

the Companion Abū Umamah ط from the Prophet 

.743 The H�adīth is authentic by virtue of the consensus of both Al

and Muslim in reporting it. 

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 42-43, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 

Virtues of Salaat; 52, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the main text of the book, attributing it to S�ah�īh� Al-Bukhārī 
Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb by Al-Mundhirī. 

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh ; 1/232. 

, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/459. 

See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 50, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

is not in the Arabic version of the book. 
in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh ; 1/234. 

, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 2/715. 
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yer is over, the angels keep on seeking Allah's blessing and forgiveness for him. 

waiting for prayer, he goes on earning 

from the Prophet  in S�ah�īh� Al-

is authentic by virtue of the consensus of both Al-

“Seven persons shall be accommodated under the shade of Allah's mercy 

the Day of Judgment, when everybody will be most bewildered under the 

inconceivably intense heat of the sun. One of them will be the person whose heart 

mosque if he leaves it 

from the Prophet  in S�ah�īh� Al-

is authentic by virtue of the consensus of both Al-

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il 

Bukhārī and S�ah�īh Muslim. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 



� H�adīth (3): “Firdaws is the apex a

rivers originate. Allah's throne will be placed there. When you pray for Paradise, 

always pray for Firdaws”.

 

This H�adīth is reported by the 

Bukhārī.745 Scholars have agreed on the authenticity of a 

Bukhārī and Muslim. 

 

� H�adīth (4): “If one wishes to meet Allah on the Day of 

must say his prayer at a place where 

mosque, as Allah has prescribed through His Prophet 

nothing but guidance through and through: and prayer (with 

them. If you start saying your prayer at your houses (as so and so is doing), the

will be discarding the 

Sunnah than you go astray. When a person performs 

leaves for the mosque, at each step that he takes, he gets one blessing and has one sin 

wiped out. During the lifetime of the Prophet 

an open Munāfiq (hypocrite) or a real invalid. Even the 

Jama‘ah and a sick person who could be taken to the mosque with the help of two 

men would be helped to

 

                                                 
744 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Za
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 69-70, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
S�alāh; 63. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the commentary of his
 
745 See: Al-Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. 
 
746 See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. 
Translation). Virtues of Salaat; 54-55, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 
S�alāh; 63. 
The author has cited this H�adīth in the main text of the book, attributing it to 
book Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb by Al
 

“Firdaws is the apex and the best portion of Paradise, where from all its 

rivers originate. Allah's throne will be placed there. When you pray for Paradise, 

always pray for Firdaws”.744 

the Companion Abū Umamah ط from the Prophet 

cholars have agreed on the authenticity of a H�adīth reported by any or both of Al

“If one wishes to meet Allah on the Day of Judgment

must say his prayer at a place where Adhān (call to prayer) is c

mosque, as Allah has prescribed through His Prophet such practices which are 

nothing but guidance through and through: and prayer (with 

them. If you start saying your prayer at your houses (as so and so is doing), the

will be discarding the Sunnah of the Prophet  and no sooner you desert his 

than you go astray. When a person performs Wud�ū’

leaves for the mosque, at each step that he takes, he gets one blessing and has one sin 

During the lifetime of the Prophet  no one would miss 

(hypocrite) or a real invalid. Even the Munāfiq

and a sick person who could be taken to the mosque with the help of two 

men would be helped to join Jama‘ah”.746 

 
See: Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 58, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 

70, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the commentary of his book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator.

Bukhārī, Muhammad Ibn Ismā‘īl. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh ; 6/2700. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. Fad�ā’il Namāz; 45, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
55, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). 

in the main text of the book, attributing it to S�ah�īh Muslim
by Al-Mundhirī. 
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and no sooner you desert his 

ū’ correctly and then 

leaves for the mosque, at each step that he takes, he gets one blessing and has one sin 

no one would miss Jama‘ah except 

Munāfiq dared not miss the 

and a sick person who could be taken to the mosque with the help of two 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
70, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-

book, without quoting its source or mentioning its narrator. 

Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (English 
55, and Kāndahlawī, Muhammad Zakariyyā. (Arabic Translation). Fad�ā’il Al-

īh Muslim. He as quoted from the 



This H�adīth is reported reported 

 in S�ah�īh� Muslim.747 The scholars of 

reported by any or both of Al-Bukh

 

Figure 5.6: The grades and percentages of the 

 

 

The above figure shows that the 

by other narrations – which we have put together in one group 

of Ah�ādīth of Fad�ā’il Namāz, more than half at 59%, whereas the second group which comprises 

Ah�ādīth classified as weak, very weak and fabricated represents 37%, which is itself quite 

significant, although it is by no 

                                                 
747 See: Al-Qushayrī, Muslim Ibn Al

37%

is reported reported by the Companion ‘Abd Allah Ibn Mas‘ū

he scholars of H�adīth have agreed on the authenticity of a 

Bukhārī and Muslim. 

: The grades and percentages of the Ah�ādīth in groups

The above figure shows that the Ah�ādīth classified as authentic, sound and sound due to support 

which we have put together in one group – represent the highest percentage 

, more than half at 59%, whereas the second group which comprises 

classified as weak, very weak and fabricated represents 37%, which is itself quite 

significant, although it is by no means the dominant group. 

 
, Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjāj. Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�ah�īh; 1/453. 
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If we put together all Ah�ādīth 

overall percentage of each of them we will find that the percentage of weak, very weak and 

fabricated Ah�ādīth is still high at 41

authentic Ah�ādīth, sound Ah�

represents the highest percentage at 53%, as shown in the chart below:

 

Figure  5.7: The Total percentages of the 

 

5.5 Reasons for the existence of weak and fabricated 

After having previously explained the grades, numbers and percentages of the 

now try to shed light on the reasons why there exist a significant percentage of weak 

addition to some fabricated Ah�

41%
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overall percentage of each of them we will find that the percentage of weak, very weak and 

is still high at 41%. On the other hand, we find that the group consisting of 

Ah�ādīth and Ah�ādīth sound due to support by other narrations 

represents the highest percentage at 53%, as shown in the chart below: 

: The Total percentages of the Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Qur’ān
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• The author has adopted a strategy of leniency toward reliance on weak Ah�ādīth regarding 

virtues of good deeds and the like. In fact, he went so far as to sometimes rely on very 

weak Ah�ādīth on the pretext that the term ‘weak’ still applies to them, and this can be 

considered as negligence. 

 

• The fact that the author adopted this course led him to rely on books that do not lay 

emphasis on the distinction between authentic Ah�ādīth and weak ones – their authors did 

not impose this as a condition. In fact, some of these books have been criticised by 

scholars for containing fabricated, false and baseless Ah�ādīth. Some of these books are: 

Tanbīh Al-Ghāfilīn Min Ah�ādīth Sayyid Al-Mursalīn and Qurrat Al-‘Uyūn Wa Mufrih� Al-

Qalb Al-Mah�zūn, both by Abū Al-Layth Al-Samarqandī; Ih�yā’ ‘Ulūm Al-Dīn by Al-

Ghazzālī; Nuzhat Al-Majālis Fī Muntakhab Al-Nafā’is by ‘Abd Al-Rahmān Al-Safūrī; 

and others. 

 

• The author's excessive trust in some books and the status of their authors made him regard 

as unlikely that they will contain fabricated and false Ah�ādīth and the like, especially 

those books whose authors claimed to have excluded fabricated Ah�ādīth, such as Al-

Bayhaqī and Al-Suyūtī. But in fact they did not go by this, as critics have shown.748 

 

• The author's failure to omit those Ah�ādīth that may contain exaggerations in rewards and 

punishments because they stir the feelings of the laymen, surprise them, impress them and 

have a quick, direct effect on them. But this type of Ah�ādīth are most of the time 

fabricated or without source, and very weak at best. 

                                                 
748 This issue regarding Al-Bayhaqī and Al-Suyūtī has been discussed in the research in chapters two and four, see 
pp: 193-195. 



However, regardless of the reasons leading to this type of 

indisputable fact is that these 

Jama‘at Al-Tablīgh, especially in the Indian sub

gatherings, relying on the book 

Despite some criticisms directed at the book regarding the issue of the 

issues, it seems to us that the response of those responsibl

expectations, and we have seen excessive sensitivity on the part of some activists of the 

movement towards some of the criticisms.

 

In our opinion it would have been better if the leadership had formed a committee to undert

the analysis of the Ah�ādīth found in the book, revise it and print it in a new form after taking into 

consideration the scientific observations, the technical side and the like.

5.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we gave an overview of the methodology that w

and classification of the prophetic traditions. The study dealt with two parts from the book, 

namely Fad�ā’il Qur’ān and Fad

                                                 
749 Because the book was originally writ
languages, especially English, it became much more widespread and more relied upon as is the case, for example, 
with followers of Jama‘at Al-Tablīgh
 
750 Some of them avoid any discussion on this issue. Others find this criticism strange on the pretext that the author is 
a great scholar and Shaykh Al-H�ad
contained in it. And it they were false or fabrica
us of Ibn Jawzī's criticism against Ibn Mājah for mentioning a fabricated 
mentioned the chain of narration that shows its status. Ibn Jawzī said,
despite his knowledge he found it permissible to mention this 
come he did not hear the Prophet's 
lie, he is one of the two liars’. Does he not know that people will say, ‘If this were not authentic, then such a scholar 
would not have mentioned it’; and will act according to it”.
 

See: Ibn Al-Jawzī, Abū Al-Faraj ‘Abd Al

f the reasons leading to this type of Ah�ādīth being in the book, the 

indisputable fact is that these Ah�ādīth are still in the book up to now, and many followers of 

, especially in the Indian sub-continent749, utilise these 

gatherings, relying on the book Tablīgh Nis�āb and confident in its author's scholarly status. 

Despite some criticisms directed at the book regarding the issue of the Ah�

issues, it seems to us that the response of those responsible in the movement are not up to 

expectations, and we have seen excessive sensitivity on the part of some activists of the 

movement towards some of the criticisms.750 

In our opinion it would have been better if the leadership had formed a committee to undert

found in the book, revise it and print it in a new form after taking into 

consideration the scientific observations, the technical side and the like. 

In this chapter, we gave an overview of the methodology that we adopted in our study, analysis 

and classification of the prophetic traditions. The study dealt with two parts from the book, 

Fad�ā’il Namāz. The total number of Ah�ādīth in both parts, including 

 
Because the book was originally written in Urdu and it spread among them. After it was translated into other 

languages, especially English, it became much more widespread and more relied upon as is the case, for example, 
Tablīgh in Britain. 

any discussion on this issue. Others find this criticism strange on the pretext that the author is 
�adīth, and is therefore more knowledgeable about his book and the 

contained in it. And it they were false or fabricated, he would not mention them in it. In fact, their position reminds 
us of Ibn Jawzī's criticism against Ibn Mājah for mentioning a fabricated H�adīth in his Sunan
mentioned the chain of narration that shows its status. Ibn Jawzī said, “What is surprising with Ibn Mājah is that 
despite his knowledge he found it permissible to mention this H�adīth in the Sunan without commenting on it. How 

 authentic saying that ‘Whoever transmits a H�adīth
lie, he is one of the two liars’. Does he not know that people will say, ‘If this were not authentic, then such a scholar 
would not have mentioned it’; and will act according to it”. 

Faraj ‘Abd Al-Rahmān. Al-Mawd�ū‘āt Min Al-Ah�ādīth Al-Marfū‘āt
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īth from me that is clearly a 
lie, he is one of the two liars’. Does he not know that people will say, ‘If this were not authentic, then such a scholar 

Marfū‘āt; 1/361. 
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Matn and Sharh�, is 354. Using histograms and pie-charts, we have presented the conclusions of 

the study which is concerned with the different grades of Ah�ādīth, their numbers and the 

percentage of each grade. The pie-charts have shown that the highest percentage of Ah�ādīth was 

that the group of S�ah�īh , H�asan and H�asan Li-Ghayrih. 

 

On the other hand, the study has exposed the existence of fabricated Ah�ādīth and the like in the 

book. We have also given examples of some Ah�ādīth to support the most important conclusions 

of the study. We then concluded the chapter with a discussion of the reasons why the book 

contains a high proportion of weak Ah�ādīth and is not devoid of some fabricated Ah�ādīth. After 

completing the study of the Ah�ādīth and obtaining its results it is appropriate that, in the 

following chapter, we discuss the summary of the research, its conclusions and the major 

recommendations. 
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CHAPTER ( 6 ) CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter briefly reviews the main conclusions of the research in the previous chapters which 

discussed the book Tablīghī Nis�āb from different perspectives relating to such things as its 

importance for the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh, its function and its different sections, as well as the life 

of the author and his methodology in compiling the book, in addition to the Ah�ādīth dealt with 

by the study and their conclusions. This chapter also discusses some recommendations and 

future studies that are broadly related to the study. 

6.2 Findings 

The world is witnessing the emergence of numerous Islamic movements, the largest and most 

famous among which is perhaps the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh, which is known for its missionary 

activities that are distinguished – from those of other movements – by continuous missionary 

tours in many parts of the world all through the year. The followers of the movement strive 
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towards allocating a portion of their time to spread the message and to go out on tours in groups 

at their own expense. 

 

This movement first appeared in Mewat in the north of India – then under British rule – in the 

year (1345 H./1927 CE.), through the efforts of its founder Shaykh Muhammad Ilyās Ibn 

Muhammad Ismā‘īl Kāndahlawī Al-Siddīqī who founded the movement on six major principles 

around which the group revolves, and which are: belief in the oneness of God; offering the five 

daily prayers with devotion; knowledge of the virtues along with remembrance of God; respect 

and deference for Muslims; sincerity in intention; and going out on missionary tours to preach . 

It is worth mentioning that the Kāndahlawī family are still at the command of the movement till 

today, after approximately 8 decades. 

 

The Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh attaches particular importance to the field of virtues, reward and 

punishment as an effective method of preaching to educate the soul, reform it and strengthen its 

determination to perform good deeds and avoid evil ones. Human nature is inclined towards 

good consequences of actions and it likes reward. It also dislikes evil consequences and fears 

punishment. Through this method, the movement has been able to attract many of those who 

had been living in an environment of sins and pleasures to an environment of good and good 

deeds, and they consequently turned from sinners to preachers. 

 

Just as scholars, past and present, compiled books dedicated to the Ah�ādīth regarding reward, 

punishment and the virtues of deeds as they realised their importance, we find one of the most 

famous books of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh in this field to be Tablīghī Nis�āb in Urdu – which 
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means the Tablīghī methodology – because it was specially written to be read from by the 

followers in their exclusive knowledge sessions which are held regularly regardless of whether 

they are at home or on journeys. The goal is to train them on the methodology of the movement 

and instil in them the motivation to exert effort and spend time and money for the sake of 

spreading the message, which increases the activities of the movement and makes it a proper 

movement. 

 

In this research, we studied the book Tablīghī Nis�āb which is a major source of reference for the 

Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. The author was one of the intellectual theorists of the movement, the cousin 

of the founder of the movement, and its general supervisor, Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Ibn 

Muhammad Yahyā Ibn Muhammad Ismā‘l, of Siddīqī descent and Kāndahlawī birth. He 

migrated to and died in Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah, and is known among scholars and 

students as Shaykh Al-H�adīth. 

 

The author was born in (1335 H./1898 CE.), in a village called Kandhla in the north of India 

into a Sufi religious family known for their knowledge, uprightness, asceticism and eagerness to 

memorise the Qur’ān and call to the way of God. He lived in the twentieth century, considered 

wonderful and unique not only in comparison to the previous one but also to all the other 

centuries past, since it witnessed a huge number of political and economic events as well as civil 

and world wars that changed the world map at an extraordinary pace and led to the fall of some 

great powers and empires and the rise of new states. 
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In addition to the numerous scientific discoveries, inventions and achievements that were never 

seen in history before the twentieth century, social and intellectual changes also took place, in 

that they led to changes in the human race and what they have been generally used to throughout 

past centuries. In this respect, the twentieth century can be considered as the century of events, 

miracles and major changes as if it were a century consisting of centuries and not only decades. 

 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā journeyed several times to the Hijāz during which he was able to 

perform H�ajj and ‘Umrah a number of times. The Hijāz can be said to be a world meeting place 

at the time of H�ajj and ‘Umrah, and thus his numerous visits may have opened up to him 

scientific horizons, and various political, cultural and social perspectives that have somehow 

contributed towards expanding his possibilities and forming his personality. 

 

His most important pilgrimage is probably the one he performed in the company of his Shaykh 

Sahāranpūrī in (1344 H./1926 CE.), as he stayed with him in the Hijāz for over a year to assist 

him in completing the commentary on Sunan Abū Dāwūd. During that period his Shaykh 

permitted him to receive allegiance on his behalf on the four Sufi orders: Chishtiyyah, 

Naqshabandiyyah, Qādriyyah and Suhrawardiyyah. There is no doubt that this was a honour for 

him and a goal that must necessarily be achieved especially in some Islamic communities, as it 

is mostly inconceivable for somebody to achieve a high rank of knowledge and merit as long as 

he does not practice the principle of allegiance. 
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Shaykh Zakariyyā also travelled to the Hijāz in (1383 H./1964 CE.), accompanied by his cousin 

and son-in-law Shaykh Muhammad Yūsuf Kāndahlawī, the leader of the movement at that time, 

to join him in the movement's efforts in Saudi Arabia and to follow up on and support its 

activities. Then in (1386 H./1967 CE.), at the beginning of the leadership of Shaykh Muhammad 

In‘ām Al-Hasan Kāndahlawī, the third leader of the movement and son-in-law of the author, the 

author accompanied him on a journey to the Hijāz. This trip is considered the first trip of 

Shaykh Muhammad In‘ām as the leader of the movement after the death of the former leader. 

The fact that the author accompanied him on that trip was therefore of great importance 

especially given that a great number of activists and followers of the movement were expected 

to attend the pilgrimage from various Islamic countries in order to meet and hold consultations 

and discussions on the movement's activities and expansive efforts and to renew allegiance to 

the new leadership. 

 

We have noticed the great and continuous emphasis laid by the leadership of the movement on 

the Hijāz as a strategic and busy region especially during the times of H�ajj and ‘Umrah, since it 

enables them to spread to the world their adopted idea and methodology of spreading the 

message when the conditions are ripe. The movement went about this in two ways: 

 

- The first is fixed: it involves inculcating and consolidating the Tablīghī methodology in 

the country of the Holy Mosques, on the basis that once the Tablīghī mission were 

centred there, it would easily spread throughout the world. 
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- The second is temporary: taking advantage of the pilgrimage period every year to focus 

efforts to spread their message among pilgrims, who once persuaded, would become 

their best agents for its spread in their respective countries. As a matter of fact, the 

movement succeeded in attaining their objectives and their mission went from regional 

to global. 

 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā played a crucial role within the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh through his 

contribution towards the founding of the movement along with its first founder Shaykh 

Muhammad Ilyās and through his support to its leaders, besides his continuous participation in 

the missionary tours over 5 or more decades to introduce the movement and spread its 

methodology of preaching. This in addition to his supervision of the movement from a 

scientific, educational and spiritual perspective. 

 

At any rate, it can be said that the author's scientific status, his close family ties with the 

movement's leader and his missionary efforts, besides his lineage that goes back to Abū Bakr 

Al-Siddīq ط are all factors that contributed to his high status within as well as outside the 

movement. 

 

The book Tablīghī Nis�āb which forms the main theme of this study, was originally a designation 

of a series of books or treatises compiled over different periods of time with time gaps 

sometimes spanning as long as three decades. These scattered writings were subsequently 

collected into two volumes to form this book which consists of 1564 in some printed versions, 

while others have a little more or a little less. It is to be noted that there is competition among 



publishers to print it. Some have actually printed tens of editions, which shows the importance 

of the book and the fame of the author.

 

The book was initially printed in Urdu under the title 

H./1955 CE.). Then it came out under the title 

three years after the death of the author, and publication houses have since been printing the 

book under one of these two titles. Later the name 

common, and this made it more widespread and acceptable to the people given that the name 

indicates the subject of the book, which is the virtues of deeds. Anyway, each name has an 

acceptable aspect that justifies it

exclusive to the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh

the movement, this title is therefore correct as regards its function and role. As to the title 

Fad�ā’il A‘māl, it is based on t

treatises on the Qur’ānic verses and 

 

There is a total of ten chapters, or sections, in 

choronological order of their compilation they are as follows: 

virtues of Ramad�ān, virtues of Islamic Call, 

of glorification, virtues of pilgrimage, 

. These nine parts were compiled by Shaykh 

that virtues of the Holy Qur’ān

of the Prophet .compiled in 

publishers to print it. Some have actually printed tens of editions, which shows the importance 

ook and the fame of the author. 

The book was initially printed in Urdu under the title Tablīghī Nis�āb in its first print in 

Then it came out under the title Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl in (1405 H

three years after the death of the author, and publication houses have since been printing the 

book under one of these two titles. Later the name Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl was to beco

common, and this made it more widespread and acceptable to the people given that the name 

indicates the subject of the book, which is the virtues of deeds. Anyway, each name has an 

acceptable aspect that justifies it. Since the title Tablīghī Nis�āb means the Tablīghī

Tablīgh which aims at training its adherents on the methodology of 

the movement, this title is therefore correct as regards its function and role. As to the title 

, it is based on the content of the book which for the most part contains numerous 

verses and Ah�ādīth on virtues of Qur’ān, prayer, and the like.

There is a total of ten chapters, or sections, in Tablīghī Nis�āb, and according to the 

al order of their compilation they are as follows: virtues of the Holy 

irtues of Islamic Call, stories of the Companions, virtues of 

ilgrimage, virtues of charities, and virtues of 

were compiled by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā Kāndahlawī

Qur’ān was compiled in (1348 H./1929 CE.), whereas 

compiled in (1384 H./1965 CE.), i.e. with a time gap of around 35 years. The 
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publishers to print it. Some have actually printed tens of editions, which shows the importance 

in its first print in (1375 

1405 H./1985 CE.), i.e. 

three years after the death of the author, and publication houses have since been printing the 

was to become more 

common, and this made it more widespread and acceptable to the people given that the name 

indicates the subject of the book, which is the virtues of deeds. Anyway, each name has an 

Tablīghī methodology 

which aims at training its adherents on the methodology of 

the movement, this title is therefore correct as regards its function and role. As to the title 

he content of the book which for the most part contains numerous 

, prayer, and the like. 

, and according to the 

irtues of the Holy Qur’ān, 

irtues of prayer, virtues 

 praise of the Prophet 

Kāndahlawī. It is of note 

whereas virtues of praise 

i.e. with a time gap of around 35 years. The 



tenth part is 'Muslim Degeneration and its Only Remedy

founder's cousin and brother-in

 

We have seen a common feature in the

not follow the chronological order of the chapters. The different editions do not conform to a 

specific structure either. In fact, some publication houses printed only the first volume of the 

book and not the second part which consists of

mislead the buyer or reader into believing that the book 

volume. This may be attributed to the number and variety of publishers

permission granted by Shaykh 

towards this disparity among different editions.

 

Due to the importance of the book, it has been translated into more than ten languages, with 

Arabic and English being the more important ones. As the lingua franca of the world, the latter 

has contributed to the spread of the book more widely throughout the world. It should be noted 

that the English translation was not undertaken at one time nor by o

carried out over different periods of time and by different translators because of the number of 

the chapters od the book. Further, 

these sections. However, they ne

Tablīghī Nis�āb with the exception of 

printed separately. As for the Arabic version, it has been printed under the title 

and not its former name Tablīghī Nis�āb

Muslim Degeneration and its Only Remedy' and was compiled by the movement 

in-law Shaykh Muhammad Ihtishām Al-Hasan 

We have seen a common feature in the Urdu editions of the book Tablīghī Nis�āb

not follow the chronological order of the chapters. The different editions do not conform to a 

specific structure either. In fact, some publication houses printed only the first volume of the 

and not the second part which consists of Fad�ā’il S�ad�aqāt and Fad

mislead the buyer or reader into believing that the book Tablīghī Nis�āb is made up of only one 

volume. This may be attributed to the number and variety of publishers

permission granted by Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā to everyone that has perhaps contributed 

towards this disparity among different editions. 

Due to the importance of the book, it has been translated into more than ten languages, with 

bic and English being the more important ones. As the lingua franca of the world, the latter 

has contributed to the spread of the book more widely throughout the world. It should be noted 

that the English translation was not undertaken at one time nor by one translator. Instead it was 

carried out over different periods of time and by different translators because of the number of 

Further, the English versions do not follow the chronological order of 

these sections. However, they nearly conform to one order for all the chapters of the book 

with the exception of ‘Virtues of the Prophet ’ which was omitted as it was 

printed separately. As for the Arabic version, it has been printed under the title 

Tablīghī Nis�āb. The book comprises only three chapters: 
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and was compiled by the movement 

asan Kāndahlawī. 

Tablīghī Nis�āb in that they do 

not follow the chronological order of the chapters. The different editions do not conform to a 

specific structure either. In fact, some publication houses printed only the first volume of the 

Fad�ā’il H�ajj. This may 

is made up of only one 

volume. This may be attributed to the number and variety of publishers, and also the open 

has perhaps contributed 

Due to the importance of the book, it has been translated into more than ten languages, with 

bic and English being the more important ones. As the lingua franca of the world, the latter 

has contributed to the spread of the book more widely throughout the world. It should be noted 

ne translator. Instead it was 

carried out over different periods of time and by different translators because of the number of 

follow the chronological order of 

arly conform to one order for all the chapters of the book 

which was omitted as it was 

printed separately. As for the Arabic version, it has been printed under the title Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl 

. The book comprises only three chapters: Fad�ā’il 
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Tablīgh, Fad�ā’il Al-S�alāh and Fad�ā’il Al-Qur’ān. What is surprising is that after more than 

three decades and a half only these three sections have been translated into Arabic. 

 

It should be pointed out that some parts that have been translated into Arabic or English are 

defective as they did not follow the original text according to the recommendations of the 

author. Besides, all the translated chapters are not of the same quality. For example, the English 

version of Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān is one of the best versions in terms of clarity, structure and freedom 

from typographical mistakes. 

 

However, the high number of different versions may have helped to spread the book among the 

people. On the other hand, we find that when the casual observer sees numerous versions he will 

assume that with more editions of the book and more publishers to compete to print it, new 

versions will be clearer, more accurate, more in line with the author's instructions, and less 

likely to contain mistakes. But this is not the case with all parts of the book, as new versions are 

mostly exact copies of their predecessors. They are technically mere reprints. 

 

If we move on to the author's methodology in compiling his book we find that he follows the 

traditional path of many scholars in that they divide their books into Matn and Sharh�. The text 

contains verses and Ah�ādīth in Arabic whereas the commentary is in Urdu and contains some 

Ah�ādīth, sayings and issues of jurisprudence, besides numerous anecdotes of Tabi‘īn and Sufis, 

as well as some verses of poetry and some invocations. 
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We notice that the author sometimes divide the part into chapters as for example in Fad�ā’il 

Tablīgh, and at other times into sections with chapters under them as in Fad�ā’il Namāz. Still 

sometimes he does not divide a part but only mentions the Ah�ādīth consecutively without 

classifying them into chapters or sections as in Fad�ā’il Qur’ān. The chapters or sections 

sometimes begin with verses as in Fad�ā’il Tablīgh and Fad�ā’il S�ad�aqāt, and at other times with 

Ah�ādīth as in Fad�ā’il Namāz and Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān. We believe that it would perhaps be better 

if the author had followed one method throughout all the parts of the book. But due to the wide 

time gaps between one part and the next, the author's methodology of classifying these parts 

varied to a certain extent. 

 

Most of the time the author does not cite the Ah�ādīth directly from their sources, but instead 

relies on substitute sources such as Al-Mundhirī's Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb, Al-Tibrīzī's 

Mishkāt Al-Mas�ābīh , Al-Suyūtī's Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr, and others, as this is easier and less time-

consuming for him. However, this method caused him to reproduce some mistakes that were 

originally in the sources on which he relied. It is worth mentioning that some references that 

Shaykh Muhammad Zakariyyā used have been incorrectly attributed to some famous authors, 

such as Daqā’iq Al-Akhbār Fī Dhikr Al-Jannah Wa Al-Nār which was attributed to Al-Ghazzālī, 

and Al-Munabbihāt ‘Alā Al-Isti‘dād Li-yawm Al-Ma‘ād which was attributed to Ibn Hajar Al-

‘Asqalānī. 

 

Another thing of note is the authors concern to specify the grading of a H�adīth in accordance 

with the symbols used by Al-Suyūtī in his Al-Jāmi‘ Al-S�aghīr. But scholars have made clear that 
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these symbols cannot always be relied upon as transcribers have committed mistakes in some of 

them. 

 

The author also generally adopts an attitude of leniency towards weak narrations regarding 

Fad�ā’il Al-A‘māl and Al-Targhīb Wa Al-Tarhīb. However, some critics have stated that the 

author had gone too far in his leniency and quoted many weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth in his 

book. Therefore, it was necessary to find out the nature of this criticism or claim and to verify 

this by means of studying the Ah�ādīth and analysing their chains of narration so as to know their 

respective grades, and then to extract the percentage of each grade as have been shown in the 

study that we have undertaken. 

 

Since Tablīghī Nis�āb is a voluminous book consisting of many parts, and contains a huge 

number of Ah�ādīth, we found that it would be near impossible to study all the Ah�ādīth in the 

book for the purpose of this research. It was thus decided to study only two sections. The first is 

Fad�ā’il Qur’ān which was compiled during the beginnings of the movement and before its 

spread. The second is Fad�ā’il Namāz which was compiled after the movement become well-

established and at the special request of the founder. 

 

The total number of Ah�ādīth dealt with in the study in both text and commentary is 354, 

excluding repetitions, with 134 Ah�ādīth from Fad�ā’il Qur’ān, and 220 from Fad�ā’il Namāz. 

According the study, we found that there are eight categories or main types, seven of which 

represent the different grades of the Ah�ādīth mentioned in Fad�ā’il Qur’ān and Fad�ā’il Namāz, 

while the eighth and last category has no grade. The Ah�ādīth of the latter type are few with a 
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total of four Ah�ādīth all found in the commentary. The study could not find a grade to give them 

for various reasons mentioned in their respective places. 

 

As regards Fad�ā’il Qur’ān, we find – by means of the histograms and pie charts – that authentic 

and weak Ah�ādīth are the two most common types of Ah�ādīth, with each type amounting to 42. 

We also notice that the other types (H�asan, H�asan Li-Ghayrih, D�a‘īf Jiddan, Mawd�ū‘ and Lā 

As�la Lahu) are largely close in numbers since they range between 7 and 11. On the other hand, 

if we group together the S�ah�īh , H�asan and H�asan Li-Ghayrih Ah�ādīth (Group A), and do the 

same for D�a‘īf, D�a‘īf Jiddan, Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth (Group B) we will find that they are to a large 

extent of the same amount, since they represent 44% and 46% respectively, i.e. with a difference 

of 2% between them. 

 

As for Fad�ā’il Namāz, we notice – according to the histograms – that there is a numerical 

difference between the types of Ah�ādīth, as the number of authentic Ah�ādīth reaches 73, the 

highest number, while in the second place come the weak Ah�ādīth with 43 units, i.e. there is a 

big difference of 25 between the two types. When we look at the D�a‘īf Jiddan, Mawd�ū‘ and Lā 

As�la Lahu Ah�ādīth, we find a noticeably gradual decrease in their numbers since the highest 

number is that of D�a‘īf Jiddan Ah�ādīth (20), followed by Mawd�ū Ah�ādīth amounting to 14, and 

then Lā As�la Lahu Ah�ādīth, with 8 units. On the other hand, we notice that the number of H�asan 

Ah�ādīth (27) is very close to H�asan Li-Ghayrih Ah�ādīth (29), i.e. with a difference of only two. 

 

When we gather the S�ah�īh�, H�asan and H�asan Li-Ghayrih Ah�ādīth into one group (Group A), 

and the D�a‘īf, D�a‘īf Jiddan, Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth into another (Group B), we find that the group 
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with the highest percentage of Ah�ādīth in Fad�ā’il Namāz is group A with 59%, i.e. with more 

than half, whereas (Group B) has a percentage of 37, which is to some extent a high percentage, 

although it is by no means the highest. 

 

After gathering the Ah�ādīth and their grades in each of the two parts (Fad�ā’il Qur’ān and 

Fad�ā’il Namāz), we found that the total number of D�a‘īf, D�a‘īf Jiddan, Mawd�ū‘ Ah�ādīth still 

represent a 41%, which is a high percentage. On the other hand, we find that the S�ah�īh�, H�asan 

and H�asan Li-Ghayrih Ah�ādīth represent 53%, the highest percentage as shown in the pie charts 

figure 5.7. 

 

Contrary to the author's claim, the study has proven the existence of fabricated Ah�ādīth in the 

book, even though, they are not as common as some critics have claimed. Despite this, we 

cannot deny the number of weak Ah�ādīth. We have explained the possible reasons why this 

happened even though the author was a scholar of H�adīth.  

 

At any rate, there is an important issue which must be dealt with in this context. It is commonly 

known among the people that weak Ah�ādīth are acted upon unconditionally, believing there is 

no difference of opinion in this. In fact, some are extremely lenient in this matter to the extent 

that when they hear a weak H�adīth they rush to put it into practice without hesitation or 

precaution although the H�adīth can be very weak or fabricated. Based on this, we say that 

scholars have two different opinions regarding this issue: 

 

 



� First opinion: It is permissible to be lenient towards weak 

concerned, and this is guided by specific conditions. This is the opinion of the majority 

of scholars such as Sufyān Al

Ibn Mahdī, Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah, Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (in one 

account), Ibn ‘Abd Al

Al-Dīn, Al-Sakhāwī, Al

Qārī, Al-Laknawī and others.

summarised as follows

 

1. The H�adīth should not be 

accused of lying, of making grave mistakes or

2. The H�adīth should be general, in that another more specific does not invalida

3. The person should not be convinced of its soundness while acting upon it, so that 

something the Prophet

a precaution. 

4. That he does not spread it, so that a weak 

invalid rules to find their way

that it is authentic. 

5. That it does not contradict an authentic 

6. That it does not contain additional details, estimation

mentioned in authentic 

                                                
751 It is worth mentioning that some scholars object to some of the conditions, especially the first three. This has 
been discussed at length in chapter two, sub
 

It is permissible to be lenient towards weak Ah�ādīth

concerned, and this is guided by specific conditions. This is the opinion of the majority 

Sufyān Al-Thawrī, ‘Abd Allah Ibn Al-Mubārak, ‘Abd Al

Ibn Mahdī, Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah, Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (in one 

‘Abd Al-Barr, Ibn Qudāmah, Al-Nawawī, Ibn Kathī

, Al-Suyūtī, Ibn Hajar, Al-Haythamī, Ibn ‘Ābidī

and others. As for the conditions set by the scholars

follows as: 

should not be that weak, as if it is reported only by a liar, someone 

lying, of making grave mistakes or of being often negligent

should be general, in that another more specific does not invalida

he person should not be convinced of its soundness while acting upon it, so that 

rophet  has not said is not attributed to him, but it is acted upon as 

hat he does not spread it, so that a weak H�adīth is not acted up

invalid rules to find their way into the legislation. Or ignorant people might

 

hat it does not contradict an authentic H�adīth or stronger evidence

hat it does not contain additional details, estimations or specifications over those 

mentioned in authentic Ah�ādīth. 

         
It is worth mentioning that some scholars object to some of the conditions, especially the first three. This has 

been discussed at length in chapter two, sub-section (2.15.1.1). 
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ādīth as far as virtues are 

concerned, and this is guided by specific conditions. This is the opinion of the majority 

Mubārak, ‘Abd Al-Rahmān 

Ibn Mahdī, Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah, Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (in one 

ī, Ibn Kathīr, Al-‘Irāqī, Ibn Nasir 

‘Ābidīn, Mulla ‘Alī Al-

As for the conditions set by the scholars751 they can be 

weak, as if it is reported only by a liar, someone 

of being often negligent. 

should be general, in that another more specific does not invalidate it. 

he person should not be convinced of its soundness while acting upon it, so that 

has not said is not attributed to him, but it is acted upon as 

is not acted upon, which will cause 

the legislation. Or ignorant people might believe 

or stronger evidence. 

s or specifications over those 

It is worth mentioning that some scholars object to some of the conditions, especially the first three. This has 
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• Second opinion: Some scholars are of the opinion that it is forbidden to rely on or act 

upon weak Ah�ādīth with regard to virtues. This opinion is reported from some early 

scholars such as Al-Imām Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (in the second account) – but the famous is 

the first account – and Yahyā Ibn Ma‘īn – as reported by Ibn Sayyid Al-Nās – and also 

Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjaj Al-Qushayrī, and Muhammad Ibn Hibbān Al-Bustī. Among later 

scholars there are Ibn Hazm Al-Dhāhirī, and also Abū Bakr Ibn Al-‘Arabī Al-Mālikī. 

Also of this opinion are Abū Shāmah Al-Maqdīsī and Al-Shawkānī. Among 

contemporaries there are Ahmad Shākir, Al-Albānī, Muhammad Ibn ‘Uthaymīn and 

others. 

 

In our opinion, the first opinion – in the event the conditions can be practically applied – is 

moderate, because weak Ah�ādīth are of different degrees of weakness on the one hand. On the 

other hand, scholars disagree in their judgement of weak Ah�ādīth, and their rulings differ 

according to specific considerations – as explained in the second chapter. Based on this, those of 

this opinion have dealt with weak Ah�ādīth according to what they find suitable – in their opinion 

– as they did not ignore them completely like fabricated Ah�ādīth and nor did they accept them 

completely like authentic narrations. They were just lenient in accepting them in specific fields 

if it is not very weak, it is not contradicted by a stronger H�adīth, and satisfy other conditions that 

they have set. 

 

On the contrary, what if these conditions are not abided by? This is what happened, and is still 

happening. The answer then is that following the second opinion, which prohibits leniency 

towards weak Ah�ādīth in virtues, is perhaps the safer of the two options, especially nowadays. 



This can be justified with the following: some preachers do not abide by these conditions, which 

leads to leniency on their part as to citing very weak and even fabricated 

pretext that they concern virtues

concerning matters of creed and legislation, which represents a great danger to the religion 

much that the spread of weak and fabricated 

have a wealth of authentic Ah�

us to dispense with weak Ah�ādīth

 

It is worth mentioning that H�ad

preserve the Prophetic Sunnah

reports attributed to the Prophet

good from the bad, as done by Al

authentic Ah�ādīth. These measures also include:

 

(A) the setting of precise and specific rules for criticising of reports and their narrators

(B) The compilation of separate dictionaries of specific types of narrators, such as weak 

reporters and liars, to distinguish them from ot

(C) The undertaking of studies by some 

of jurisprudence, exegesis and such to distinguish the authentic from the weak

(D) The compilation by H�ad

Ah�ādīth in such a way that it will be easy for people to be aware of them and hence avoid 

them. This last measure can be considered as one of the most important results of the 

efforts of scholars to defend the 

This can be justified with the following: some preachers do not abide by these conditions, which 

leads to leniency on their part as to citing very weak and even fabricated 

pretext that they concern virtues. Leniency in virtues has led to leniency with 

concerning matters of creed and legislation, which represents a great danger to the religion 

much that the spread of weak and fabricated Ah�ādīth is a phenomenon nowadays

Ah�ādīth in the field of virtues, reward and punishment, which allow 

ādīth in this field. 

H�adīth scholars took several preventive and curative measures to 

Sunnah, including concern with chains of narration and collection of 

rophet  along with their chains of narration so as to distinguish the 

good from the bad, as done by Al-Bukhārī and Muslim with their compilations dedicated to 

. These measures also include: 

the setting of precise and specific rules for criticising of reports and their narrators

he compilation of separate dictionaries of specific types of narrators, such as weak 

reporters and liars, to distinguish them from others. 

he undertaking of studies by some H�adīth scholars of narrations cited in famous books 

of jurisprudence, exegesis and such to distinguish the authentic from the weak

H�adīth scholars of books dedicated to false, fabricated and ba

in such a way that it will be easy for people to be aware of them and hence avoid 

them. This last measure can be considered as one of the most important results of the 

efforts of scholars to defend the Prophetic Sunnah and preserve its puri
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This can be justified with the following: some preachers do not abide by these conditions, which 

leads to leniency on their part as to citing very weak and even fabricated Ah�ādīth under the 

virtues has led to leniency with Ah�ādīth 

concerning matters of creed and legislation, which represents a great danger to the religion – so 

is a phenomenon nowadays. We already 

in the field of virtues, reward and punishment, which allow 

scholars took several preventive and curative measures to 

concern with chains of narration and collection of 

along with their chains of narration so as to distinguish the 

and Muslim with their compilations dedicated to 

the setting of precise and specific rules for criticising of reports and their narrators. 

he compilation of separate dictionaries of specific types of narrators, such as weak 

scholars of narrations cited in famous books 

of jurisprudence, exegesis and such to distinguish the authentic from the weak. 

scholars of books dedicated to false, fabricated and baseless 

in such a way that it will be easy for people to be aware of them and hence avoid 

them. This last measure can be considered as one of the most important results of the 

and preserve its purity. 



6.3 Recommendations 

• Encouraging people to participate in spreading authentic 

while persuading them not to repeat or spread any 

confirm its authenticity. This stance is in fact in line with the 

lie to report all that one hears

 

• Calling for the eradication of, or at least limiting, the phenomenon of the spread of weak 

and fabricated Ah�ādīth

against the Prophet 

accepted by neither the religion nor the mind. For this reason, it is necessary to launch 

comprehensive sensitisation campaigns using all available means on both the official and 

the popular levels in such a way that people are warned of the danger of this 

phenomenon and its negative impact on the Muslim society.

 
• Formation of a world scientific council consisting of scholars prominent in the field of 

H�adīth under the official and approve

be to compile two encyclopaedias in Arabic and English, one of which will contain 

authentic Ah�ādīth while the other fabricated 

so by all or at least most 

 

• Due to the numerous criticisms directed at 

the movement to form a special committee under its supervision to deal with these 

criticisms in a constructive way through studying the bo

Encouraging people to participate in spreading authentic Ah�ādīth 

while persuading them not to repeat or spread any H�adīth they come by until they 

confirm its authenticity. This stance is in fact in line with the H�adīth

all that one hears”. 

Calling for the eradication of, or at least limiting, the phenomenon of the spread of weak 

ādīth to preserve the Islamic heritage from distortion or calumniation 

 as a result of relying on Ah�ādīth that contain exaggerations 

accepted by neither the religion nor the mind. For this reason, it is necessary to launch 

comprehensive sensitisation campaigns using all available means on both the official and 

lar levels in such a way that people are warned of the danger of this 

phenomenon and its negative impact on the Muslim society. 

Formation of a world scientific council consisting of scholars prominent in the field of 

under the official and approved supervision in Muslim countries, whose goal will 

be to compile two encyclopaedias in Arabic and English, one of which will contain 

while the other fabricated Ah�ādīth unanimously agreed upon as being 

so by all or at least most H�adīth critics over the centuries. 

Due to the numerous criticisms directed at Tablīghī Nis�āb we call for the leadership of 

the movement to form a special committee under its supervision to deal with these 

criticisms in a constructive way through studying the book, analysing its 
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 and abiding by them 

they come by until they 

adīth “It is enough of a 

Calling for the eradication of, or at least limiting, the phenomenon of the spread of weak 

to preserve the Islamic heritage from distortion or calumniation 

that contain exaggerations 

accepted by neither the religion nor the mind. For this reason, it is necessary to launch 

comprehensive sensitisation campaigns using all available means on both the official and 

lar levels in such a way that people are warned of the danger of this 

Formation of a world scientific council consisting of scholars prominent in the field of 

d supervision in Muslim countries, whose goal will 

be to compile two encyclopaedias in Arabic and English, one of which will contain 

unanimously agreed upon as being 

we call for the leadership of 

the movement to form a special committee under its supervision to deal with these 

ok, analysing its Ah�ādīth, 
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revising it and publishing it in a new form in which these observations have been taken 

into consideration. 

 

• The movement's methodology involves restricting oneself to knowledge of virtues 

exclusively without striving to gain knowledge of jurisprudence issues. It is our opinion 

that the movement should give some attention to such knowledge to better equip its 

followers, which will reflect positively on the movement from a scientific perspective. 

 

• We hope publishers of the Tablīghī Nis�āb, or any other book of the movement, will 

abide by the author's conditions while also being rigorous in their proof reading avoiding 

typographical errors and putting more effort into publishing the book in a better form. In 

this way, they will serve themselves first and the book as well; buyers or readers who see 

an excellent edition of the book will surely prefer it to other editions, which will benefit 

that publication house from an economic and advertising perspective. 

 

We would also like to recommened the following for further research: 

 

• A study of the Tablīghī Nis�āb from a conceptual perspective, and verification of the 

claim that it contains contradictions leading to polytheism or innovation. 

• A critical H�adīthī study of the parts of the book not previously studied, such as the 

Fad�ā’il Ramad�ān, Fad�ā’il Dhikr, Fad�ā’il H�ajj and others. 

• A study of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh and its missionary efforts during the pilgrimage 

season. 
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• A study of the extent to which the movement responds to criticisms directed towards it. 

• A critical study of the Tablīghī missionary trips and their social impact on members of 

the family. 

• An investigative study of the consequences of confining the role of the mosque in some 

countries to missionary programme of the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh. 

• A study of the impressions and opinions of the people on the Jamā‘at Al-Tablīgh 

through surveys and interviews with individuals from different classes of the society. 
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GLOSSARY 

 

 

TERM 
 
 

 DEFINITION 
 
 

Adab. (pl. Ādāb).  Manner. 

 
Al-Amr Bil-Ma‘rūf Wa 

Al-Nahī ‘An Al-Munkar. 

 Enjoining the right and forbidding the wrong a basic 

doctrine of Da‘wah. 

 
Al-H�asan Li-Dhātih.  This is a H�adīth whose chain of transmission is linked to 

the narration of an authority with weak exactitude, but 

without eccentricity or blemish. 

 
Al-H�asan Li-Ghayrih.  This is H�adīth judged good by virtue of another H�adīth 

when its weakness is so slight that it can be raised 

through another chain to the level of good H�adīth. 

Therefore, being good is not on its own virtue, but by the 

way that renders it good. It could be called ‘supported 

Hasan’. 

 
‘Ālim. (pl. ‘Ulamā’).  Expert trained in the Islamic sciences. 

 
Al-S�ah�īh� Li-Dhātih.  This is a H�adīth whose chain of narrators has been 

transmitted, from beginning to end, by truly pious 

persons who have been know for their uprightness and 

exactitude, and the H�adīth is free from eccentricity and 

blemish. 

 
Al-S�ah�īh� Li-Ghayrih.  This is a H�adīth deemed good on its own virtue in the 

case where it is narrated by one or more chains. 



Amīr. 

‘Aqīdah. (pl. ‘Aqā’id). 

As�l. 

Bay‘ah. (pl. Bay‘āt). 

Bid‘ah. (pl. Bida‘). 

D�a‘īf. 

Dhikr. (pl. Adhkār). 

Dīn. (pl. Adyān). 

Du‘ā’. (pl. Ad‘iyah). 

Fad�īlah. (pl. Fad�ā’il). 

Fatwā. (pl. Fatāwā). 

Fiqh. 

Hadith. (pl. Ah�ādīth). 

H�āfiz+. (pl. H�uffāz+). 

H�alāl. 

H�arām. 

Hijrī 

 Leader. 

 
 Belief. 

 
 Root, origin, source. 

 
 Oath of spiritual initiation. 

 
 Innovation in religion; heretical practice.

 
 Weak, or opposed to strong and reliable

 
 Remembrance of God. 

 
 Religion; Islam. 

 
 Supplication. 

 
 Virtue, merit or reward. 

 
 Islāmic legal opinion. 

 
 Islamic jurisprudence. 

 
 Narratives and reports of the deeds and sayings of the 

Prophet. . 

 
 One who has memorised the entire Quran.

 
 Lawful; allowed by the Islamic laws; legitimate.

 
 Unlawful; prohibited by divine laws; illegitimate.

 
 Calendar beginning with the event of Prophet 

Muhammad's migration from Makkah to Al

Madinah Al-Munawwarah. 
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Innovation in religion; heretical practice. 

reliable. 

and sayings of the 

ne who has memorised the entire Quran. 

awful; allowed by the Islamic laws; legitimate. 

ohibited by divine laws; illegitimate. 

Calendar beginning with the event of Prophet 

Makkah to Al-
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H�ukm. (pl. Ah�kām).  Injunctions, divine laws, rules. 

 
‘Ilm Mus�t3alah� Al-H��adīth.  The knowledge of H�adīth terminology: A collection of 

principles that distinguish the weakness from the strength 

of H�adīth narrators and text in terms of acceptance or 

rejection. 

 
Īmān.  Faith; belief. 

 
Isnād, Sanad. (pl. Asānīd).  Chain of transmission. 

 
Jama‘ah. (pl. Jamā‘āt).  Group, Community. 

 
Jāmi‘.  Collective, comprehensive. 

 
Jarh�.  Invalidating Narrators: Rejecting the narrator's 

transmission because he does meets certain 

characteristics laid down by the scholars of H�adīth. 

 
Khurūj.  Spending a certain period away from home on 

missionary work with a group of people. 

 
Ma‘rūf. 

 

 Good, praiseworthy. 

 
Madhab. (pl. Madhāhib).  School of Islamic jurisprudence. 

 
Maktab. (pl. Makātīb). 

 

 Elementary Islamic school. 

 
Mas’lah. (pl. Masā’il). 

 

 Point of Islamic law, or issues of the legal or 

theological doctrines. 

 
Matn. (pl. Mutūn). 

 

 Text or contents of a H�adīth. 

Mawlānā.  One well-versed in Islamic law. 

 



Mawd�ū‘. 

Munkar. 

 
Mutāba‘ah. (pl. Mutāba‘āt). 

Namāz. 

Qiyām Al-layīl. 

Rak‘ah. 

S�ah�ābī. (pl. S�ah�ābah). 

S�ah�īh� 

Shāhid. (pl. Shawāhid) 

Shari‘ah. 

Shirk 

S�īghat Al-Tamrīd�. (S�iyagh 

Al-Tamrīd). 

Sunnah. 

 Fabricated, forged. 

 
 Evil. 

 
  H�adīth Text-Related Appendage: A 

wording or meaning is identical to another by the same 

narrator Companion. 

 
 Prayer, Persian for the Arabic word S�al

 
 Vigil, to stay at night praying or remembering God.

 
 One complete act of standing, kneeling and 

prostrating in S�alāh. 

 
 A Companion of the Prophet  (peace be upon him).

 
 Authentic. 

 
 H�adīth Text-Related Appendage: A 

wording or meaning is identical to another, but the 

narrator Companion is different in both.

 
 Islamic law. 

 
 Associationism, polytheism. 

 
�iyagh  Uncertainty mood: using passive voice or other form to 

imply the H�adīth narration is weak, like saying: It has 

been told or mentioned that the Prophet 

 
 Practice of the Prophet Muhammad

traditions. 
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Appendage: A H�adīth whose 

wording or meaning is identical to another by the same 

alāh. 

igil, to stay at night praying or remembering God. 

f standing, kneeling and 

(peace be upon him). 

Related Appendage: A H�adīth whose 

to another, but the 

narrator Companion is different in both. 

Uncertainty mood: using passive voice or other form to 

eak, like saying: It has 

been told or mentioned that the Prophet . 

ammad  or His 



Ta‘dīl. 

Tābi‘ī. (pl. Tābi‘īn). 

Tablīgh. 

T4araf. (pl. At3rāf). 

Targhīb.  

Tarhīb. 

T4arīqah. (pl. Turuq). 

Ummah. 

 

 

 Validating Narrators: Accepting the narrator's 

transmission because he meets certain characteristics laid 

down by the scholars of H�adīth. 

 

 A follower, that is, one who belongs to the generation 

following the Companions. 

 
 lit. 'to communicate'; Islamic missionary work.

 
 The Caption: A sentence quoted from t

H�adīth, including a saying, deed, approval or attribute of 

the Prophet  . 

 
 Awakening of a desire or arousal of an interest.

 
 Intimidation. 

 
 Method. 

 
 Worldwide Muslim community. 
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Validating Narrators: Accepting the narrator's 

transmission because he meets certain characteristics laid 

belongs to the generation 

lit. 'to communicate'; Islamic missionary work. 

The Caption: A sentence quoted from the text of a 

including a saying, deed, approval or attribute of 

Awakening of a desire or arousal of an interest. 
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 �%Wا �B: * 104-10/97*  4598ح (&<P(�6���B: 0OT 89O( 2 ا)�+*( �(~(.  
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

 -#$< )*+�(��ل ، 3T أي �B:8 و)#�'+اً وm�j دت+$k ظ  وإن��ل ا)��m ��  .وا; أ:0B)8 إ]9�د ��#� آ
  
2 !�U%G:  ب��ل 7�6m ا)��+*(   » 3`�7Q ا)��4ن«)4+ ذآ� ا)�.)- ه�ا ا)�+*i� )#�� اU(/م 23 %4+%� آ��m )#T :]        E������+ ��D .�) W2�Xل  (�YP9ء ا��Aر

 +U%9ا����  [...m _(�( ؛ cذآ� o6[ ��+ *P�Oن %�" اWو)�� إ*��اد ا)��+*( ��i#�� ا)����*\        {0 أورد ا)�+*( ، )O" ا)�+*( >$�8 :+د %" �4�د ا)�+*( آ
 7n%»��� ه�P ا)����GpT .            \�$� +�9: 7 ا)P4ا:+ ا)�+*n#�» ُ*�آ� ، أو ُ*4�ل و��Pه����Pع ا)��bق ـ آU�� c��#�( "ٌ�pT )*+��(ى أن ا�* -(.�و)$7 ا)

�Pع ا)�bق دون ا)9U� -#$`ا)�+*( ا) "#p�k 23 �ً��#Tن أPBه�p�* )#T "#}+���x �$�#" ا)�49+ وا)����#� إ)�� �Bk ��4#4T_ ا)��bق        ا)���Ch*" %" ا)
��� وأن ا)���ظ �Piا :��B أن ا)��+   C �9� mP% &% o��� l- ا)�.)- ه9B$�6 >$- ا)�+*( ـ ؛ و)U( �5�#Ts� و%+ى �5kPmة    و��n0 آ�Yر -#$�< )*

�ء �B: 0OT ا)�+*( ��)P>& ا�6U* 0B3 8m�jو�B$(7 إن �$\ ا� l ، ق�b(8 ��$+د ا�$<.  
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  ـــــــــ  ـــــــــ  ـــــــــ
  »א���د���א��	��������������א���ن	�א���«

  
  ــــــــــــــ

2-   ***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

�Dم ا12Q +U%9 ا� 23�! وE2X $_&8 -10 أUQ^ &)دده�� ، وا]&�8   ((   )1(
﴿     زِيـزأَنْـتَ الْع فَإِنَّـك ـملَه رتَغْف إِنو كادبع مفَإِنَّه مهذِّبتُع إِن

يمك6 ����«ـ  3.)) ﴾الْح«  
  

� اآ��� ��آ� �� * �)0 *$/و ا)�.)- ه�ا ا)�+*( إ)� %�'& %$#" ، وإ�
  .ا)�+*( ، و)0 *�آ� ا)�اوي

  

�#��  

3-   

]2[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***  

�ل   ��m 8��9: ;ن ر>��2 ا����n: "��: :   8��#B: ;ا �B��� ;ل اP��[ل ر���m
0B[و: ))!M23ن وa(��)آE2#G .) E ا9S((. ����7 « ـ«  

  
 *-(.��ل ا)m ] :ري�d6(ا cداود 4روا P2 6، وا)��%�ي 5، وأ�Q�p9(7، وا  ،

8'�، و)�OT "O  10و:/اc إ)� %0Bp أ*`ً� 9»ا)��G#Y«ه�ا 23  8.وا�" %
 23 A3�� ]�O :89: :" أ�2 ا)$sء 11»ا)���«ا)�ً�Bp% أن.[  

 �#��
�ريd6(ا  

                                                 
�2Q 23 أ�C'8 ا 3p9() ى��i(9" اp(8 23 ) 2/177*  1010ح * ا'��+ 2�3  ) 1/429* 1350ح * ا)9p" (، و ا�" %T9+  (، وأ�p�،  21366ح * ا)

21425  *5/149، 156 (                ��9$�c دون ذآ�� ��� ا�*�� :�" :���NQ ر>�2 ا; :�59��ه+ ���#� ��H )*+��B(ه0 :�" أ��2 ذر ر>�2 ا; :8�9 ، و�#Yو
��+ 2�3              ) 2/310*  448ح * ا)9�p"  (أ�C'8 ا)��%�ي 23 Tري ر>�2 ا; :8�9 :�9+ أ+�d(أ��2 ]�$#+ ا "�: �#��� ��C� +ه��H �ح * ا)�9�p+  (، وأ*`�ً

11611  *3/62 (c�#Yو.  
�ن 2�3                 �b4(ا "�� "�pا)� Pد ا)��+*( %�059 أ����5�م  (ه�ا و�T "�pّT +�m+*( أ��2 ذر ر>�2 ا; :8�9 :�+د %�" ��4*Fه0 واP�(م      ا��OTWب ا�* ا)�Pاm$#" 2�3 آ��

�م (ا)P9وي 23 و) 701، 5/353OTWا ��sC مs[Fا:+ اPm9" وp(ت ا��ا)��d��pج :)   ��Bو:6+ اT�(#0 ا)$�ا2m 2�3  ) 1/595*  2027ح * 5% 23
�آ0   ��B( رك+��p��6��2 2�3     ) 125-1/124* ا)(Wا "*����$�����B: 05�`$� 0�OT 7 ا)��+*(      ). 3/350*  1350ح * ���#� ]�9" ا��" %�'�8     )و%�" ا(

�)7n% ��i أ�P :6+ ا; ا)��آ0 23 �) "#�#�i(ا �B: رك+�p�5�ب ا)+*" ا)��P6#�ي 2�3   ووا843 ا)�ه26 ، وآ�) 1/367*  879ح * ا)H _()  ح�6�i%
 8'�  . وY#�ه0) 1/159* ا)/'�'� 23 زواQ+ ا�" %

  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 
  

          "�O( ، ��*�%�� �pْ'َ 2�3 7�#mَ�ة ���9 دَِ'�'�� ا)$��( "�pT )*+T ح�N(23 ا ��ل ، �3+*( أ�2 ذر ر>2 ا; :89 ا)�ي ذآ�c ا)�.)- ه9T أي �B:و
�Pع *�O" ا)P4ل أن ا)�U�  .وا; أ:0B ا)PNاه+ وا)�bق+*( ��#� �

  
�ري( 4d6(4/1919*  4739ح *  ��#� ا.(  
 
  ).2/70*  1452ح *  أ�P داود ]9"( 5
  
  ).5/173*  2907ح * ا)��%�ي ]9" ( 6
  
7 ) .%X +b�F%9ى ا(Ud9ى )5/19*  8037ح * ا��i(و)#� ا ،.  
  

!�U%G:  23 دP'P% )*+�(8 أن اmsjإ �B: 2Q�p9(ى«*�05 %" :/و ا)�+*( إ)� ا��i(9" اp(د 2�3    » اP�'P% )*+��(�ا)9�p"  «)8 ، و)#� اW%� آ�)_ 3
���9ري :�9+%� :�/ا ه��ا ا)��+*( إ)��           / ، وا)��*G أن ا)N#� »ا)9p" ا)��iى«)8 دون » ا)�6Oى(�3 ، ��%�3�8k ا)���B: 8#69 ه��c ا)��b49 ا)5 ��+ زآ�*�%

� im+ ا)��2Q إ�p9»�6ىO(9" اp(ا «Pk 23 �#68 أ{� آ( �(hp�  .3#� ا)�mP وا)�B: +5U ا)6�nT#"؛ )�)_ 3�)��B: 8#69 ا)
 
8  23 8'�  ).1/76*  211ح * ا)9p" (ا�" %
 
  ). 2/225*  2184ح * ا)��G#Y وا)��ه#G (ا)��9ري 23  9
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4-   ***
***

�,  (. D)أ ا9�)aن Eo رأى أن أ-,اً((   )2(� +Gأو �M) pq�أوG+ أ
  »����8 «ـ  12.))...اEr3 �) (st0X ا�

 -#$<
 �َ:P3�%

                                                                                                                                                         
� :�/ا ا)��+*( إ)��     *6+و أن ا)�.)- 8�69k ه�9� إ)�� ا)h�bd ا)��ي و�m& 3#�8 ا)���9ري :         10%+0  «�9B�p% �#��� «       )*+��(ج ه��ا ا��d* 0�( �ً�B�p% أن &mاP(��3 ،

3�  .A أ�P ا)$sء ا)5�+ا�k 2.آ+ ذ)_أ�sً، و:6�رة ا)�
  

11  23 2�s4p$(ا �UT "ا�) ري�d6(ح ��#� ا�N� ري�  ).9/75* ��3 ا)6
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS:  

�ري 23 d6(م ا�%F8 ا'�Cأ )#T �#�� )*+T 89: 2<ن ر��ن �" :��n: )*+T»8�#�� «      )*+��(د :�/و ا��U% أن ��B: ء���B$(ا o�kا +mو ،
3���4Bk ��%W ه��*"     ، ��5#���د*( 23 آ�TWا "% �#�i(اج ا�Cإ ��ري و%0Bp ا)�/%d6ن ا)W ا)�+*( ؛ ��� �B: ل+* ��إ)� ا)�i#�#" أو أT+ه

�)P64ل� "#���O(�9 اp(ا Gآ� "% ��  . �sdف Y#�ه
 

�ر           12�i�C��ظ 4�%�ر��� ���(h� G�BYWا Pوه� ��3PmP%و �ً�:P3�% ���ه�ا ا)�+*( %�وي %" �jق %��B�d :" :6+ ا; �" :��و �" ا)$�ص ر>�2 ا; :59
�C9+ ا)6$\ ا�: ًًlPb%و ��QWرةً :9+ �$\ ا�k .P8 هB%�O� )*+�(و�� ا :))   أى أن أ-�,اً أ(����, E�r3 (��        (. D)أ ا9��)aن � +�u3أ ��M) p�q��u3+ أ

�sQ .         .M) ا� ، وEr3 �) (sQ ا��� !5�F& ن أنa(���) أw !x &�;-1 إ9��! ، و�9�p�)�P9 +�sU%& J ا9y !�U%A .��, ا0X,رج اU%9;ة $�و(. D)أ ا9�)aن 
�qs& .M| ، وd9. &#5; و&pq59 ^5t ا9�)aن� |qs& 5! ، أوF&(( .  

  
     ، "#�p#Q4#" ر*��j ��(إ ��%Wا &m25�9 23 واk �:P3���ل ، �3ن �jق ا)�+*) ا(T أي �B:ا{ول و H&(u9���:       �b�N(ا ��B: ر��i�C�� �ً�:P3�% 8�'�Cأ

�م ا)����آ0 2��3  ��%F2 %��" ا)���+*( ا���n(ا) "#�#���i(ا ���B: رك+���p��#���c ا)6#2��45 2��3 ) 1/738*  2028ح * ا)Bk 8��9:و )���*Fا G$��H ن�*  2591ح * 
2/522 (% o*�j "P&1� +M�F9ن ا�M"3 .$  ": ي�i��)+ �" */*+ ا)C ": بP*رق :" *�2 �" أ�j "� &#��(و �" ا��L& .�$ 8�U2#o&�, أ$�+     :" :

�����C� G ، و*�6+و )�9� أن      اd9%;د' "% 2�5p(ن ا��n: "� 2�* "#(و ، G��' "% +*/* "� �6B$} ل�T �(�5U( -#$< cد�:" :6+ ا; �" :��و �8 ، وإ]9
#CWا G6p(8       ا����م أ�P :6#�+ ا)4�]�s�[ "�� 0م 2�3 آ�%Fن اW )*+�(ا �B$� و)�Wا P7 ا)���4ن   (� هQ��`3 *1/108 (       )�#T 2 ه��ا�5�p(ا ��#�* -(��C +�m

               5�p(ل %�" ا�� :��B :�6+ ا; ��" :���و و)�0 *�3$�8 وه�P أA��T وأو{�6b� o#$�� ا)��ً�3PmP% 8�p�� د�9[F���و �" ا)��#& �: 8d#H ": +#6: Pأ� c2 ، روا�
�)�+ ��" */*�+    ) 1/4* أsCق أه7 ا)��4ن ()mP- روا*ٌ� أ�Cى :9+ أ��O� 2 ا�'�ي 23 و*�'� اC ": بP*أ "� �#�* ": G6+ ا; �" وه: o*�j "%

�� :�B :6+ ا; �" :��و أ*`ًً3PmP% +*/* "� �6B$} ": . ��5�'�      :اH&(u9 اx�"9+أ%��:#7 ��" :6#�+ ا; ��" أ��2 ا)��:#7 �" را3& ا)�+�2 :" إ]� :" إ]
�+ �" ��i ا)��وزي 23 �% lًPb% 8'�Cأ �ً:P3�% ص���و �" ا)$: ":)   7�#B(م ا��#m �i�d% *1/270 (   2�3 2�6ا��b(وا ،)   ��#6O(0 ا�U$�2�3  «* ا)

2 2�3   ) 1/186-187* 3`��7Q ا)���4ن   (و ذآ�c :" ا)�6bا��2 ا)���A3 ا��" آn#�� 2�3      ) »ا)U/ء ا)��P4د 89%��n#5(وا ،)     +�QاP�(و%�69& ا +�Qا)/وا &��U% *
�ل) 7/159mوه; (0)وك[: و ��3�p $. را�MXإ !���:#7 ��" را�3&         ]روا� اUu9)اx+ و�� *��5x ه�2 إ]���#3 o�*�b(ه�ا ا �B: 2 �3ن�n#5(ل ا�m ��وهP آ

8x�T -$`( )*+�(ء ا��B: "% &�  .ا)�+�2 و�k +mآ8 '
  

 ��8أ%;D;M9ا�ن ،  ا9)وا&8 ا ��T 8#B: ��mو �% Gp�� ق�j ��[ �(25�9�3 إ H&(u9���:#7 ��" :6#�+ ا; :�"         :ا{ول��:#7 ��" را�3& :�" إ]��:" إ]
 8���%8 23 آ��6�رك ���� :B#8 أ�C'8 ا�" ا)ً3PmP% و�����و ا)2�BU6      :اH&(u9 اx�"9+، أ%� ) 275*  799ح * ا)/ه+ (:6+ ا; �" :: "�� 7#:��:" إ]�

�� 8'�Cو �8 أ���:#7 �" :6#+ ا; :" :6+ ا; �" :��%8 *�#� ا)�UNي 23 آ���2B: ": 8 �" ه�0H :" إ]�) �#p#�d(2 ا(�%Wو23 ه��ا  ) 1/122* ا
 ، -#$< P2 وهBU6(ا cد��:#7 �" را3& 23 ا)o*�b اWول )O" 23 إ]9�[F 0H���$ً� :2B �" ه�% +U� o*�b(اO9�"9ا H&(u9اح     :وا��U(وآ#�& ��" ا ":

B: ًا�i�d% 8'�Cو �8 أ���:#7 �" را3& :" ر'7 :" :6+ ا; �" :���2 %89 أ��O� P �" أ��H 2#�6 2�3   :" إ]n(ا �bN9-  (� ا)�i� 29953ح * ا)
:�" *�#��    :واH�&(u9 ا9)ا$��  )`$- ا�" را3& إ>�3ً� إ)�� ا)�'�7 ا)��056 ،    و8#3 >$- ) 71* 3`�7Q ا)��4ن (، و%��+ �" ا)`�*� 23 ) 6/120* 

�)+ �" */*+ :" {$�6B أ�2 ا)P9Oد :" C ": بP*و �" أ����2 %8�9 أ��P :6#�+ 2�3         ��8 أ�C'�8   :6+ ا; �" :�n(ا �b�Nا) ��B: ًا��i�d%7 ا)���4ن   (Q��`3 *
�رة إ)#8 ،  )1/4* أsCق أه7 ا)��4ن (أ��O� P ا�'�ي 23 ، و )1/108HF�46 ا[ +mوJ)��9ا H&(u9ء       :وا�9�2�p3 :�" أ��2 ر'�b(6#�+ ا: +��% ":

%���� 8'�Cو أ���:#7 �" :6#+ ا; :" :6+ ا; �" :��ن   (8 ا)6#245 2�3  %��ز �" :6+ ا; :" إ]��*Fا G$�H * ء    ) 2/522*  2590ح�)�O" أ��P ر'�
 ، �$b49% �6�$k ل��:#7 �" :6#+ ا; %��زة �3وا*�8 23 ه�c ا)��:�" :�6+ ا; ��" ���)� :�"       :أ(�� اu9)&�H ا��F9دس   %+)� وm+ :9" ه9� و�#89 و�#" إ]

��2 %�89'8 �8 أC :6+ ا; �" :��و:" » %i+ع اW:�ج«%$�و*� �" ��)� :" أ�2 *�#� n(ا �bNا) �B: ًا�i�d%   2�3 +#6: P7 ا)���4ن   (أ�Q��`3 *
�ء ا)��+*( 8�#3                     )1/109��B: -�B�Cا +�mو ، "#�B(8 3#�8 �$�\ ا�x�T أن l8 إ���)O" 23 إ]9�دc :�6+ ا; ��" ���)� آ�G�k ا)B#�( وه�P ��+وق {��6 2�3 آ�

� *�$oB ��وا*�8 :" ا)89O( ، +$[ "� )#B ه9� *�وي :" %$�و*� �"�#3 �ً��C           �d�p� 2�3 ة��#n8 :8�9 آ�n*د�Tوأ �ً�*+�m 8�9: ث+�T +�mا)�`�%2 و �(��
�4��p(ق ا�b(8 �$\ ا*P4* أن "O��3]9�د ه�ا ا)h� l o*�bس �8 و* ، ��P�O%.  

 23 2mا)�`7 ا)$�ا Pء %059 أ���B$(8 �$\ ا�$< +m عP3��� )23وا��sd( أن ه�ا ا)�+*) ا(% t*�dk 23 ر��[Wر 23 ا��[W7 ا�T ": 29�� ا)
6�ر CWء %" ا�#TW2 23 ) 1/221*  857ح * ا�n#5(وا ،) +QاP�(و%69& ا +Qا)/وا &�U% *7/159 ( 23 2��6(Wوا ،) ��#$`(ا )*د�TWا �BpB[

 �%Wا �B: |#p(ا �أ%� �ik#� ا)��آ0 ). 1/430*  865* >$#- ا)��G#Y وا)��ه#G (و23 ) 201- 11/199*  5118ح * وا)�P<P:� وأ{�ه
P3���ه7 ا)��آ0 23 ا)��i#� %$�وف :9+ أه7 ه�ا ا)�"))*+�B ا(pkو ، �x� 8#�3 ع .  

� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS:  
: �B: �ً3PmP% �ٌ��} 89O( ، 0B[8 و#B: ;ا �B� 269(ر3$8 إ)� ا �i* l -ٌ#$< ���ل ، �3+*( :6+ ا; �" :��و ر>2 ا; :59T أي �B:6+ و

�Pع ا)�bق :"ا; U� "p�(�6 اk9/ل :" رk l فPmP���و ، 3+ر'� ا):.  
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***
***
***
***  

  
 *sً[�% 0#B[ "� +#$[ ": أن ه�ا ا)�+*( روي -(.�، )89O )0  13ذآ� ا)

  .*�آ� %" أ�Cج ا)�+*(
  

 �#��
�3PmP%  

5-   
***
***
***
***
***
***  

)3(   )) w !xأ (�y !�U%A .�(. D)أ ا9�)aن ��Mx�d ا0X,رA> اU%9;ة $
!�  »����8 «ـ  14.))&;-+ إ9

  
�رة إ)�  74�15 ا)�.)- ه�ا ا)�+*( :" %2B: s ا)4�ري* HFدون ا Pه ��آ

8'�Cراوي ا)�+*( و%" أ.  
  

 -#$<
�:P3�% 

"pT 
�3PmP%  
 o6[

8U*�dk 
 23 ا)�Nح

 0m��4  
6-   

]3[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***  

�ل ر>2 ا; :89 :" أ�2 ]$#+m : 8#B: ;ا �B� ;ل اP[ل ر�m
0B[19((: و�#Gرك و�UG ل ا9)ب;�(. 2s6! ا9�)aن 3. ذآ)ي : &

2�. ، و�pq آRم ا� 123 b�F9ا +u3أ �) pq��0! أu309+ أ�F)و
!�2S 123 �ا pq5م آRd9ا (b�X((.  ����9 «ـ«  

  
 *-(.��ل ا)m: ] c17وا)+ار%2،  16ا)��%�يروا  ،G$N(18.وا)6#245 23 ا.[  

 .F-
�(�s9  

                                                 
13 !�U%G :   ��C� )*+�T sً[�% 0#B[ "� +#$[ c( ا)�ي روا*+�(���PiB( Gاب 3U% وه�ا ، sً[�% 0#B[ "� +#$[ ": أن ه�ا ا)�+*( %�وي -(.�ذآ� ا)

8iةً و��H�6% c+$� 2kh* ��56�� (� ((: T �#Y+*( :6+ ا; �" :��و ر>2 ا; :59 .)  �(��y wو W�2) wو +Ux w نa(� ))أ89L%) Er3 3%, ا� (. ا9
�ن %�آPران :�B ا)�Pا)2 23 آ��ب %�k`� ا)/�#+ى n*+م ا)+*" (وا)�PB: ء�#Tح إ�N� "#4���دة ا)p(ف ا��k4/463* إ ( �#N(؛ و)$7 ا /   ���+ زآ�*��%

�دة ا)��8B4� +9:»"#4 )�+*( :6+ ا; �" :��و %" آ��ب p(ف ا��kإ «hbd(ء ا�' �4���x� o6[ 8( 7iT .   ��$6�k +�43 7 %& ا)�+*( ا��C و%" ه9�(�و�
     $�[ o�*�j "�% )*+��(ج ه��ا ا�Cء َ%ْ" أ��B$(0 )�5ا ا)�+*( ، و)0 أ'+ ِ%" ا#B[ "� +#$p( �*روا �B: 7*Pj )�� +$� -mق ه�ا ا)�+*( و)0 أ�j  "�� +#

� *.آ+ ا)�U#�9 ا)�2 و��ر إ)�B: 8# ا7mW ؛ %H0 أو أ#B[�  .��B إ)5#
 

14 8#B: مsO(8 واU*�dk o6[ +mو o��p(ا )*+�(ء %" ا/' )*+�(ه�ا ا.  
  

15  8����#� (ا)�+*( ذآ�2B: s% c ا)4�ري 23 آ�i��ة ا)ON% ح�H �#k����ة ا)m�% *3/238.(  
  

�ل) 5/184*  2926ح *  ]9" ا)��%�ي( 16m8 ـ و( A�B(ـ وا :]|&(y .F- O&,-[.  
 

  ).2/533*  3356ح *  ا)+ار2% ]9"( 17
 

�ن( 18�*Fا G$H 245#6B(  * 2/353*  2015ح .(  
  

 23 0#$� Pم أ��%Fري ا+d(أ�2 ]$#+ ا )*+T ج�Cأ ���ء (آ#��Wت ا�46jء و�) 1/519*  1852ح * ا)�+:�ء  )، وا�6b(ا�BT *5/106 ( 23 2#� اWو)#
�م ا)B#7 (، وا�" ��i ا)��وزي 23 #m �i�d% *1/264 ( o*�j "% 05Bآ ��QWه0 %" ا�#Yو �"و���+ �" ا)�p" �" أ�2 */*+ ا)5�+ا�2 ، :" :�% 

�ً:P3�% ري+d(أ�2 ]$#+ ا ": ، �#b: ": ، �#m  ، ن�9�د 8#3 >$#�[Fول، وه�ا ا}�� :+xا,M�9ا ,&L& +$أ .$ ,MP) ;ه   �#�N� "� 0O�(8 ا$��k "O( ،
� ذآ�� ا)2�45#6 2�3     ����و �" m#� آ: ": 2BU$(وان ا�% "� +��ت   (و%���i(ء وا���[Wر       ) 2/41* ا��l �bm ا:��6�[ �#�N� "�� 0�O�(ا ��$���% "�O(   ��5(

5� %" روا*� �W ?��, ا9)ازي وه; @�#M- .$ ,MP)  ًا,�A           2�3 ن��6T "ر إ)�� ذ)�_ ا����Hأ �����$��    و��46k  ،) 2/277* ا)���UوT#"  (و�m+ ا0�5k آ�% �9*+�(
��+ �" %�وان ا)2B#4$ وه2 %���$� P64%)� إذا �� ]9+ه� )O" )0 أ�B: -m إ]9�ده�% . ��? اx�"9+أ%#q9ا :     +����X .�$ 8#, ا�#9;u3 ;ه�  % Pر  وه�P5�N

�ر إ)�� >�$- ]�c+9 ا)��ه26 2�3             . ��)�+)#� ا)64#� ، و)#� )8 %���& :" أ�2 ]$#+ ا)d+ري 2�3 ه��ا ا)��+*(   �Hأ +�mد ه��ا ا)��+*( >�$#- و�و)��)_ 9�[�3
�ف )��Nd%/Bي    (، وا)/*B$2 23 ) 6/109* %#/ان اl:�+ال 23 �4+ ا)�'�ل (�NO(ا �#�p�k 23 �$mاP(ر ا��د*( وا�{TWا t*�dk *3/220 (W2  ، وا���6(

 23 "*���$��د*( ا)`�$#�� وا)�P�<P:� وأ{�ه�� ا)��B: |#�p ا)       ��%W%" ا(TWا �BpB[ * 2�3   ) 508-3/506*  1335ح �>�$#- ا)��G�#Y   (وأ*`�ً
 G#ب ر>�2 ا; :8�9 :�9+ ا)6#2�45 2�3        ). 1/428*  860* وا)��ه��bd(ا "�� ��: )*+T "% ى�Cاه+ أPH )*+�B( "O()   ن���*Fا G$�H * 572ح  *

�ر   (، وا)�6/ار 2�3   ) 519*  1850ح * ا)+:�ء (ا)�6bا�2 23 ، و) 1/413�C/(1/247*  137* ا)���6 ا (     cد����Pان ��" أ��2    وY#��ه�O( 0" 2�3 إ]�9
 8���رةً 23 آ�k cن �3آ��6T "ل ا�Pm 8#3 -B�Cا )#T 2�65�ء ا)�#i(ا) "#Tو�U��رةً أ�Cى 23 آ����8  ) 1/376* ا)k cت  ({0 ذآ���4n(8/321* ا (  ���9#�

����P���i( 8ان 2��3 آ�����P��* 0��(  8رد ا)'�k +��9: sً*+��$k lو �ً��T�' 8��#3 ري���d6) ���#6O(ر*� ا��0k 2��3 آ�����8  ) 4/409* ا)�����T 2ح (وآ���)_ 3$��7 ا���" أ������U(ا
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***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

 �%��ل  ر>�2 ا; :�64: ":   8�9 �" :��m :))    12�Q �ل ا;�Xج ر(�S
 E2Xو !���لا� 23� 85t9ا +� .Pxم    : و;�& pو آ�,�s& أن |P& Ed&أ

  ��uD wو Eoإ (�y +�0�. آ;(�و&. D�%$ +G��� H��إ�Pu$ 19ن أو ا#9
�%2�����ل  ، &� رX;ل ا� آ�P& �%2| ذW�9  : ر-E؟ � :    Eو أ-�,آ,�s& R��أ

��) 8�D�x .�) !�9 أو      S �آ��0ب ا .) .�0&a أ(��E2# أو &� ,�FM9إ19 ا
���) ��9! (��. أر$��� و(��.     S ���$ث وأرR��o .��) !��9 (���S ثR��oو .�0D���x

p$����9 «ـ  .))أ3,اده. (. ا�«  
  

 *-(.��ل ا)m ] :0Bp% cداود 19روا P20، وأ�.[  

�#��  
0Bp%  

                                                                                                                                                         
�ل :89 ا�" P��BCن ) 4/424* وا)�$+*7 mان ه�ا ، وP�� o}أن *�#� �" %$#" و +U� "#T 23 ، : ]      O&,�P9ا +�� �ًDو,�Q ن;�d& أن ;�Aا��"   ]أر cوأورد

�ه#" 23 H»8k�� 2�3 آ���ب    » {4���ل    (آ��O(ا G*��5k ل�����O" ا)P�4ل أن ���Pان ه��ا l *�9/ل :�" در'��            ) 6/383* إآ* 8�#B: ًء��ي ؛ و��9�bB�% A3���B(
&���� وأ�8 روى :89 'C "#$% "ل ا��m ��  .�+وق إن )O* 0" {�4 آ

  
  "�% �C� +ه�H ري+d(أ�2 ]$#+ ا )*+�(�6+ ا;    و: "�� ����' )*+�T       2�3 2:�� أ�C'�8 ا)4`���5�ب   (ر>�2 ا; :59�N(9+ ا�p% * 1/340*  584ح ( ،

�ن (وا)245#6 23 �*Fا G$H * 414-1/413*  573ح (  G6�p� -$< cد��ء     ا�P�q9ك $�. ُ-�M)ة اُ{(�2;آ+ وه�; @�#�?      )O" 23 إ]9��B$(ا G�BY�9+ أ:
 2:���3 إ)� أن 23 ]9+ ا)4`<F�9�J أ$+ او�$`05 و{84 ، �,G ($�A .3 (�$L9�%3%. ه ,Dو.  

  
 ": �C� +ه�H ك��نوأ*`ً� ه9��" ��" واBT *7/313 (   +�m#� اWو)#�ء )ر>2 ا; :89 أ�C'8 أ��T  23 0#$� P*�� �" ا(#T�(0 :6+ اBp% Pأ� cد�و23 إ]9

 8��� )�d ا)��A3 ا�" �UT ا)$2�s4p ا)P4ل 3#8 23 آ����� إ)� آsم ا�" :+ي وآhن ا�" G*�4k *1/352 (B* 0( �UT ا)�G*�5 (وهP �+وق *��B آ
 8��7% 23 >$��ء ا)�'�ل (23 آ��O(8           ) 4/318* ا����99� ��U+ أن ا��" :��اق )���C� -�mP% 8 2�3 آ�O( ، )*+��(ا �m�p� +mوا "� "�T�(05 :6+ اkا �%+9:

) �$*�N(9/*8 اk *2/323 ()*+�� +5N�[8 ا�W 2jP#p(ا G4$k 8#B: ًء��ن ر>�2 ا;     T#( ا:��+ :�B آsم ا�" :+ي 23 ا)�اوي ؛ و�9���T*�� ��" ا)#
5�د ��+*N( 8n+ة >$�8 %" و'�x� �5 ا�" :�اق وهP رأيٌ )8 و'�ه�8N�[lا �Bi* l ه�ا ا)�ي +mوا "� "�T�(6+ ا: c+9[ 23 89 %& أن:.  

  
8 {�4�ت          �(�9�د ر'�[�� ��C� +ه��H 8�9: ;ري ر>�2 ا+�d(أ�2 ]�$#+ ا )*+�(ع  و;�u�) !�%d9       8 ا�'�C2 أ�B�p(رث ا��)�_ ��" ا)��% ��B:     2�3 �6#�H 2أ�� "��

) -9i��ن (، وا)6#245 23 ) 6/34*  29271ح * ا)�*Fا G$H * 1/414*  574ح (  ��C� +ه�H ����و ��" %��ة ا)p�X() !�%d9       23P�O  ، وأ*`ً: "�:
 �6#H 28 ا�" أ�'�C9- (أi�  ).6/34*  29273ح * ا)

  
  _Bk ���Cـ و ��Pع ا)PNاه+ وا)�bق ا)�2 أورد��ه� ه9U% �3ن o6[ �% �B: ًء�5�$� ـ �H l_ أ��5� P�4kي )*+�T أ��2 ]�$#+ ا�d(+ري         و�9< +�N* 0( 2�(ا

�Pع U�(���� c���#�( �ً9��pT )*+���(ن اP��O#( -$��`(��3& در'���8 %��" ا�k2 2��3  . ر>��2 ا; :8��9 و�s4��p$(ا ���UT "ا��� A3��Pع ا)���U�(�و��pT +��m" ا)���+*( ���
»8#(��د*�( ا)�8B4�)      �:P�<P :89 ا2jP#p( 2�3  » أ%TW2�3 ا �:P9�i�وآ��)_ ا)2jP#�p 2�3 رد��B: c ا��" ا)P�Uزي �G6�p        ) 289-2/288* ا)�)�| ا)

�ت (إ*�ادc ا)�+*( 23 :P�<P��ت    ا)�:P3���د*�) ا(TWب   ). 2/348*  %�" ا��ء :P�Bم ا)�+*"        (وا���x آ���#Tح إ��N� "#�4���دة ا)�p(ف ا���k4/464* إ-
��k`� ا)/�#+ي) 465(.  

  
��b,ة:  8���د*( ا)�P4*) �:P<Pل ا2jP#p( 23 آ�TW23 ا �:P9i�و(�M &,ل 123 ��6)ة اO&,�P9 (�� أS)�A! ا$�. ��F3آ) ��+        [ ):2/289* ا)�)| ا)

             +�u3أ ��) p�q���0! أu3أ w09+ إ��F) .�3 ي ذآ�)ي,�U3 ps�6 (�� +�U%9ا O&,�- ن;�UYG �M$ O&,P9ب ا�PQل &� أ�D !x8 أ%��5��ن $. 3X .3 !�&ر�G
�;ل (� &)-WM ا�x !9 9;ا��� .�2b�F9ا.[  

  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS:  

�ل ، T أي �B:             T )*+�T ��6�$*ر وP5�N% 8�9�% 8�9O( ، د�9�[Fري ر>�2 ا; :8�9 >�$#- ا+�d(أ��2 ]�$#+ ا )*+اه+     ��3P�N(ع اP��U�� c��#�( "�p
  .وا)�bق

 
19 ) 0Bp% �#�� * 1/552*  803ح.(  
  

�+ �" 769T (، وآ�)_ ) 2/71*  1456ح * ]9" أ�P داود ( 20T9+ أp% * 4/154*  17444ح.(  
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

 )*+T"� �64: �%�:  �#�� )*+T 89: 2<م أر�%F8 ا'�C0Bp%  23»8�#��« 0B:وا; أ.  
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***
***
***
***
***
***  

    ��(�m ��ل ر]�Pل ا;   : :" :���NQ ر>�2 ا; :�59�m    8�#B: ;ا �B��
0B��[رة (( :و(��U9ام ا(��d9ة ا(5��F9ا ���) نa(�وا���9ي &���)أ ، ا���M9ه) 9���$

�! وه; 23�! �6ق 9! أA)ان�  »11-����10 «ـ . ))ا9�)aن و&�0#0 
  

 *-��(.��ل ا)��m ] :ري���d6(ا c0 21رواB��p%داود 22، و P24، وا)��%���ي 23، وأ��� ،
2Q�p9(8 25وا'�  ].26، وا�" %

  

�#��  
 o��%
8#B:  

9-   ***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

�. ، و(. (. D)أ ا9�)aن وه; &2ّ50((   )4(G() �(A2! أ� !3,& wو !%) <
   ��) 8�)����#! وw &,3! $#"! ا� &;م ا9u0F& wو !�23 �ًt&(- آ�ن

   .»����11 « ـ .))أ6)اف أه2!
  
 * 8��B4�-��(.�ا)���ي :��/اc ���+ورc إ)��� ا)�6bا���2��B: s��% "��:27    ، 2 ا)��4�ري   ا)

  28.وا)245#6
  

 cد�إ]9
-#$<  

10-   

]6[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***  

��� :" ا�" :��ل ر>2 ا; :59m :     8�#B: ;ا �B�� ;ل اP�[ل ر��m
0B[م $�!      ((: و;��& ;����. ر���Ga pA ا� ا9��)aن %o123 ا wإ ,F- w

         H�5%& ;���  wً��) �ا ���Ga p�Aء ا9%���ر ور��xaو p��(%�! ��xaء   �xaء ا29
  »����11 «ـ  .))ا29�p و�xaء ا9%��ر

  
 *-(.��ل ا)m] :ري�d6(ا c2 ، 30وا)��%�ي ، 29رواQ�p9(31وا.[  

�#��  
 o��%
8#B:  

                                                 
�ري ( 21d6(4/1882*  4653ح * ��#� ا.(  
  

22 ) 0Bp% �#�� * 1/549*  798ح.(  
 

  ).2/70*  1454ح * ]9" أ�P داود ( 23
 

  ).5/171*  2904ح * ]9" ا)��%�ي ( 24
  

  .، و)#� ا)��iى )5/21*  8046ح *  X%. اb�F%9+ اUd9)ى( 25
 

26 ) 8'�  ).2/1242*  3779ح * ]9" ا�" %
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

 )*+T���NQ ر>2 ا; :59:  )#T �#�� )*+T0B:ا'8 وا; أ�Cإ �B: 0Bp%ري و�d6(ا o�kا.  
  

27  8����#� (%" آ�i��ة ا)ON% ح�H �#k����ة ا)m�% *5/32.(  
 

� 23  ه�ا ا)�+*( %�وي :" %$�ذ �" '76 ر>2 ا; :89 28ً:P3�%) 2�6ا�bB( �#6O(0 اU$��ن )6B#245 (، ) 20/72*  136ح * ا)�*Fا G$H * ح
1992  *2/345 .( 23 2�n#5(ل ا�m ، /*/$(6+ ا: "� +*P[ 8#3 -#$< )*+�(د ا��& ا)/واQ+ (وإ]9U% *7/160 :(] ;وه L&L#9ا ,U3 .$ ,&;X !��و

��تo !9�A8 ر���)ا و$S E�Yه !�23 1%o2 23  ].(0)وك وأ�s4p$(ا �UT "ا� A3��ل ا)�mو) �#���n(ا +#��p��)G ا)$�)#� �/واQ+ ا)b�) 14/375* ا)
)*+�B( cإ*�اد G4: :]O&,P9ا ?�#@ L&L#9ا ,U3 .$ ,&;X .d9 pt0) د�%Xه�ا إ[.  

  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

0B:وا; أ A�B(�5ا ا� -#$< cد�  .ه�ا ا)�+*( :" %$�ذ �" '76 ر>2 ا; :89 إ]9
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***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

�[P% 2ل ر>2 ا; :89 :" أ��m:  ل��m  ;ل اP�[8    ر�#B: ;ا �B��
0B[و :))       |��I ���P&8 ر�A(G}ا p�") نa(��("p ا�M9(. ا�9ي &��)أ ا9

 |�I ��M#Iو ،        w ة(�M09ا p�") نa(����)أ ا9& w ا��9ي .)��M9ا p�")و
 ;��2- ����M#Iر&��^ ����9 و ، p��") نa(������)أ ا9& w ا���9ي H����%M9ا p��")و

() ��M#Iو |�I ��P&8 رx�P&(9����12 «ـ . ))ا«  
  

 *-(.��ل ا)m] :ري�d6(ا c0،  32رواBp%2،  33وQ�p9(8 ، 34وا'�  ].35وا�" %
  

�#��  
 o��%
8#B:  

12-   ***
***
***
***
***
***  

)5(   -(.��ل ا)m :ا)�+*( 36و23 روا*� أ�2 داود ��k�C 23 دة %�#+ة�  :ز*
  

))...    !�%) WU�t& E9 إن WFM9ا |-�Q p"M9^ آ�t9ا J�و("p ا2�9
 !P&ر .) W$�Q6+ء أ ،  (��d9ا |-�Q p"Mء آ;F9ا J�و("p ا2�9
  »����13 «ـ  .))أW$�Q (. دx�S!إن X .) WUt& E9;اد� 

  

�#��  

13-   

]8[ 

***
***
***
***
***  

�لm 89: ;ب ر>2 ا�bd(ا "� ���ل ر]�Pل ا; ���B ا;   : :" :m
0B[8 و#B:: )).&(Sa !$ �q&ام ، و;D�0ب أd9ا ا��$ �� .))إن ا� &)

  »����13 «ـ 
  

 *-(.��ل ا)m] :0Bp% c37روا.[  

 �#��
0Bp%  

                                                                                                                                                         
�ري ( 29d6(0 (وآ�)_ 23 ) 6/2737*  9071ح * ��#� اBp% �#�� * 8 (، ) 1/558*  815ح'�%9p+ (، ) 2/1408*  4209ح * ]9" ا�" %

 769T "� +�T8) 2/36*  4924ح * أx�( وه�ا.  
 

  ).4/330*  1936ح * ]9" ا)��%�ي ( 30
  

  .، و)#� ا)��iى )5/27*  8072ح *  X%. اb�F%9+ اUd9)ى( 31
  

� 8A8 درQRS O&,P9ا: 
 )*+T��ري و%�B: 0Bp إ�Cا'T �#�� )*+T8#(  :6+ ا; �" :�� ر>2 ا; :59d6(ا o�k0 اB:وا; أ.  

  
�ري ( 32d6(5/2070*  5111ح * ��#� ا.(  
  

33 ) 0Bp% �#�� * 1/549*  797ح.(  
  

34 ) 2Q�p9(8/124*  5038ح * ]9" ا.(  
  

35 ) 8'�:" أ�� ) 4/259*  4829ح * ]9" أ�P داود (، أ%� 23 ) 5/150*  2865ح * ]9" ا)��%�ي (، وآ�)_ ) 1/77*  214ح * ]9" ا�" %
� :9+ ا)�#46ً:P3�% ي�$HWا �[P% 2ا)�ي روى ا)�+*( :" أ� Pوه ، �ً:P3�% 89: ;ر>2 ا _(�% "� .  

  

� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 
 )*+T 2<ي ر�$HWا �[P% 2ا; :89أ�  )#T �#�� )*+T8'ا�Cإ �B: 0Bp%ري و�d6(ا o�k0 اB:وا; أ.  

 
� ، وأ�� �" %�)_ هP ا)�ي روى ا)�+*( :" أ�P% 2]� ) 4/259*  4829ح * ]9" أ�P داود ( 36ً:P3�% 89: ;ر>2 ا _(�:" أ�� �" %

�#�� )*+�(�3 ، ���ري و%0Bp وY#�هd6(9+ ا: �ً:P3�% ي�$HWا.  
  

� ,P98 اA8 درQRSO&: 
 23 8Bري«ه�ا ا)�+*( ��#� وأ��d6(0«و  »��#� اBp% �#��« 0B:وا; أ.  

 
37 ) 0Bp% �#�� * 1/559*  817ح.(  
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14-   ***
***
***
***
***  

)6(    �B� ل�m0B[8 و#B: ;اؤه�(( :ا(D +0)أ +��ـ  38.))أآ") (%�
» ����13«  
  

  .، و)0 *�آ� راوي ا)�+*( )c/$* 0 ا)�.)- إ)� %i+ر* 
  

�#��  

15-   ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

�ن ،            :"   )7(��p$� ����%� ��" وا{��B أن ���3& ��" :�6+ ا)���رث )2�4 :�:
43�ل �O% �B: 8B�$�p* ��%" ا]�$��B: �B أه7 ا)Pادي؟ : وآ�ن :

�ل. ا�" أ�/ي: 43�لm :و%" ا�" أ�/ى؟    % "�% �(P�% ل��m ��ل . Pا)�9#�m :
�ل   �m ؟�(P�% 05#�B: ��Bd�[��ب ا; :�/ و'�7 وإ��3 :       8��O( رئ��m 8إ��
   ����ل :�m ، \Qا��(��� 0(�: :       +�m 0B�[8 و�#B: ;ا �B�� 0O#�6� إن �أ%�

�ل��m :))    .&)��Sa !��$ ���q&ا(��� و;D���0ب أd9ا ا����$ ����ـ      .))إن ا� &)
» ����14«  
  
 *-(.�  39.%$#" إ)� %i+ر ه9� )c/$* 0 ا)

 �#��
0Bp%  
 o6[

8U*�dk 
"�� 23 ا)

 0m��14  

                                                                                                                                                         
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

 )*+T ب�bd(ا "� ��: �#�� )*+T 89: 2<م أ43+ ر�%F8 ا'�C0Bp%  23»8�#��« 0B:وا; أ.  
  

38  05#B: ;ان اP<ر ����i(وي :" �$\ ا�% )*+�(وه0ه�ا ا "#$�  :أ'
�;3ً� :ا{ول �() �M�%3 �)و $. ا9#�ص ر@+ اM3 .$ �ا ,U3 .3  23 ��B�d% ق�j "%( 769T "� +�T9+ أp% * 6637، 6634، 6633ح  *

6�رك (، ) 2/175��ري (، ) 7/79*  34335ح * %9i- ا�" أ�H 2#�6 (، ) 1/152*  451ح * ا)/ه+ �l" ا)d6B( �#6O(ر*� ا�* ا)�
1/257( ،) ��� 2��*��B( o3�9��ن )6B#245 (، ) 1/56*  36ح * ا)�*Fا G$H * در) 5/636*  6959ح�i� .وY#�ه� %" ا)

�ل ا)�ه26 23 m) ال+�:l9^[): 2/323* %#/ان ا�Q د�%X�$ )وM3 .$ �ا ,U3 O&,- .روى ( ,D[.  23 2�n#5(ل ا�mو) +Qا)/وا &�U% *
��ت [): 230- 6/229o !9�Aور +xا(Uu9وا ,M-ت، روا� أ��o ,M-دي أ�%Xل أ-, إ�Aر W9ي 23  .]وآ��#�P6(ا )*+�(د ا��ف (وpّT +m" إ]9�kإ

��#+ ا)$�Nة p�� 23 ) 6/351* ا)d#�ة ا)��5ة 23 زواQ+ ا)�� ر%/ ا)p�( 2jP#p" ا)�+*( آ��%& ا)�i#� (، آU(ح ا�H �*+4(32/80#\ ا-
81 ( 23 2��6(W8 ا��� ��9#� ،) �#�i(ا &%�U(4#84 ) 1/263*  1203ح * ��#� ا�k 23 ر�.وطWا G#$Hب، و��O( ) 769T "� +�T9+ أp%
 *11/210.(  

  
� +x�"93ً� : ا;�#4" 23  %"3. 3�8U $. �3() ر@+ ا� %3! ()*�j) 769T "� +�T9+ أp% * 155، 4/151*  17446، 17405ح ( ،) oBC

�ري d6B( د��ن )6B#245 (، ) 17/305* ا)�$0U ا)�6bB( �#6Oا�G*�Y *1/453 ( ،) 2 ا)�+*( �m "�l#�6 (، ) 1/118* أ$3�ل ا)6$�*Fا G$H *
�در) 5/363*  6960ح i� .وY#�ه� %" ا)

�ل ا)�ه26 23 m) ءs69(م اs:$. [): 28- 8/27* ]#� أ �ا ,U3 روا� ,D)ح ، وY( .3 8#��)ة ا$. �9sM9ا .$ ,��! ا9;9� �$�G ,D 5;ظP) O&,-
�MP) .3 ,&L& .$ p, $. ه,U-ي 3. 6)ا(��#M96)&^ ا .$ .M-(9ا ,U3 .3 رك�UM9و $. ا9#�صا(M3 .$ �ا ,U3 .3 +�,t9ل ]. &8 ا�mو

 23 2�n#5(ا) +Qا)/وا &�U% *6/229 :(]ت�Uoت أ��o ,M-أ ,�x�Xوأ-, أ +xا(Uu9وا ,M-23  .]روا� أ )*+�(ا "p�( 2jP#p(ر%/ ا +mو) \#3
 �#�i(ا &%�U(ح ا�H �*+4(ب ) 81- 2/80ا��O( 84#4�k 23 ر�.وطWا G#$H 89pTو ،)9T "� +�T9+ أp% 76 *28/628 ( 8��� "#T 23

 23 ��B�d�9�ول ه�ا ا)�+*( ��)��8m�j "% 7#i ا)k )#T 2��6(Wا) ��#�i(ا )*د�TWا �BpB[ * روي ) 377- 2/375*  750ح +mه�ا و
��5n*+T �6n* l "O( 89: ;ر>2 ا _(�% "� ��i: ":و ���. ا)�+*( أ*`ً� :" :6+ ا; �" :6�س ر>2 ا; :59%Fا "% G#U$(2 وا��م ا)PNآ

 8���د*( ا)�) �:P<Pإ*�اد�5( cا ا)�+*( 23 آ�TW23 ا �:P�U�  ). 288* ا)�PاQ+ ا)
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS:  

�ل ، T أي �B:0B:اه+ وا; أPN(ق وا�b(ع اP�U�   .ه�ا ا)�+*( {��� و��#� �
  

�در ،    )1/559*  817 ح* ��#� %0Bp (ه�ا ا)�+*( ��)�i4 ا)��آPرة P'P% 8#3د 23  39�i�آ��ن ا)�.)�- �m+ أورد ه��ا ا)��+*) 2�3       ووc�#Y %�" ا(
�ب ر>2 ا; :T 76m 89+*( واT+ �43 �+ون bd(ا "� ��: ": "���رة إ)�� %�� ]�o6      ه9� ذآ�Y ، c#� أ�8 ذآ� ا)�i4 ا)�HFح دون ا��N(و*�6+و   2�3 ا ،

�(وا; أ:0B أن ا)�.)- �74 ه�ا ا)�+*( و8�im %" آ��ب ON% ح�H �#k����ة ا)m�% �#��i�  ).12-5/11* ة ا)
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

 .43+ أ0Bp% 8'�C 23 ��#�8 وا; أ:0B،  ه�ا ا)�+*( ��#�
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16-   

]9[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

�ل   ��m 0B��[8 و��#B: ;ا �B�� 2��69(ف :��" اP��: "�� "�T���(��6+ ا: "�: :
��(��8 ا9���)aن &���Pج ا���U#9د ��9! ����)      ((���PG 8��oRo> ا9#��)ش &��;م ا9

 .u$8، وx�)}دي ،وا�%G E-(9وا :     .�)و �2! ا�Q2%+ و�Qو .�) wأ
  »����14 «ـ   .))uD +%#uD#! ا�

  
 *-(.��ل ا)m] :�9p(ح ا�H 23 c40].روا  
  

?�#@ 
  ا�X%�د

17-   ***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***  

)8(   -(.��ل ا)m: ري�42:روا*� )��B%�ي 74�41 ا)�2B: s ا)4
   

  
���Gَ JُUَ�2ْجَ اdَ9َْ)اَ(�8ِ       ((ُ���;ل &�� رَب� َ-��2ِ! َ�� 8ِ)َ��َ�&�� ا9ُْ�ْ)aنُ &;م ا9ِْ

�;ل &� رَب� أرض �%3!  &  Eoُ 8ِ)َا(َdَ9ْ8َ 2 ا-ُ JُUَ2ْ�ُ��;ل &� رَب� زِدُْ� َ&  Eoُ
 !%3 1@َ(ْ�َ�  »����14 «ـ  .))...َ

  
 راوي )8�9O )�0 *��آ�    :/اc ا)�.)- إ)� ا)��%�ي �2�B: s% ": s4 ا)�4�ري ،  * 

  .ا)�+*(

"pT  

                                                 
�د*( ا)�]Pل )O�B#0 ( ورد ا)�+*( 23 وأ*`ً�) 23- 13/22*  3432ح * �Hح ا)P�6B( �9pي ( 40Tل 23 %$��3 أP�Wادر اP� "% 9+ةp�ا)�dp9 ا)

�" �" :Pف (، ) 128- 1/127*  172ح * G*�5k ا�{�ر )�6bBي (، ) 1/600*  848ح * ا)��%�ي T�(9+ :6+ اp% * 1/71*  28ح .(  
  

 23 2B#4$(ل ا�m) �#6O(ء ا�-,MP) �%o, $.  ، آ"�) $. U3, ا� ا9�dY)ي 3. اU3 .$ .FP9, اM-(9. $. 3;ف وt& w^ إX%�د�[): 4/5* ا)`$�
(�3�o,- p%� (E2F $. إ$)اه�o,- E%� آ"�MXل إ�D !�12Q ا�  رX;ل ا� �Dل :$. U3, ا� ا9�dY)ي -,o%+ اU3 .$ .FP9, اM-(9. $. 3;ف 3. أ$

E2Xو !�23)) :8x�)}وا +%#uD .) �uD2%+ واQو .) pQ دي�%& E-(9د وا�U#9ج ا�P& نa(��+ �p ا9#)ش ا9 8oRo((  ، 8x�)}وا E-(9ا +�وا9)وا&8 
��د $��59ظA ,�x�X�$ !A;9ه�ا ا (�y .) 5;ظPM$ J�2��ل ا)�ه26 23 . ](�8520 وأ(� ا9�)aن mر (و�6CWح ��#� ا�ا)$2B$B( PB ا)���ر 23 إ*`

 �5�)6��2 23 . ]ه�ا -,&](d%) O): 1/61*  110ح * و#4[Wا)�+*( ا -$< +m(و �:P<P��د*( ا)`$#�� وا)TWا �BpB[ * 3/510*  1337ح-
511 .( ��2 ��)�p" )�5ا ا)�+*( آjP#pر%/ ا) +m(23 و �#�i(ا &%�U(ح ا�H �*+4(ل 23 ) 3/316* 3#\ ا�m )#T 864$k وي�9�ا)�#O() �#p" ا)

 �#�i(ا &%�U(ح ا�N� *1/474 :(]?�  .]$�X%�د @#
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

 cد��" �" :Pف ر>2 ا; :89 إ]9Tل ، �3+*( :6+ ا)��T أي �B: -#$<0B:وا; أ.  
 

41  8���ة (%2B: s ا)4�ري 23 آ�m�% �#��i��ة ا)ON% ح�H �#k���  ).5/33* ا)
 

� )5/178* 2915* ]9" ا)��%�ي ( 42ً3PmP%و �ً:P3�% 89: ;23 . :" أ�2 ه�*�ة ر>2 ا �ً:P3�% )*+�(روي ه�ا ا ��ح * %�p+رك ا)��آ0 (آ
2029  *1/738 ( ،) 245#6B( ن��*Fا G$H * 2 (، ) 2/346*  1996ح��3� BT *7/206 .(9#� 23#� اWو)#�ء )~�56PmP% )*+�(روي ا ��) "9[

�7Q ا)��4ن �l" ا)`�*� (، ) 1/51*  3`�7Q ا)��4ن 2�W :6#+ (، ) 2/522*  3311* ا)+ار2% `�6# (، ) 1/108* 3H 29- ا�" أ�i% * ح
30047  *6/130 .(  

  
�ل ا)��%�ي �$+ إ*�اد�B( c+*( ا)��P3ع :" أ�2 ه�*�ة ر>2 ا; :89m :],- ، ^�PQ .F- O&,- ه�ا (5#A .$ ,MP) �%o,- ر�Y$ .$ ,MP) �%o

!#�(& E9و ، �;Px 9^ 3. أ$+ ه)&)ة�Q +$89 3. أ,�$ .$ EQ�3 .3 8U#6 �%o,- .J�. ]وه�ا أU3 O&,- .) ^Q, ا�D :8U#6 .3 ,Mt9ل أ$; 3
 �Bm :روا ���+ �" :6+ ا)Pارث :" H$�6 23 ر3$8 )�5ا ا)�+*( ، �9#i(ي :6+ ا�#$N(�6 ا#�m "� 0B[ &��k +mو "� +���( �ً$���ج �" 59%�ل %�U�(ا c

�ً3PmP% �6$H ": ��$' .  
  

 23 2�s4p$(ا �UT "ا� A3��ل ا)�m +43 ، ل�T أي �B:ان   (و/�#��ن ا)�p( *1/176 :(]          .���Aن (�. وa(���pb��q ا9 +��ه��ا اO&,�P9 أ�A(S! ا09)(��ي 
�;ع () �M8 أ-,هU#6 .3 ،ف;D;) (S[ل .وا�Dو  .F- ع;�(M9ا +�)��;ع   و�+ ا]S) ه�ا، M9(. ا ^Q�2> ، أD:       ع وإن آ��ن;��(M9ا E�d- !�9 وه��ا

^Q5! أD2 23 . ]و��6(Wا )*+�(ا "pT +mو) G#وا)��ه G#Y��(165-2/164*  1425ح * ��#� ا.(  
  
� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 

�ل ، �3ن T+*( أ�2 ه�*�ة ر>2 ا; :pT )*+T 89" %" أ'7 :��0 �" أ�2 ا)PU9د وهP �+وق )8 أوه�م T أي �B:0B:وا; أ. 
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18-   
***
***
***
***
***  

)9(   0B[8 و#B: ;ا �B� ل�m :)) ,��(. �Dل �+ ا9�)aن $)أ&! ���Qب 
�uS����15 «ـ . ))أ«  

  

.، و)0 *�آ� راوي ا)�+*()c/$* 0 ا)�.)- إ)� %i+ر * 
43

  

  

 cد�إ]9
-#$<  

19-   ***
***
***
***
***  

�ل  )10(m0B[8 و#B: ;ا �B� 269(: ا))  ��M$ pM3 .)3َ    E�23 �ا !�oور E�2
E2#& E9 �)((.  ����16 «ـ«  

  
  44.، و)0 *�آ� راوي ا)�+*()c/$* 0 ا)�.)- إ)� %i+ر * 
  

   %P<Pع

20-   ***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***  

�ل )11(��m 8��9: ;�2 ر>��2 ا; :8��9 : :��" أ���2 ُ'َ�ْ#َ���َ� ر>��2 ا��Bِ$َ(ِ ���Bm: 
)) �) w6َْ+ءٌ (. ا9َْ;ْ-ِ+ إ Eُْ3ِْ%َ,آ pه    Hَ�2َ��+ آ�0َِبِ ا��D !ِ 29ل وَا9 �ِ�ي َ

��+ ا9ُْ��ْ)aنِ        ��2ًAَُر �ا !ِ��uِ#ْ&ُ ��Mً�ْ�َ wإ !ُ�Mُ2َ3َْ8َ (� أMَFَ %98َ وََ$َ)أَ ا UPَ9ْا
����D 8ِ5َل ا#َ9ْْ���pُ وََ����dَكُ  Pِ�� t9ا +������2D 8ِ5َ> و(��� Pِ�� t9ه���� ا +���و(��� 

(ٍ�ِ�dَ$ِ Eٌ2ِFْ)ُ pَ0َ��ِ) وَأَنْ �9َ ُ&ْXِ�َ9ْ����16 «ـ . ))ا«  
  

  c/$* 0(.45 ا)�.)- إ)� %i+ر* 

�#��  
�ريd6(ا  

  

                                                 
43  23 �ً:P3�% 89: ;داود (ه�ا ا)�+*( %�وي :" '9+ب �" :6+ ا; ر>2 ا P2952ح * ]9" ا)��%�ي (، ) 3/320*  3652ح * ]9" أ�  *
5/200 ( ،) 2Q�p9B( 7 ا)��4نQ��در) 3/90*  1520ح * %9p+ أ��B$* P (، ) 1/135*  111ح * 3`i% "% �  .وY#�ه
  

�ل ا)��%�يm :]y O&,- مه�اL- +$أ .$ p��X +� O&,P9ا pأه ¢#$ E2dG ,Dل 23 ،  ])&| ، وP4(ا �d( +mو+#u��p $. أ$+ -Lم (�)ان ا9�X 
 23 2�s4p$(ا �UT "ا� A3��ل) 1/259* ا)�) G*�4ا�(m )#T :]?�#@[ . 23 2��6(W8 ا�$< +mو ، -#$< )*+�(د ا�>$#- (و:PO* 8#Bن إ]9

 �#�i(ا &%�U(1/827*  5736ح * ا.(  
  

� 23 ه 44:P3�% 89: ;ر>2 ا _(�10/15*  )~�56��BT 2#� اWو)#�ء(�ا ا)�+*( %�وي :" أ�� �" %(.  
  

56��2 ـ �$+ إ*�ادc )�5ا ا)�+*( ـ   �W0 ا#$� Pل أ��m :]  ¢�#$ Eه;�23�! اRF9م  E&() .$ 1F�3 .3 .�ذآ) أ-pU%- .$ ,M ه�ا اRd9م 3. $#¢ ا#$�09
�;@� ه�ا ا�X%�د 23�! �F9;09! وD)$! وه�ا اpM0P& w O&,P9 $��ا ا�X%�د 3. أ-pU%- .$ ,M ا9)واة أx! ذآ)� 3. ا12Q +U%9 ا� E2Xو !�23[.  

 8���د*( ا)�P<P:� ا)�2 ه�2 2�3 ا7��W    ) 2/296* ا)�B: �O9 %4+%� ا�" ا)siح )ه�ا وm+ أورد ا(/رآ2N 23 آ�TWع %" اP9( ل�n�ه�ا ا)�+*( آ
�ء ���O�(ء وا����B$(م )��6$\ اsوي 2��3  وآ��. آ���d��p(9& ا��� _(�)  )*+���(ا ���#�(ح أ���H )��#����6��2 2��3  ). 1/267* ����3 ا)(W8 ا$��<P� 0��OT ����]�B��pB (آ

 �:P<P��د*( ا)`$#�� وا)TW1/611*  422ح * ا.(  
  

� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 
�ء وا; أ:P<P% 0Bعه�ا ا)�+*( �B$(م �$\ اsآ "% Pأ�7 )8 وه l.  

  
�ري( 45d6(1110/ 3*  2882ح *  ��#� ا.(  
  

� O&,P98 اA8 درQRS: 
�ري 23 ��#�8 وا; أ:0B،  ه�ا ا)�+*( ��#�d6(8 ا'�C43+ أ.  
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The table that contains some Ah�ādīth in the Fad�ā’il Namāz 
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  ـــــــــ  ـــــــــ  ـــــــــ

�»א	���������Wא	����א�ول�« �
  

�]�#�"ل�א��! ���:�א���ل�א�ول[� �
  

  ـــــــــــــــ

1- 

]1[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

 

 ُ�َ�َ� ر�� ا� ����� ��لا��:    �����  ا� ��! ���ل ر&%ل ا$�#ِ
'���� ((: و&َ���ا"ُ!ِ���َ-,دَةِ أَنْ '  &ْ%�.َ 0ٍ��1ْ2َ 3���َ; إ' ا9 وَأَن7   مُ 45�إَِ>
>ً��71?َ@ُ  ;ِ���Bل ا>74�� ا ر%�7D<مِ ا,��Eَِمِ   &وَإBْ��Fََو GH���,ةِ وَاْ>َ?��,ءِ ا>7Jآَ�LَMِةِ وَإ

  »5!+*( «ـ  .))رََ@Nَ,نَ
  

 * ,�����ل ا$�-$���] :  ������� /���+011،   �����5ري 3����ل ا$�����6«و����روا: (: 2»ا7�0$
7�� وا=> 1
 ا$;*��( 
  .])ا$A@�ري و1?�' و7��ه�� �

  

QR?F  

2- ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

)1(   ِ���> ا$�#A� 
�      ���F%د ر��� ا� ��& 
���ل �� :))    ;ِ��Sُ<ْTَ رَُ%�Bلَ ا>74%َ
 Uأَي W4%و ;R45 934 اFXَإ>3 ا>74ِ;ا UYZََل ؟1َ5ْ,لِ أ,E: 7D<3  [ا�ةُ 45

 ,-َLِEَْو ،S4E: _7 أَيẀُل ؟,E:   aِMْ>َ�4�Ub!ِ 7Ẁُ ، S اْ>Bَاِ>E:  _7 أَيW��,ل  ؟ُ̀E:   7W�ُ̀
� َ%cِRdِ ا>74ِ;e ُد,-َfِ<ْ6!+*( « ـ 3.))ا«  

  
� ،  $' KFJو ا$�-$, ه5ا ا$*>IJ إ$   *�L�Mا$5ي أ OL��$5آ�    ا��  ��� اآ0+�Qوإ

IJ<*$ا RQ وا$�اوي.  

S�*!  

                                                 
 ).1/45* 16ح * !*�S 1?�' (، و ) 1/12*  8ح * !*�S ا$A@�ري ( 1
  
2 ) 6�  ).1/142ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

 IJ<=�Lا�Mإ  ��' �ري و1?�@A$ا /+Xا <Y3 S�*! IJ<= ����� ر�� ا� ��� 
  .ا�
 

  ).1/90* 85ح * !*�S 1?�' (، و ) 1/197*  504ح * !*�S ا$A@�ري ( 3
  
�  ijدر iFاhM>?<ا: 

 IJ<=�Lا�Mإ  ��' �ري و1?�@A$ا /+Xا <Y3 S�*! IJ<= ����� د ر�� ا�%F?1 
  .�A> ا� �
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3- 
***
***
***

***
***

***  

  »6!+*( « ـ 4.))ا>7Dَ[ةُ E,ل BmُBْ@َ bٌRْ2َعٌ(( )2(
  

�Kو * �FJ '��$ ,���  ا$�-$��>IJ إ$��5ا ا$*�� ه��L�M5ي أ���O ا$�L��$ا ، '���5آ� ا&�J '��و$
�R ا$*�>IJ    وإ��Q اآ0+  �ا$�اوي ، Q ]�Y�   ̂ ���>ر و&;1 
�أورد: 1?0`��>اً   15

]J%a IJ<= 
�، وه% KLءٌ 1�.  
  
  


?= 
:��d$ 

                                                 
�e ا$�وا        4F� ت���� ا�0;�����ق �h$ا e�F� ��3 ��$%h� ورد ]J%a IJ<= %' ، وه���ا$;*��( ر�� ا�  eF� 
��ت  ه5ا ا$*>IJ ا$��3%ع روي ��hق 0@1�+( �J

IJ<*$ا 

 KLء أو أKLاء �1� ، وا$Kjء ا$�5آ%ر 1
 ا$*>IJ ه�� �Lء ص ا$�5آ%ر ه�� وا$Kjء ا$5ي أورد: ا$�-$, 1�:  
  

� ا5 9�a5 ; أ!�: ا>nMbo اXول �mري ر,pq<ذر ا: 
     Y�Ls<ب ا,?�Fأ ;�jb2ذر أ ��@a 5<ة |bق أp<T! ,-Nw! ,ًNM,ظ @bDLxة و!s< ، i<Bo@ ,-Nw�M>. vwm a@ B4xy ' ,-< أو bRuM vwm ، وhM>Z أ!

iR<,L<ا : 
 - ) ]A�= 
��$?� (، و ) 179-5/178* 21592،  21586ح * 1?�> أ=�> �h$1/65*  487ح * 1?�> ا ( ،) �Y��A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * 3576ح  *

� ) 9/426*  4034ح * 1?�> ا$KAار (، ) 3/292�3 /J�a 
وهpRwm ,1,ن واXول pwm;  أ!b15 Bو ا>~,@� وa! >Rd5 ا>x~,شو7��ه' 1
 .أ.<

- b2� nMb|ن (�3  و�A�� 
�6 ا�X�0� ن�A= 
وإ%�,د� و7��ه�� ) 1/166-167* =��( اpو$��ء $�Q��A!o (، و ) 76/ 2*  361ح* !*�S ا�
Wy,Z B!وأ i5زر B!ب أ�s<,! ;1-yا c! وكbL@ Bوه ��,uq<ه~,م ا a! WRاهb!إ ;Re نX اً ؛>j vRwm.  

- b2� nMb|�1$(، و ) 2/652*  4166ح * 1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (�3  وr ي�j`$ء (، و ) 1/268* � ا�+Fs$1[ �3 ا�t$ي * ا<� 
�u7/244 ( 
t$
 �3 a@ hM>?<ه�ا ا �e رB-~1<ظ ، وا,p?<< ا�5 ;�Mb| a@ bs�@ hM>?<5<ي أن ا a!ا bذآ >Eو vRwm Bي وه>wu<ا >Rw% a! 3R?M ,د��إ%

��,uq<ه~,م ا a! WRاهb!إ nMb|. 
- �e �!را nMb|و ) �Qا�Ah�$ 
��� إ%�,د� )  3/154*  1979ح * 1?�> ا$`�1e أن bR� bs! B!أ ;w!,y >Eو ، vwm ;Re �|,R@><ا c-% a! bs!

� d5 a5< اQ<,F a! 9 ـ آ,Yy ا>hR4 ـ�
 �?�آ� (آ�� a! >1?@  �3 رزق ا9 ا>B4sذا�u  /`1د vJر�X *7/444-445 ( ءKj$ون ا<� 
t$
 IJ<*$ع((ا$�5آ%ر �3 اBmB@ bR2 ة]D<3( إ$   ))ا��m�� وق >; أوه,مأن ، ه5ا>F Q<,F a! 9ا >d5 . nMbo<,د ه�ا ا�ن إ%�e ، �<,L<,!و

bRuM ;pwm. 
 

� ��� ا9 5�;: ا>nMbo ا>�,mة رbMbه � .a5 أ!

 �3 &�>: ) 1/84* 243ح * ا$�jF' اpو&^ $��Ahا�Q ( آ�� �3t$ا>j vRwm Bي وهbD1<ا bR~! a! Ww�1<ا >d5  �، وw$5$ أورد: ا$��5ري �3 آ��0

) 6��) 1/153*  567ح * ا7�0$�6 وا$�0هj��1 6?*� :<�� IJ<*$ا ,F�  �� )$uد eJ��0$ا )d�;�.  
  

� h<,�<ا nMbo<;: ا�ا9 5 �mر i@,@أ � .a5 أ!
�� $��Ahا�Q (، و ) 5/265* 22342ح * 1?�> أ=�> �
 =�A[ (آ�� �3 At$ا 'jF�$8/217*  7871ح * ا ( �45 ;xR. a5 i5,eر a! ن,w@ �>�% �eو

!i1�Xا �w! ;آby bR2Xن وا,pRwm ,1وه ��,-<Xا >MJM a.  
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

@B1fع ه�ا ا>?<hM ا>�ي BmB@ a1NLMع ا>~,ه< ' vwm a@ ;Eb| B4xy ؛ >�>� cETe أBZا>; أ�; vRwm hM>Z وأauZ أBZال أ�; <,! �bRq< auZ��b إ>3 
� ا�Q�A$p �3  ا>boق !w!,L@ a@ ,-Re ,1,ت و.Bاه<�?= w$ذ ]Lp 6 (؛ ور������ (و ) 1/280* 390ح * !*�S ا7�0$�6 وا$�0هd;$ا O1�j$ا S�ح * !*

3870  *2/719.(  
  

��
 ا$)، و J�@X *2/388-391 (| اp=�دIJ وا}�zر $�JK��F : (رو>a@ >MJ1 ا>BZ cRDpLل ه�ا ا>?<hM ا�u ��At$ا �F3ا$�ا IJأ=�د |J�@X �3 ��
 ا$A>ر ا$��Y�� *
4/353-357 ( ،) ���� ا�
 آ{?+X *2/167 (و ) �Q~Y?F$ا �j= 
�u ��At$ا �F3ا$�ا IJأ=�د |J�@X �3 ��A*$ا R��( �Kوا�> (، و ) 2/21* ا0$�@$�F$6 ا$�h�$ا

 �j= نu )�Q��}$ا <�Q�?�$(، و ) 219-14/201* ا ��}�  ).364-6/359 *ا$?�?�( ا$;*�*( $) �Q�A$o، و O�j1 *2/249  ( ا$Kوا�> $��
 
5  v�� ا$`�� ]YQ ا$5ي ^���n Sح �t`1ة ا$�;���S $�~ ��� ا$�Yري (1*�> زآ��J ا$Q�t>ه�%ي ه% آ�0ب / ا$�Y;%د ��$�;>ر ا$%&X�+�$2/252* ���1ة ا.(  
  

;Rd�y : ��S ا$F~1( 1~ ��� ا$�Yري $�*>IJ �3 آ��0*;X رك أن<Q ، �J<YX  ��أ  �� :��d$ 
�, أو =?F� IJ<*$أن ا �����إذا )S�X�+�$2/252* ���1ة ا ( ��Q ��3
 �� ا$F~1( ا$��Aرآ+%ري �3 آ��0�3 Oو� �ًhM أن ه��ك وه�ً� أو <jQ ـ ،  آ�� �J<YX ]أ�  �� �Q��Q )�Lو 
ا>D[ة ((=���� �Kا =>X* 8/184 ( IJ*+( اp=%ذي(ـ 1

�S 1?�'(أو ) !*�S ا$A@�ري(إ$  ا$;*�S ـ وا$;*�S إذا أa�/ �3$��اد ��  ))BmB@ bR2ع*! ( '$ ��+�� IJ<*$أن ه5ا ا Oء ـ وا$%ا����F$> ا��م %�F1 %آ�� ه

 وا� أ��'�*�  .Jَِ�د �3 ا$;*
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4- 
***

***
***

***
***  

  »6!+*( «ـ  6.))bR2 أWs<,15 ا>D[ة(( )3(
  

��«ورد ه5ا ا$*>IJ �3 : [��ل ا$�-$,* d;$ا O1�j$7»ا  

 z%��ن ، ا��
  8.]، &��( ، أ�� أ ، )1�1��Aدة ر�� ا� ���' و���

  
  

S�*!  

                                                 
��X ه5ا ا$*>KL IJء 1
 =>IJ وا$�-$, إ��Q ا�0;� ��   6�ذآ� O�%1 ا$`�ه> �1� ، وه% �1وي �
 �>د 1
 ا$;*��( ر�� ا� ���' ـ آ�� &

��1�t� IJ<*$ا RQر�( ، و�Y01 ظ�+$�  .))ا%B1R�Lا و>BD?y aا واB145ا !Tن bR2 أWs<,15 ا>D[ة و' �e,?M 345 ا>BmBء إ' @�@a((: ذآ�ه' ـ �
 
�� $����وي ( 7d;$ا O1�j$ج ا�`� ��?�  ).149- 1/148* ا0$
  
  :ه5ا ا$*>IJ ورد ��hق 1@0�+( �
 z%��ن ، وا�
 ���و ، و&��( ، وأ�� أ1�1( ، و��Aدة ر�� ا� ���' وه5: ا$�hق آ��$�0$ 8
  

� ا9 5�;: ا>nMbo اXول �mد ر>f! a! ن,!B` a5: 
1
 z~ث �aق وه� �  :ورد ��

� ا9 5�; - mن ر,!B` a5 >wf<ا �، ) 282، 5/276*  22489، 22432ح * 1?�> أ=�> (a! W<,% a5 ip4Lx@ nMb| a@  �3 أ!
� (و L�1 
��$?� (، و ) 1/174*  655ح * &�
 ا$>ار�1 (، و ) 1/101*  277* &�
 ا�h$و ) 1/134*  996ح * 1?�> ا ،
�o,5ً, وه�� ا>boق رj,>-, `�,ت �bR أن Re ,-Eb| �R1j-, ا�و7��ه� 1
 1;�در ، ) 1/221*  449، 448ح * 1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (

 ;�s< i�` B�15 وهXا i�w�5 ,-Re ,-Eb| �w! إ>3 أن ie,m",! ن ، ه�ا,!B` a5 >wf<ا �!W<,% aR و`B!,ن a! W<,% �1uM W4e أ!
>wf<ا � .@<>0 و>bDM Wح ه�, !,>1u,ع a! W<,% a5 أ!

� ا9 5�; - mن ر,!B` a5 �<B4u<ا i~dآ �
 ا$>ار�1 (، و ) 5/282*  22486ح * 1?�> أ=�> (b| a@  �3ق @a5 ip4Lx أ!�&
���Y (و ) 3/311*  1037ح * !*�S ا�
 =�Aن (، و ) 1/175*  656ح * A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * 3/5*  2715ح ( a@ hM>?<وا

� إ%�,ده, وهF B<وق >B�<,! asM Wيe ن,!B` a! S!,` a! a1Zb<ا >d5 دBjB< auZ قbo<اد: $�5ا . ه�� ا�Jإ <F� �Y��A$ل ا��
/J�h$'وه5ا إ&��د 1: [ا��ن وا� أ��%z 
1 O�?J '$ �Q�3 OhY�1 <Fj$أ�� ا 
� '$�& IJ<=ل ، و%!%.[ 

� ا9 5�; - mن ر,!B` a5 ةbuR@ a! a1Zb<ا >d5 a5 ip4Lx@ قb| a@  �3 1?�> (، و ) 5/282*  22486ح * 1?�> أ=�> (آ��
 �Qا�Ah�$ 
��� ا9 !�%�,د QR?F ، و!�,ءً cse ;R45 ه�� ا>boق �y) 2/147*  1078ح * ا$`�1mن ر,!B` B!أ hM>Z i?F >آ

;�5. 
 

� ��� ا9 5�-1,: ا>nMbo ا>�,mص ر,w<ا a! وb15 a! 9ا >d5 a5: 
� (آ�� �3 L�1 
���Y (، و ) 1/102*  278ح * &�
 ا�A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * و�3 إ&��د: ) 3/37*  2803حWR4% �!>وق  >a! hR أ!

1
 &%ء ا$*+� ��?J ,F� ��3.  
  

� h<,�<ا nMbo<ا : a5;�5 9ا �mع رBآXا a! i14%: 
 �3) �Qا�Ah�$ ��At$ا 'jF�$د ) 7/25*  6270ح * ا%L%$ ًا<L ,�F� :يوإ&��د>EاB<ا b15 a! >1?@ وه% �01وك.  

  
� ا9 5�;: ا>nMbo ا>bا!� �mر � :a5 أ!� أ@,@i ا>d,ه4

� (آ�� �3 L�1 
���Y (، و  )1/102*  279* &�
 ا�A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * �3 إ&��د:  )3/38*  2804ح 
t$�وه%  أ!�pZ B ا><@~�
  .�j1%ل

  
� 0@,x<ا nMbo<;: ا�ا9 5 �mر S@,D<ا a! دة,d5 a5: 

 �3 �a%��� ا)�J5�$�Kا: ا$?`A$ا IJأ=�د 
1 ��d;$ا O1�j$�3 ) ا ��}�
 ا$�t$ ، ��O�j1 ا$Kوا�> (إ$  jF1' ا$�Ahا�Q و$' أ�, ��
� [: ��ل) 2/250* وOA�1 ا$+%ا�> e ��  . ]ا>d5 a! >1?@ a5 bRds,دة a5 أ!R; و>W أ1jby a@ >j;روا� ا>bdoا

  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

� ا$5ه�A ، وا$��5ري ، وا�
 �A> ا$��دي ، وا�
  ه�ا ا>?<B1f1! QR?F hMع ا>boقY3��1' ا$*�آ' ووا IJ<*$أ��( ا 
، و�> !**� �>د 1
�ًsJأ �?+Q ,$-�$وا 
J�!�F�$ا 
1 �Q�A$pوا$���وي ، وا ، �a%�  .=�j ، وا$?

  
����ي  �A;1ح ا$L�LK((، و ) 1/97* ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه�6 $���5ري : (رو>a@ >MJ1 ا>BZ cRDpLل ه�ا ا>?<hM ا!%A�$ �L�1 
* �3 زوا�> ا�

�/ uن �A> ا$��دي (، و ) J�@X *2/132-234| اp=�دIJ وا}�zر $�JK��F (، و ) 42- 1/41�F0$ا IJأ=�د /�Y*X S�Y�X *3/142 ( و ،) ]��d$إرواء ا
 �Q�A$o$ ]�A?$��1ر ا IJأ=�د |J�@X �3 *1/135 -138.(  
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5- ***
***
***
***
***  

)4( ))aM><اB<ا b!و ,-LEB< ة]D<15,ل اXا cNe6!+*( «ـ  9.))أ«  
  


 ا�
 F?1%دورد ه5ا ا$*>IJ : [��ل ا$�-$,* �10 �Q6 11، وأ?*� 
»��d;$ا O1�j$12»ا.[  
  

 S�*!  
'�?1  

6- ***
***
***
***  

� أول وLE-,أcNe ا15X,ل ا>D[ة (( )5(e().13  6!+*( «ـ«  
  
* KFJ '$:  �Jاآ0+  �5آ� راو ��Qوإ ، 
�F1 OL�1  $إ IJ<*$ا$�-$, ه5ا ا

��� 
  .ر�� ا� ����� 15وأم �3وة 14ا$*>IJ وه�� ا�

S�*!  

                                                 

 و7��ه��  9�*�وأ�% ه��Jة و7��ه�� ر�� , ��$+�ظ �Y01ر�( �
 �eF ا$;*��( 1
 أ��nه' �A> ا� �
 F?1%د 01
 ه5ا ا$*>IJ أ!�� �3 ا$;*


 ، و�> & IJ<= |J�@X /A�A> ا� �
 F?1%د�F�L' أ���ا� .  
  

10 ) '�?1 S�  .��5ا ا$�+� �
 �A> ا� �
 F?1%د ر�� ا� ���) 1/90*  85ح * !*
 

�6 ا$dA>ادي ( 11h@�$ اد<d� vJر�X *4/279 ( اد: $�5ا�Jإ <F� ادي<dA$6 ا�h@$ل ا�� ، ,F� :�3 إ&��د 
t$ �
 w$�1 ر�� ا� ��� �Qأ 
�
�$%Y� �Qد: إ$  أ��&�� IJ<*$ا :]�� >YMb� [ ;pwN !-�ا ا"%�,د j<اً >W اw1%; إ' @a ا>~bو||BRu<ا J@ر >Eو ، ��� ��YQ آ�� ��d;$ا O1�j$�3 ا

��� �`�ج ا$O1�j : (ا$���وي �3 آ��0?��� $����وي ا0$d;$1/180* ا.(  
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 


 ا$F���ء� ���zو1`�%ر و S�*! IJ<*$ه5ا ا 

 ��&��د  01t$ �?+Q 
و�M!( رواJ( ا�
 F?1%د ، و�sJ u ا$*>IJ ا$;*�S إذا روي ��0�$
,�F�.  

  
���� J�@X �3| أ=�دIJ ا$�ا�F3 : (رو>a@ >MJ1 ا>BZ cRDpLل ه�ا ا>?<hM اA*$ا R�
 =�j ا0$�@�u ��At$(، و) 146- 1/145* ا I�ا$t`, ا$*{

 ��jF�$ IJ<*$ا O�%� �1ر 
  ).477- 3/475* &�?�( اp=�دIJ ا$;*�*( و�nء 1
 ��Y3 و3%ا�>ه� $) �Q�A$o، و 1/94 (* ��
 

�� $����وي ( 12d;$ا O1�j$ج ا�`� ��?�  ).1/180* ا0$
  

13  �3 �
«ه5ا ا$*>IJ أ!��*��S ا�
 (، و�> وردت ه5: ا$�JKدة �3  ))أول وLE-,((ر�� ا� ��� �>ون ز�Jدة  �
 �A> ا� �
 F?1%د» ا$;**!
 )�JK= * ن (، و ) 1/169*  327ح�A= 
* 1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (، و ) 1/246* &�
 ا$>ار���h (، و) 343، 4/339*  1479، 1475ح * !*�S ا�

�� $��Ahا�Q (، و ) 1/300*  675، 674ح At$ا 'jF�$(، و ) 10/20*  9808ح * ا �Y��A�$ ى�At$ا 
و7��ه� ، وه5: ) 1/434*  1885ح * &�

 وا�
 =�j ا$�Q~Y?F وا$Kرآ`� وا$?�%�a ، وY��$ا 
���Y وا�A$ن وا$*�آ' وا�A= 
ا�Q�A$p ا$�JKدة �A[ ��� و!**�� �>د 1
 أ��( ا$*>IJ ��1' ا�


J�!�F�$ا 
1 .  
 


 ا$@�hب ر�� ا� ���� 14� ��� 

=> IJ�A> ا� ��YJ�a 
  :� روي 1
  

�,d5 a5 �e< ا5Beb@ ;! b15 a! 9ً,: ا>nMbo اXول  � a5 �pZ a! b15 a! 9ا >Rd5 a5 >R<B<ا a! بB�wM a5 

 ه5ا ) 1/247* &�
 ا$>ار���h (، و ) 1/301*  678ح * 1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (�3 t$         a��Bب !�wM Yd�u! وكb�L@ c��<اً !j vRw�m د,��ا"%

 a@ �bR1< و�Zآ�!; أ >R<B<اi1�Xا.  
  

�,d5 a5 �e< ا5Beb@ ;! b15 a! 9ً,: ا>nMbo اXول � a5 �pZ a! b15 a! 9ا >d5 a5 �D1?<ا bR1Z a! >1?@ a5 
�6 (، و ) 1/301*  679ح * 1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (�3 h@�$ اد<dA$ا vJر�X *12/65 ( vRwm ,د��دوإ%%L%$       iE>�F a�! >�1?@ a�! WRاهb�إ!

� ، ه�ا !,"ie,m إ>3 أن d5< اF �pZ a! b15 a! 9<وق >; أوه,م�oEا><ار bآ1, ذآ vRwm Bي وهb@,w<ا     )��L 
�1 �+F�sJ '�sFو�
 ، ��+=   >�1?@ i�Mوف رواbw1<أن ا Qj; ور�5 c�% ,1< ��oEل ا><را,E ,1آ Wوه �pZ a! b15 a! 9ا >d5 a5 ,�ه ;LMو أن روا>dM as<

� BsReن ه�ا ا"%�,د @B4wً' و' Q4DM اdL5,ر� .,ه<اً<,L<,!ا9 ؛ و >d5 0R<ا9 و >Rd5 a5 bR1Z a!. 
  

*  426ح * &�
 أ�% داود (، و ) 320- 1/319*  170ح * &�
 ا$51�0ي (=>IJ أم �3وة ر�� ا� ���� روي ��$+�ظ �Y01ر�( ، و�> ورد �3  15
1/115 -116 ( ،) ]A�= 
 2217ح *  ,�;1�A> ا$�زاق (، و ) 440، 375- 6/374*  27516،   27149، 27148، 27147 ح* 1?�> أ=�> �
���Y (و ) 1/582* A�$ ى�At$ا 
� إ%�,د� اbomاب %dd; ا>�,%a! W ��,م b1eة ذآb ا>Bا%io ـ وه� y>j; و7��ه� ، ) 1/434*  1884ح * &�eو
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7- 

]2[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

�
 أ�� ذَر� ر�� ا� ��� :))W4%و ;R45 934 اF �d�<جَ   أَن7 اbَ�2َ
�e  Sُeَ,-َLَMَ ُرَقBَ<ْءِ وَا,LَG~<ةٍ   ، اbَfَ�.َ a�@ aِDqُ!ِ �َ2َTَeَ ،   cَ�wَfَeَ ل,�E

 Sُeَ,-َLَMَ ُرَقBَ<ْل، ذ>� ا,�e:  أََ!, ذَر� ,M ،S4E:      ;ِ��, رَُ%�Bلَ ا>74M �َ�Rْ7d<َ ،
�َ; ا>74�ِ; E:        َ-Lَeَ,لjَْو ,�-! >ُ�MbِMُ َة]َ�7D<3 اG4�DَRُ<َ Wَ4ِ�uْ1ُ<ْا >َdْwَ<ْإِن7 ا  Sُ�eَ,

�+*(  «ـ  16.))5�; ذُُ�Bُ!ُ; آSُeَ,-َLَMَ ,1 ه�ا اْ>Bَرَقُ a5 ه�� ا>~bَfَ7ةِ!
6«  
  

  ]. 17»ا7�0$�6«روا: أ=�> ��&��د =?
 آ5ا �3 : [ ��ل ا$�-$,* 
  

 auZ
 �bRq< 

  
  

8- 

]3[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

***

��ل  ��ِ>ي� ����نَ ا$�#ْ���َ}ْ�ُ ���
 أ���� :)) ���@ S���Sَ  آ��?ْyَ G����1َ4ْ,نَ اْ>pَ,رِِ%�%َ
     7W�ُ̀  i�Eت7 ور,�?َyَ 3�LZ �J-e ,uً!ِ,Mَ ,-َ�ِ,Dَ�َْأ a@ ,�ًDْ�ُ �َ2َTَeَ ٍةbَfَ.َ

4ُ�;ُ  :S4�e ؟4ْ%َِ�� ِ>Wَ أcُwَeَْ ه�ا :E,لwَpْyَ Wَ<َِل  ؟و,�E:     لB��cَ ر%wَeَ َ�ا�sََه
       ,�ً��Dْ�ُ �َ��2َTَeَ ٍةbَfَ��.َ ;��w@ S���W4 آ���; و%�R45 ;ُ���34 ا>74�F ;ِ���a  ا>74�@

,uً!ِ,Mَ ,-َ�ِ,Dَ�َْل أ,E 7Ẁُ iEت7 ور,?َyَ 3LZ �J-e:    cُ�wَeَْأ Wَ�<ِ ��ِ<ُTَuْyَ 'َأ
�1َ4ْ,نُ  �%َ ,��M ا����S ؟ه�4�e:  ُ;��4ُwَpْyَ Wَ���,ل ؟وَِ>��e:   Tَ��7mBَyَ إذا Wَ4ِ��uْ1ُ<ْإِن7 ا

yَ 0َ��1ْxَ<ْاتِ اBَ4َ��7D<34 ا��F 7W��ُ̀ �Bءَ �mُBُ<ْا aَ��uَZْTَeَ,���,ُ� آ1�Mَ,oَ2َ Sْ��7y,?َ 
,?y      َi�Mَا� ����[ هyَ 7W�ُ̀ � ا>�7َ-�,رِ      ﴿: ت ه��ا اْ>�Bَرَقُ ِ�eَbَ|َ َة]�7D<ا Wِ�Eَِأ

�bَى    ����� ذِآْ����GRَ�,تِ ذ>���7u<ا aَdِْْ�ه����Mُ ِت,�َ����uَ?َ<ْإِن7 ا cِ����Rْ74<ا aَ����@ِ ,����pً<َُوَز
aMbِِ7!+*( «ـ  .))﴾ِ>7�4اآ«  

  
  

 auZ
�bRq<  
  

                                                                                                                                                         
io%اB<ا i<,-j 3<إ ie,mإ ، ,-o�%ة أb@ـ و ;R!أم أ ,R�� ا9 5�-, ؛ و>�>� �M>Z vwm-, ا>bL@�ي و�M as< ، �bR~-<  ا><mوة رbe أم aR!و ;�R!

� ا9 5�; ا>�1آBر %,!�ً,mد رBwu@ a! 9ا >d5 hM>Z ,-�M>?<.  
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

@ a! 9ا >d5 a5 aR?R?D<ا �e S!,` ;4Fأن أ iًF,214,ء وw<ا a@ 5<د a5 S!,`ر وB-~@و QR?F hM>?<ه�ا ا aL@;�5 9ا �mد رBwu ؛
�S وا� أ��'*! /J�h� �Az 
  .و��IJ<= ,F� �sJ u �$�0$ ا�
 ��� وأم �3وة �1 1>ام أن ا0�$

  
���/ أ=�دIJ (،  )430- 15/429،  12/318* ا$F�[ ا$%اردة �3 اp=�دIJ ا$�J%A( $�>ار���h: (رو>a@ >MJ1 ا>BZ cRDpLل ه�ا ا>?<hM اY*X S�Y�X

 <A� 
�u /��F0$(، و ) 259- 1/256* ا$��دي ا 
Y��$ا 
�u ��At$ا �F3ا$�ا IJأ=�د |J�@X �3 ��ا$��t ��  ا�
 (، و ) 610-2/605* ا$A>ر ا$��

 =�j (، و ) Y1 *2/176 -180>1( ا$;~ح $�Kرآ`� �u )Jا$�>ا IJأ=�د |J�@X �3 )J105- 1/104* ا$>را ( ،) )+�Fs$ا IJد�=pا )�?�&

 �Q�A$o$ )�%�%�$(، و ) 314- 4/313*  1883ح * وا �Q�A$o$ أ�� داوود S�  ).309- 2/306*  453ح * !*
  

16 ) ]A�= 
� $�*>IJ ، ) 5/179* 21596ح * 1?�> أ=�> �Lا�M�� ]A�= 
�I اQ+�د أ=�> �=     a�! WZاJ�� إ%�,د� ـ ا>bاوي a5 أ!� ذر ـ @e و@� أن
� وهB-f@ Bل dN<ا iMو,w@ �3 ل%YJ ��}��,ت   [): 2/514* وا�> وOA�1 ا$+%ا��>  O�j1 ا$K(إu أjQ ��Q> ا$��` ;�<,jو ر >�1Zد:     ]روا� أ���
 إ&�?= ��، آ�

 �3 IJ<*$ا  �� �Q�A$pا 't=ُ آ�ن �����6   (ا$��5ري ، ���6 وا$�0ه���b  [ ) : 1/277*  384ح * !*�S ا7�0$Rq< a�uZ[ .      ن,�1�; ه��ا آsZ ;���<و أdMو
      y i?R?�F ةb�Rآ� h�Mد,Zك أ,��-e >��u<ر ا,�dL5,! ' 3�w1<ر ا,dL5,!          ,��[ة و�?BهD<ء واB�mB<,! ,�-jوb2ب وB����,E  ا>uL! ذر ���<hM أ!Z 3��w@ >�M� 

 �3 ���'   (، و=>IJ �{��ن �
 �+�ن ر�� ا� ��� �3 ) 1/215*  244ح * !*�S 1?�' (آ*>IJ أ�� ه��Jة ر�� ا� ��?1 S�*�*  245ح * !
1/216 ( �3 �����ن   ) 4/112*  17060ح * 1?�> أ=�> (، و =>IJ ���و �
 ��A?( ر�� ا� ��& IJ<�، و$F[ أ����� 1
 �L( ا$��F  واp$+�ظ =

�0J%Y0$ أ�� ذر IJ<= <F� :و أن ا$�-$, ذآ�<AJا$�0$� ، و IJ<*$وه% ا �  . ا$+�ر&� ر�� ا� ��
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

W45وا9 أ �,�w@ >M�y �L<ا hMد,ZX,! �bRq< ,ً�uZ نBsM أن as1M as< vwm ,د��إ% �e hM>?<ه�ا ا.  
  

17 )6�  ).1/151 $���5ري ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه
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*8*  

ورواة أ=�> 1*0|  ،20وا$�Ahا�Q ،19وا$�?���، 18روا: أ=�>[: ��ل ا$�-$,* 

 زJ> آ5ا �3 � ��� uإ S� .]21»ا7�0$�6«��' �3 ا$;*

  
9- ***

***
***
***
***  

� ¡14ً, آ�bRاً(( )6(up� S14¡ ��  »8!+*( «ـ  22.))ا>W-4 إ
  

 * ، �L�Mا$5ي أ OL��$و: إ$  اKFJ '$ آ�� IJ<*$5آ� ا$�-$, راوي اJ '$
IJ<*$ا 
  .وإ��Q اآ0+  �5آ� KLء 1

  

S�*!  
/+01 ����  

10- ***
***
***
***

��ن(( )7(�e اكB��u<,! WsR���,ل 45�D2 b��~5 ;��Re :  ���mbMو ، W��p<ا b��-oM
 ، i�4<ا >~Mو ، i�p?<وا a1Zb<ا ;d?Mن ، و,oR~<ا  xuMب، وb<ا
      ، b�Dd<ا ��4fMة ، وbّ��£ ا>1ِpoMو ، i�-s�<ا YRoMو ، Wq4d<ا �o�Mو

i�u<ا a@ Bوه ، bxd<ا Yه�M8!+*( «ـ  23.))و«  

,�F� 
  L>اً

                                                 
18 ) ]A�= 
� ): [O�j1 *1/297 -298 ا$Kوا�> وOA�1 ا$+%ا�> (��ل ا$��{�� �3 ). 5/438*  23767ح * 1?�> أ=�> �e ��روا� أ1Z< وا>bdoا

 ، bRds<و%  واXاQR?D<ل ا,jر ;<,jر iR�!ج !; و,fLZ'ا �e v4Lx@ Bوه >Mز a! �45 >1Z,د أ�إ% �eو[.  
  

7�� L%1%د 3���� أ!ً~ M;%!ً� وأن ا$*+�ظ �F> ا$��5ري  19 �Qى وا$��ه� أ�At$ى �[ و=0  ا�d;$ا$�?��� ا 
�& �3 IJ<*$ا  �� ,YQ '$
J '$ 'ه��
 ا$�?���«إ$  �?A%: آ�$��{�� وا$?�%�a وا�Y0�$ ا$��>ي و7�& « <;YJ ا$��5ري آ�ن ]F$ا$>ار�1«، و 
� وا� » &��L%1 IJ<*$�3%د 3

  .أ��'
 

20 ) ��At$ا 'jF�$6/257*  6151ح * ا .( �ًsJوأ) �?$��h$ا$>ار�1 (، و ) 1/90*  652ح * 1?�> ا 

 �3 ) 1/197*  719ح * &�t$ 'ه��و7
 IJ<*$إ&��د ا ;�pZ i-j a@ vRwm Bي وهbDd<5,ن ا>j a! >Mز a! �
 أن Y0J%ى ���F��0�$ت 45t�J �}J<*3 �1
 �L( �>ا0$ u �hAو�

1
 اp=�دIJ ا$;*�*( ا�Mpى ا�F1 <J-X �0$  وا$`%اه>، وه5ا ا$ �ًsJـ ا$?��/ ذآ�: ـ و��� ورد أ �� �nه> 1
 =>IJ أ�� ذر ر�� ا� ��$ IJ<*
�� إ$  ا$*>AY1 IJ%ل ��>:» روي«و$�� �ـ » �
«=>IJ &���ن ا$+�ر&� ر�� ا� ��� ؛ ور��� w$5$ !ّ>ر ا$��5ري ه5ا ا$*>IJ �ـ `J w$و�> . وذ

1 �Q�A$pا 't= �Q�� IJ<*$ا  �� 
J�!�F�$ا 
»:��d$ 
  ).1/268*  363ح * !*�S ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه�6 (آ�� �3 » =?
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

W45وا9 أ �,�w@ >M�y �L<ا hMد,ZX,! �bRq< ,ً�uZ نBsM أن as1M as< vwm ,د��إ% �e hM>?<ه�ا ا.  
 

21 ) 6�  ).1/145ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه
  

� آ�� �3  22;Qً� و�3�1% �ح * !*�S 1?�' (، و ) 6/2690*  6953ح * !*�S ا$A@�ري (ه5ا ا$*>KL IJء 1
 =>IJ أ�� ��t ر�� ا� ��
� و&�': و7��ه��) 4/2078*  2705�� ��ل $���A !�  ا� ��Qأ �� ، E,ل((: �
 أ�� ��t ا$;>J/ ر�� ا� ��y]F �e ;! B5د5,ء أد ��145 :

 ��� إ�� أ�S ا>Bpqر ا>cEWRZb ا>W-4 إ�1Z<ك ، وار�5 a@ ةbpq@ �< bp�,e ، S�� ¡14, آ�bRا ، و' bpqM ا>��Bب إ' أup� S14¡((.  
 
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

;jاb2345 إ ,�pyا W4u@ري و,xd<أن ا i?F ;RpsM hM>?<ه�ا ا.  
  

23 
�YJ�a 
  :ه5ا ا$*>IJ �1وي �
 ا�
 ��Aس ر�� ا� ����� %3�1�1 �ً

 ا�
 ��Aس ر�� ا� ����� @B1R@ a! 34wن1
 X : /J�aولا>nMbo ا �� )1�t� 

 أJ%ب ��. 

 �3) ��hا$>ار� 
�& *1/58 ( ���, L>اً 3F� د��&mنوه5ا اB1R@ a! 34w@ IJ<*$اد: $�5ا ا�Jإ <F� ��hن [: ، ��ل ا$>را�B1R@ a! 34w@
1��%ن ا&�t�0ه� ) 6/370* ا$F� �3 ]1�t+�ء ا$��Lل (، و��ل ا�
 �>ي bL@ vRwm[  �3وك 
�  �F1 )Jروا 
1 IJد�=p :اد�Jإ <F� ـ

� ـ ��� :] �bأذآ W< ا>�ي cw<و ،bRآ,�@ i¡Bp?@ bR� ,-4آ �bأذآ W< ت وا>�يbوا>�ي ذآ ، hMد,ZXا a@ تbذآ ,@ bR� نB1R@ a! 34w1<و
;ybا>�ي ذآ a@ bs� ]. أ

�ا>nMbo ا ��,�< : /J�a 

 �1ة �
 ��hء �
 أ�� ر��ح �
 ا�
 ��Aس1� ]�
 ا$@�� <�
 ا$%$� )�Y� ����� ر�� ا�. 

 �>ي (�3 �u ل�L�$ء ا�+F� �3 ]1�t$3/60* ا ( ،) �Y��A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * 3/27*  2776ح ( ��1
 J�a/ ا�
 �>ي وه5ا اm&��د 3


 ؛ وw$5$ َ��ل أ�% 1?�� ا$a! iR�! 0R<>y �3 �Q�?d ا>R<B<، ا>i4w اXو>3: ���0ن�$%�j�$ء وا�+Fs$ا 
� ��: ه5ا اm&��د وه% آ{�� ا0$>$
]iR�y 345 ,-�@ ase ، iR�� ;�Mد,Zأ SuR< iR�![ ) يK��$ ل�L�$ل �3 أ&��ء ا��t$6 اJ5�X *4/198 .()�Q�}$ا )�F$أ�1 ا <n��3 أ ، cR4x<,e

vRwm ةb@ a! ����@b�bs ا>?<e hM[ : �[ ��ل ا$A@�ري 3 ;R[ . IJ<*$ن ا%tJ /A& �1  �� ًاً و���ء>j vRwm'��وا� أ 
�YJ�h$ا 
1.  
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 $' 5Jآ� راوي ا$*>��A�1«24 IJت ا�
 =»�j�Kا: ا$�-$, إ$   *t$ ،.25  
  

11- 

]4[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***  

  IJ<�� و&�' ��ل و�3 =�
 أ�� هJْ�ََُ�ةَ أَن# رَُ&%لَ ا$�#ِ� !�  ا� ���
 ��� &�O رَُ&%لَ ا$�#ِ� !�  ا� ��ُ#Qَأ �ٍtْ�َل%YJ '�&و :))WْLُMَْأَن7   أَرَأ B�<

          a�@ 3��َdْMَ c��7bاتٍ ه@َ 0َ��Bْمٍ 1ْ2َMَ 7c��; آُ�@ cُ�uِLَqْMَ Wُْآ>ِZََبِ أ,dَ!ِ اbً-ْ�َ
�ءٌ ْ��.َ ;ِ����,>Bا ؟دَرَِ�E :'    ٌء�ْ��.َ ;ِ����a دَرَِ�@ 3���َdْMَ ،ل,��E:   cُ���َ@َ �َ<ِ�َ��eَ

Mَ,oَxَ<ْ7 اa-ِ!ِ 9ا B?ُ1ْMَ 0ِ1ْxَ<ْاتِ اBَ4َ7D<9-8!+*( «ـ  .)),ا«  
  

   29وا$�?��� 28وا$51�0ي 27و1?�' 26روا: ا$A@�ري[: ��ل ا$�-$, *�وروا: ا�

�L�130  6�131
 =>IJ �{��ن آ5ا �3 ا7�0$.[  
  
  

 S�*!  
���� /+01  

                                                                                                                                                         
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

� ا9 5�-1, mس ر,d5 a!ا hM>Z hM>ZW45اً وا9 أ>j vRwm.  
 

� و&�' �;�d( ا$Kjم �>ون ذآ� ) 83* ا$����Aت ��  اF0&u>اد $�%م ا$��Fد $��;S وا$��nد ( 24�� �1?%�ً� إ$  ا$��A !�  ا� ���وا$*>L%1 IJ%د 3
IJ<*$ا$;*��� راوي ا.  

  
;Rd�y:  ��]�uw<ا bfZ a!ا �e,?<ب إ>3 ا,Ls<ه�ا ا idu�� ا>cDp ا>bا!� @a ه�ا ا>h?d أن e ا".,رة S�d% >�< ;!B4%0 ه�ا أR4e i?R?F bR�

M ,1@و ، Y<,q<ا �e hM>?<ا ijدر bإ>3 ذآ iًe,mإ i1�Xا a@ ;jb2أ a@ ن,R! �@ hM>?<راوي ا b5,دة !�آ JR1LM 14,ء ا>�يw<ا aR! وفbw1<آ< ا�
�idu ا>Ls,ب إ>3 ا>?,�e ا!bfZ a أ�; >�M Wآb هB و' أ��R@]y a@ >Z آL,ب  i?F ت«5<م,-d�1<ا «,p<�@ aR! a@;y  . أن W45وا9 أ b-�M وا>�ي

bfZ a! >1Zف إ>3 أb?yو ، i1M>�<ا iRox<ا ixu�<ا �e دBjB@ Bآ1, ه �fZ >1?@ a! >1Zأ Bب ه,Ls<ه�ا ا v<�@.  �!اb<ا cDp<ا �e ,�bذآ >Eو ،
;R<ب إ,Ls<ا idu� i?F 345 5<م i<دXا.  

 
25  �3 �Y��A$ا �L�Mن (أ��Jm6 اFn * س) 82/ 3*  2776ح�A� 
� و;J�S : ر�� ا� �FX$  ����� و��ل �
 ا��
 ا$@��[ وزاد 3� :��روا: 7

IJ<*$ى �3 ا%Y$�� ��
 �1ة و$� ]�  .]Re; ا>b@ a! cR4xة وRe; آE ,1,ل ا>B>3 ا>bwاvwm 3E[) : 4/451(��ل ا$���وى . ا$�F>ة وه% X ��1+�د �� ا$@�
  

  ).1/197*  505ح * !*�S ا$A@�ري ( 26
 

27 ) '�?1 S�  ). 1/462* 667ح * !*
  

  ).5/151*  2868ح * &�
 ا$51�0ي ( 28
  

  ).1/230*  462ح * &�
 ا$�?��� ( 29
  

30 ) �L�1 
  ).1/447*  1397ح * &�
 ا�
 

31 ) 6�  ).1/143*  523ح * ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

� ا9 5�; mة رbMbه �  .hRZ QR?F hM>Z اnpy ا>xd,ري و@W4u 345 إb2اhM>Z;j أ!
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12- 

]5[ 

***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

    �������  ا� ���! �ِ����%ل ا$�#����ل ر&���ل ���� �ٍ�ِ����Lَ 
���'�����cُ  (( :و&���َ@َ
  ;��@ cُuِLَqْMَ Wُْآ>ِZََ345 َ!,بِ أ bٍ1ْ�َ ٍر,jَ bٍ-ْ�َ cِ�َ1ََ0ِ1ْ آxَ<ْاتِ اBَ4َ7D<ا

  »9!+*( «ـ  .))آBْMَ 7cُمٍ 7b@َ 0َ1ْ2َاتٍ
  
  .] 33آ5ا �3 ا7�0$�6 32روا: 1?�'[: ��ل ا$�-$, *

QR?F  
W4u@  

13- ***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

)8( ))�4DM مB�M ي أنB�M Bا.; وهbe 3yأ a@   ;��R5 ;Ld4qe cR4<ا a@
        ;��a ر!@ ;�R45 iE>�F ;�@B��Bى وآ�,ن � ,�@ ;< YLآ QdF3 أLZ((. 

» )*+!10«  
  

�( �Kا: ا$�-$, * n�*$�3 ا   ��6  «إ$��6 وا$�0ه��5ري  »ا7�0$���$34    '�$ ���t$ ،
IJ<*$5آ� راوي اJ.35  

  

S�*!  

14- ***
***
***
***
***
***  

� و&�' ��ل )9(��6 ر�� ا� ��� أن ا$��A !�  ا� ���! 
� :
�Rd,ء ـ إذا B5Jeا ، B5Jeا إ>3 ا>D[ة((Xا ـ اB�!+*( «ـ . ))وآ,
10«  

  
 *IJ<*$ا$�-$, إ$  1;>ر ، واآ0+  �5آ� راوي ا :KFJ '$.36  
  

 S�*!  

                                                 
32 ) S�  ).1/463*  668ح * 1?�' !*
 

33 ) 6�  ).1/144* ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه
  

� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 
;?R?F �e W4u@ ;jb2أ >�e QR?F hM>Z ,1-�5 9ا �mا9 ر >d5 a! b!,j hM>Z.  

  
  ).1/231* ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه�6 $���5ري ( 34

  
� (، ) 3/257*  1784ح * &�
 ا$�?��� (ه5ا ا$*>IJ �1وي �
 أ�� ا$>رداء ر�� ا� ��� 3�1%�ً� و3%�%1ً� �3  35L�1 
*  1344ح * &�
 ا�
1/426 ( )�JKM 
���Y (، ) 6/323*  2588ح * !*�S ا�
 =�Aن (، ) 2/195*  1172ح * ، !*�S ا�A�$ ى�At$ا 
، )3/15*  4500ح * ا$?�
ه�ا b. 345 QR?F hM>Zط ا>~aRxR و>jbxM W,� وا>�ي 5�<ي أ�-vREBL! �]45 ,1 روي [: و��ل ا$*�آ') 1/455*  1170ح *  1?0>رك ا$*�آ'(

� أE<م وأ�pZ وأb5ف !?<hM زا�<ة @z :] a' روا: ا$*�آ' �3%�%1 1
 z �Mr /J�a' ��ل . ]a5 زا�<ةpwf<ا �45 a! aRu?<ن ا�e aهBM ' ,1@ وه�ا
W45وا9 أ �bR�[.  

  

 �3 �t$��$ا ���F$ا 
): M *1/588~!( ا�t=pم (وL%د إ&��د ا$��5ري ، ����� ��ل ا$�%وي �3 ) 3/449* أ=�tم ا$r�Yن (ه5ا و�> !*S ا$*>IJ ا�
]W4u@ طb. 345 QR?F د,�%�! ij,@ a!وا ، ��,u�<روا� ا[  ا�� �3�F$إ&��د: ا S*! w$5ر (، وآ�+&pا ]�= 
� ��d�$326- 1/325* ا ( ،

 �3 �Q�A$pا 
J�!�F�$ا 
1 �  ).1/378*  602ح * !*�S ا7�0$�6 وا$�0ه�6 (و!**
  

� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 
W45وا9 أ QR?F ,د��; إ%�ا9 5 �mا><رداء ر �  .hM>Z أ!

 

 1;>ر 36� ��YQ ,$-�$و أن ا<AJ IJ<*$دة وه5ا ا$�;>ر ه% آ�0ب  ه5ا ا�� ��1 ]Y�J ^�و��  أي =�ل ، ). 1/163* ا$>ر ا$��{%ر $�?�%�a ( و&

��ء ����' ا$?~م ، وا$*>IJ 51آ%ر �3 AQpا 
1 �A�$ );� ��3 ]J%a IJ<= 
، و ) 4/333*  18957ح * 1?�> أ=�> �
 =�A[ (ه5ا ا$*>KL IJء 1
&�?�( (و7��ه' ��&��د !*�S ، و!**� ا�Q�A$p �3 ) 5/311*  1975ح * !*�S ا�
 =�Aن (، و ) 6/157*  10450* &�
 ا$�?��� ا$�Atى (

 )*�  ].إ%�,د� b. 345 QR?Fط ا>~aRxR [ : و��ل ا�Q�A$p) 3/50*  1061ح * اp=�دIJ ا$;*
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

W45وا9 أ QR?F hM>Z ;�5 9ا �mر YR-F hM>Z.  
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15- ***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

�?� ��ل )10(Y$ا� ا <A� 
� �s�$ا 
آ,�i14¡ S 345 5-< أ�0 ((: و�
S4�e ;LRyTe ، �<,@ a! : آ,ن cة ، هJ1Z ,!أ ,M ه�ا c�@ WsdRDM

@w,ذ ا9 ، إن : 345 5-< ر%Bل ا34F 9 اR45 9; وW4%؟ E,ل
i@,R�<ا ie,x@ >fu1<در ا,d�e >L~L< QMb<ا S�  »11!+*( «. ))آ,

  
�( �Kا: ا$�-$, * n�*$أ�% داودإ$  �3 ا 
�&.37  
  


?=  

16- ***
***
***
***
***  


 َ&~مٍ ، َ��لَ  )11(ِ�ْ �
 َ�Aِْ> ا$�#ِْ�َ :))  ، Wَ4ِ%َ ;ِRْ4َ5َ ;ُ74<374 اFَ U�dِ7�<آَ,نَ ا
وَأُْ@bْ أَه4ََْ� ﴿: أََ@bَه7D<,!ِ Wُْ[ةِ ، bَEَ 7Ẁُأَ 38إِذَا َ�Jَلَ ِ!Tَه4ِِْ; ِ.<7ةٌ

,-َRْ4َ5َ bْdِoَFْ7[ةِ وَاD<,!ِ ﴾((.  ـ»  )*+!11«  
  

 * KFJ '$: 
�F1 39.ا$�-$, إ$  1;>ر  

,�F� 
 اm&��د

���hYQu  

17- ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

)12( ))    Tْ��7mBَLَRَ4ْeَ َدَم� ����ِ!َ a��@ >ٍ�Zََ3 أ���iٌ أو إ>�jَ,Zَ ;ِ���; إ>�3 ا>74�< S����a آ,@
   3�45 Gc�DَRُ<َْ345 ا>74ِ; و aِ�ْRُ<ِ 7Ẁُ aِRْLَwَْرَآ GcDَRُ<ِ 7Ẁُ َءBmُBُ<ْا aْuِ?ْRُ4ْeَ

  َ;���, إَِ>�<َ cْ���ُRَ<ِ 7W��ُ̀  W4���; و%�R45 934 ا��F ���d�<ا  WُMbِ��sَ<ْا WُR��إ' ا9 اْ>َ?4ِ
     �َ<ُTَ���,َ>aَR1ِ أَْ%�wَ<ْا Gرَب ;ِ��74<ِ >ُ���WِR اْ>َ?1ْ��ِwَ<ْشِ اbْ��wَ<ْا Gرَب ;ِ���dَْ?,نَ ا>74�%ُ
         iَ@َ,4َ�7u<وَا �b�!ِ c��a آ@ iَ�1َR�ِqَ<ْوَا �َ�yِbَpِqْ@َ Wَ�ِاJَ��َ� و5ََLِ1َZَْتِ ر,dَjِB@ُ

�, إ' �َ dً�yَ ,<َ Ẁٍَْ<عْ >� ذَْ �a@     iً آc إِjَ,Zَ 'و ;ُ�Lَjْ7beَ 'إ ,�ª1َو' ه ;ُ�yَbْpَ
aَR1ِZِ7اb<ا WَZَْأَر ,M ,-َLَRْNَEَ 'إ ,mًِر �< �  »12ـ11!+*(  «ـ  .))هَِ

  
* KFJ '$: 5آ� ا&' ا$�اوي ا$�-$, إ$  1;>رJ '$40.، و   

,�F� 
  L>اً

                                                 
���Y (، و ) 1/483*  1241ح * 1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (، وأsJً� ) 1/311*  1196ح * &�
 أ�% داود ( 37A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * وه5ا ) 1/547*  996ح

SJ�$0>ت اnو&�م إذا ا ��� 5Jآ� ��د�X' ��  ��> ر&%ل ا� !�  ا� ��Qp ا$��3%ع 't= �3 �
 w$�1 ر�� ا� ��� �Qأ 
� IJ<*$ل ا$�%وي . ا��

 =>IJ أ�Q ر�� ا� ��� ) M *2/865~!( ا�t=pم �3 ���1ت ا$?�
 و�%ا�> ا�t=pم ( �3�:  ] auZ ,د�داود !�% B!أ ;jb2أ[.  
  
� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 

W45,د وا9 أ�ا"% auZ hM>?<ه�ا ا.  
 

38 �+�� )Jو�3 روا :))nRm(( <=ه�� و��F1ة و<n ل<�.  
  

1
 آ�0ب  39 ��YQ ,$-�$و أن ا<AJ IJ<*$ه5ا ا) �a%�ح * ا$�jF' اpو&^ $��Ahا�Q (و�> !*S ا$?�%�a إ&��د: و�Kا: إ$  ) 5/613* ا$>ر ا$��{%ر $�?
���Y (و ) 8/176* =��( اpو$��ء $�Q��A!o (و ) 1/272*  886A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * 3/153*  3180ح (��&m �a%��S ا$?*;X �3 
t$ ، 'ه��د و7

��1 O�?J '$و �� �A> ا� �
 ا$?~م J '$ %�3>رآ�1*�> �
 =�Kة وL> أ� 
�� �ً��hYQأن ه��ك ا uت إ�Yz IJ<*$ل ا�Lر 'FQ ، ��Q IJ<*$د  ا��&m�3 ا �Qأ <jQو
 �3 �Aل ا$5ه�� w$5$ ؛ ��
 L> أ�� �Jو�J) ء~A�$~م ا�أ ��، و��ل ا$�Fا�� d5 ;R[  �3< ا9ه�ا @E c%b< ا��aR! ,@ ;Re �o @?1< وj< أ![): 8/411* &


 =�[ اp&+�ر (� ��d�$روا� [ ): 2/1123* اa! 9ا >d5 a5 ةJ1Z a! >1?@ hM>Z a@  %وXا �e ��� إذا �Jل !Tه4; ( %[م E,ل  ا>bdoاd�<آ,ن ا
رواa5 ;LM أ!a@ ;5,1% >wdRe �>j a5 ;R أ!�  ا>nRN أ@bهD<,! W[ة `bE Wأ ه�� ا�iM ، و@?J1Z a! >1ة !d5 a! v%BM a< اa! 9 %[م إ�1, ذآbوا >;

�>j.[ :د��&�� IJ<*$اد: ا�J6 إY� ل�� I�= )�� IJ<*$إ$  أن �3 ا ��`J �Q�� آ?+Q �Qا�Ah$م إ' !-�ا [: �[ إن ا]% a! 9ا >d5 a5 hM>?<وى ه�ا اbM '
b1w@ ;! دbpy ,د�آ�� �3  ]ا"% S�*! <�?� ��
 ا$@�hب 3%�%1ً� ��� ��� 
� ��� 
� w$�1 (واp![ أن ا$*>IJ 1`�%ر �
 �A> ا� �a%1 * 259ح  *

1/119 .( WهBy ,1آ ,ً?R?F 0R< hM>?<د ا,�%�e ، ,د�ل ا"%,jر i�` a@ W�b<ع 345 ا,o��و!�,ء d5 hM>?e ;R45< اa! 9 %[م vRwm وL45; ا'
�|BRu<ا.  

  

 :رij ا>?<iF]2hM د �
;5,o��� ا5 9�vRwm ; ا"%�,د 'mم ر]% a! 9 >d5 hM>Z.  

  
��L Iء �3  40= �ً�%3�1 �� (، و ) 2/344*  479ح * &�
 ا$51�0ي (ه5ا ا$*>IJ �1وي �
 �A> ا� �
 أ�� أو3  ر�� ا� ��L�1 
 1384ح  * &�
 ا�

 �3 إ&) 1/466*  1199ح * و1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (، ) 1/441* t$ا$51�0ي ���3> �
 �A> ا$�=�
 ��ل �� IJ<*$لٌ     [: ��د ا,�� إِْ%�َ�,دِِ� َ@َ��eو Yٌ�Mbِ�َ hٌM>ِZَ ه�ا
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18- 

***
***
***
***
***
***
***  

� و&�' )13(�5�<ي >a@�1 إن أ�d  ا>�,س ((: ��ل ا$��A !�  ا� ��
 �e ;5,|دة ر!; و أ,d5 auZة أ]D<ا a@ �Z ا>?,ذ ذو vRp2
 ;Eو آ,ن رز �!,FX,! ;R<ر إ,~M ' ,س�ا> �e ,N@,� و آ,ن bu<ا

ـ  .))آbdDe ,e,p 345 ذ>� @ S4f5�LR; و B! S4EاآR; و by cEا`;
»  )*+!12«  
  

�( �Kا: ا$�-$, * n�*$�3 ا ��d;$ا O1�j$41.إ$  ا  
  

,�F�  

19- ***
***
***
***
***  

)14( IJ<= �3و :))   ��LR! b�R2 b��sM �LR! �e ة]D<ا b3    أآ��45 W4�، و%
�y,�uZ b�sy ، �L@أ a@ SR�< a@((.  ـ» )*+!13«  

  
 *��d;$ا O1�j$ا: ا$�-$, إ$  اK�42 IJ<*$5آ� راوي اJ '$و ،.  

@BmBع 
��5ا ا$+� 
 �Qأ 
�
w$�1 
�  

  

                                                                                                                                                         
� ا>?<hM وeََ,ِ�ٌ< هB أ!B اْ>BَرEَْ,ءِe vُ7wNَMُ a1Zb<ا >d5 a! >ُ�ِ,eَ[ .     W-�Nw! ;�1-yا c�! hM>�< 145�,ء ا>?�5 hM>?<وك اbL@ Bوه .     b��<,��<اً !j vRw�m hM>�?<,e

X cjb<ل ا,Z 3<إ >Eو ، ;R45 hM>?<ن @<ار ا bذآ�e ,1اً آ>j vRwm hM>?<وي أن ا,xu<ا )    O�+��6 ا$`�A*$ا  �، ) 432-4331* ا$Y%ل ا$OJ<A �3 ا$;~ة ��
    ���3 ���
 آ�J���!�F�$ا 
��1 �Q���A$pا �ً��sJ6   (وأ����6 وا$�0ه���, ا7�0$F����     ، ) 1/214*  416ح * ��mB<,! hM>���3 ا>?�45 W��s?e زيB��f<ا a���� ا!�%By >��Eو 

�) 2/61* ا$�%�%��ت (e �dا>�ه ;d�wy �<�<ت ( ؛ و��ا$�%�% R�@�X *1/190 (�$%Y� : ]  c�1L?M c��>اً ،       ]@, هBmB1! Bع، !L ,�F�� ��Qأ ���FJ w�وذ$
 �3 �
 w$�1 ر�� ا� ��� �Qأ IJ<= 
�� $��Ahا�Q (و$�*>�n IJه>ا 1d;$ا 'jF�$1/213* ا (   
���د �A� ����, L>اً 3F� %وه      IJ<��� ا$*t�1 <���> ا$;A�

S�;J ~3 <=�� $~&0`��د �}J.  
  

� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 
 hM>Z ;�5 9ا �m3 رeأو �  .j vRwm<اً وا9 أd5W45< اa! 9 أ!

  
41 ) ��d;$ا O1�j$ح ا�`� ��?�
) 1/177* ا0$�YJ�a 
1 �ً�%3�1 �) 575/ 4*  2347ح * &�
 ا$51�0ي (�3  ا>nMbo اXول: �
 أ�� أ1َ�1ََُ( ر�� ا� ��

 ]A�= 
� ا$5ه�A ) 4/137*  7148ح * 1?0>رك ا$*�آ' (، و ) 255، 5/252*   22251، ح  22221ح * ، 1?�> أ=�> �YAFX 
t$ ، 'ا$*�آ �و!**
�$%Y� : ] Bه vwN<إ>3 ا c! '[ ا <A� 
� '&�Y$ا 
� �Q��$pا <JKJ 
�> pن �3 &�>: �>د 1
 ا$Fs+�ء ��� �Q�&�3 أ=> أ '�
 أ�� &�� I�$ ًً�sJوأ ، 
�=�$

]A�= 
ه�ا a5 QDM ' hM>Z ر%Bل ا34F 9 اR45 9; وa1e W4% ): [2/636* ا$F�[ ا$���0ه�( �3 اp=�دIJ ا$%اه�( (��ل ا�
 ا$j%زي �3 . 1?�> أ=�> �
 hM>Z �e W%,�<وا >MJM a! ��أwdM '[ .  �1< أن BsMن @W-<B1wوآ�R إ>3 أ!� أ@,@pwm i,ء و@3L ا�1Lj ا!a زbZ و45�
 ا�
 (�3% �3  ا>nMbo ا>�,�&

 �L�1 * 1,ن) 2/1378*  4117حR4% a! بBMأ Bل وهB-f@ا9 ، و >d5 a! iE>F Bوه vRwm �>�% �eا$*��3  و 
�YJ�h$ل �3 ا%Y$ا R@$ <و� ،

 =�[ اp&+�ر (ا$�Fا�� �3 � ��d�$ل) 2/925* ا�� I�= :]@ a!ي وا�@bL<ا ;jb2أaRpRwm aMد,�%�! ;j,[ . �3 �Q�A$pا �+Fو�) O1�j$ا ,�F�

 ��d;$974ح * ا.(  
  

� hM>?<ا ijدر iF]2: 
 hM>Z ;�5 9ا �mر i@,@أ �  .ا9 أW45وvRwm أ!

  
42 ) ��d;$ا O1�j$ح ا�`� ��?����Y (و�> Q?6 ا$?�%�a ا$*>IJ إ$  ا�
 ��Aس ر�� ا� ����� �3 ) 1/200* ا0$A�$ ن��Jm6 اFn * 8760ح  *
� ذ>� وE< أ.,ر إ>3 ذ>� ا>1�,وي) 6/427e Wوه �|BRu<ن اTse ;�5 9ا �mر �<,@ a! 0�� ا>~Yw إ�1, هa5 B أe ا>�ي as< . J@ر >Eو

m 3<إ �|BRu<,د� ا�إ% �e نX ر ؛BDE ;Re  �e hM>?<ا vwN! Ws?<, أن ا�و >>dM hM>?<,د ا�إ>3 إ% b��<< ا�5 as< ، ,وي�ا>1 �bEوأ hM>?<ا vw
�3  45� !a ا>f�< وه@ B�bs ا>?<hM آE ,1,ل ا>xd,ري !E c,ل أ!B-f@ Wy,Z Bل و�bd2 آ�ب 'X�= أ�� 
.R» ): [6/178* ا$�jح واJ<F0$[ (، ��ل ا�

! ;�5 SdLلآ,E 0�� 34F اR45 9; وis1 :W4%، روى b15 a5و !a دM�,ر a5 أd�<ل ا,E)) :W4ue ؛ �LR! S42ل)). إذا دB�M �هSw1% : «R. B أ!

 (و��ل ا�
 =�Aن �3 . ] و@ ;�M>Z�bs: وE,ل أ!B زرB-f@ .i5ل ، وBmB@ hM>Zع�� bMوي b15 a5و [): 2/109* ا$��jو=p�,o<ا >�j a! �45

� ه�� ا>D�W45 i5, أ�-, @i<B1w %�  ا'fLZ,ج !bواa! ;LM دM�,ر روى 5�; اe ىء>Ld1<ا ,-w1% 3 إذاLZ >R�,%Xا Y4�M a1@ ن آ,نBREاbw<
bRا>��,ت ا>1~,ه a5 bR,آ�ء ا>1,R.X,! اد�bp��( $�5ا اm&��د ،  ]'&�&pا )�F$�3% اvRwm Bي وهbDd<ر ا,�Mد a! وb15 ,ًNMأ hM>?<,د ا�إ% �eو .

e ، ل,Z ا>; ه�ا و345 أيBZأ auZأ �e ًا>j vRwm B-e Sd�M ' hM>Z �|BRu<ا a5 ]ً�� v<�1<; ا>�ي أور� ا�ا9 5 �mر �<,@ a! 0�?<hM أ
;R<إ cR@ا>�ي أ Bوه Wy,Z B!ل أ,E ,15, آBmB@ ,�M>Z asM W< إذا .�mB<,! hM>?<345 ا ��,d<Xا WsZ >Eآ�� �3  و) )+�Fs$ا IJد�=pا )�?�&

  ). 1143- 14/1142 * 7039* وا$�%�%�(  
  

 ;Rd�y:  �3 �ً�%3�1 ����� ا� ر�� ا� <A� 
� ���L 
� S�*! IJ<= ' (ه��ك�1? S�إذا 3NE أZ<آy]F W; ((: ��+�) 1/539*  778ح * !*
� !bR2 ;y]F a@ ;LRاe c5,j 9ن ا�e ;y]F a@ ,dRD� ;LRd< cwfR4e �>fu@ �e((. � ���}$ا IJ<*$% أن ا$�-$, ذآ� ه5ا ا�3 
� �Qأ IJ<= 
1 uً<

)��7 S�  .w$�1 ر�� ا� ��� $�tن أو$  3+� ا$;*


